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ABSTRACT 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

In my dissertation research, I explored the spatial transformation of the built environment of 
residential land use among three Chinese cities: Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen. I chose 
Shenzhen as a representative case to investigate the impacts of Chinese land-use reform 
policy on features of the built environment. Further, how changes to the built environment 
influence the accessibility levels of mobility alternatives.  

I created three levels of spatial pattern analysis (TLSPA) to capture the spatial transformation 
process of the built environment in the residential land use of Chinese cities. The TLSPA and 
chosen variables of the built environment were inspired by land-use variables such as 
‘density’, ‘roadway connectivity’, ‘access to transit’ and ‘neighbourhood typology’. Unlike 
other research linking land-use variables and impacts on travel behaviour, the TLSPA uses 
GIS tools to analyse the spatial features of the land-use variables and their impacts on the 
accessibility level to different transport modes. In addition, the TLSPA reveals the impacts on 
transport mode development caused by the relevant planning codes.  

The research provides interesting insights into the spatial transformation process and its 
internal connection to motorisation development in Chinese cities. The spatial transformation 
of the built environment supports the development of the automobile mode of transport on 
three spatial levels. Spatial level I: findings from the chosen Chinese cities include decreasing 
roadway connectivity and increasing land plots sizes, which support the development of the 
automobile as a transport mode. Spatial level II: the Shenzhen sample further revealed the 
lack of integration between land use and public transport planning at neighbourhood level. 
Spatial level III: the spatial typology of real estate projects in Shenzhen is transforming 
towards a gated-community pattern with a huge amount of parking facilities. The 
neighbourhood typology is a key factor extending the accessing distance to public transport 
service nodes. The spatial transformation of the built environment on three spatial levels thus 
often intensifies accessibility level to the automobile instead of public transport modes.  

The TLSPA proved that the built environment in Chinese cities has transformed into an 
automobile-dependent spatial structure (ADSS) and led to weak spatial connections to public 
transport modes. Based on the analysis, the study developed a series of ‘pull’ and ‘push’ 
schemes to stop the trend of ADSS development. These consist of political, economic, social 
and technical approaches to enhance the planning of non-motorised transport modes in 
Chinese residential land-use planning. The study pointed out three spatial levels of low-
carbon mobility strategies of residential land use planning for China.  
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

In meiner vorliegenden Arbeit wird die räumliche Transformation der gebauten Umwelt in 
Wohngebieten der chinesischen Städte Peking, Shanghai, und Shenzhen untersucht. Shenzhen 
wurde als beispielhafter Fall gewählt, um den Einfluss der Regularien der chinesischen 
Landnutzungsreform auf die Struktur der gebauten Umwelt zu analysieren. Des Weiteren 
wird betrachtet, wie Veränderungen an der gebauten Umwelt die Zugangsmöglichkeiten zu 
verschiedenen Mobilitätsoptionen beeinflussen. 

Um den räumlichen Transformationsprozess der bebauten Umwelt in Wohngebieten in 
chinesischen Städten zu erfassen wurde ein System der räumlichen Analysen auf drei Ebenen 
entwickelt (TLSPA). Die räumliche Dreiebenenanalyse und die gewählten Variablen der 
gebauten Umwelt sind inspiriert durch Landnutzungsvariablen wie „Dichte“, Straßen 
Konnektivität“, „Zugang zu Transportmitteln“ und „Nachbarschaftstypologien“. Im 
Gegensatz zu anderen Forschungsarbeiten die Landnutzungsvariablen und Einflüsse auf das 
Verkehrsverhalten verknüpfen, wird in der räumlichen Dreiebenenanalyse ein GIS zur 
Analyse der räumlichen Merkmale der Landnutzungsvariablen und deren Einfluss auf 
Zugangsmöglichkeiten zu verschiedenen Verkehrsmodi eingesetzt. Zusätzlich legt die 
räumliche Dreiebenenanalyse den Einfluss von relevanten Planungsvorschriften auf die 
Entwicklung der Transportmodi offen. 

Diese Arbeit stellt interessante Erkenntnisse zum räumlichen Transformationsprozess und den 
internen Verknüpfungen zur Motorisierungsentwicklung in chinesischen Städten zur 
Verfügung. Die räumliche Transformation der gebauten Umwelt unterstützt die Entwicklung 
des „automobilen“ Verkehrsmodus auf drei verschiedenen räumlichen Ebenen. Räumliche 
Ebenen I: Ergebnisse aus den gewählten chinesischen Städten zeigen ein abnehmendes 
Niveau beim Zugang zu Straßen und eine zunehmende Größe der Baublöcke, was die 
Entwicklung des Automobils als Transportmodus unterstützt. Räumliche Ebenen II: Das 
Beispiel Shenzhen zeigt die unzureichende Integration zwischen Landnutzungs- und 
Verkehrsplanung in Wohngebieten. Räumliche Ebenen III: Auf der Ebene der 
Nachbarschaftsanalyse (Real Estate Projekte) in Shenzhen ist eine Entwicklung zu Gated 
Communities mit riesigen Parkflächen zu erkennen. Die Nachbarschaften in Form von Gated 
Communities bilden eine Schlüsselposition bei der wachsenden Distanz zu ÖPNV-
Knotenpunkten. Die räumliche Transformation auf allen drei räumlichen Ebenen unterstützt 
häufig den Zugang zum Automobil statt zum ÖPNV. 

Die räumliche Dreiebenenanalyse zeigte, dass sich die gebaute Infrastruktur in chinesischen 
Städten in eine Automobilabhängige räumliche Struktur entwickelt hat (ADSS) und zu einer 
schwachen Verknüpfung mit ÖPNV-Knoten führte. Basierend auf der Analyse wurden in 
dieser Arbeit eine Reihe von „pull“ und „push“ Maßnahmen entwickelt um den Trend zu 
einer automobilabhängigen räumlichen Struktur zu stoppen. Diese Maßnahmen setzen sich 
aus politischen, ökonomischen, sozialen und technischen Ansätzen zusammen, um die 
Planung für nichtmotorisierte Transportmodi in chinesischen Wohngebieten zu interstützen. 
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Schließlich werden auf drei räumlichen Ebenen kohlenstoffarme Mobilitätsstrategien für die 
Planung von Wohngebieten in China diskutiert. 
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1. Chapter 1 - Introduction  
 

1.1. Chinese Urbanization Facts and Trends 
 

Global urbanisation is expanding especially in Africa and Asia due to the agglomeration of 
megacities (United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division 
2014, p. 13). China’s rapid urbanisation has raised global concerns regarding sustainable 
urban development due to the astonishing growth of its cities and rapid expansion of the 
country’s built-up areas. In 2012, China recorded for the first time a higher urban population 
than rural. Cities are the main consumers of energy and emitters of CO2. China is pursuing a 
low-carbon development path using different technological approaches through public and 
private initiatives. The promotion of public transport development and reduction of 
automobile dependency in Chinese cities has made it onto the political agenda of many local 
governments. 

1.2. Mobility Challenges for Chinese Urbanization  
 

Global Motorisation Trend and its Negative Impacts 

The growth of motorisation seems to be a global phenomenon measured by growing car 
ownership and the increasing amount of the car journeys (Cervero 2013, p. 8). It is estimated 
that by 2050 there will be 2.6 billion motor vehicles in the world, mostly concentrated in 
Asian countries like China and India (UN Habitat 2011). Private vehicle trips account for 
more than half of urban journeys (Pourbaix 2011).  The growth in motorisation has led to 
negative environmental impacts such as traffic congestion, air pollution, high energy 
consumption and social inequality (Cervero 1998, pp. 39–53).  Air pollution is especially 
serious in regions like South and East Asia, and mega cities like Delhi, Bangkok, Beijing, 
Shanghai and Jakarta (Faiz and Sturm 2000).  

 

Rapid Motorisation Growth in Chinese Cities  

China is undergoing a rapid process of motorisation in its cities. Beijing has over five million 
motor vehicles and has suffered from serious air pollution and traffic congestion for years 
(South China Morning Post 2015). China’s urban air quality is 6 times higher than the WHO’s 
recommended limits  and is approaching dangerous levels similar to London’s in the 1950s 
(Faiz and Sturm 2000). Factors for motorisation growth are diverse: political support for 
developing China’s automobile industry, economic incentives for car purchases in China and 
social factors such as the automobile being perceived as a status symbol. Among these, land 
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use is an important factor since it influences the features of built environments, which 
encourages the development of motorised mobility in Chinese cities. Land-use reforms have 
transformed the urban built environment in Chinese cities into automobile-dependent spatial 
structures. 

 

Challenges for Urban Mobility 

Vehicle mobility growth in Chinese cities threatens urban liveability and implies a growing 
demand for energy and land resources, rising CO2 emissions and increasing traffic congestion 
causing economic losses for cities. The built environment has long-term impacts on mobility 
patterns due to huge involvement of construction activities. Therefore, exploring the 
relationship between the built environment and mobility choices has become an important 
theme in urban planning. The promotion of Non-Motorised Transport (NMT) is a key concern 
in enhancing the public transport network and services. Accessibility to public transport 
modes must be convenient for pedestrians.  

 

Innovations for Chinese Urban Mobility Planning 

In order to enhance NMT planning through better planning toolkits, the study focuses 
primarily on the analysis of built-environment variables and their impacts on the development 
of mobility modes. The analysis of the built environment of Chinese neighbourhoods aims to 
describe the spatial transformation process of the built environments on different spatial 
levels. The changing spatial features imply the development potentials of different mobility 
modes. By understanding the relationship between built environment features and mobility 
mode development, the planning authority could formulate different toolkits to change the 
features of the built environment. These should support the development of NMT instead of 
automobile modes. The neighbourhood typology innovation serves as the planning tool to 
enhance NMT development and guide Chines urbanisation paths towards a low-carbon future.  
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1.3. Research Questions and Hypotheses 
 

Questions and Hypotheses 
 

Questions 

Question 1: How did the (1980s) land-use reforms transform the built environment into an 
Automobile-Dependent Spatial Structure (ADSS)1? 

Question 2: How did an ADSS influence the public transport accessibility level2 in Chinese 
cities?  

 

Hypotheses 

Hypothesis 1: Chinese land-use reforms have progressively shifted the urban built 
environment towards an Automobile-Dependent Spatial Structure (ADSS); the suburba-
planning system encompasses the land-use planning sector, road infrastructure sector and 
housing sector.  

Hypothesis 2: The ADSS in Chinese cities has improved accessibility for private vehicles to 
a greater extent than for public transport in built environments.   

 

Research Framework 
 

The research framework includes theoretical and empirical parts. The theoretical part is a 
literature review consisting of three layers – political institutional, urban planning and 
mobility – that provide the systematic knowledge for understanding the Chinese urbanisation 
process, the built environment transformation process and the impacts on mobility 
development. The political institutional layer explains Chinese land-use reforms and their 
impacts on urbanisation. The urban-planning layer explains the changing spatial features of 
the built environment of Chinese cities under rapid urbanisation. The mobility layer explains 
how the built environment influences the travel behaviour. Furthermore, changes in travel 
behaviour influence long-term mobility development in a neighbourhood.  

The empirical part includes two methodologies: semi-structured interviews and spatial 
pattern analysis. The former aims to interview key stakeholders in the land-use planning and 

                                                 
1 Automobile-Dependent Spatial Features (ADSS) refers to different levels of spatial transformation of the built 
environment in Chinese cities. Spatial transformation processes in China are dynamic and complex; however, in 
many cities the emergence of large-scale land use development projects and superblock neighbourhoods support 
the automobile mobility.  
2 Accessibility level is a measurement scale using two sets of indicators: the Public Transport Accessibility Level 
(PTAL) and Availability of Car Parking (ACP).  
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urban planning process. The latter aims to evaluate the built environment features and diverse 
impacts on mobility development. The neighbourhood typology and accessibility levels to 
different modes of transport (public vs private) thus offer useful evidence for linking the built 
environment and mobility mode development. 

Figure 1: Research Framework  

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Part I The Political Institutional Layer introduces the Land-Use Reform (LUR) as a political 
factor of the Chinese urbanisation in terms of scale and timeframe.  

 

LUR has achieved great success in terms of mobilising the private/foreign capital influx into 
the land use market in China. These changes of governance structure between the state and 
private sectors have also brought diverse interests into the land-use process. Private sector 
participation in the land-use process creates many uncertainties since the sectors has its own 
measurements for productivity and efficiencies. These uncertainties reflect on the land use 
intensity and forms. For example, more and more private real estate projects look to build 
large residential communities and allocate them to the outskirts of the cities due to the cheaper 
land prices and potential for property sales. More inner city Central Business District (CBD) 
have been planned in order to boost the economic sector; more industrial parks or factories 
have been constructed in remote areas to reduce unemployment. Large-scale mono-function 
land use is prevalent in many Chinese cities, which would not have been possible without the 
introduction of LUR by the central government in the 1980s. The built-up environment is 
indeed the result of negotiation between state and private sector interests. Although the state 
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released guidelines for the private sector3 during the land-use planning process, ongoing 
negotiations during construction between the state and private sector may have more 
influence on the final constructed spatial features than the guidelines.   

 

Part II the Urban-Planning Layer introduces the Chinese urban-planning system as an 
effective tool at generating urban space.  

 

Chinese cities are undergoing a spatial transformation process under uncertainty due to 
experimentations in construction and many exceptions being granted to planning regulations. 
Different planning authorities (state owned or private) actively participated during the process 
of generating urban spaces. Especially the spatial characteristics of residential land use at 
neighbourhood level provide a more detailed framework for understanding the relationship 
between the physical ‘urban space’ and the sub-planning system of the urban-planning 
system. In nearly 30 years of applying LUPR, many Chinese cities increased their built 
environments in both, quantity and quality. Cities are no longer suitable for travelling by foot 
or bicycle; rather it is more suitable to travel by automobile. Beijing, China’s capital city is 
the most representative example of these spatial changes of built-up environments and many 
other cities are following a similar spatial development pattern. The original compact, 
pedestrian-friendly urban form is gradually transforming info a mono-functional, automobile-
oriented one, the so-called ‘Automobile-Dependent Spatial Structure’ (ADSS).  

There are two approaches to measuring the built-up environments of Chinese cities: 
quantitative and qualitative. The former includes large data sets such as the city’s statistical 
yearbook as well as indicators such as the city’s built-up areas, the total length of its streets 
and size of municipal infrastructures. However, these quantitative data do not really reflect the 
spatial relationship of different elements (land uses, buildings, streets, parks and so on) of the 
built-up environment. The qualitative measurement, such as neighbourhood typology4, reveals 
more of the spatial relationship between different elements of the built-up environments. The 
built environment has further influence on the mobility pattern of China’s urban citizens. This 
linkage helps in understanding the coherent relationship between the spatial transformation 
process in China and its motorisation growth.   

 

Part III the Mobility layer focuses on the relationship between the built environment and 
mobility patterns.  

 

                                                 
3 The key private-sector companies include those in road construction, private housing, municipal infrastructure, 
and other foreign direct investment. 
4 Neighbourhood typology: What should be included in the neighbourhood typology study? Would it make sense 
to study this in the Chinese context? Highlight the needs to study the neighbourhood typology and those 
planning tools that generate the typology. 
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The mobility layers reviews international studies linking the built environment and travel 
behaviour. Built environment includes land-use variables such as density development, 
mixed-use level, spatial connection with transit service, road network and parking provisions 
etc. These features influence the development of different mobility modes. For example, a lot 
of Western literature proposes that high-density urban development could reduce a city’s 
automobile dependency. The ‘density’ variable thus becomes an important evaluator of land 
use projects since it has the potential to reduce future automobile utilisation. Therefore, this 
layer summarises different built-environment variables and their impacts on automobile 
development, which helps in developing the framework of empirical work in China. The 
framework creates a link between the international literature on built environment and travel 
behaviour. However, the empirical data collection is still dependent on the Chinese cities’ 
data sources and applicability to the Chinese context.  

 

 

Reasons for Studying the ADSS Sample 
 

There are three reasons to explore the ADSS development in Chinese cities.  

 

First, the ADSS captures the built environment features on different spatial levels, which 
provides the qualitative samples for understanding the Chinese cities and their spatial 
transformation process.  

There are many quantitative data used in describing the Chinese urbanisation process such as 
the city’s statistical yearbook. The ADSS provides another qualitative data source for 
understanding the spatial transformation process in China. It functions as a supplementary 
knowledge source in explaining the Chinese spatial transformation process and motorisation 
process. The argument goes like this: if the majority of urban residents live in the ADSS 
sample and have less convenient access to modes of public transport than automobiles, then 
the growth of car ownership seems unavoidable since the built environment is designed for 
cars. By understanding the generation of the ADSS, the planning authorities could develop 
solutions to improve the built environment in order to support the public transport mode 
development.  

 

Second, the ADSS sample could provide a city-level comparison of Chinese cities, which 
helps in understanding the national-level planning codes and impacts on the built 
environment.  

Since many of the Chinese cities have followed the national-level planning codes during the 
land-use planning process, the generation of the ADSS might be a nationwide phenomenon. 
The generation of the ADSS in Chinese cities led to the high-carbon trend in the transport 
sector and it is necessary to change this trend. Although cities have similarities and 
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differences, in the case of China the similarities between cities’ built-up environments is 
influenced by national-level planning standards.5 Since Chinese urbanisation is an ongoing 
process, a better understanding of the ADSS development and the relevant planning toolkits 
help in reviewing the current planning codes. State interventions are necessary in order to 
promote the development trend towards public transport modes.  

 

Third, the ADSS helps cities to stop the lock-in effects for the development of high-carbon 
mobility transport modes. The changes to features of the built environment have long-term 
impacts for motorisation reduction in China.   

Although China is promoting low-carbon city development and has initiated diverse low-
carbon city projects, managing the low-carbon development of the transport sector is not a 
simple task. The growth of motorisation in Chinese cities threatens urban liveability. The built 
environment has long-term impacts on the development of mobility modes. The specific 
spatial features of a built environment support certain mobility modes, which cities are 
subsequently choosing to develop. It is also expensive to remodel the built environment to 
accommodate a certain transport mode, so if the current environment supports automobile use 
then it will continue to do so for decades to come. Indeed, there are other toolkits and 
principles in place to dissuade automobile usage, such as policies restricting ownership. 
However, these toolkits might have short-term effects since the physical built-up environment 
is made for cars. Therefore, the ADSS investigation provides a tangible sample for 
understanding the built environment features and its connection with automobile mode 
development in China and further develop a long-term low-carbon transport strategy for 
China.  

 

  

                                                 
5 National-level planning standards: road planning codes, land use planning categories 
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1.4. Methodology 
 

Methodology I – Semi-Structured Interview 
 

The semi-structured interview provides direct access to the sectoral information, which helps 
in understanding the key stakeholders’ role during land-use planning procedures. The 
methodology helps in understanding the following: key players’ roles and positions in the 
land use-planning process; the spatial division of different planning professions and 
measurements; the cooperation modes between different stakeholders; ‘how things get built’ 
between ‘Planning’ and ‘in Practice’. In most Chinese urban planning projects, the official 
online information usually lists departmental responsibilities, planning tasks, accomplished 
projects etc. without any mention of the key challenges in the day-to-day planning process.  

Figure 2: Semi- Structured Interview Stakeholders 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin  

 

Methodology II - Built Environment Spatial Pattern Analysis 
 

This methodology applies the Geographical Information System (GIS) tool to analyse 
different spatial data. The data collection process involves different levels of planning 
documents and secondary data sources. The spatial pattern analysis choses different scales of 
residential land use samples for analysis. It collects different levels of data to create a 
calculation base in the GIS. This methodology collects the ‘urban fabric’ of residential 
samples from different spatial scales for further analysis. The first level is choosing 5km2 

residential samples from a grid drawn over three Chinese cities. The main measurements for 
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comparing these residential samples include road network density and average size of land 
plots. The second level is choosing a representative sample from these 9 samples for further 
study. Detailed information includes different street networks and the capacities of different 
road categories as well as land-plot ratio, open spaces, connectivity of the pedestrian 
network. The third level is choosing one type of housing unit – real estate housing project – to 
study its spatial characteristics and the accessibility level to different mobility modes.  

Figure 3: Data Acquisition on Different Spatial Levels and Output Data 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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1.5. Chapters 
 

The research consists four major parts and six chapters.     

Chapter 1 Introduction introduces the research background, research questions, hypotheses, 
and methodologies. It illustrates Chinese urbanisation and motorisation development in the 
past decades and highlights the key challenges for sustainable mobility planning.  

 

Part A  

Chapter 2 Literature Review provides three levels of literature review in order to understand 
the Chinese urbanisation process and its connection with the motorisation development. The 
three horizontal layers are political and institutional, urban planning and mobility. The 
political and institutional layer explains the application of land-reform policy in China and its 
impacts on urbanisation in terms of scale and timeframe. The urban-planning layer explains 
the urban-planning system as a facilitator in regenerating the urban built environment in 
Chinese cities during the urbanisation process. The built environment is transforming into an 
automobile-dependent spatial structure (ADSS). The mobility layer explains built-
environment variables and their impact on different types of mobility-mode planning. Three 
layers of literature review outline the comprehensive knowledge required in understanding the 
Chinese urbanisation process, spatial transformation process and mobility development.    

 

Part B 

Chapter 3 Case Studies Selection explains the different criteria for selecting case studies. 
From the literature review to the fieldwork, there are still gaps in terms of data availability or 
applicability to the Chinese context. Therefore, this chapter aims to create three layers of 
vertical empirical work, which outline the built environment transformation process of 
Chinese cities (neighbourhoods) on three spatial levels: city, neighbourhood and building.    

Chapter 4 Fieldwork Results and Analysis finalises three levels of spatial pattern analysis 
(TLSPA) and their respective measurements. The TLSPA proves that the Chinese built 
environment is transforming into automobile-dependent spatial structures (ADSS) under the 
impacts of land-use reform, and it further proves that the built environment leads to weaker 
spatial connections to public transport network planning. Spatial level I focuses on 9 
residential samples from four Chinese cities (Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen). Spatial level 
II focuses on the Shenzhen residential neighbourhood and evaluates the different planning 
elements from sustainable mobility planning. Spatial level III focuses on the housing typology 
(real estate housing) analysis of the Shenzhen neighbourhood, which covers the spatial 
typology of housing, the transformation trend of housing and the accessibility level to 
different mobility modes.   
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Part C 

Chapter 5 Data Output and Analysis summarises the TLSPA output data and the main 
findings: the built environments in Chinese cities are transforming towards the ADSS, which 
is more convenient for the automobile mode than public transport (bus). Such convenience is 
reflected on different spatial levels. Spatial level I shows decreasing roadway connectivity and 
increasing sizes of land plots (support the automobile). Spatial level II shows dis-coordination 
between land-use planning and low-carbon mobility-mode planning (bus, bike and walking) 
in the chosen residential neighbourhoods. Spatial level III shows the housing typology is 
transforming towards segregated communities with better access for the automobile mode 
than bus mode.  

 

Part D 

Chapter 6 Innovation for Low-Carbon Transport Mode Planning Recommendations focuses 
on the innovative housing typology solutions for enhancing low-carbon mode planning. 
According to the results of TLSPA, Chapter 6 proposes different levels of ‘pull’ and ‘push’ 
schemes to increase accessibility of public transport mode planning in residential land-use 
planning. The development guidelines outline the future development direction for residential 
land-use planning and provide suggestions for application in other Chinese cities. 
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Part A  
 

2. Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
 

2.1. Political and Institutional Layer 
 

China Land-Use Reforms  
 

Background 

China announced its ‘open-door’ policy in 1978 for entering the world economy, which 
triggered its economic and urban development (Deci 1996). The country’s economic reforms 
and establishment of the Special Economic Zone were instruments used to transform its 
centrally planned economy into a market-oriented one. The aim was to reduce inefficiency in 
land-resource allocation and improve urban conditions (Zhang 1997, p. 187). Under the 
‘planned economy’, land resources belonged to the state and the state allocate different land-
use functions through a centrally planned system. Resources were allocated almost free of 
charge by the central government, which lad to inefficient urban development such as below-
average building density (Ding 2003, p. 109). Therefore, land-use reforms were necessary to 
increase land use efficiency and create a market-oriented land-use system (Zhang 1997, 
pp. 189–196).   

 

Contents and Stages 

Following the economic reforms, the land-use reforms served as an important instrument to 
transform the state-owned land-use system into a market-oriented one. The key adaptations in 
the land policy reforms include ‘land-use rights’, ‘land taxation’, ‘use fees’, ‘farmland 
protection’, ‘land administration’ and ‘regulation on land markets’ (Ding 2003, pp. 111–118). 
The land use reforms consist of rural land reform and urban land reform. The rural land 
reform created a rural land tenure system called the Household Responsibility System (HRS), 
which it allowed the individual household to obtain the land-use rights (LURs) while 
maintaining the land ownership of the village collectives. The urban land reforms aimed to 
introduce market mechanisms to the conventional land allocation system. They allowed the 
state to lease the LURs to different land developers while maintaining state ownership of the 
land (Zhang and Pearlman 2016, p. 17).  

The land-use reforms occurred in three major stages. In the first from 1979 to 1986, the state 
experimented with a paid land-use rights system; Guangzhou and Shenzhen initially practiced 
the paid land use rights with their own approaches. In the second stage from 1987 to 1997, the 
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state expanded and established the land market and supported the land-use rights transfer in 
cities like Shenzhen, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Xiamen and Fuzhou. During the third stage from 
1998 to the present, the state has refined and controlled the land market by increasing the land 
market transparency (Wu et al. 2007, pp. 25–48). The land-use reforms have positive and 
negative impacts. The establishment of the land market increased government revenues, 
empowered the local government to invest in urban infrastructures for urban citizens, and 
increased the efficiency of the land-resource allocation. The negative side is the ‘loss of social 
equity’, ‘socioeconomic conflicts’ and ‘government corruption’ (Ding 2003).  

 

Land Use Rights Application in China 

The separation of the land-use rights (LURs) process in urban China occurred in three phases. 
In the first during the period 1979-1990, two pilot cities Shenzhen and Shanghai practiced the 
application of LURs. The second, during 1991-2002, served as the restructuring phase as 
different actors caused various problems during the LURs leasing process. In the third phase 
from 2003 until the present, more detailed policies such as ‘market-oriented land conveyance’ 
and ‘land fund’ have been introduced to improve LURs application in urban China (Wang et 
al. 2018, pp. 31–43). The LURs reform has positive impacts on the economy and urban 
development: it dramatically increases government revenue through the LURs leasing. It 
improves private-sector income by providing construction projects and stimulates urban 
development and investment in different sectors such as housing, public facilities and social 
welfare (Li 1999, pp. 194–203).  

Table 1: Key Legal Framework of Land Use Rights System for China 

Time Policies Main Contents 
1987 Land Use Rights Transfer Tianjin, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen apply the new policy of land-

use rights transfer 
1988  Individuals may appropriate, buy, sell or transfer land 
1988 Land Management Law Reform of land-use system 
1991 Provision Regulation  

Source: Li 1999, pp. 194-203 

 

Land Use Rights (LURs) Impacts on Urbanisation 
 

LURs is a crucial factor in stimulating Chinese urbanisation. Local governments are 
motivated to lease land resources for various types of economic development. Urban land 
resources become commodities, which are allocated through market mechanisms such as 
caution, transfer and purchase for further development. The local government can increase 
land-based revenue and further finance other public infrastructure projects (Huang and Chan 
2018; Mo 2018; Shu et al. 2018).  

Shenzhen: The central government established Shenzhen Special Economic Zone (SSEZ) in 
the 1980s to experience the market economy and integrate with Hong Kong’s economic 
structure (Zhu 1994, p. 1611). Shenzhen made several pioneering steps during the land-use 
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reforms. In 1987, state council officials approved the experiment of separating land-use rights 
from land ownership and allowed several cities to experiment with land-use rights transfer, 
including Shenzhen, Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangzhou, Xiamen and Fuzhou. From September to 
December 1987, Shenzhen experienced the land-use rights transfer through negotiation (xie 
yi), tender (zhaobiao) and auction (pai mai) (Zhang 1997, pp. 190–191).  

Table 2: Shenzhen Land Use Rights Practices 

Shenzhen Land Use Rights Transfer Details 
Land Use Rights Transfer through 
Negotiation  (xie yi) 

On 9th September 1987, Shenzhen transferred the land use rights for a 5321.8 m² 
land parcel to a company at a price of 200 yuan ($24) per m²  

Tender (zhaobiao) On 29th September 1987, Shenzhen offered a land parcel of 46355 m² for 368 
yuan ($44.23) per m² by tender 

Auction (pai mai) On 1st December 1987, Shenzhen lease a land parcel of 8588 m² for 611.3 yuan 
($73.47) per m². 

Sources: Zhang 1997, pp. 190-191 

Most of the pioneer cities in practicing land-use rights leasing have achieved economic 
prosperity and advanced urban development. The urbanisation process is especially noticeable 
in Shenzhen, Shanghai and Guangzhou. China is undergoing rapid urbanisation under its 
land-use reforms. In addition, factors such as globalisation, politics, economic structures and 
social factors are also stimulating the country’s dynamic urbanisation. There is a growing 
body of literature on China’s ‘sustainable urbanisation’ (Liu et al. 2013a, p. 2; Tan et al. 2016, 
pp. 83–87; Liu et al. 2013a, p. 2). Tan et al. (2016) pointed out that for sustainable 
urbanisation China needs to integrate four city types – compact, mining, coastal and mega. 
(Tan et al. 2016, pp. 87–88).  

 

China Urbanization Facts 

Chinese urbanisation has two important characteristics: scale and timeframe. It took China 
only 6 decades to increase its urbanisation level from 10% to 50 %, whereas Europe took 150 
years and Latin America 210  (UNDP 2013). The World Bank Report further pointed out that 
Chinese urbanisation has unique characteristics: (1) regional differences in population density. 
(2) Cities and towns grow not only in number but also in also average size. (3) Urbanisation 
density increases through the indicators of ‘city density per km2’ and ‘population density per 
km2’. (4) Migration is a key factor explaining Chinese urbanisation (World Bank Group 2012, 
pp. 17–26).  

China’s urban population surpassed its rural population for the first time in 2012 (Deng et al. 
2015, p. 1; CCICED 2013, p. 3). The urbanisation degree was 54% in 2014 (The Statistics 
Portal 2016) and is expected to reach 60% in 2020 (Xinhua News Agency 3/16/2014). 
Chinese cities increased rapidly in both number and size. From 1978 to 2007, the number of 
Chinese cities increased from 193 to 656; from 1997 to 2007 there were around 16 million 
migration workers annually (HSBC Climate Partnership 2008, p. 2). There were only two 
Chinese cities with populations between 5 million and 10 million in 1978, whereas in 2010 
there were 10. In 1978 no Chinese cities had a population over 10 million, whereas in 2010 
there were 6 (Roberts 2014). The total built-up area in China was 22,439 km2 in 2000, which 
had risen to 47, 855 km2 in 2013 (Wang and Zhou 2016, p. 4).  
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China Urbanisation Driving Factors 

Globalisation is the prime influencer of Chinese urbanisation. China is undergoing urban 
transformation in the following eight areas: (1) from ‘planned economy’ to ‘market 
economy’; (2) from ‘state control’ to ‘regulation and participation’, (3) from top-down 
allocation to fiscal decentralisation; (4) from state industrialisation to commodity production 
for the domestic market; (5) from the state economy to the global market; (6) from resource 
constraint to demand driven; (7) from public ownership of land to negotiated land-use rights; 
and (8) from work-unit housing to commodity housing (Ma and Wu 2005, p. 4).  

Hu (2013) summarised the driving factors of Chinese urbanisation into ‘institutional’ and 
‘non-institutional drivers’. The institutional drivers refer to ‘land reform’, ‘housing reform’ 
and ‘property reform’, while the non-institutional drivers mean ‘rural-urban migration’, 
‘entrepreneurial governments’, ‘market demand and consumer behaviours’ and ‘market 
speculations’ (Hu 2013, pp. 156–173). Gu et al. (2012) pointed out that land-use system 
reforms are crucial, followed by the choices of industrial sector and the city planning policies, 
the layout of the urban road infrastructures, these factors influenced the suburbanisation 
process in China (Gu et al. 2012, p. 116).  

Political Factor: Political factor is the key driving force as the government wants people 
living in cities (Johnson 2014, p. 1) to stimulate consumption-based economic growth (Ecola 
et al. 2015, p. 31). The open-door policy in the 1980s from the central government has strong 
impacts on Chinese urbanisation especially in coastal areas (Akhmat and Bochun 2010, 
p. 153; Zhu 2014, p. 5). The local government has a strong influence on shaping the pattern of 
urban development by manipulating land use policy, taxation and urban development 
guidelines (Yang and Gakenheimer 2007b, p. 346). The Chinese government wants people to 
live in cities and expects the urbanisation rate to reach 60% by 2020 (Roberts 2014; Xinhua 
News Agency 3/16/2014). Premier Li Keqiang has emphasised urbanisation as the key focus 
for Chinese economic development in the future (Yifan 2013). The central government has 
also drawn up a classification system for towns and populations in order to increase the 
number of towns in China (Zhu 2014, p. 5).  

Economic Factor: Economics is another important factor in explaining Chinese urbanisation. 
From political economy theory, the expansion of cities in terms of number, size and 
population is part of the necessary process for attaining economic growth (Carolyn 2005, 
pp. 21–38). The urbanisation process in China could alter its economic structures by 
increasing domestic consumption and reducing dependency on exports. The creation of new 
cities increases employment in the construction, transport and other industrial sectors 
(Johnson 2014, p. 4). According to estimates, adding a further 400 million people to the 
current urban population would cost nearly 40 trillion Chinese RMB (Yifan 2013).   

Social Factor: Economic prosperity in cities has a magnetic effect on surrounding areas 
inducing the rural population to move in for better employment possibilities. Chinese 
urbanisation has a strong relationship with the rural population influx into cities (Zhu 2014, 
p. 3; ZHANG and SONG 2003, p. 386). 
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China Urbanisation Challenges  

Cities are the main energy consumers and CO2 emitters (Dalkmann and Huizenga 2010, 
p. 10). Studies have examined the relationship between urbanisation, energy consumption and 
CO2 emissions in China and proved those interconnections (Wang et al. 2014, p. 738). The 
general challenges include the management of energy supply, land resource management, 
social inequality and CO2 emission reduction.     

Energy supply: China has surpassed the USA as the top energy consumer (Spencer and Shai 
2010). China’s per-capita energy consumption, based on the measurement of total primary 
energy supply (TPES), has increased dramatically. In 1970 per-capita energy amounted to 
only 31% of the world average, but had risen to over 74% in by 2005 (West et al. 2013, 
p. 13).  Land resources: Chinese urbanisation consumed a large amount of urban land 
resources. For instance, from 1996 to 2012 the urban land increased by about 2380 km2 per 
year (Qian et al. 2016). The transformation of agriculture land into urban land thus threatens 
food security. Soil erosion is another challenge for Chinese agriculture (Lu et al. 2015, 
p. 187). CO2 emission: CO2 emission: CO2 emissions in China are the highest in the world 
(IGBP 2010; Dhakal and Gaffney 2009). Coal is the major primary energy source in China, 
which accounts for about 67% of its total primary energy supply (TPES), followed by oil at 
17% and natural gas around 5% (West et al. 2013, p. 15). Many scholars are concerned the 
social inequality in the Chinese urbanisation process. In the transport sector, the key challenge 
is how to manage the rapid growth of motorisation and reduce the CO2 emissions associated 
with on-road transport modes. 

 

Connection between Urbanization and Motorization  
 

China Motorisation Growth and its Externalities  

Motorisation seems to be a side effect of the urbanisation process in many countries. In 2017, 
China’s had 290 million motor vehicles (Xinhua News Agency 2017). In comparison with 
Western cities, automobile ownership and passenger kilometres travelled per person in 
Chinese cities are still relatively low (Gang Hu, p. 190). However, the increase in vehicle 
numbers is rapid; for example, Beijing had about three million in 2007 (MA et al. 2007, 
p. 42), which had risen to around five million by 2012  (Beijing Statistic Year Book 2013). 
Motorisation growth in China has had a negative effect on the environment (Gordon and 
Zhang 2011, p. 6). Negative impacts in cities include traffic congestion, high demands on land 
use for parking facilities and environmental pollution (Ng et al. 2010, pp. 7–11). Traffic 
congestion is especially serious in urban areas (UNDP 2013). Air pollution is also a serious 
problem due to CO2 emissions from road transport (Zhang and Nian 2013, p. 918; Zhao 
2014c, p. 54).  

Factors of Chinese Motorisation  
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There are four major reasons for the growth in Chinese motorisation: rising income, social 
value placed on personal vehicles, government policies supporting automobile development 
and the rapid development of the automobile industry (Cervero 2013, p. 8).  

Economic factor plays a crucial role in the motorisation growth in many Asian countries 
(Hook and Replogle 1996, p. 70). Vehicle growth in China is also influenced by its economic 
development (Gordon and Zhang 2011; UN Habitat 2013, p. 4; Yang et al. 2017, p. 127). In 
the past four decades, the economic centres of the Beijing-Tianjin region, the Yangtze Delta 
region and the Pearl River Delta region were the first to experience motorisation growth 
followed by regional coastal cities; the growth trend has slowed in these regions and shifted to 
the medium-sized cities in China (Liu et al. 2013b, p. 544).  

Political Factor: the Chinese government has strongly supported the automobile industry and 
the purchase of personal vehicles. For example, the National Development and Reform 
Commission (NDRC) has encouraged the purchase of private cars in China (Gordon and 
Zhang 2011, p. 4).  

Urban Planning Factor: urban planning consists of three major aspects influencing 
motorisation development in China: land-use planning, transportation system and priorities of 
public transport modes. Urban planning affects motorisation due to the massive amount of 
road networks and parking facilities, which supported the development of vehicle fleets 
(Zacharias 2012, p. 93).  

 

2.2. Urban-Planning Layer 
 

Spatial Transformation of Built Environment in Chinese Cities 
 

Wu (2007) pointed out in his book Urban Development in Post Reform China: State, Market 
Space that the spatial forms of Chinese cities are the result of the institutional changes made 
when moving from a planned economy to a market economy. The establishment of a land 
market and housing market are two important instruments transforming Chinese cities’ urban 
landscape. The spatial configuration of Chinese cities explains the complex relationship 
between the market and the role of the state (Wu et al. 2007, pp. 1–21).  Under the land use 
and housing reforms, the conventional neighbourhood ‘Work-Unit Compounds’ are 
disappearing and replaced by modern skyscrapers. 

 

(1) 1949-1979 Work-Unit Compounds in Urban China  

Spatial Connection between Home Unit and Employment Units 
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The Chinese urban built environment was dominated by work-unit compounds (dan wei) 
before 1979 (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, p. 153; Wang and Murie 2000; Gaubatz 1999; Wang and 
Chai 2009; Lo 1994; Gar-On Yeh and Wu 1995; Zhou et al. 2012, p. 23; Wang et al. 2011a, 
p. 1174).  The spatial connection between home units and employment units is relatively close 
and the main transport modes are walking and cycling. Mixed-land use: the compounds 
contain diverse urban facilities such as those for childcare and commercial usage. Therefore, 
employees have low travel demands to other parts of the city due to the similarities of other 
compounds. Mobility mode: the bicycle was the dominant mobility mode during this period 
since most facilities were scattered around the urban compounds within a short distance 
(Gaubatz 2001).  

 

(2) After 1979 Reform – Space fragmentations and dispersions   

Separation of Home Units and Employment Units.  

After the land-use reforms, the work-unit compounds disappeared to be replaced by new types 
of commodity and social housing (Wang and Zhou 2016, p. 4). The built environment in 
China has transformed from the ‘space enclosure’ to ‘space fragmentation’ with large-scale 
redevelopment of modern housing, diverse urban fabric, polycentric urban forms and the 
establishment of a Central Business District (CBD) in inner cities through the urban renewal 
process (Wu et al. 2007, pp. 16–20). Studies further pointed out that housing reform increased 
the housing supply and commodity housing separated social groups based on social status. 
Chinese cities became dispersed with weaker connections between work units and home units 
than during the planned economy (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, pp. 154–161; Yang and 
Gakenheimer 2007a, p. 348).  

 

Spatial Dispersion and Impacts on Mobility  

The transformation from planned economy to market economy created a spatial disconnection 
between land-use functions. On one hand, many state-owned enterprises relocated to the 
outskirts of the urban core after the government initiated urban core redevelopment, while 
employees remained in the old residential areas; on the other, employees relocated to cheaper 
housing units since the work unit compound model no longer existed (Yang and Gakenheimer 
2007a, p. 347).  The imbalance that developed between workplace and residence increased 
commuting distances and residents had to travel longer and more frequently by car (Yang and 
Gakenheimer 2007bpp. 345–346). The urban-planning system in China works as a facilitator 
enhancing the spatial transformation of the built environment. Chinese urban planning was 
influenced by soviet city planning, which placed emphasis on wide streets and cars, while 
neglecting livability and the people; such mono-functional zoning plan requires long 
commutes by car (Bloomberg 2016). Urban planning has fundamental impacts on the 
transportation system. Different planning toolkits such as urban design features, density 
development and job housing balances influence long-term travel demands. Therefore, urban 
planning should focus on reducing the automobile mode and enhancing public transport 
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(Dulal et al. 2011, pp. 494–495). One of the key challenges for Chinese urban planners is to 
integrate the ‘accessibility’ and ‘mobility’ elements into the land-use process (Yang and 
Gakenheimer 2007b, p. 351). Scholars suggested linking the mobility planning and urban 
planning from three aspects: spatial, structural and planning regulations (Gea21 2012, p. 7). 

 

Spatial Transformation towards Automobile-Dependent Spatial Structure (ADSS) 
 

In general, the expansion of the road network, the large scale of urban development projects 
and the modernisation of housing in China support the automobile mode development on 
different dimensions. First, the road network expansion is a demand-driven strategy to fulfil 
the infrastructure capacity of automobile mobility. Second, the land expansion process 
accelerated the Chinese urban sprawl process, which indicates a demand for a fast mobility 
mode (automobile) to cover longer commuting distances. Third, housing reforms and the 
marketization of the housing sector gave individuals the freedom to relocate far from their 
employment units due to cheaper land prices and the job-housing balance being weaker than 
in the planned economy period. The travel pattern in Chinese cities thus became dispersed 
with the growth of individual-based mobility modes. The automobile seems to be the most 
efficient choice in the spatial transformation process. The spatial transformation process is 
moving towards an automobile-dependent spatial structure (ADSS).  

 

(1) Road Network Expansion  

The expansion of the road network creates an efficient linkage to different land plots and 
supports the flow of people or vehicles. From an engineering perspective, it is a ‘level of 
service’ and ‘quality of flow’ (Lakshmanan and Anderson 2001). The global roadway 
network has increased by 12 million km since 2000; China and India accounts more than 50% 
of the total road km globally (John 2013). The statistic portal (2016) shows that China had 
nearly 3.35 million kilometres of public roads in 2005 (The Statistic Portal 2016). From 1990 
to 2003, the total length of urban roads more than doubled and their total area increased by 
more than three times (UN Habitat 2013, p. 4).  

 

(2) Land Expansion Characteristics in China  

The urban land expansion in China is driven along two dimensions: increasing number of 
cities and expansion of existing cities (Chen et al. 2008, p. 31). The driving forces explaining 
the Chinese land expansion process include (1) ‘actual needs’, (2) ‘planning preparation’, (3) 
‘profit seeking’ and (4) governmental tools for achieving economic growth (Han 2010, 
p. 780). Chinese urban expansion includes three typical approaches: (1) zoning projects 
around the urban fringes, (2) ‘Tandabing’ extension of existing city structures, and (3) 
relocating the urban poor population to the outskirts (Wang and Zhou 2016, p. 4). The land 
expansion tools from the local governments are usually of three types: (1) infrastructure 
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investment, (2) land development guidelines and (3) taxation (Yang and Gakenheimer 2007a, 
p. 346). The Chinese urban sprawl process has fundamental differences to that in Western 
countries (Chen et al. 2008, p. 32; Gang Hu, p. 188). It is more akin to a government-led 
urban renewal process to relocate the poor to the outskirts of existing cities. The land supply 
system has a strong influence on land expansion patterns, including residential, commercial 
and industrial lands (Xiong and Tan 2018, p. 25).  The Chinese urban sprawl has several 
repercussions: (1) diminished green resources in cities, (2) negative impacts on the city 
transportation system such as longer commuting distances and exceeded capacity, and (3) 
high demand for both physical and social infrastructures (Chen et al. 2008, p. 32).  

 

(3) Transformation of Neighbourhood Typology 

In 1998, the state withdrew from its role in public housing provision with the aim to establish 
a housing market in urban China (Wu et al. 2007, pp. 49–68; Wang and Zhou 2016, p. 6). The 
housing reforms consist of three important stages: (1) public housing reforms from 1978 to 
1998, (2) the complete commodification of housing from 1998 to 2007, and (3) is the 
rebuilding the low-income housing system from 2007 up to the present (Ma 2018, pp. 163–
171). The marketization of the housing sector has fundamentally changed the job-housing 
spatial relationship, negatively affecting commuting patterns and travel behaviour (Wang et 
al. 2011b, p. 398).  

There are five housing types in urban China that have different spatial configurations 
depending on construction year. Wang et al (2011) summarised five neighbourhood types in 
urban China: traditional residential area (TRA), traditional danwei compound (TDC), 
reformed danwei community (RDC), commodity housing community (CHC) and social 
welfare housing community (SWC) (Wang et al. 2011a, p. 1176). Wang et al. (2011a) and 
Wang et al. (2011b) stated that housing types and sources play a predominant role in 
influencing the job-housing ratio, which is an important indicator for the mixed land use level 
that affects travel distance in general.    

Table 3: Five typical neighbourhood types in urban China 

Neighbourhood Type Age of Construction Builder Location in the City Composition of 
Residents 

Traditional 
Residential Area 
(TRA) 

Before 1949 Self-built Old city centre /rural 
urbanisation areas 

Indigenous inhabitant 
& migrants 

Traditional Danwei 
Compound (TDC) 

1950s – 1970s Danwei & the State Surrounding the old 
city centre 

Danwei employees  

Reformed Danwei 
Compound (RDC) 

1950s – 1970s 
renewed in the 1980s 
– 1990s 

Danwei Surrounding the old 
city centre 

Mixed 

Commodity Housing 
Community (CHC) 

1980s till now Real Estate 
Developers 

Suburban & renewal 
areas 

Mid-to-high income 
group 

Social Welfare 
Housing Community 
(SWC) 

1980s till now The State & real 
estate developers 

Suburban area Low-to-mid income 
group 

Source: Wang et al 2011a, 2011b 
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Defining ADSS from the Mobility Trend  
 

Increasing Private Motorised Mobility in China 

Mobility means the ‘movement of people and goods’ (Todd Litman 2011, p. 4) ; in 
physiology, it means ‘the ability to move physically’ (The Free Dictionary 2003-2016). In 
1920, the word ‘mobility’ appears in sociological research as the index for the social equity. 
Later European researchers applied this concept to urban planning and emphasised that cities 
include the ‘static spatial layout’ and the ‘dynamic urban mobility with a transportation 
system’ (MA et al. 2007, p. 42) Mobility refers to the ‘number of journeys and the lengths of 
those journeys’(Banister 2002, pp. 1–2). 

Urban mobility means the trips outside of home and is an important issue in meeting people’s 
daily needs (Zhao 2014a, p. 53). Recently the research focus has shifted from transport to the 
concept of mobility, which considers different types of movement by people. This has 
fundamental differences to conventional transport planning, which primarily considers the 
movement of motorised vehicles (Gea21 2012, p. 6). The core focus in sustainable mobility 
planning is to increase ‘accessibility’ since many global cities are facing difficulties accessing 
places, activities and services due to expenditure in time and cost (UN Habitat 2013, p. 1).  

Private motorised urban mobility is measured by different indicators, such as ‘total number of 
car passengers’, ‘total number of passenger kilometres travelled by car’, or ‘car vehicle 
kilometres travelled per capita’ (Grimal et al. 2013). Since 2000 there has been a general 
growth of private motorised mobility modes in China, which is evident by comparing two 
indicators: car passenger numbers and vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT)  (Zhao 2014a, 
pp. 54–55). Zhao (2014) considered that various social factors have a major influence on 
motorised mobility such as the increase of middle classes, changing lifestyles and a rising 
consumer society, changing mobility of the elderly and society aging, changing mobility of 
young adults and women, and gendered mobility (Zhao 2014a, pp. 57–60). Meanwhile, non-
motorised transport decreased in Chinese cities. For example, non-motorised transport 
(walking and biking) in Shanghai fell from 72% in 1986 to 59.8% in 2004 (He et al. 2011). 
Chinese citizens have longer travel distances and a greater frequency of trips and dependency 
on fossil energy (Sun et al. 2015, p. 2). The spatial transformation process in China is an on-
going process; the changing spatial features of the built environment influence mobility 
development.  

 

Driving Factors for the ADSS Development Trend in China 
 

The spatial transformation towards ADSS development in urban China occurs on different 
levels: On the political level, the land-use reforms created possibilities for private capital 
investment in land use. Spatial transformation in China is driven by market mechanisms 
rather than functional nationality. On the economic level, the transformation from ‘planned 
economy’ to ‘market economy’ has expedited private-sector involvement in land use, 
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especially in the residential housing sector. Land use expansion led to the growth of the local 
economy. On the urban planning level, built environment has transformed their spatial 
features to cope with new middle-class lifestyles in China; the residential housing has been 
equipped with parking facilities for motorisation growth in urban China. On the mobility 
planning level, the automobile mode has been given greater priority than many other modes 
in Chinese residential land use projects. 

 

2.3. Mobility Layer 
 

This chapter aims to describe the complex relationship between the built environment and 
travel patterns, by viewing it from both, international and Chinese perspectives. Built 
Environment Variables and Travel Behaviour Variables describe in detail the built- 
environment variables (land use characteristics) and travel behaviour variables, respectively. 
The Studies linking Built Environment Variables and Travel Behaviour Variables 
(International Context) summarise the current theories and empirical findings. Built 
environment variables such as ‘density’, ‘road network connectivity’, ‘residential parking 
supply’ and ‘access to transit’ are key to explaining the built environment’s impacts on travel 
behaviour. The Chinese Studies on Built Environment and Travel Behaviour shed light on the 
Chinese context for linking the built environment with travel behaviour. The built 
environment in Chinese cities has similarities with many other transitional countries, which 
shows the tendency to support the automobile. The spatial transformation process towards an 
automobile-dependent spatial structure (ADSS) guided by national-level and city-level 
planning codes in different sectors, such as land use, road infrastructure and construction.  

 

Built Environment Variables and Travel Behaviour Variables 
 

Built Environment Variables 

Built environment in social science refers to the ‘human-made surroundings that provide the 
setting for human activities’.  It is a relatively broad term that covers elements like buildings, 
streets, infrastructures etc. (Definition.net 2001-2018; Wikipedia 2018). The built 
environment comprises different design layers such as architecture, landscape and civil 
engineering, which is costly in terms of human construction activities (Bögle and Sörensen 
2016). Therefore, it is expensive to change the entire built environment in a metropolis (Axel 
Baeumler et al. 2012, p. iii).  The unsustainable development patterns of the urbanised built 
environment have placed great pressure on the natural environment (Australia State of the 
Environment 2016). Thus, there is an urgent need to change current development trends and 
find sustainable paths for the future. There are three main components of the built 
environment: ‘land use’, ‘building concentration’ and ‘urban design’ (The Western Planning 
2017). Ewing and Cervero (2010) summarised the ‘6 Ds’ for measuring the built 
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environment: ‘Density’, ‘Diversity’, ‘Design’, ‘Destination accessibility’, ‘Distance to transit’ 
and ‘Demand Management’ (Ewing and Cervero 2010, p. 258). 

Table 4: Definition of the Six Ds for measuring the built environment 

Measurement  Explanations 
Density Density is measured as the variable of interest per unit of area. The area can be gross or 

net, and the variable of interest can be population, dwelling unit, employment, building 
floor area, or something else. 

Diversity Diversity measures pertain to the number of different land uses in a given area and the 
degree to which they presented in land area, floor area, or employment. Entropy 
measures of diversity, wherein low values indicate single-use environments and higher 
values indicate more varied land uses, are widely used in travel studies. 

Design Measures include average block size, proportion of four-way intersections, and number 
of intersections per square mile.  

Destination Accessibility Destination accessibility measures ease of access to trip attractions 
Distance to Transit Distance to transit means an average of the shortest street routes from the residences or 

workplaces in an area to the nearest train station or bus stop.  
Demand Management Demand management, including parking supply and cost. 

Source: Ewing and Cervero 2010, p. 258 

Urban form refers to the land use characteristics in a city, which play an important role in 
energy consumption (Chen et al. 2011, p. 33).  Developing countries are undergoing rapid 
urbanisation, which has led to complicated spatial configurations in their urban forms, such as 
‘higher density’, average lower ‘road density’ and imbalances in job-housing relationships 
(Cervero 2013, pp. 9–13). Baeumler et al (2012) pointed out the ‘lock-in effects’ of a city on a 
high-carbon development path due to the long-term impact of its physical urban form; once a 
city has been built, retrofitting it is rather expensive (Axel Baeumler et al. 2012, p. xii) 

 

(1) Land Use Factors influence Travel Behaviour in General 

Land use and its spatial characteristics influence general travel behaviour (Stead and Marshall 
2011; Yang and Gakenheimer 2007a, p. 346; van Wee 2011, p. 1530; Litman 2007, p. 5, 
2015, pp. 1–84).  Litman (2015) summarised eleven land use factors that influence travel 
behaviour: density, mix, regional accessibility, centeredness, connectivity, roadway design 
and management, parking supply and management, walking and cycling condition, transit 
quality and accessibility, site design, and mobility management (Litman 2007, pp. 1–53, 
2015, pp. 1–84). Although it is possible to summarise different built environment features, it 
is difficult to transpose examples of large-scale urban built environments to other settings. 
This is due to urban development patterns being guided by different policies and management 
schemes and the extended time before their impacts become apparent.  

Table 5: Land Use Impacts on Travel Summary 

Factor Definition Travel Impacts 
Regional accessibility Location of development 

relative to regional urban 
centre. 

Reduces per-capita vehicle mileage. More central area 
residents typically drive 10-40% less than on the urban 
fringes. 

Density People or jobs per unit of land 
area (acre or hectare). 

Reduces vehicle ownership and travel, and increases use of 
alternative modes. A 10% increase typically reduces VMT 
0.5-1% as an isolated factor, and 1-4% including associated 
factors (regional accessibility, mix, etc.). 
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Mix Proximity between different 
land uses (housing, 
commercial, institutional). 

Tends to reduce vehicle travel and increase use of alternative 
modes, particularly walking. Mixed-use areas typically have 
5-15% less vehicle travel. 

Centeredness 
(centricity) 

Portion of jobs and other 
activities in central activity 
centres (e.g., downtown 
areas) 

Increases use of alternative modes. Typically 30-60% of 
commuters to major commercial centres use alternative 
modes compared with 5-15% at dispersed locations. 

Network Connectivity Degree that walkways and 
roads are connected. 

Increased roadway connectivity can reduce vehicle travel and 
improved walkway connectivity increases non-motorised 
travel. 

Roadway design Scale, design and 
management of streets. 

Multi-modal streets increase usage of alternative modes. 
Traffic calming reduces VMT and increases non-motorised 
travel. 

Active transport 
(walking and cycling) 
conditions 

Quantity, quality and security 
of sidewalks, crosswalks, 
paths, and bike lanes. 

Improved walking and cycling conditions tends to increase 
non-motorised travel and reduce automobile travel. Residents 
of more walkable communities typically walk 2-4 times more 
and drive 5-15% less than in more automobile-dependent 
areas. 

Transit quality and 
accessibility 

Quality of transit service and 
access from transit to 
destinations. 

Increases ridership and reduces automobile journeys. 
Residents of transit-oriented neighbourhoods tend to own 10-
30% fewer vehicles, drive 10-30% fewer miles, and use 
alternative modes 2-10 times more than in automobile-
oriented areas. 

Parking supply and 
management 

Number of parking spaces per 
building unit or acre, and how 
parking is managed and 
priced. 

Tends to reduce vehicle ownership and use, and increase use 
of alternative modes. Cost-recovery pricing (users finance 
parking facilities) typically reduces automobile journeys 10-
30%. 

Site design Whether oriented for auto or 
multi-modal accessibility. 

More multi-modal site design can reduce automobile 
journeys, 
particularly if implemented with improvements to other 
modes. 

Mobility 
management 

Strategies that encourage 
more-efficient travel activity. 
 

Tends to reduce vehicle ownership and use, and increase 
usage of alternative modes. Impacts vary depending on 
specific factors. 
 

Integrated smart growth 
programs 

Travel impacts of integrated 
programs that include a 
variety of land use 
management strategies. 

Reduces vehicle ownership and use, and increases alternative 
mode use. Smart-growth community residents typically own 
10-30% fewer vehicles, drive 20-40% less, and use 
alternative mode 2-10 times more than in automobile-
dependent locations, and even larger reductions are possible 
if integrated with regional transit improvements and pricing 
reforms. 

Source: Litman 2015, p.4  

Globally, there are growing motorisation and unsustainable development trends in different 
cities. Cities, which scatter themselves causing dependency on the automobile, seem to have 
taken some common paths. There are some common perceptions how land use characteristics 
influence travel behaviour. For example, the high density and mixed land use seems to create 
better development of public transport modes than low-density and mono-functional land 
uses. The holistic exploration of linking different built-environment variables and travel 
behaviour variables provides urban planners with a better understanding of the built 
environment and impacts on mobility mode development. The findings they provide better 
recommendations to policy makers for formulating improved strategies for mobility planning.  
Indeed, travel behaviour itself is a complex topic, influenced not only by built environment 
features but also by other dimensions. Socioeconomic perspectives, for example, are 
important factors explaining different travel behaviour in society. The urban transportation 
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system and its planning influence the convenience level of different mobility modes in the 
urban context.  

 

Travel Behaviour Variables  

The reason people travel to different localities is to meet a need to access different services 
and facilities. Land use provides different commercial, education, and healthcare facilities etc. 
These crucial elements essentially determinate people’s necessity for travel. Increasing the 
‘accessibility’ level in urban planning thus becomes a crucial element for reducing the 
necessity for travel. However, the urbanisation process in many transitional countries 
happened dramatically and led to planning miss-matches between land use and transport 
infrastructure. This caused mobility patterns to become dynamic and be lacking in structure. 
The basic measurements describing travel behaviour include travel distance, travel time, trip 
purpose, trip frequency and modal split.  

 

Travel Distance 

 

(1) Travel Distance in the Urban Planning Context 

Distance means usually the geographical location between two different points; measured by 
meters, kilometres, miles, etc. The geographical distance between two locations is an 
unchangeable factor in urban areas. However, engineering measures could be applied to 
‘shorten’ the distance by increasing the transport mode speed. The solutions to shorten travel 
distances from an urban planning approach include two levels of strategy: growth control 
strategy at city level and mixed land use strategy at neighbourhood level.  

Growth control strategy includes actions like limiting city boundaries and defining natural 
protected zones to prevent construction activities. The main purposes are to prevent urban 
sprawl, which might potentially reduce the travel distances. This strategy is effective on the 
city level of planning, which involves high degree of political decision-making. The UK, for 
example, is a pioneer city in applying this growth-control strategy. Its ‘green belt’ planning 
policy limiting urban sprawl has been in effect since the 1940s up to the present day (GOV. 
UK / Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government 2012).  

Mixed land use strategy, which theoretically increases diversity in neighbourhood 
development. Urban planners consider that this strategy could effectively shorten commuting 
distances from residences to different facilities. This strategy appears in many new land use 
projects since it is applicable to developing comprehensive plans and assigning different floor 
areas to different land uses (residential, commercial and other facilities). However, in an 
existing city structure, the promotion of a mixed land use strategy is rather complex as it 
involves the historical development pattern of the city, diverse land ownership issues and 
different social classes and their spatial settlements. Theoretically, both the growth control 
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strategy and mixed land use strategy contribute to shortening the travel distance of urban 
trips. However, in practice, more management tools are required to regulate mobility 
behaviour and reinforce their choice of mobility mode.  

The built environment in cities consists of different sub-planning systems, land-use 
classifications, transportation infrastructure layouts, and urban public space typologies. The 
spatial relationships between these different sub-planning systems thus generate different path 
possibilities between any two points. Human beings, however, have a high tendency to choose 
the closest path to accomplish their movements. Therefore, in cities there are also different 
regulations and infrastructure layouts to guide the diverse movements of people, who do not 
always follow the shortest distance rules for human beings. For example, on streets designed 
for both vehicles and pedestrians, pedestrians cannot cross the street whenever they want; 
rather they have to adhere to the pattern set by the street-crossing facilities. Car drivers cannot 
drive along every street at the speed they want; rather they have to follow the road regulations 
for cars. The real travel distance is influenced not only by the geographical location of two 
points, but also by urban built environment layouts. Therefore, it is important to analyse sub-
planning systems and their spatial interactions in the following studies. 

 

(2) Urban Forms and Travel Distances 

George Barrett (1996) highlights transport technology as the key driving force shaping urban 
form at different scales. For example, traditional European city structures are more compact 
and suitable for walking, and the ‘residential decentralised’ process began about the same 
time that train technology started to develop (George Barrett 1996, p. 148). Similarly, the UN 
Habitat Report 2013 argues that the dominant transportation system during a city’s growth 
period is the decisive factor in its urban form. For example, European cities such as London 
(UK), Madrid (Spain) and Prague (Czech Republic) have maintained walkable structures in 
their core since the 1800s, while cities like Atlanta, Los Angeles, and Houston sprawled into 
car-dependent urban structures during the rapid highway construction period (UN Habitat 
2013, pp. 78–79) 

Urban form consists of three levels: strategic, local and neighbourhood (Stead and Marshall 
2011, p. 114). The strategic level focuses on city size and land use. Two common urban 
transformations lead to the increasing travel distances: urban sprawl and suburbanisation. 
Urban sprawl means less-well-planned and scattered land use developments on the periphery 
of existing city cores. In many Western countries, land prices decrease as the distance from 
the urban core increases. Home relocation to the urban periphery thus offers economic 
profitability at the expense of longer daily commutes. The relocation of homes to the 
periphery leads to average longer travel distances, especially for residents who have chosen to 
relocate to new land developments on the city’s periphery while keeping the same 
employment location in the city core. 

In the suburbanisation process, sprawl follows a low urban density development pattern. 
The promotion of low-density development has created an image of higher living quality such 
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as more greenery for the family, more outdoor spaces for the children and a quiet, safe 
environment in general. This of course ignores the environmental impact on and 
consequences for the urban transportation system. It might be understandable from an 
individual perspective, but it is unsustainable in an urban development context. This led to 
increasing travel distances and required car ownership for each household.   

The quality of public transport in low-density areas thus worsens since there are insufficient 
‘potential customers’. Eventually, there will be no public transport services and people living 
in the suburbs will be fully dependent on automobiles. Studies have proved that lower density 
has a stronger influence on motorised transport modes. Urban sprawl also occurred in Chinese 
cities, but with variations in high density, which is different to the Western context. For 
example, the urban expansion in Beijing and Shanghai led to longer travel distances for 
private vehicles (Zhao 2014b, p. 54).   

 

Travel Time  

Travel time means total travel time to accomplish a single trip. It is a changeable factor in a 
given urban setting; the travel distance between two localities is unchangeable, but the travel 
time is. Many design aspects that could influence real travel times beyond the technical speed 
of each mobility mode. For example, a cyclist could theoretically reach a maximum velocity 
of 15.5 km/hour, while a car driver might reach 80km/hour. In some dense urban areas, the 
cyclist might be faster that the driver. Factors such as speed limits in urban areas, road 
network design, road construction materials and quality, waiting time at traffic lights, density 
of pedestrian crossings, road congestion levels at different times and even the layout of the 
parking areas could all prioritise cyclists over drivers and consequently influence travel time.  

The shortest distance between two points is a straight line. However, travel distance in an 
urban context does not refer to the geographical distance between two points, but rather the 
real path linking these points. Travel distance primarily determines travel time; the great the 
distance, the longer the travel time. However, the choice of different mobility options could 
change travel time since each mobility option has a specific velocity at the technical level. 
Calculating travel time in an urban context consists of many smaller components such as the 
real driving time (T2) of a specific mobility option and the accessing time (T1, T3) to this 
mobility option. For example, a car driver first needs to get to where his car is parked, a bus 
passenger has to walk to the nearest stop, and a metro passenger needs to walk to the station. 
So the total travel time includes the real driving time (T2) and the accessing time (T1, T3) 
(please see figure below: Travel Time Calculation in Theory and in Practice). 
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Figure 4: Travel Time Calculation in Theory and in Practices 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

The accessing time (T1, T3) is connected to the layout of the urban built environment. For 
example, the accessing time (T1, T3) for a car driver would be the time it takes to reach the 
location of his car from his departure point. Urban planners, however, could design the spatial 
allocation of parking lots by controlling the distance between residential units and the lots. 
Should the parking lots be located right next to the building or 500 meters away? 
Manipulating the location of the different mobility options, consequently manipulates the 
travel distance and travel time through the neighbourhood design. For example, two 
neighbourhoods have exactly spatial distances of 500 metres for accessing parking lots. There 
are still different planning elements of influence the real walking distance to the parking lots. 
Neighbourhood A might have a continuous pedestrian sidewalk to the parking lots while 
neighbourhood B has similar links but with interruptions by street intersection points. These 
design features thus lead to very different accessing times (T1, T3).      

There are many A and B departure points in cities; almost every geographical location could 
be a departure point and destination point. Residential areas are the most relevant land use in 
urban built environments since most people start and end their trips at home. Mobility options 
around residential areas thus play a crucial role in developing low-carbon transport planning. 
They contribute to the urban planner’s solutions and proposals in guiding neighbourhood 
planning towards a low-carbon transport future.  

 

Trip Purpose  

Trip purpose means the reasons why people travel, which includes work, shopping, school, 
recreation etc. Trip purpose is closely connected with the land use pattern and could be 
improved by a mixed-land-use strategy. A well-designed neighbourhood might offer residents 
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an efficient trip path that fulfils most of their needs instead of traveling to different locations 
to use different services. Urban planners could estimate the mixture level of neighbourhoods 
by devising different needs categories for different generations. For example, the elderly 
might need healthcare facilities and nursing homes; children might need kindergartens and 
playgrounds; and young couples might need restaurants and cinemas, etc. The more mixed a 
neighbourhood is, the more trip options there are, which consequently reduces travel distances 
and trip frequency.  

Tip purposes are also important measurements for understanding urban mobility patterns. 
Each trip has dominant factors besides the distance from home to the final destination. A trip 
to educational facilities might not be that effective with a mixed-land-use strategy. Although 
people might find educational facilities around their neighbourhood, they might still send their 
children to a school further away if it has a better reputation. The same principle applies to 
healthcare and sports facilities, which people might be willing to travel further to for social 
reasons. A trip to work is even more difficult to manipulate through a mixed-land-use 
strategy, because there no tools that guarantee people will find employment in their own 
neighbourhood. Thus travel distances between different zones still exist even though a 
neighbourhood has attained a high degree of mixed land uses. Under such circumstances, the 
mixed-land-use strategy is still important, but more effort is needed to link land-use planning 
with the public transportation system. The strategy should enhance the spatial connection with 
the residential land uses and the public transport networks, and give priority to the 
development of public transport services instead of private vehicles.   

 

Trip Frequency 

Trip frequency is influenced more by socioeconomic factors than land use patterns. For 
example, urban planners might be able to evaluate the service diversity within a 
neighbourhood, yet be unable to influence an individual’s trip frequency. This is because 
whether people go shopping once or three times per day depends on an individual’s socio-
economic status and personality.  

 

Mode Choices 

Mode choice means people choose different mobility modes to accomplish their trips. There 
are different transport survey reports monitoring the modal split development at city level. 
Urban planning could influence the development status of different mobility modes by 
encouraging one mode while discouraging another.  

 

Studies Linking Built Environment and Travel Behavior  
 

Theoretical background ‘Why the built environment influences travel behaviour’.  
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The built environment influences travel behaviour in general. It assumes people travel to 
different parts of a city to access different facilities rather than just for the sake of travelling. 
Firstly, land-use functions such as spatial distribution of residential land use, commercial 
land use and industrial land use primarily determinate the necessity to travel. Secondly, the 
spatial layout of other built environment elements in urban areas influences the outcome of 
travel patterns such as the layout of transport infrastructure, availability of different transport 
modes and so on. Thirdly, socioeconomic factors also influence travel behaviour since people 
have different perceptions of their built environment surroundings.  

The empirical studies linking built environment and travel behaviour cover diverse fields such 
as urban planning, land-use planning, transport engineering and urban design. In their book 
Travel by design, Boarnet and Crane (2001) raise a central question: Could urban design work 
as part of transport policies to reduce automobile dependency? It states that the growing 
concepts of ‘New Urbanism’ have influenced three research fields: architectural projects of 
different community planning, social theory development and transport policy research.  

Table 6: Studies on Built Environment Variables and Connection with Travel Behaviours 

 Scholars  Built Environment 
Variables  

Case Studies Methods  Conclusions  Field 

(Boarnet and 
Crane 2001) 

(1) Density 
(2) Mixed Land Use 
(3) Traffic Calming 
(4) Street Pattern 
(5) Job-Housing 
Balance 
(6) Pedestrian Features 

Book <Travel by 
Design> 

 Design features 
supposed to reduce car 
travel 

Urban 
design 

Newman & 
Kenntworthy 
(2006) 

    Urban 
design 

Zegras 2004 (1) Density 
(2) Diversity 
(3) Design  
(local level) 

Santiago de Chile 
 

Modelling 
Travel Survey 
in 1991 

(1) Mixed land use 
increased home-based, 
non-work, non-school 
walking trips (HB 
NWNS) 
(2) Population density 
has not much influence 
on (HB NWNS) 

Transport 
engineering 

Kelly and 
Pekol 2013 

(1) Proximity to transit 
(2) Parking Demand 
(3) Density 

    

(Ewing & 
Cervero, 
2001; Ewing 
et al., 2009) 

(1) Destination 
Accessibility 
(2) Distance to Transit 

    

(Ewing and 
Cervero 
2010) 

(1) Density  
(2) Diversity 
(3) Design 
(4) Destination 
accessibility 
(5) Distance to transit 
(6) Demand 
management 

200 studies since 
2001 about built 
environment and 
travel 

Meta-analysis  
 
 

Non-work travel 
 

 

(Handy et al. 
1998) 

Land use strategy as a 
policy to reduce 
automobile dependency 

Six 
neighbourhoods 
in Austin, which 
focus on three 
non-working trip 
types: 
1) walking  

Method: Data 
collection on 
travel choice 
– through 
mail 

1. Improve walking 
2. Shorter car trips 
(facilities availability)  
 

Urban 
planning , 
urban 
design 
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2) grocery 
shopping  
3) local shopping  

Weitz 2003 
(Cervero 
1989) 
(California 
Planning 
Roundtable 
2008, p. 2) 

1. Job-Housing Balance 
2. Mixed Land Use 

  Reduce car dependency  

Source: (Næss 2011, p. 27) / Author 

Owens (1986) summarised seven main categories of land use characteristics and pointed out 
their different roles in influencing the travel behaviour on strategic, local and neighbourhood 
level (Owens 1986 cited in Stead and Marshall 2011, p. 114). For example, the studies 
conducted in a Nordic context showed that at regional level, ‘population density’ and 
‘location of residence and work places’ are more crucial factors than neighbourhood 
characteristics (Naess 2012).    

Stead and Marshall (2011) further outlined a structure of different empirical studies that link 
the different variables of land use characteristics and travel pattern. The land use 
characteristics include 1) ‘distance of residence from the urban centre’, 2) ‘settlement sizes’, 
3) ‘mixing of land uses’, 4) ‘provision of local facilities’ 5), ‘density of development’, 6) 
‘proximity to transport networks’, 7) ‘availability of residential parking’, 8) ‘road network 
type’ and 9) ‘neighbourhood type’. The travel pattern variables include 1) ‘travel distance’, 2) 
‘journey frequency’, 3) ‘modal split’, 4) ‘travel time’ and 5) ‘transport energy consumption’ 
(Stead and Marshall 2011, p. 116). Stead and Marshall (2011) showed that many studies 
intensively explored the relationship between variables like ‘density’, ‘neighbourhood types, 
and ‘provision of local facilities’ with travel behaviour. Some such as ‘roadway connectivity’, 
‘proximity to transport networks’, ‘availability of residential parking’ and ‘road network 
types’ have had insufficient research to link their impacts with travel behaviour.    

 

Density Impacts on Mobility 
 

(1) Studies linking ‘Density’ and Travel  

Newman and Kenworthy (1989) argued that urban density and transport-related energy 
consumption have correlations. Their book Cities and Automobile Dependence: An 
International Sourcebook listed data from 32 cities which showed that increasing average 
urban density has a respective decreasing trend of transport-related energy consumption 
(Newman and Kenworthy 1989). Kenworthy and Laube (1996) further compared different 
cities from the U.S., Australia, Europe and Asia in terms of automobile dependence, which 
linked other factors such as land use, transport and economic factor to explain the differences 
(Kenworthy and Laube 1996).  

Figure 5: Urban Density and Transport-Related Energy Consumption 
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Source: Newman and Kenworthy cited in Lefèvre (2009) 

 

Newman and Kenworthy’s (1989) has been criticised by some scholars who consider that 
these two variables seem ‘superficial’ without consideration for other factors within city 
structures (Lefèvre 2009, p. 3). Betraut (2001) provided further explanation on density, stating 
that more factors influence the different travel distances and consequently transport-related 
energy consumption. ‘Density spatial distribution’ within a city and ‘trip pattern distribution’ 
are crucial elements explaining the differences between travel distances and energy 
consumptions (Bertaud 2001, p. 1, 2004, p. 8).  
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Figure 6: The Spatial Structure of Seven Cities 

 

Source: Bertaut 2001, p.3 

Figure: Pattern of Trips in Monocentric and Polycentric Cities 

 

Source: Bertaut 2001, p. 5 
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Bertraut and Malpezzi (2003) compared 49 megacities from the U.S., Australia, Europe and 
Asia and concluded that there is no correlation between density and wealth or population size, 
but that it is strongly influenced by a city’s historical development (Bertaud and Malpezzi 
2003, p. 5). Cities could restructure themselves and reduce the automobile dependence though 
the use of different urban design toolkits (Newman and Kenworthy 2006). Næss (2012) 
offered three reasons why high-density development influences the average travel distance: 
firstly, high-density development shortens commuting distance between different functions 
within a city. Secondly, high-density development requires more frequent public transport 
services and shortens the access distance to public service points. Thirdly, high-density 
development is normally associated with denser street networks and a lack of parking space 
(Naess 2012, p. 22).  

 

(2) Urban Sprawl in U.S and European Cities and its Negative Impacts 

U.S cities have experienced rapid urban sprawl since the mid-90s causing negative impacts 
across many dimensions, one being the dependency on automobile modes for household 
travel. Travel patterns in US cities showed three major characteristics since 1970s: increasing 
amounts of road vehicles; increasing trend of vehicle miles travelled (VMT) and longer trips 
in terms of distance (Giuliano and Hanson 2017, pp. 23–27). Rising demand for automobile-
dominant modes led to negative environmental impacts such as serious traffic congestion, air 
pollution, and high road infrastructure costs in terms of construction and maintenance. Public 
health also become an issue in urban planning; therefore, architecture, transportation and 
community design should be addressed in the comprehensive plan (Frumkin et al. 2004). 

Figure 7: Trends since 1970 in Passenger Kilometres Travelled in Cars, Selected Countries 

 

Source: Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 2013 cited in Giuliano and Hanson (2017), p. 24 
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(3) Applicability for Asian Cities? 

‘New Urbanism’, ‘Compact City’, ‘Smart Growth‘ and ‘Walkable City‘ are different urban 
planning and design concepts, which aim to limit urban sprawl and promote sustainable 
community development patterns in North America. High-density development has the 
potential to offer more services within short commuting distances; it also has good bases to 
develop the urban public transport network since there are enough ‘potential’ customers to 
finance the public transport operation costs. However, the high-density variables alone would 
not lead to the reduction of automobile modes. Most Asian cities have a relatively high-
density level; however, they are still undergoing rapid motorisation growth. Therefore, to 
emphasise the ‘density’ variable in the built environment does not seem convincing to 
planning authorities. Chinese cities are experiencing urban sprawl with a relatively high-
density pattern guided by government-led land uses policies. Most of the new towns and 
districts are near to existing high-density city cores.  

 

Mixed Land Use Strategy Impacts on Mobility 
 

 What is mixed land use? 

 Why does increasing the mixed land-use level reduce automobile travel 
(theoretically)? 

 What empirical studies have explored the relationship between mixed land uses and 
mobility patterns? 

 What planning tools can we use to increase the mixed land use level? 

 Are these tools applicable to the Chinese context? In not, what are the barriers 
(institutional setting, planning structures, social acceptance)? 
 

(1) Theoretical Background  

In her book, The Death and Life of Great American Cities Jacobs’ (1961) primarily pointed 
out that cities by nature are meant to be diverse and integrated with different functions and 
social groups. Besides diversity, she also stated the necessity for ‘smaller blocks’, ‘aged 
buildings’ and ‘concentration’ in city development (Jacobs 1961, pp. 143–222). These aspects 
equate to the built-environment variables of ‘diversity’, ‘roadway connectivity’, 
‘neighbourhood types’ and ‘density’ in later literature. Her work challenged the conventional 
perspectives of urban planners who consider that land use should have a separation of 
functions. The theoretical linkage between ‘mixed land use’ and travel behaviour is 
straightforward: people living in pure residential areas need to travel to other land use types 
such as commercial, industrial and recreational locations to access employment, commercial, 
education and other facilities (Zegras 2004). A mixed land use district provides residents with 
more facilities within shorter commuting distances and increases the potential of walking and 
biking modes instead of the automobile (Manaugh and Kreider 2013, p. 63; Healthy Spaces & 
Places 2011; NOAA 2017).  
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Different studies link the mixed-land-use strategy with transport energy and emissions 
(Cervero 1989; Ewing 2001; Krizek 2003). Mixed land use is considered by scholars as an 
‘efficient strategy to reduce traffic’ since it provides different facilities at shorter distances, 
which reduce the travel distance by car and encourage other mobility modes like walking 
(Cervero and Duncan 2006).  In urban planning, the mixed-land-use strategy is considered an 
efficient method to reduce dependency on automobiles and increase the utilisation of other 
low-carbon transport modes. However, the current model is not clear to what extent the mixed 
land use influences the different travel behaviour variables. 

 

(2) Empirical Studies of Mixed Land Use Impacts on Mobility 

Empirical studies in North American regions explored how different mixtures of land use 
types influence automobile journeys and modal split (Cervero 1988, 1991; Frank and Pivo 
1994; Handy 1992; Ewing et al. 1994). Cervero (1996) analysed the 1985 American Housing 
Survey and concluded that a high neighbourhood density and mixed land uses increase modal 
split and reduce VMT. By providing grocery stores and other consumer services within 300 
feet increases the share of non-motorised trips, but the same facilities located between 300 
feet to 1 mile seem to encourage automobile travel since people are likely to combine the 
working and shopping with the automobile (Cervero 1996, p. 361).   

McCormack et al. (2001) analysed three neighbourhoods in Seattle by combing the resident 
travel diary and county-level transport survey. They concluded that people living in mixed 
land use neighbourhoods travel less than those in suburban areas do. However, the average 
travel time does not show any differences among these three neighbourhoods. The assumption 
was that mixed-land use could make non-work trips such as shopping more time-efficient. 
However, people might spend their ‘saved time’ on other travel purposes in the regional 
context (McCormack et al. 2001). Pang (2014) used GIS to test the mixed district (MXD) 
impacts on different trip patterns. The results showed residents living in MXD have shorter 
travel distances on average (Pang 2014).  

Studies have also pointed out that mixed land use reduces VMT (Peng 1997; Cervero and 
Duncan 2006). Peng (1997) found noticeable impacts on VMT in Portland when the job-
housing ratio is less than 1.2 or more than 2.8 led to. Cervero and Duncan (2006) stated that 
job-housing balance influences VMT more than retail housing mix.  Byahut (2012) applied 
GIS and regression model to analyse travel data of Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana residents and 
found mixed land use to be the most effective land use characteristic that influences VMT, 
followed by ‘access to transit’. The variables ‘density’ and ‘design’ have little impact on 
VMT (Byahut 2012).  
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Table 7: Empirical studies linking mixed land use and travel behaviour 

Scholars  Case 
Studies 

Methods Built 
Environment 
Variables 

Conclusion  
(Impacts include: Travel Distance, Travel Time, Trip 
Frequency/Amounts, Modes, Automobile Ownership)  

Frank 
and Pivo, 
1994 

     

Ewing et 
al. 1994 

     

Cervero 
1996 

44 
metropolita
n statistical 
areas 
(MSAs) 
with 
population 
above 1 
million (U.S 
regions)  
 
 

1985 
American 
Housing 
Survey  
 
Binomial 
discrete 
choice 
model 

(1) Density 
(2) Diversity 
(mixed land uses) 

Distance  

Time  
Frequency / 
Amounts 

 

Mode (1) Density is an important factor 
influencing mode choices than mixed 
land use.  
(2) Providing grocery stores and other 
consumer services within 300 feet 
encourages walking, biking and transit 
(3) Providing grocery stores between 
300 feet and 1 mile encourages mode 
choice of automobile since people 
tend to combine shopping and 
working with their automobile.  

Trip Purpose  
Auto  (4) Density and mixed land uses tend 

to reduce the car ownership, less 
commuting by automobile and 
commuting distance 
(5) High density and mixed land use 
neighbourhood have less VMT per 
capita than low-density 
neighbourhoods with pure residential 
functions.  

Cervero 
and 
Duncan, 
2006 

San 
Francisco 
Bay Area 

  Distance  
Time  
Frequency / 
Amounts 

 

Mode (1)  Job-housing ratio influences travel 
most  

Trip Purpose  
Auto   

Peng, 
1997 

Portland, 
Oregon, 
metropolita
n area 

GIS 
Modelling 

(1) Job-housing 
ratio 

Distance  
Time  
Frequency / 
Amounts 

 

Mode  
Trip Purpose  
Auto  (1) VMT varies when the job-housing 

ratio less than 1.2 or larger than 2.8 
(2) little changes on VMT when the 
job-housing ratio is between 1.2 and 
2.8 

Byahut, 
2012 

Ohio-
Kentucky- 
Indiana 
(OKI) 
region  
(United 
States)  

(1) Land 
use data  
(2) 
Househol
d survey  
(3) 
Regressio
n Model 

(1) Density 
(2) Diversity 
(3) Street Density 
(4) Intersection 
Density 
(5) Regional 
Accessibility  
(6) Transit 
availability  

Distance  
Time  
Frequency / 
Amounts 

 

Mode  
Trip Purpose  
Auto  (1) The land use diversity influences 

travel most (VMT) 
(2) Transit accessibility and household 
location also have impacts on VMT 
(3) Density and design do not have 
much influence on VMT 
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McCorm
ack et al. 
2001 

Seattle, 
Washington 
(3 
neighbourho
ods) 

1- 2 Day 
Travel 
diary 
filled by 
household  
2- 
Househol
d travel 
data by 
the Puget 
Sound 
Regional 
Council 
(PSRC)  

(1) 
Neighbourhood 
Types 
(2) Mixed Land 
Use  
(3) Centrality 

Distance (1) Residents in mixed-land use 
neighbourhoods travel 28% fewer 
kilometres than the adjacent 
neighbourhoods and 120% fewer than 
suburban 

Time (2) No big differences in travel times 
(average 90 Min/person (including 
walking)  

Frequency / 
Amounts 

(3) Mixed land use neighbourhood 
could reduce the time consuming in 
non-work trips but might increase the 
time consuming for other trips on a 
regional basis.  

Mode  
Trip Purpose  
Auto   

Pang, 
2014 

Austin 
42 mixed 
use districts 
(MXD)   

1- GIS (1) Production trip 
rates,  
(2) Frequency of 
produced trips 
(3) Network trip 
length 
(4) Internal rate of 
capture, and 
person-miles of 
travel (PMT) 

Distance (1) Trips distances in MXD 
neighbourhood areas are about 0.8 
miles shorter 
(2) A person living in MXDs travels 
30 miles daily, about 1.2 miles 

Time  

Frequency / 
Amounts 

(3) Internal trips in MXD (9.41%) are 
higher than other areas.  
(4) MXD have higher trip frequencies 

Mode  
Trip Purpose (5) MXD households make slightly 

more HBWD (Home-Based Work 
Person Trips Direct) trips and less 
HBWS6 (Home-Based Work Person 
Trips Strategic)  
(6) MXD residents make more retail 
trips than Non-MXD residents 

Auto  
 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

(3) Measurement of Mixed Land Use 

Zhou and Zhang (2017) summarised the current measurements of the mixed land use index 
and pointed out their respective limitations (Zhang and Zhao 2017, pp. 225–226). (a) The 
index explaining the proportion of land use categories fails to indicate the ‘proximity of travel 
destinations’, which includes the entropy index, dissimilarity index, Simpson index, 
inclustering index and exposure index (Cervero 1989, 1996; Munshi 2016)  (b) The job-
housing balance fails to indicate whether job offers increase local employment. For example, 
a job-housing ratio based on low-paid service jobs combined with high-priced property units 
would not contribute to the analysis of reducing travelling. 

 

                                                 
6 ‘HBWS trip contains an intermediate destination to either drop off or pick up a child at day-care, nursery 

school, babysitter, pre-school, elementary or secondary school. If a traveler drops their child off at a day-care 
centre in the morning then proceeds directly home in the evening, both trips are considered strategic’ (source: 
Pang 2014)  
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(4) Urban Planning Tools to Enhance the Mixed Land Use Development 

Although many empirical studies proved mixed-land use influences travel behaviour such as 
mode choice and travel distances, to quantify the mixed level in a given area is too difficult 
and the current body of research has mainly focused on the given conditions of the mixed land 
use (Manaugh and Kreider 2013, p. 63). Furthermore, the mixed-land-use strategy is difficult 
to apply in existing urban structures. Each city has its own historical development pattern, 
which determines different agglomeration zones for employment, education facilities and 
commercial facilities. In most cases, those agglomeration zones do not always follow the rules 
of optimised mixed land uses. Although urban planners might propose decentralising 
employment locations into the sub-zones to reduce urban traffic between zones, in reality 
people might still move to other zones for their employment positions. Also, the re-utilisation 
of urban spaces in an existing neighbourhood is a long-term process; it might take years 
before there is any impact on urban traffic. 

 

Residential Parking Provision Impacts on Mobility 
 

 Parking requirements in the land use ordinance  

 Empirical studies that link residential parking facilities and mobility pattern  

 Urban planning tools to limit parking provisions  
 

(1) Minimum Parking Provision in Land Use Ordinance 

Parking provisions are frequently determined by local land use ordinances. One of the main 
reasons is municipalities wanting to relieve the pressure of on street parking so they require 
the land-use developers to provide off-street parking. Hanssen et al. (2014) stated there was a 
lack of empirical evidence to support the suitability of the 1965 Norway Land Use Act, which 
required land-use developers to provide minimum parking spaces, to tackle this problem 
(Hanssen et al. 2014).   

American cities are great examples of an oversupply of parking spaces due to local land use 
ordinances for minimum parking provision. Shoup and Pickrell (1978) stated that U.S. city 
authorities have manipulated the land use ordinance in order to provide parking spaces for all 
new buildings since 1920s. New buildings often represent new destinations for car journeys; 
therefore, land use zoning required new buildings to provide sufficient parking spaces for 
visiting cars. Parking ratios were determined by the building’s total floor area or its specific 
function. However, such factors are flexible and easily manipulated by different localities. For 
example, depending on its location a ‘three-floor 10 000-square-foot office building’ in 
Californian cities might be allocated anything from 10 to 80 parking spaces, which indicates 
the flexibility of parking provisions (Shoup and Pickrell 1978, pp. 546–549).   

It is easy to formulate the minimum parking requirement in land use zoning and link it to floor 
area; however, it is difficult to estimate the negative impacts of such land use policy on 
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automobile travel. Shoup (1999) criticised many local planning authorities for adapting the 
minimum parking requirements into the local planning zoning ordinance without carefully 
considering the planning consequences for urban forms and travel behaviour (Shoup 1999, 
p. 550). He referred to the research by Richard Willson (1996), which surveyed 144 cities in 
order to understand the parking requirements set out by local planning authorities. He 
discovered that most local planning either followed the regulations set by nearby cities or 
sought guidance by ‘consulting Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) handbooks’ 
(Willson 1996). The engineering approach to setting the minimum parking provision based on 
‘parking generation rate’, which is the peak parking occupancy observed for different land use 
types, created huge problems in urban planning (Shoup 1999, p. 551). U.S. requirements for 
minimum parking provisions in both land use zoning and building codes increased the total 
parking supply and led to higher car use in cities over the long term (Garrick and Atkinson-
Palombo 2015) 

 

(2) Empirical Studies linking Parking Provision and Automobile Mode 

Empirical studies showed that residential parking provisions increase car ownership and usage 
(McCahill et al. 2015; Christiansen et al. 2017a, p. 198). Early studies by Balcombe and York 
(1993) in England revealed that uncertainty about on-/off-street parking availability could 
influence car usage (Balcombe and York 1993).  

Studies in New York showed that parking supply influences the household car-buying 
decision (Guo 2013a, p. 18). Furthermore, the type of parking available also has diverse 
influences on mode shares of car owners; providing convenient home parking facilities 
encourages car use in general (Guo 2013b, p. 98). Off-street parking (garage/ private lots) are 
more likely to stimulate household car use in general (Sherman 2010), especially for work 
trips (Weinberger 2012). Christiansen et al. (2017) analysed the Norwegian National Travel 
Survey (NTS) 2013 and combined an in-depth survey of 2000 dwellers from the NTS. They 
concluded that access to private or reserved parking makes it three times more likely that a 
household will own a car; also increasing the walking distance between the home and parking 
location could reduce car usage (Christiansen et al. 2017b).   
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Table 8: Empirical Studies Linking the Residential Parking Provision and Automobile Ownership & Usages  

Scholars Built 
Environment 
(Residential 
Parking) 

Travel 
Behaviour 
Variables  

Method Case 
Studies 

Conclusion 

Christiansen 
et al. 2017 

(1) parking 
availability  
(2) distance 
between 
home and 
parking 
location 

(1) Car 
ownership  
(2) Car 
utilisation 

(1) Data Analysis 
of Norwegian 
National Travel 
Survey (NTS) 2013 
(2) 2000 in-depth 
survey of dwellers 
from NTS 

Four 
Regions in 
Norway 

(1) Access to private parking 
triples the likelihood of car 
ownership. 
(2) The longer the distance 
between home and parking, the 
lower the car use.  
(3) People are willing to walk 
over 100 m from their home to a 
parking location. 

Guo 2013 a (1) 
Residential 
parking 
supply 

(1) Car 
ownership 

(1) Survey of 770 
households  
(2) Nested logit 
model 

New York (1) Parking supply influences 
the household decision to buy a 
car.  
(2) A driveway is more 
important than a garage 
(3) On-street and off-street 
parking are both important. 

Guo 2013 b (1) Home 
parking types 

(1) Car use Travel survey of 
840 households  

New York  (1) ‘with the same car 
ownership, households without 
off-street parking’ use cars less. 
(2) ‘households with access to 
both a garage and street parking, 
those who use the handy street 
parking’ make more car 
journeys. 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

(3) Urban Planning Tools for limiting Parking Provision 

‘Manage parking’ has become part of transportation demand management (TDM) in urban 
planning packages. This is partly to reduce the total parking supply in cities and replace it 
with a supply management approach. There are three approaches to finding a solution: 

Approach I: Manipulate the accessing distance to parking lots at the departure and 
destination; the accessing distance to parking lots should be increased and the distance to 
public transport modes reduced (Gea21 2012, p. 21). In residential areas, stricter policies are 
needed to control ‘mixed function’ parking behaviour and reduce the attractiveness of car 
usage (Duvanova et al. 2016).  

Approach II: reduce the parking capacity and supply through land use zoning ordinance, 
especially in dense urban areas like CBD areas. More road spaces should integrate with public 
transport networks instead of parking spaces being provided (Franco 2017, p. 107). Parking 
strategy should shift from ‘supply’ to ‘management’ (Antonson et al. 2017). Introduce a travel 
demand management (TDM) program to reduce car journeys, since it might generate new 
parking demand (Rivadeneyra et al. 2017).  

Approach III: Use economic instruments to rationalise parking behaviour, such as setting the 
parking allocation based on the purpose of the trip, like E-commerce parking (Chen et al. 
2017). Introduce different parking fees according to the demand for parking (Thigpen 2018). 
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Roadway Connectivity Level and Impacts on Mobility 
 

 What is roadway connectivity?  

 Why does increasing roadway connectivity improve low-carbon mobility (walking and 
biking) and reduce automobile travel?  

a. Roadway connectivity and vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT) 
b. Roadway connectivity and walking / biking 

 What studies have scholars conducted on roadway connectivity? 

 What planning tools can we use to increase roadway connectivity? 

 Are these tools applicable to the Chinese context?  

(1) Connectivity index:  

Table 9: Connectivity Index 

Content Main Conclusion Source 
The number of roadway links divided 
by the number of roadway nodes. 
Links are the segments between 
intersections; nodes are the 
intersections themselves. Cul-de-sacs 
count the same as any other link 
endpoints. 

Dead-end and cul-de-sac streets reduce the index value. 
A score of 1.4 is the minimum needed for a walkable 
community. 

(Ewing 1996) 

The ratio of intersections divided by 
intersections and dead ends 

Scale from zero to 1.0. An index over 0.75 is desirable. (USEPA 2002) 

The number of surface street 
intersections within a given area, such 
as a square mile.  

The more intersections, the greater the degree of 
connectivity. 

 

An accessibility index  It calculates the actual travel distances divided by direct 
travel distances (Actual Walking Distance / Direct 
Distance). 

 

Circuity is the ratio of network to 
Euclidean (direct) distances.  

It describes the directness of trips and the efficiency of 
transportation networks. 

(David J. Giacomin 
and David M. 
Levinson 2015) 

The Walking Permeability Distance 
Index (WPDI).  

It aggregates walkability factors such as street 
connectivity, street width, and sidewalk quality. It is an 
accessibility index specific to walking trips. 

(Ali Soltani and 
Andrew Allan 2005) 

Source: (TDM Encyclopedia 2017b) 

For urban planners, the measurements for connectivity include ‘Block Length’, ‘Block Size’, 
‘Block Density’, ‘Intersection Density’, ‘Street Density’, ‘Connected Node Ratio’, ‘Link-
Node Ratio’, ‘Grid Pattern’, ‘Pedestrian Route Directness’ and ‘Effective Walking Area’ (Dill 
and Jennifer 2004).  

 

(2) Roadway Connectivity Level and Impacts on Mobility 

Many studies showed that street connectivity reduces travel distance and supports alternative 
modes, especially walking and cycling (Steiner, Frederick R.,Butler, Kent S. 2007, pp. 153–
154). The empirical work carried out in 24 California cities by Marshall and Norman suggests 
people living in neighbourhoods with denser street networks seem to drive less (Marshall and 
Garrick 2012, p. 5). There is a diverse body of empirical work linking the variable of street 
connectivity and its impacts on travel patterns, which is shown in the following table. Most of 
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the research reaches similar conclusions: on one hand, increasing street connectivity could 
reduce the vehicle mode in terms of travel distance and utilisation frequency; measurements 
include vehicle miles travelled (VMT), per capita VMT, traffic congestions and traffic volume 
on main artery.  On the other hand, increasing street connectivity enhances travel modes like 
walking, biking and public transit usage. 

VMT is an indicator for measuring travel behaviour by vehicle. Many factors cause growth of 
VMT within a region, such as population, economic, etc. The population growth rate does not 
always follow a similar growth rate to VMT as there are other factors that could influence 
VMT. For example, the increased road mileage could induce more travel, which generates 
VMT growth(Noland 2001, p. 47) 

Table 10: Street Network and Impacts on Different Transport Modes 

Scholars  Assumption Case 
Studies 

Methods  Conclusions  
Street Network Transport Modes 

Marshall 
and Garrick 
2012 
 

Roadway 
design factors 
influence 
vehicle travel 
behaviour 
 
Findings: 
intersection 
density from 
31.3 to 125 
intersections 
per km2 is 
associated 
with a 41% 
decrease in 
vehicle travel, 
from 44.7 to 
26.5 daily 
vehicle 
kilometres 

24 mid-
size 
California
n cities 

National 
Household 
travel Survey 
+ Liner 
Regression 
Modelling  
 

Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
(1) Total street network 
density (intersection per 
km2. 
(2) Grid street system 
(which provides many 
routes between destinations) 
(3) On-street parking, bike 
lanes, and curbs /sidewalks 
(4) Land use density, mixed 
land use and proximity to 
city centre 
(5) Walking, bicycling and 
transit commute mode share 

(1) Per-capita vehicle 
travel  
 

Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
(1) Street connectivity of 
major street network 
density  
(2) The number of lanes  
(3) widths of major 
roadways 
(4) curvilinear streets 

(1) Per-capita vehicle 
travel  
 

Ewing and 
Cervero 
(2010)  

Findings  
(1) Regional 
accessibility 
(2) Street 
connectivity  
influences 
vehicle travel  

  Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 

 (1) 10% intersection or 
street density 

1.2% vehicle travel  
 

Handy, Tal 
and Boarnet 
(2010b) 

   Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
(1) Street 
intersection 
densities 

 (1)Walking,  
(2) public 
transit travel 

(1)Vehicle 
travel 
miles 
(VTM) 

Zhang et al. 
(2012) 

Roadway 
connectivity 
has a major 
impact on 
VMT 

Four U.S. 
urban 
regions 

Bayesian 
regression 
models 

Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
 (1) City block length (1) Per-capita VMT 

(vehicle miles travelled) , 
particularly in smaller, 
less dense, automobile-
oriented urban areas 
(Norfolk-Virginia Beach) 

Larry Frank 
& Company 
2005 

 SMARTR
AQ 
project 
analysis in 

 Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
(1) average intersection 
density (from8.3 to 16.6 
intersections per km2 

(1) average vehicle 
mileage by about 1.6% 
(2) average per-capita 
vehicle miles (region) 
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Atlanta, 
Georgia  

LUTAQH 
research 
project 

 Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
 (1) Street connectivity, 
10% intersection per square 
mile 

(1) per household VMT , 
0.5% VMT 

Alba and 
Beimborn 
(2005) 

  Traffic 
modelling 

Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
 (1) Improve local street 
connectivity 

(1) Traffic volume 
(2) traffic congestion on 
major arterials 
 

Kulash, 
Anglin and 
Marks 
(1990) 

Connected 
road network 
reduce VMT 
within 
neighbourhoo
d  

 Traffic 
modelling  

Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
 (1) Connected road 
network 

(1) 57% VMT in 
neighbourhood  
 

Crane 
(1999) 

   Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
(1) Shorter trip distance (1) Total vehicle travel  
Increase Decrease 
(1) trips 

Frank and 
Hawkins 
(2007 and 
2008) 
 

  Four 
categories of 
neighbourhoo
d  

Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
(1) Low permeability of 
cars, high permeability for 
pedestrian and cyclists 

(1) Increasing walking 
and cycling mode share 

USEPA 
Study 
(2004) 

   Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
(1) Street connectivity  
(2) Pedestrian-friendly 
environment  
(3) Shorter route options 

(1) Per-capita vehicle 
travel 
(2) Congestion delays 
(3) Traffic accidents  
(4) Pollution emissions 

USEPA 
Study 
(2002) 

  The Smart 
Growth Index 

Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
Current models are not very 
accurate at predicting how a 
particular change in 
roadway connectivity will 
affect travel patterns 

 

Source: (TDM Encyclopedia 2017b)  

 

(3) Urban Planning Tools to enhance the Roadway Connectivity Level 

The urban planning tools to increase roadway connectivity function on different levels: 
municipal road network, land-use planning, and building. On the municipal road network 
level, there are tools to increase the number of intersections of the municipal roads and reduce 
the design of dead-end road segments in the road network. On the land-use planning level, the 
focus should be on limiting the average land-plot size and avoid large-scale land-use 
developments with fewer road segments. On the building level, there should be a control on 
block sizes and lengths, and the focus should shift to pedestrian mobility by increasing the 
direct pedestrian paths to surrounding neighbourhoods.  
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Walkability Index and Impacts on Mobility 
 

(1) Non-Motorised Transport (NMT) and Sustainable Urban Transportation   

Non-motorised transport (NMT) includes walking, biking and other forms of human-powered 
transport mode (small scooters), which are important planning elements in the urban 
transportation system. There are three main reasons to integrate NMT planning into the urban 
transport system: firstly, it can connect extensively with other transport modes, either private 
cars or public transport. Secondly, NMT could be an efficient means to extend public 
transport services by filling the gaps between ‘infrastructure planning’ and ‘physical 
planning’. For example, the physical environment between a transit station and residential 
area is crucial to consider in NMT planning. Thirdly, cycling in some cases is more efficient 
than using private vehicles or public transport if it reduces commuting time. Most on-road 
transport in many dense areas is slow due to traffic congestion (Piet 2001, pp. 307–309). 
There are also environmental benefits to promoting NMT as it generates zero emissions and 
low-level noise for the urban environment, which are part of the sustainable mobility concept 
in urban settings (Mike 2005, p. 7).  

 

(2) Walking and Urban Health 

There is also a large body of literature linking walking activities with health. High car 
ownership and walking less can lead to obesity and other health problems (Davison and Curl 
2014; Merom et al. 2015; Merom et al. 2018). Some studies connect the land use mix level to 
body mass index (BMI) and highlight the importance of increasing the mixed land use level 
and increasing walking behaviour (Brown et al. 2009, p. 1130). Austrian studies show that 
walking combined with public transport usage has positive health impacts (Barr et al. 2016). 
Walking to public transport service points is sometimes limited to certain groups; for 
example, some elderly people will be unable to do so (Ghani et al. 2018, p. 83). There are 
decreasing trends in walking and biking in different countries for several reasons (Tight et al. 
2011, p. 1581). The UK has shown a dramatic decline in both, for which Pooley et al. (2014) 
offer two reasons: people rarely perceive walking as an everyday transport mode; lack of 
planning in urban infrastructure to support NMT development (Pooley et al. 2014).  

 

(3) Influential Factors for Walking Behaviour 

There are hundreds of factors influencing walking behaviour; Piet (2001) summarised eight: 
1) individual status (income, age, physical condition, lifestyle, car ownership and so on; 2) 
‘physical condition’; 3) social-cultural aspect; 4) spatial structure; 5) infrastructure planning 
for NMT; 6) status of public transport; 7) motorised transport infrastructure; and 8) 
government policies (Piet 2001, pp. 302–307). Policy enhancements for NMT development 
thus include different dimensions such as financial instruments, transport regulation, 
infrastructure planning and so on (Piet 2001, pp. 311–513). Built environment variables have 
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different impacts on walking behaviour and some scholars argue that psychological aspect 
influence walking since people perceive the built environment differently (Yang 2015; Lee 
and Dean 2018, p. 309; Ariffin and Zahari 2013). Additional factors such as weather (Shaaban 
et al. 2017) and design of walking facilities also influence walking behaviour.   

 

(4) Neighbourhood Typology and Impacts on Walking 

Studies have also explored the relationship between residential areas and their impact on 
walking behaviour (Boarnet et al. 2011; Forsyth et al. 2007; Forsyth et al. 2008; Frank et al. 
2006; Lin and Moudon 2010). Neighbourhood location (urban and rural) influences residents’ 
walking speed and time (Azmi et al. 2012, p. 406). People living in dense neighbourhoods 
tend to walk more than those living in low-density ones (Christiansen et al. 2016). Sung and 
Lee (2015) tested Jacob’s (1961) ideas regarding different built environment features on the 
micro level of travel behaviour. The survey data from Seoul prove many of Jacob’s ideas: 
mixed land use residential neighbourhoods, smaller blocks, and shorter distance to retail areas 
generate a high share of walking activities and subsequently vitalise the area (Sung and Lee 
2015).  

Roadway configurations have an important influence on walking behaviour (Kang 2018). 
Motorised road infrastructures design threatens pedestrian safety and thus has a negative 
effect on walking behaviour (Oxley et al. 2018, p. 77). The roadway connectivity level 
influences the number of short-and-direct paths for pedestrians, which influences people’s 
intensions to walk to public transport (Koohsari et al. 2014). Pedestrian crossing facilities 
such as highway overpasses are unappealing to pedestrians since they are not convenient to 
use as they increase the walking distance required to cross a road (Tirachini 2015). Sidewalk 
design is important feature in urban settings that influences walking speed (Chandra and 
Bharti 2013) and total walking time (Gunn et al. 2014).  

The public transport service should be good enough to encourage people to walk to the 
transit stops (Zhao et al. 2018, p. 102). Good access to public transport and community 
facilities improves quality of life and increases real estate values (Yang et al. 2018a). 
Enhancing the walkability level in neighbourhoods is effective for different social groups. 
Studies showed that improving walkability level increases the travel frequency of females in 
Bielefeld, Germany (Bödeker et al. 2018, p. 1).  

 

(5) Urban Planning Tools for Enhancing NMT (Walkability Index / Walking Permeability 
Distance Index (WPDI) / Accessibility Index) 

The importance of improving the walking environment in urban areas is obvious: it 
contributes to public transport development; provides urban citizens with a better chance to 
improve their health; and contributes to the general sustainable urban development agenda. 
There are different approaches to improving the urban environment and promoting walking 
activities. Urban planning toolkits could guide urban development towards a ‘walkable city’ 
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(Nordh et al. 2017). Better urban design tools such as density control, street network design 
and easy access to transit alternatives all contribute to walkable neighbourhood development 
and reduce automobile dependency (Boulange et al. 2017). Wibowo et al. (2015) summarised 
five dimensions in improving walking environments: ‘walking distance’, ‘walking spaces’, 
‘walking effort’, ‘level of service for walking’ and ‘walkability and walking index’(Wibowo 
et al. 2015, pp. 1507–1511)  

Table 11: Walking Measurements’ Five Dimensions 

Walking Measurement Dimensions Contents Scholars 
Walking Distance The walking distance to access a transport terminal 

service is about 400 metres and can be covered in 
around five minutes.  

(Root 2001; Vuchic 2005) 

Walking Time The sidewalk space, which varies according to 
walking associated groups and activities.  

 

Walking Effort 1) ‘actual walking distance’ 
2) ‘generalised distance related to characteristics of 
the walking route’  

(Olszewski and Wibowo 
2005) 

Level of Service for Walking ‘Walking density, speed and flow relationship’ (Fruin 1971) 
1) Sidewalk 
2) Separation of pedestrians and motorised vehicles 
3) Motorised vehicle volume 
4) Motorised vehicle speed 

(FDOT 2001) 

1) Walking surface with suitable width and good 
quality  
2) No obstructions 
3) Fewer conflicts with vehicles, fewer cyclists 
4) Safe, pleasant, well lit 

(Gallin 2001) 

Walkability and Walking Index 1) Walking Permeability Distance Index (WPDI)  
2) Walking Permeability time Index (WPTI) 

(Allan 2001) 

Global Walkability Index (GWI)  (Krambeck 2006) 
Sources: Wibowo et al. 2015  

The walk score index (WSI) covers three essential components: ‘shortest distance to 
preselected destinations’, ‘block lengths’ and ‘intersection densities’. WSI are applied widely 
in the USA and Canada to promote walkable neighbourhoods (Hall and Ram 2018). The data 
sources rely on Google, Education.com, Open Street Map, the U.S. Census and so on (Walk 
Score 2018).  The walkability index (WI), developed by the University of British Columbia, 
includes four components: ‘residential density’, ‘commercial density’, ‘land use mix’ and 
‘street connectivity’ (The University of British Columbia). The walkability assessment tools 
developed in Kanas City reveal that there are different levels to interpret the walkability of 
urban environments, which require different assessment tools. 
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Table 12: Planning Toolkits for enhancing Walking 

Toolkits for Measuring Different Level of Walking Environment in Urban Planning   
(-) Not relevant , (+) Relevant  
The Walk Score Index (WSI) – (Hall and Ram 2018) 
Measurement Explanation  City 

Level  
District 
Level 

Neighbourhood 
Level  

Project 
Level 

Shorted Distance to 
Destination 

Destination types include commercial 
services, public transport, restaurants, 
shopping, green spaces, and schools 

  + + 

Block Lengths The lengths of blocks   + + 

Intersection Density The amounts of intersections within 
origins 

  + + 

Walkability Index (WI) – (The University of British Columbia) 
Residential Density ‚the number of residential units per acre 

within a neighbourhood’  
  +  +  

Commercial 
Density 

The amount of commercial use such as 
‘Retail Floor Area Ratio’  

  +  + 

Land Use Mix ‘ Mixing of different land use types’   +  + 
Street Connectivity ‘ the number of street intersections’    +  + 
Walkability Assessment Tools – ( Kansas City Walkability Plan)  
Directness          +  + + + 
Continuity  + + + + 
Street Crossing  + + +  
Visual Interest and 
Amenities 

 + + + + 

Security  + + + + 
Walking Permeability Distance Index (WPDI) – (Allan 2001) 
WPDI WPDI = Shortest practical distance 

through the network / Airline Distance 
between origin and destination (WPDI= 
1.5)  

    

WPTI WPTI= Actual distance time (including 
delay) / Direct distance time (WPTI =2)  

    

Global Walkability Index (GWI) – (Krambeck 2006)  
      
      

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Chinese Studies of Built Environment and Travel Behaviour  
 

(1) Chinese Studies on Built Environment and Travel Behaviour 

Wang and Zhou (2016) reviewed 54 scholarly articles and summarised the current research 
status of the built environment and travel behaviour in Chinese contexts. The findings cover 
four parts: 1) the generation process of built environment and impacts on travel behaviour. 2) 
the ‘housing sources’ in the residential built environment and impacts on travel behaviour; 3) 
the uniqueness of ‘danwei’ units in the Chinese context that influence the job-housing 
balance; and 4) the prominence of neighbourhood types in illuminating Chinese travel 
behaviour (Wang and Zhou 2016).  

Table 13: Dimensions of the built environment covered by studies 

Built Environment Measures Number of Studies % 

Job-housing relationships 33 62.3% 

Transport accessibility 17 32.1% 

Neighbourhood types / housing sources 15 28.3% 
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Population density 15 28.3% 

Residential location 11 20.8% 

Service facilities accessibility 11 20.8% 

Residential zones/ districts 6 11.3% 
Mixed land use 4 7.5% 

Street design 3 5.7% 

Source: Wang and Zhou 2016, p.3 

The regional level of findings show that city structures and spatial agglomeration have a 
strong impact on travel distances and travel time. The parameters of city structures include 
city size, density, mixed land use, ‘poly centricity’ and urban agglomerations (Engelfriet and 
Koomen 2017; Yang 2010). The neighbourhood level of findings focused on testing variables 
like ‘density’, ‘diversity’, ‘design’,  ‘distance to transit’ and their impacts on travel behaviour 
variables: car ownership, car utilisation frequency, ‘travel time’, ‘travel distance’ and model 
split.   

Mixed land use and population density are two frequently tested variables on car ownership 
and use (Li and Zhao 2017; Shen et al. 2016). Li and Zhao (2017) concluded that the high 
level of mixed land use and population density could reduce car ownership and both, work 
and non-work vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT) in Beijing. Shen et al. (2016) pointed out 
that a high population density itself would not reduce car ownership. Rather, the proximity to 
transit facilities could effectively increase the mode share of public transport, especially for 
long-distance travel. He pointed out that car ownership is influenced more by socioeconomic 
factors, which has an effect on car trips to work.    

Street characteristics also have impacts on car ownership, usage and share of public 
transport modes (Jiang et al. 2017; Sun et al. 2016) as street design has strong impacts on 
walking behaviour (Lu et al. 2018, p. 41). Sun et al. (2016) found that the built environment 
in residential areas has stronger impacts than the built environment at work places. To reduce 
car use in residential areas, the design of roadway features and road density are as crucial as 
population density and mixed level of land uses. 

Transit accessibility also has positive impacts on increasing the mode share of public 
transport and reducing car usage (Huang et al. 2017; Feng et al. 2013). Huang et al. (2017) 
conducted research in the city of Xi’an and concluded that the rapid expansion of the metro 
infrastructure helps to reduce the car ownership. Feng et al. (2013) pointed out that the city of 
Nanjing supported the walking and cycling development to reduce travel time and distance, 
but more investment is required in the rapid transport infrastructures. 

Housing typology seems to have a great impact on car ownership in the Chinese context (Pan 
et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2018, p. 125; Zhao and Chai 2013; Wang et al. 2011a; Wang et al. 
2011b, p. 398; Yang et al. 2018c). Pan et al (2009) compared four residential neighbourhoods 
in Shanghai and concluded that people living in neighbourhoods supporting pedestrian and 
cyclist mobility have shorter travel distances and a higher propensity for using non-motorised 
transport modes. Urban design and planning could improve green transport planning in the 
community. Liu et al. (2018) found that people living in different housing types (public 
housing / commodity housing) have different intensions regarding car ownership. People 
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living in commodity housing seem more likely to purchase a car even they have a similar 
household status to those living in public housing.  Zhao and Chia (2013) discovered that 
housing types influence travel time: people living in the affordable housing have the longest 
travel times, following by those in commodity housing and those in danwei (work unit). Yang 
et al. (2018) pointed out that the neighbourhood level of the built environment indirectly 
influences car ownership and travel distance, then influence the CO2 emission of the transport 
sector. 

The housing typology in the China plays a unique role in influencing the job-housing balance. 
During the planned economy time, employment units and housing unit were spatially bounded 
together in ‘planned economy’ structures. The market economy rapidly deconstructed such 
spatial connections. The spatial disconnection and transformation between the home units and 
employment units thus follows market principles.  

Table 14: Chinese Studies on Built Environment and Travel Behaviour  

Scholars  Built 
Environment 
Variables  

Travel 
Behaviour 
Variables 

Case 
Studies 

Methods  Conclusions  

Pan et al. 
2009 

Neighbourhood 
level  
1-Centerality  
2- Mixed Land 
Use 
3- Density 
4- Roadway 
Connectivity  
5 Public transport 
alternatives 

1- Vehicle 
ownership 
2- Average Travel 
Distance (work 
trips and non-
work trips) 
3- Travel Mode 
Choice 
 

Shanghai  1 Travel survey 
(Residents on-
street 
interviews) 
2 Modelling 
 

1 Residents in 
pedestrian/cyclist-friendly 
neighbourhoods travel shorter 
distances. 
2 Neighbourhood typology 
influences the development of 
non-motorised modes. 

Yang 
2010 

Built Environment 
Variables  
1-Centerality  
 
Social-economic 
variables  
1 Household 
income 

1- Automobile 
ownership 
2- Travel time 
3- Travel mode 
(Modal Split) 
 

Beijing City 1 Household 
Survey in 2006 

1- Variation in commuting 
time by gender and household 
composition similar to 
American cities. 
2- Automobile ownership and 
travel mode have no 
systematic variations. 
3- High-income households 
preferred a centrally located 
home. 

Feng et 
al. 2013 

1- Walkability / 
bikeability 
2- Transit access 

1- Car ownership  
2- Daily travel 
time 
3- Daily travel 
distance  

Nanjing 
Randstad 

1 Nanjing 
Residents 
Travel Survey 
2008 
2 Netherlands 
Mobility Survey  

1- Nanjing land use should 
increase the investment in 
rapid transport infrastructures 
and public transport. 
 

Wang et 
al. 2011a 

1- Neighbourhood 
types 

Activity-travel 
behaviour 
1- car ownership  
2- travel time for 
out-of-home 
activities 
3- trip frequency 

10 
Neighbourh
ood in 
Beijing  

1 Travel survey 
2 Equation 
Model (Activity 
diary of 1119 
Response)  

1- Neighbourhood types 
influence the travel behaviour  
variables . 
2- Built environments have 
more significant impacts on 
the activity-travel behaviour 
of males than females. 

Wang et 
al. 2011b 

City level  
1 Mixed Land  use 
(job-housing ratio) 
2 Dissimilarity 
index (proximity 
to jobs) 
 
Social-economic 
variables  

1- Commuting 
time 
2- Commuting 
distance 

Beijing General survey  
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1 Income 

Zhao 
and Chai 
2013 

1- Neighbourhood 
types (danwei, 
commodity 
housing, and 
affordable 
housing)  
2 – Centrality  

1- Travel time Beijing 1- Activity diary 
Survey in 2007 
2- geo-
visualisation 
analysis of the 
space-time path 
3- statistical 
multivariate 
regression 
models 
 

1- Residential spatial factors 
and socio-demographics 
influence residents′ daily 
behaviours. 
2- Danwei residents have less 
daily travel time than those 
who live in commodity 
housing. 
3- People living in affordable 
housing have 
the longest travel times 

Engelfrie
t and 
Koomen 
2017 

1- City size 
2- Urban density 
3- Land use mix 
4- Polycentricity 
5- Spatial 
clustering 

1- Commuting 
time 
2- Commuting 
distance 

30 Chinese 
cities 

Baidu  1- City size and spatial 
clustering influence travel 
distances. 
2- Cities that do not have 
clear spatial clustering have 
longer commuting times and 
distances. 
3- High-density clusters help 
to limit commuting distances 
and times. 

Jiang et 
al 2017 

1- Density 
2- Diversity 
3- Design 
4- Proximity to 
infrastructure 

1- Car ownership 
2- Travel distance 
by car 

Jinan 

 
 
 

1- Multinomial 
logistic model 
(Car ownership) 
2- Double 
hurdle model 
(car travel 
distance)  

1- Parking supply, 
neighbourhood permeability 
and street design influence 
car ownership. 
2 – Density, diversity, design 
and proximity to 
infrastructure influence car 
travel distance. 

Jiang 
2010 

1- Neighbourhood 
typologies 
(‘Traditional’, 
‘Grid’, ‘enclave’, 
‘superblock’  
2- Density  
3- Diversity 
4- Design 
5- Proximity to 
transit 

1- Car ownership 
2- Travel 
activities 
3- Transport 
energy 
consumption 

Jinan 

 
Modelling 
1- Base 
regression 
models 
2- Advanced 
two-step 
instrumental 
models 
3- Sub-
instrumental 
models 

1- People living in 
‘superblocks’ consume more 
transport energy since they 
tend to own cars and travel 
longer distances. 
2- The proximity to transit 
corridor level is low for those 
superblocks. 
3. Socioeconomic factors also 
have a strong influence.  

Li and 
Zhao 
2017 

1- Mixed land use 
2- Density 
3- Housing 
typology 
 
Social-economic 
variables  
1 Household 
income 
2 Family 
structures (gender 
/ employment 
status, Hukou 
status)  

1- Car ownership  
2- Car use (Work 
and non-work 
vehicle kilometres 
travelled (VKT) 

Beijing  1- A 
multinomial 
logistic model 
(Car ownership)  
2- Negative 
binomial 
regression 
(work and non-
work VKT) 
 

1- High mixed land use 
reduces car ownership and 
work and non-work VKT 
2- Public awareness reduces 
VKT 
3-  Density does not influence 
VKT 
4- Housing typology also has 
impacts on VKT (danwe / 
indemnificatory 
neighbourhood)  
5- High diversity and 
enhanced accessibility to 
amenities around the metro 
could reduce car dependency.  

Liu et al. 
2018 

1- Housing 
typology (public 
housing/communit
y housing)  

1- Car ownership 
2- Trip chaining 
behaviour 

Hangzhou Modelling  1- People living in the 
community housing are more 
likely to have a car.  
2- People living in 
community housing has a 
direct negative effect on trip 
chaining complexity (more 
cars owned per household)  
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Shen et 
al. 2016 

1- Population 
density (at work) 
2- Mixed land use 
3- Transit 
accessibility 
 
Social-economic 
variables  
1 Household 
income 
2 Employment 
status 

1- Car ownership 
2- Work trip by 
car  
3- Travel distance 
4- Modal split 

Shanghai  
Four 
neighbourho
ods 

Travel survey 
data 
modelling 
1- Binary logit 
model (car 
ownership)  
2- Nested logit 
model 
(commuting 
mode choice) 

1- Proximity to transit 
influences mode choice but 
not car ownership. 
2- Socioeconomic factors 
influence car ownership 
(work-trip). 
3- High density (at work) 
increases transit mode share, 
but does not influence car 
ownership. 
4- Longer travel distances 
increase transit mode choice. 

Sun et al. 
2016 

1- Density 
2- Land use 
diversity 
3- Design 
(roadway features)  
4- Destination 
accessibility 
(distance to city 
centre) 
5- Distance to 
transit 

Work and 
residential 
locations 
1- Commuting 
distance 
2- Commuting 
modes (walking / 
cycling /transit)  

Shanghai  1- A copula-
based model  

1- Built environment in 
residential areas is more 
influential than in job 
locations. 
2- Factors reducing car usage 
in residential areas include 
four-way intersections, road 
density and population 
density.  
3- High density, mixed land 
use, and pedestrian 
/cyclist/transit reduce travel 
demand and encourage other 
modes (walking, biking, 
transit).  

Huang et 
al. 2017 

1- Transit 
accessibility  

1- Car ownership 
2- Modal split 
(Ebike / Bike 
ownership)  

Xi’an 1- Quasi-
longitudinal 
analysis 
 

1- Metro development helps 
curb car ownership. 

Yang et 
al. 2018 

1- Distance to city 
centre 
2- Density 
3- Transit Access 

1- Car ownership 
2- Trip distance 
3- Travel-related 
CO2 

Guangzhou 1- Travel O-D 
Point Intelligent 
Query System 
(TIQS) 
2- 1239 
Residents’ 
travel survey 
3- Equation 
modelling 

1- Neighbourhood level of the 
built environment indirectly 
influences car ownership and 
travel distance, which 
increases CO². 
2- The influence of CO² is not 
consistent due to different trip 
purposes. 
3- Distance reduction from 
neighbourhood and city 
centre is effective at reducing 
CO².  

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

According to the 6 Ds variables of land use characteristics (Density, Diversity, Design, 
Destination accessibility, Distance to transit and Demand management) developed by Ewing 
and Cervero (2010), the current research on Chinese built environment and travel behaviour 
can be clustered into the following table:  
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Table 15: Chinese Studies regarding the Land Use Characteristics and Travel Behaviour 

                    
                    
Travel  
Behaviour  
Variables 

Land Use Characteristics Variables  

Density Diversity Design Des. 
Access 

Distance 
/Transit 

Demand 
Mana 

Density  Settle
ment 
Size 

Mixed 
Land 
Use 

Provision 
of 
Facilities 

Road 
Network 

Neighbo
urhood 
Types 

Distance 
from to 
Urban 
Centre  

Proximity to 
Main Public 
Transport 

Residential 
Parking 

Car Ownership 
 Pan et 

al. 2009; 
Jiang et 
al 2017; 
Jiang et 
al 2017; 
Shen et 
al. 2016 

 Pan et 
al. 
2009; 
Jiang et 
al 2017; 
Shen et 
al. 2016 

 Pan et 
al. 2009 
Feng et 
al. 2013; 
Jiang et 
al 2017 

Wang et 
al. 
2011a; 
Jiang et 
al 2017; 
Liu et 
al. 2018; 
Jiang 
2010 

Pan et 
al. 2009; 
Yang 
2010; 

Pan et al. 
2009; Feng 
et al. 2013; 
Jiang et al 
2017; Shen 
et al. 2016; 
Huang et al. 
2017 

Jiang et al 
2017 

Travel Distance 

Average 
Journey 
Distance 

Engelfri
et and 
Koomen 
2017; 
Sun et 
al. 2016 
 

Engelf
riet 
and 
Koom
en 
2017; 

Wang et 
al. 
2011b; 
Engelfri
et and 
Koomen 
2017; 
Sun et 
al. 2016 

 Sun et 
al. 2016 

Jiang 
2010 

Wang et 
al. 
2011b; 
Sun et 
al. 2016 

Feng et al. 
2013; Sun et 
al. 2016  

 

Average 
Journey 
by Car 

Jiang et 
al 2017; 
Jiang et 
al 2017; 
Shen et 
al. 2016 

 Jiang et 
al 2017; 
Shen et 
al. 2016 

 Jiang et 
al 2017 

Jiang et 
al 2017 

 Jiang et al 
2017; Shen 
et al. 2016 

 

Travel 
Distance 
all Modes 

Pan et 
al. 2009 

 Pan et 
al. 
2009a 

 Pan et 
al. 2009 

 Pan et 
al. 2009 

Pan et al. 
2009 

 

Trip Frequency 
Journey 
Frequency 

     Wang et 
al. 
2011a 

   

Mode 
Proportion 
of Car 
Journey 

Pan et 
al. 2009; 
Shen et 
al. 2016 

 Pan et 
al. 2009; 
Shen et 
al. 2016 

 Pan et 
al. 
2009a 

 Pan et 
al. 
2009 ;Y
ang 
2010;  

Shen et al. 
2016 

 

Proportion 
of Public 
Transport 
Journey 

Pan et 
al. 2009; 
Shen et 
al. 2016 

 Pan et 
al. 
2009; 
Shen et 
al. 2016 

 Pan et 
al. 2009 

 Pan et 
al. 2009; 
Yang 
2010; 

Pan et al. 
2009; Shen 
et al. 2016; 
Huang et al. 
2017 

 

Proportion 
of Journey 
by Foot or 
Cycle 

         

Travel Time 
Travel 
Time 

Engelfri
et and 
Koomen 
2017; 
 

Engelf
riet 
and 
Koom
en 
2017; 

Wang et 
al. 
2011b; 
Engelfri
et and 
Koomen 
2017; 

  Wang et 
al. 
2011a; 
Zhao & 
Chai 
2013; 

Yang 
2010; 
Wang et 
al. 
2011b 

Feng et al. 
2013; 

 

Energy 
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Transport 
Energy  

     Jiang 
2010 

   

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

(2) Summarises of Chinese Studies  

The key information from these diverse Chinese studies includes three aspects:  

A: The built environment influences travel behaviour; land use characteristics influence 
mobility mode development. Most of the studies on the Chinese built environment tested the 
built-environment variables developed in Western literature and examined their impacts on 
the travel behaviour variables (car ownership; travel distance by car / other transport modes; 
mode shares of public transport modes and cars).  

B. Some built-environment variables are lacking of research in China. The table shows two 
variables from the land use characteristics lacking research: ‘Provision of facilities’ and 
‘Availability of residential parking’. In the travel behaviour variable, ‘Proportion by foot or 
cycle’ is also lack of study to test its relationship with the land-use variables. (Please see 
Table: Chinese Cities regarding the Land Use Characteristics and Travel Behaviour).  

C. The study methods use different modelling techniques, which are necessary to understand 
the complex relationship between the built environment and travel behaviour. The current 
studies have not outlined the process of how different types of ‘built-environment variables’ 
are generated by different planning tools. By understanding the different built-environment 
variables and their impacts on automobile mode, it is possible to change the planning 
approach and tools, and eventually transform built environment features and reduce 
automobile dependency. Therefore, this study aims to examine the Chinese urban-planning 
system and tools for generating different built-environment variables that support automobile 
mode development.  

 

2.4. Summaries of Chapter 2 
 

Part A literature review illustrates three horizontal layers of knowledge explaining the 
spatial transformation process of the built environment in China. The political and 
institutional layer explains the land-use reform policy as the crucial factor for the 
marketisation of Chinese land resources. It creates a vibrant market of land resources in China 
and leads to a rapid urbanisation process in China. The urban-planning layer summarises the 
key spatial features of the changing built environment of Chinese cities during the 
urbanisation process. The key planning sectors such as infrastructure, land-use planning, and 
housing have modified the spatial features to support the mobility mode of automobile in 
China. The mobility layer reviews different international research in linking the built-
environment variables and travel behaviour. The three literature layers create a horizontal 
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structure explaining the connection between Chinese land-use reform, the urbanisation, built 
environment transformation and motorisation development into the Chinese context.    

Part B Case Study Selections aims to create three vertical levels of spatial pattern analysis of 
the built environment in Chinese cities. The division of spatial levels considers city-level, 
district-level and neighbourhood-level planning to capture different transformation levels of 
the built environment. The vertical scales are getting smaller but with more details. Spatial 
level I considers the comparative studies of the spatial transformation process of the built 
environment from different Chinese cities. Spatial level I reflects the general spatial 
transformation process in Chinese cities under the land-use reform policy. Spatial level II 
focuses on a pioneer city – Shenzhen – and its spatial transformation at district level with 
more detailed variables. The urban-planning system worked as a facilitator to define and 
regulate different planning elements in the built environment. Spatial level III analyses the 
transformation process of the neighbourhood typology in the Shenzhen district, which is 
influenced by the land use and housing reforms. The analysis focuses on the accessibility to 
different mobility modes. The matrix linking research Part A and Part B is as follows:  

Figure 8: Matrix linking the Part A and Part B 

 Spatial Level I Spatial Level II Spatial Level III 

Institutional / 
Governmental Layer 

Residential samples of 5km x 
5km from Beijing, Shanghai, 
and Shenzhen. (sample size: 9) 

  

Urban-Planning 
Layer 

 Shenzhen Residential 
Samples with a scale of 
2.5km x 2.5km. (sample size: 
1)  

 

Mobility Layer   Shenzhen Residential 
Sample with a scale of 0.5km 
x 0.5km (sample size: 12) 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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Part B  
 

Part B focuses on the selection criteria for different scales of land use samples. The main 
purpose is to create three levels of spatial pattern analysis for describing the spatial 
transformation process of the built environment. Chapter 3 explains the selection criteria for 
different scales of residential land use samples. Chapter 4 finalises the measurements of each 
spatial level according to the results of the empirical data collection. 

 

3. Chapter 3 - Case Studies Selection  
 

Chapter 3 includes two sections: 3.1 Selection criteria and 3.2 Analytical frameworks.  

Section 3.1 explains the criteria for choosing the different spatial scales of the residential land 
samples, which include criteria for choosing Chinese cities, Shenzhen districts, 
neighbourhoods and housing types. Section 3.2 explains the spatial connection between 
residential land use and mobility alternatives. Although the built environment of residential 
land use is influenced by different factors, regulation is a relatively flexible one as it is 
formulated by human beings. This factor regulates the planning elements’ sizes and spatial 
configurations in the built environment, which is a crucial influence on pedestrian mobility. 
The study thus analyses accessing distance to mobility alternatives in order to prove the built 
environment’s impacts on pedestrian mobility mode. 

 

3.1. Selection Criteria 
 

The selection criteria aim to create an interconnected structure explaining land-use reform 
policy at national level and its impacts on the built environment of Chinese cities. Shenzhen is 
a pioneer city illustrating the spatial transformations of the built environment. The housing 
typology shows changes especially in its spatial characteristics, which further influenced the 
development status of mobility alternatives. The neighbourhood typology became unsuitable 
for walking and cycling, and transformed into an automobile-oriented structure.   

Selection criteria for Chinese cities explain the main criteria for selecting comparative studies 
in four Chinese cities. Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen are the cities with the highest degree 
of urbanisation in China. After the country initiated its land-use reform policy in the 1980s, 
these cities experienced rapid urbanisation and spatial restructuring. The comparative study 
outlines the similarities/variations in the built environment during the spatial transformation 
process. 
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Selection criteria for Shenzhen explain the reasons for choosing Shenzhen as a representative 
case study. Shenzhen was one of the first cities the 1980s to implement land-use reform 
policies. After nearly three decades of intensive construction, the city has changed both the 
quality and quantity of its entire urban landscape. Shenzhen offers a typical case study for 
understanding the complexities of the spatial transformation of the built environment affected 
by land-use reforms. “Learn by doing” is the main way for Shenzhen to implement land-use 
reform policies. 

Selection criteria for Nanshan District (Shenzhen) narrow the scale of the case studies. The 
spatial analysis of the Shenzhen built environment focuses on specific areas rather than the 
entire city. The data collection process thus becomes manageable at the Shenzhen regional 
level. The Shenzhen Special Economic Zone (SSEZ) consists of four regions for testing land-
use reform policies, namely Nanshan, Futian, Luohu and Yantian.   

Selection criteria for Neighbourhood NS01-02 and NS02-01 explain the criteria for choosing 
two neighbourhoods in the Nanshan district for further spatial analysis. The spatial scale of 
the entire Nanshan district is still too large for data collection. Furthermore, the entire 
Nanshan district contains different land use types, but the study focuses solely on residential 
land use. Thus, the study focuses on the two densest residential neighbourhoods in the 
Nanshan district. The land-use reform has influenced various land use types such as industrial, 
commercial and residential. Therefore, the study focuses on the analysis of residential land 
use types to describe the impacts of land-use reforms on the built environment.  

Selection criteria for Housing Types (Neighbourhood NS01-02) explain the criteria for 
choosing the real estate housing type in neighbourhood NS01-02 for further study. Since 
Shenzhen has experienced the dynamic application of the land-use reform real estate housing 
is one of the representative examples explaining the policy’s impacts on the built environment 
in the housing sector. Therefore, the spatial analysis of real estate housing thus vividly 
illustrates the land-use reform impacts on the spatial transformation in housing typology in 
residential land use.  

Table 16: Criteria of Choosing Case Studies  

 Literature Review Empirical Measurements 
Selection criteria for 
Chinese cities 

- Land-Use Reform Note: pilot cities separating the land-use rights and land 
ownerships include Shenzhen, Shanghai, Tianjin, 
Guangzhou, Xiamen and Fuzhou 

- Density - Total population 
- Average population density 

- Built environment  - Total land areas of administrative regions 
- Land use for urban constructions 
- Integrated city index 

Selection criteria for 
Shenzhen 

- Land-use reform Note: pilot cities practicing land-use rights transfer include 
Shenzhen and Shanghai.  

- Built environment  - Social economic indicator (Population, GDP)  
- Road infrastructure  
- Urban constructions and public facilities 

- Housing sector  - Building floor spaces of (under construction and 
completed)  

Selection criteria for 
Nanshan district 

- Land-use reform Note: Nanshan was one of four districts to be designated a 
Special Economic Zone in the 1980s 

- Housing sector  - Building floor spaces (under construction and 
completed) 
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Selection Criteria for 
Neighbourhood (NS01-02 
/ NS02-01)  

- Density - Population density (person / km²) 
- Land use types - Residential land use  
- Access to transit - Close to metro stations 

Selection Criteria for 
Housing Types 

- Land-use reform  Note: Land use rights belong to private land-use developers 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Selection Criteria for Chinese Cities 
 

(1) Urbanisation Level  

The Chinese government has encouraged urbanisation growth since it began contributing to 
consumption-based growth in the economy (Ecola et al. 2015, p. 31). The amount of Chinese 
cities increased from 193 in 1978 to 657 in 2010 (Khanna et al., p. 649). In 1978 no Chinese 
cities had populations above 10 million; by 2010 six did (Roberts 2014). The most populated 
city in China is Chongqing, followed by Shanghai, Beijing, Chengdu, Tianjin, Guangzhou, 
Baoding, Ha’erbin, Suzhou and Shenzhen (Baidu.com 2019). The central government 
designated Chongqing the fourth direct-administered municipality, after which it started to 
expand, swallowing small towns in the process as it transformed into a metropolis (Zhi Xia 
Shi) in 1997 (ifeng.com 9/13/2010; www.npc.gov.cn 3/14/1997).  

Table 17: Total Population in Chinese cities in 2017 

Number Cities Total Population (10000s) 

1 Chongqing 3017.42 

2 Shanghai  2301.91 

3 Beijing 1961.24 
4 Chengdu 1404.76 

5 Tianjin 1293.82 

6 Guangzhou 1270.08 

7 Baoding 1119.44 

8 Ha’erbin 1063.60 

9 Suzhou 1046.60 
10 Shenzhen  1035.79 

Source: www.baidu.com 

Although Chongqing has the highest population, more than half is rural population. 
Population statistical data in Chinese cities are complicated due to the household registration 
system (Hukou). According to definitions set out by the National Statistics Bureau, population 
indicators include the permanent residents (Chang Zhu Ren Kou) 7,  year-end registered 

                                                 
7 Refers to the population that often lives in a certain area. It includes the population who temporarily outside of 
the area, but not the temporary population. For example, the sixth population census included three types of 
permanent resident. (1) a person who lives in the town with a household registration in the town or with 
undefined household status, (2) a person who currently lives in the town but without a household registration in 
the town – the person has left his / her original town, where his / her household registration is supposed to be; 
and (3) a person, whose household registration is in the town, but he /she left the town for less than half a year.    
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population (Hu Ji Ren Kou)8 and current population (Xian You Ren Kou)9 (National Bureau of 
Statistics of China). By comparing the statistical yearbooks of Chongqing, Shanghai, Beijing, 
Chengdu, Tianjin, Guangzhou, Suzhou and Shenzhen, the cities with high levels of 
urbanisation are shown to be Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou and Shenzhen. In Shenzhen, the 
population statistical data do not have the categories of rural and non-rural population due to 
its high level of urbanisation.   

Table 18: Urbanisation Level of Chinese Cities 2011-2015 

Year Cities Total 
Population 
(10000s) 

Agriculture 
Population 
(10000s) 

Non- Agriculture 
Population(10000s) 

Percentage of Non-
Agriculture 
Population (%) 

2013 Chongqing10  3358.4 2014.37 1344.05 40.02 

2012 Shanghai11  1426.3 146.11 1280.82 89.8 

2011 Beijing12 1297.5 258.2 1093.3 84.3 
2012 Chengdu13 1173.35 456.63 716.72 61.1 

2012 Tianjin14 993.2 377.4 615.8 62.06 

2011 Guangzhou15 812.94 80,67 732.2 90.1 

2012 Suzhou16 1054.91 292.21 762.7 72.31 
2011 Shenzhen17  1046.74 267.9 

(registered 
population) 

778.85 
(non-registered 
population) 

 

Source: (Chongqing Statistical Yearbook 2014; Shanghai Statistical Yearbook 2013; Beijing Statistical Yearbook 2013; 
Chengdu Statistical Yearbook 2013; Tianjin Statistical Yearbook 2013; Guangzhou Statistical Yearbook 2012; Suzhou 
Statistical Yearbook 2013; Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 2012a) 

 

(2) Administrative Hierarchies   

There are hundreds of ways to categorise Chinese cities besides total population. For example, 
according to Cartier (2005), the administrative hierarchy of Chinese cities includes four 
structural systems (Carolyn 2005, pp. 21–35). Beijing is China’s capital and one of the 
country’s four direct-administered municipalities (Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, and 
Chongqing). The Chinese government initially designated four special economic zones 
(SEZs) in 1980: Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Xiamen and Shantou. Hainan became an SEZ in 1985. In 
1984, the Chinese government designated 14 coastal cities to enhance its economic 
development strategy; these were Dalian, Qinhuangdao, Tianjin, Yantai, Qingdao, 

                                                 
8 The registered population refers to people registered at a permanent residence in the public security household 
registration authority of their place of residence in accordance with the Registration Regulations of the People's 
Republic of China. A person’s registered population status remains unchanged even if they move to other 
locations for long periods.  
9 The current population refers to the total population living in a certain area at the prescribed point in time. 
10 Chongqing’s population is total population, not the registered population. 
11 Shanghai’s population is the year-end registered population. 
12 Beijing’s population is the year-end registered population.  
13 Chengdu’s population is the year-end registered population.  
14 Tianjin’s population is the year-end registered population.  
15 Guangzhou’s population is the year-end registered population. 
16 Suzhou’s population is the year-end total resident’s population.  
17 Shenzhen’s population is the year-end permanent population, which includes the registered (Hu Ji Ren Kou) 
and non-registered populations (Fei Hu Ji Ren Kou). Note: from 2004, the indices, agricultural household and 
agricultural population no longer exist because of urbanisation in Shenzhen. The population in Shenzhen 
includes the registered population (with Hukou) and non-registered population (without Hukou) 
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Lianyungang, Nantong, Shanghai, Ningbo, Wenzhou, Fuzhou, Guangzhou, Zhanjiang, and 
Beihai.  

Table 19: Administrative Hierarchy of Chinese Cities  

Systems Level I Level II Level III Level IV Level V Level VI 

System I  a. Central 
state in 
Beijing 

b. Subnational level are 
provinces (Sheng), 
including the four direct-
administered 
municipalities (Zhi Xia 
Shi) (Beijing, Shanghai, 
Tianjin and Chongqing) 
and autonomous regions 
(Zizhiqu), autonomously 
governed by ethnic 
minority groups)  

c. Cities (Shi) of 
different types 

d. Counties 
(Xian) and 
county-level 
cities 

e. Towns 
(Zhen)  

f. 
Township 
(Xiang) 
or 
villages 

System II a. Province-
level cities  

b. Sub-province-level 
cities 

c. Prefecture-level 
cities 

d. County-
level cities 

  

System 
III 

a. Province-
level cities  

b. Cities with districts 
(sub-province-level cities 
or prefecture-level cities)  

c. Cities without 
districts 

   

System 
IV 

a. The four 
province-
level cities 

b. Special economic zones c. Costal open 
cities 

d. Cities 
designated to 
experiment 
with new 
economic 
programs 

e. Among 
others 

 

Source: Carolyn 2005, pp. 21-35 

 

(3) Population, City Sizes, Built Environment and Gross Regional Product (GRP) 

By considering the administrative structure of the Chinese cities and their current urban 
development status, the following table illustrates the cities’ different development statuses. 
According to city-level statistical data (China City Statistical Yearbook 2013), the four direct-
administered municipalities have the highest populations; Shanghai has the most economic 
success, and capital cities exhibit differentiations due to geographical location. The China 
Integrated City Index 2017 reported that Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Guangzhou are 
the top 4 Chinese cities based on three criteria – society, economy, and environment. The 
National Development and Reform Commission and Cloud River Urban Research Institute 
published the report, which covers 175 indicators for assessing the urban development among 
297 Chinese cities(Xiang Li 2018; China Daily 3/23/2018).  These four cities are urbanised 
with high level of urbanisation.  
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Table 20: Indicators of Urban Development in Chinese Cities 

Cities Population 
 (10 000s) 

Total Land Area of 
Administrative 
Regions 
(km2) 

Land Used for Urban 
Construction (Districts under 
City) (km2) 

Per-
Capita 
Areas of 
Paved 
Roads 
in City 
(m2) 

GRP 
Gross 
Regional 
Product in 
total city 
(100 
million 
yuan)  

 Total 
City 

Districts 
under 
cities 

Total 
City 

Districts 
under 
City 

Areas of 
Land Used 
for Urban 
Construction  
(km2) 

Land Used for 
Urban 
Construction as 
Percentage of 
Urban areas 
(%) 

Four Direct-administered municipalities  

Beijing 1297.5 247.1 16411 12187 1445 11.86 7.53 178794000 

Tianjin  993.2 812.5 11760 7399 722 9.76 14.29 128938800 
Shanghai  1426.9 1358.4 6340 5155 - - 7.15 201817200 
Chongqing 3343.4 1779.1 82374 29590 859 2.9 8.71 114096000 
Five Economic Zones 
Shenzhen  287.6 287.6 1997 1997 851 42.61 36.96 129500601 
Zhuhai  106.6 106.6 1724 1724 366 21.23 28.22 15037642 
Xiamen 190.9 190.9 1573 1573 264 16.78 19.8  

Shantou 532.9 525.4 2064 1956 228 11.66 4.75 14250138 
Hainan 218.9 218.9 204237 204237 193 0.01 12.96 11497175 
Capital cities from Provinces 

Shijiazhuang 1005.3 247.1 15848 306 213 69.61 17.34 45002098 
Taiyuan 368.8 284.1 6799 1475 274 18.58 10.27 23114326 
Huhehaote 230.3 122 17453 2063 205 9.93 15.97 24755700 
Shenyang 724.8 522.1 12980 3471 455 13.11 12.73 66025865 
Changchun 756.9 363.0 20604 4789 412 8.6 17.79 44566446 
Ha’erbin  993.5 471.4 53068 7086 374 5.28 9.81 45502155 
Nanjing  638.5 553.3 6587 4733 647 13.67 20.65 72015700 
Hangzhou 700.5 445.4 16571 3068 394 12.84 11.86 78020058 

Hefei 710.5 222.2 11445 925 350 37.84 21.85 41643400 
Fuzhou  655.3 192.1 13066 1786 220 12.32 13.34 42182887 
Nanchang 507.9 225.2 7402 617 202 32.74 15.7 30005236 
Jinan 609.2 352.2 8177 3257 363 11.15 20.56 48036762 
Zhengzhou 1072.5 587.2 7446 1010 335 33.17 6.02 55497869 
Wuhan 821.7 513 8494 2718 807 26.69 17.6 80038200 
Changsha 660.6 297.9 11816 1910 316 16.54 9.96 63999097 
Guangzhou 822.3 678 7434 3843 657 17.1 14.96 135512072 
Nanning 713.5 274.6 22244 6569 237 3.61 12.14 25031812 
Haikou 161.6 161.6 2305 2305 118 5.12 15.09 8187550 

Chengdu  1173.3 554.2 12121 2172 506 23.3 13.43 81389438 

Guiyang 374.5 224.6 8034 2403 199 8.28 6.86 17003048 
Kunming 543.5 272.7 21012 4615 407 8.82 14.36 30111433 
Lasa 50.4 - 29518 519 64 12.23 - 2601358 
Xi’an 796.0 572.8 10108 3582 318 8.88 11.06 43661000 

Lanzhou  321.5 206.4 13086 1632 198 12.13 10.48 15638180 
Xining 198.5 91.9 7665 510 75 14.71 8.97 8510857 
Yinchuan 167.2 100.2 9025 2311 135 5.84 18.05 11509344 

Urumqi 257.8 251.8 13788 9576 384 4.01 8.84 20040727 
Source: China City Statistical Yearbook 2013 

Therefore, the comparative studies on spatial level I chose Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen 
for the comparative studies in order to understand the spatial transformation process of 
residential land use in Chinese cities. 
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Selection Criteria for Shenzhen 
 

(1) Land-Use Reform Policy Application 

In 1979 Shenzhen became a pilot city for economic reform when the central government 
created Special Economic Zones (SEZs) there. Shenzhen took pioneering steps in practicing 
land-use rights through negotiation, tender and auctions. It provides a typical case study for 
examining the land-use reform and its impacts on the built environment.  

Table 21: Land-Use Reform Policy Application in Shenzhen 

Year Issue Meanings  
1979 Establishment of Special Economic Zones in 

Shenzhen 
Test field for series of policy reforms 

1987 
Sep. 

- The state conveyed land-use rights to 
industrial and commercial users in the form 
of negotiation (xieyi), tender (zhaobiao), and 
auctions (paimai). 

- Shenzhen government conveyed the land-
use rights to a Shenzhen company for the 
first time in 50 years through negotiation.  

Release the Shenzhen municipality from the financial 
burden of urban infrastructure projects.  

1987 
Dec. 

Land Management Ordinance of Shenzhen 
Special Economic Zone 

Legal foundation for the leasehold-based land-use rights 
system in Shenzhen 

Source: (Wang et al. 2018, pp. 32–33) 

 

(2) Population, Density and GDP 

Shenzhen’s population rose from 332900 in 1980 to 11378700 in 2015; the population density 
had almost tripled in 2015 compared to 1995. Shenzhen also experienced economic prosperity 
in recent decades (Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 2016, p. 53).   

Table 22: Shenzhen Total Land Area, Population and Population Density in Districts  

Year Land 
Area 
(km2) 

Year-end Permanent  
Population (10 000 
persons) 

 Population 
Density (Person 
/ km2)  

Gross Domestic 
Product (10 000 
yuan) 

Registered Non-registered   

1980  33.29 32.09 1.2  27012 
1985  88.15 47.86 40.29  390222 
1990  167.78 68.65 99.13  1716665 
1995 2020 345.12 99.16 245.96 1709 8424833 
2000 1948.69 701.24 124.92 576.32 3599 21874515 
2005 1952.84 827.75 181.93 645.82 4239 49509078 
2010 1991.64 1037.2 251.03 786.17 5208 97733062 
2015 1997.3 1137.87 354.99 787.88 5697 175028634 

Source: Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 1996-2014 

In line with growing migration, the Shenzhen government endeavoured to provide sufficient 
urban space for citizens, increased road infrastructure as well as more buildings and public 
utilities during the period of rapid urbanisation in Shenzhen. For example, the operation 
mileage in Shenzhen reached 1643.7 km in 2015, from only 745.7 km in 1980 (Shenzhen 
Statistical Yearbook 2016, p. 158).  
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Table 23: Shenzhen Lengths of Operation Mileage at Year-End (Grouped by Grade) 

Year Operation 
Mileage 
(km) 

 

Express Way First-Class 
Highway 

Second-Class 
Highway 

Third-Class 
Highway 

Fourth-Class 
Highway 

1980 745.7      
1985 790.8      
1990 832.3  12.9 11.9 257.9 491.1 

1995 1103.3 109.9 202.1 68.3 184.5 503 
2000 1356.5 175.5 420.1 197 195.9 365 
2005 1579.9 244.5 588 280 257.9 209.5 
2010 1617.4 339.9 690.8 269.9 216.8 100 
2015 1643.7 420.6 664.6 256 206.8 95.8 

Source: Shenzhen Statistic Yearbook 2016, p. 158 

Other urban utilities such as parks and areas of greenery grew rapidly as well. The number of 
parks rose from 303 in 2005 and to 911 in 2015; the length of roads in urban built areas 
reached 6447 km in 2015 compared to 1198 km in 2000 (Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 2016, 
p. 397).  

Table 24: Shenzhen Urban Constructions and Public Facilities  

Year Parks, Gardens and Green Areas in Urban 
Districts  

Public Facilities and Environmental Sanitation in Urban 
Districts 

Public 
Green Areas 
( hectare)  

Per-Capita 
Public Green 
Areas (m2) 

Number of 
Parks (unit)  

Length of 
Roads (1000 m)  

Area of Roads 
(10 000 m2) 

Per-Capita Area of 
Roads (m2)  

1980    47   
1985    161 371  
1990    275 657  

1995 1925 12.73  657 869  
2000 2909 14.7  1198 2182  
2005 13326.78 16.1 303 3597 7277.4 8.79 
2010 16987 16.4 683 6184 8941 8.6 
2015 19241 16.9 911 6447 11838 10.4 

Source: Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 2001-2016 

 

(3) Prosperity in the Real Estate Housing Sector 

The land-use reforms and housing reforms offered a platform for the influx of private capital 
into land use development. In the early phase of leasing LURs the focus was on foreign direct 
investment (FDI), but later on LURs began to have an influence on Shenzhen’s housing 
sector. Prosperity would not have been attained in the commodity housing / real estate 
housing sector without the urban land-use reforms.   

Table 25: Shenzhen Building Floor Space 

Year Floor Space of 
Buildings under 
construction (total) 
(10 000 m2) 

 Building Floor Space 

Non-Real 
Estate  

Real Estate 
Development 

Completed 
(10 000 m2) 

Non-Real Estate Real Estate 
Development 

1980 52.36 52.36  34.63 34.63  
1985 1030.94 1030.94  320.94 320.94  
1990 848.65 408.71 304.62 384.42 250.01 133.41 

1995 2733.59 951.68 1371.06 838.46 526.91 311.55 
2000 3591.22 790.57 2134.95 1287.21 655.16 632.05 
2005 4841.55 1624.60 3058.9 1488.86 543.08 945.78 
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2010 5178.84 2238.9 2939.94 692.7 348.27 344.43 
2015 7010.06 2031.65 4978.41 818.86 458.65 360.21 

Source: Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 2016, pp. 205-206 

 

Selection Criteria for Nanshan District (Shenzhen) 
 

(1) Special Economic Zones (SEZs) 

The establishment of Shenzhen’s Special Economic Zones (SEZs) in 1979 occurred in four 
districts: Nanshan, Futian, Luohu, and Yantian. On the urban planning level, the Nanshan 
district focused more on the development of residential areas than Luohu and Futian. 
Therefore, the study has chosen Nanshan as the representative SEZ district to represent the 
spatial transformations of the built environment. 

 

(2) Total Land Area, Population and Population Density 

The Nanshan district is one of the largest of the four SEZs, covering 187.47 square 
kilometres. The year-end population was 1291200 in 2015 and population density 6887 
people/km2 (Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 2016, p.3). Nanshan district has a similar 
population density to the entire city of Shenzhen.   

Table 26: Shenzhen Total Land Area, Population and Population Density in 2015 

Region  Land Area 
(km2)  

Year-end Permanent 
Population (10 000 persons)  

Population Density (People / km2)  

Total  1997.3 1137.87 5697 
Futian  78.66 144.06 18315 
Luohu 78.75 97.56 12389 
Yantian 74.91 22.12 2952 
Nanshan 187.47 129.12 6887 
New Bao’an 396.64 286.33 7219 
New Longgang 388.59 205.24 5282 
Guangming 155.44 53.12 3417 
Pingshan 165.94 35.61 2146 
Longhua 175.58 151.15 8609 
Dapeng 295.32 13.56 459 

Source: Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 2016, p. 3 

 

(3) Commodity Housing Development in Different Districts  

The development of commodity housing in Nanshan is more advanced than in the other three 
SEZs. On the Shenzhen master plan, Luohu and Futian have the prescribed functions of 
industrial zone and central business district (CBD), respectively, while Nanshan is seen more 
as residential. The indicators of total floor space under construction and total floor space sold 
indicate that Nanshan is more active in commodity housing development than the other three 
SEZs. Therefore, the study chooses Nanshan for commodity housing for analysis.  

Table 27: Shenzhen Total Floor Spaces under Construction of Commodity Housing (Grouped by Districts)  
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Year Floor Space Under 
Construction (10000 
m2) 

 

Luohu Futian Nanshan Baoan Longgang Yantian 

2000 2134.95 523.64 691.02 415.09 212.04 251.47 41.69 
2005 3058.9 333.72 667.26 513.84 865.27 601.91 76.9 
2010 2939.94 208.68 252 503.31 777.89 1050.23 147.83 
2015 4978.41 227.63 574.92 688.22 1617.08 1733.69 136.88 

Source: Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 2016, p. 224 

Table 28: Shenzhen Total Building Floor Space Sold (Grouped by Districts)  

Year Floor Space of 
Building Sold 
( 10000 m2) 

 

Luohu Futian Nanshan Baoan Longgang Yantian 

2000 611.37 86.13 200.59 125.39 78.65 113.04 7.57 
2005 993.2 103.11 210.36 171.05 283.84 201.99 22.85 
2010 465.59 17.1 18.74 81.76 122.11 211.51 14.37 
2015 831.46 17.75 73.72 101.72 296.37 313.96 27.94 

Source: Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 2016, p. 227 

 

Selection Criteria for Neighbourhood (NS01-02 / NS02-01) 
 

(1) Population Density  

Nanshan district had a total population of 1135878 in 2013. It has eight sub-districts (Jie 
Dao): Nantou, Nanshan, Shahe, Shekou, Zhaoshang, Yuehai, Taoyuan and Xili (Nanshan 
Statistical Year Book 2014 2014, p. 34).  

Table 29: Population in Sub-Districts in Nanshan in 2013 

Nanshan 
Districts 

Permanent residents Area 
(km2) 

Density 
(people / 
km2)  

Neighbourhoods 
(Total: 11 )  Total Male Female Residents 

with Hukou18 

Total  1135878 610784 525094 710260 187.17 6069  
Nantou 169830 91321 78509 105492 13.25 12817 NS 06 
Nanshan 160303 86198 74105 88470 24.68 6495 NS 05 
Shahe 127739 68688 59051 69211 25.23 5062 NS 08 

Shekou 92822 49912 42910 51758 4.73 19624 NS 02 
Zhaoshang 84094 45219 38875 62534 15.62 5383 NS 01 , NS 03, NS 04 
Yuehai 158881 85434 73447 127672 14.23 11165 NS 07 
Taoyuan 145303 78132 67171 90347 34.97 4155 NS 09 
Xili 196906 105880 91026 114776 46.43 4240 NS 11 

Source: Nanshan Statistical Yearbook 2014, p.34 

The eight sub-districts are split further into eleven neighbourhoods (Pian Qu), which cover 52 
sub-neighbourhoods (Jie Fang). Nanshan Government Online19 provided a land use control 
plan in 2007, which shows the areas of the neighbourhood, current population, planned 
population, building density and building heights (www.sz.gov.cn 2007).  

  

                                                 
18 Hukou: Chinese Household Registration System.  
19 http://www.sz.gov.cn/nsq/ghjh_1_2/zxgh/200809/t20080903_1454.htm 
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Table 30: Land Use Intensity Control Plan in Nanshan District  

Neighbour 
hoods 
(Pian Qu) 

Sub-
Neighbourhoods 
(Jie Fang) 

Area of Sub-
Neighbourhood 
(hectare)  

Current 
Population  
(people)  

Planned 
Population 
(10 000s)  

Gross 
Volume 
Ratio 

Building 
Density 
(%) 

Building 
Heights 
(m) 

NS01 
 

NS01-01 101.96 3486 2.2  2.4 1.55 24 100 
NS01-02 136.77 57970 4.2 4.6 1.35 23 80 

NS01-03 142.59 14087 2.1 2.3 1.38 28 100 
NS01-04 158.27 18163 4.0 4.4 1.25 24 50 
NS01-05 151.96 4812 2.0 2.2 0.7 11 50 
NS01-T1 264.79 -  1.6 1.7 1.1 20 300 

NS02 NS02-01 182.97 61003 5.8 6.3 1.38 23 80 
NS02-02 449.18 109066 9.2 10 1.45 25 200 
NS02-03 121.38 - 3.5 3.8 1.35 23 80 

NS02-T1 190.99 - - - 0.04 2 40 

NS03 NS03-01 779.89 19514 5.9 6.4 0.38 9 35 

NS04 NS04-01 418.81 4780 3.0 3.3 0.3 8 35 
NS04-02 626.93 14438 1.1 1.2 0.28 10 50 

NS04-T1 554.00 - - - - - 15 
NS0520 NS05-01 281.73 - 3.0 3.3 1.8 40 100 

NS05-02 160.70 - - - 1.55 30 150 
NS05-03 268.28 - - - 1.5 23 100 
NS05-04 303.30 - - - 1.4 35 100 
NS05-05 417.10 - - - 1.35 30 40 
NS05-T1 337.50 - - - 0.09 3 40 
NS05-T2 63.46 - - - - - 8 

NS06 NS06-0221 206.55 30374 6.0 6.5 1.25 24 100 
NS06-03 246.78 30027 4.2 4.6 1.1 20 100 
NS06-04 238.74 21998 2.6 2.8 1 18 80 
NS06-05 335.65 2263 2.8 3.1 1.1 20 50 

050NS07 NS07-01 131.66 14248 - - 0.7 20 30 
NS07-02 126.11 13829 3.1 3.4 1.0 22 30 
NS07-03 190.72 58842 1.2 1.3 0.9 21 50 
NS07-04 179.41 7963 1.0 1.1 0.75 21 80 
NS07-05 101.00 4434 0.8 0.9 0.89 20 80 
NS07-06 195.51 10259 1.3 1.4 0.45 10 50 
NS07-07 228.60 3070 1.6 1.7 1 22 100 

NS08 NS08-01 282.58 51513 6.8 7.4 1.2 22 80 
NS08-02 339.37 20613 3.5 3.8 1 19 100 
NS08-03 293.87 4838 1.5 1.6 0.15 5 80 
NS08-04 346.02 - 7.0 7.6 1.5 20 120 
NS08-T1 169.82 - - - - - 20 
NS08-T2 203.32 - - - - - 20 

NS09 NS09-01 478.18 35328 7.0 7.6 0.7 19 40 
NS09-02 169.11 - 1.0 1.1 0.25 13 25 
NS09-T1 1532.23 - - - - 0.01 35 

NS10 NS10-01 203.83 5999 0.4 0.4 0.6 30 40 
NS10-02 397.20 14034 0.9 1.0 0.45 10 30 

NS10-03 265.96 2072 0.8 0.9 0.15 5 40 
NS10-04 123.87 13159 2.4 2.6 0.85 18 60 

NS11 NS11-01 158.13 3990 2.4 2.6 0.8 15 40 
NS11-02 163.40 4323 - - - - 40 
NS11-03 128.73 1494 0.1 0.1 0.08 3 30 
NS11-04 243.10 2668 0.4 0.4 0.25 6 50 
NS11-05 176.35 1707 0.2 0.2 - - 30 
NS11-06 335.87 5099 0.2 0.2 0.04 2 30 
NS11-T1 3555.42 50630 3.2 3.5 - - 30 

Total   17859.65 722093 6.5 7.1 0.04 * * 
(1) "-" means that the indicator is zero or small enough to be negligible;  

                                                 
20 NS05: It is a newly established sub-district; there are no data for it.  
21 NS06-02: Due to changes in the statutory plan, NS06-01 merged with NS05 to become NS06-02. 
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(2) "*" indicates that the indicator is not suitable for expression. 
Source: http://www.szpl.gov.cn/ywzy/ghzs/fqgh/nsgh/fb/fb3.htm 

 

Figure 9: Shenzhen Nanshan District Planning (2002-2010) Area-Neighbourhood Planning  

 

Source: http://www.szpl.gov.cn/main/csgh/fwgh/nsgh/index.htm 

Based on data obtained from the Nanshan government, the study divides these 52 
neighbourhoods into four categories: high density (>201 people / hectare), medium density 
(101< 200 people / hectare), low density (< 100 people / hectare) and no data. As a result, 
there are four high-density neighbourhoods22, seven medium-density neighbourhoods23, 25 
low-density neighbourhood24 and 16 no-data neighbourhoods25. The study chooses the high-
density neighbourhoods for further analysis. 

                                                 
22 High-density neighbourhoods: NS01-02; NS02-01; NS02-02; NS07-03 
23 Middle-density neighbourhoods: NS01-04; NS06-02; NS06-03; NS07-01; NS07-02; NS08-01; NS10-04 
24 Low-density neighbourhoods: NS01-01; NS01-03; NS01-05; NS03-01; NS04-01; NS04-02; NS06-04; NS06-
05; NS07-04; NS07-05; NS07-06; NS07-07; NS08-02; NS08-03; NS09-01; NS10-01; NS10-02; NS10-03; 
NS11-01; NS11-02; NS11-03; NS11-04; NS11-05; NS11-06; NS11-T1 
25 No-data neighbourhoods: NS01-T1; NS02-03; NS02-T1; NS04-T1; NS05-01; NS05-02; NS05-03; NS05-04; 
NS05-05; NS05-T1; NS05-T2; NS08-04; NS08-T1; NS08-T2; NS09-02; NS09-T1 
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Figure 10: The Population Density in 52 Sub-neighbourhoods in Nanshan District  

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

(2) Residential Land Use Type  

Shenzhen Nanshan District Zoning Plan 2002-201026 consists of a series of planning 
documents, which aids in finalising the sub-neighbourhoods for further analysis. This is the 
latest version of the District Zoning Plan27 in Shenzhen, since Zoning Planning ceased in 

                                                 
26 The Shenzhen Nanshan District Planning (2002-2010) map includes: 01 Shenzhen Nanshan District Planning; 
02 Shenzhen Nanshan District Planning (2002-2010) Present Land Use Plan (SZ-NDZP 2002-2010-PLUP); 03 
Shenzhen Nanshan District Planning (2002-2010) Planning Structure Diagram ((SZ-NDZP 2002-2010-PSD); 04 
Shenzhen Nanshan District Planning (2002-2010) Land Use Planning Map (SZ-NDZP 2002-2010-LUPM);05 
Shenzhen Nanshan District Planning (2002-2010) Area-Neighbourhood Planning Map (SZ-NDZP 2002-2010-
ANPM); 06 Shenzhen Nanshan District Planning (2002-2010) Urban Design Guidelines (SZ-NDZP 2002-2010-
UDG); 07 Shenzhen Nanshan District Planning (2002-2010) Culture, Sports and Medical Facilities Planning 
(SZ-NDZP 2002-2010-CSMFP); 08 Shenzhen Nanshan District Planning (2002-2010) Education Facilities 
Planning (SZ-NDZP 2002-2010-EFP); 09 Shenzhen Nanshan District Planning (2002-2010) Green Space 
System Planning (SZ-NDZP 2002-2010-GSP);10 Shenzhen Nanshan District Planning (2002-2010) Shoreline 
Use Planning Map (SZ-NDZP 2002-2010-SUPM); 11 Shenzhen Nanshan District Planning (2002-2010) 
Comprehensive Transportation Planning (SZ-NDZP 2002-2010-CTP). 
27 The general urban planning system in Shenzhen consists of five stages: 1) Master Plan, 2) Sub-Regional Plan, 
3) Zoning Plan, 4) Statutory Plan, and 5) Details Plan. These hierarchical structures have their own unique 
development background due to the city of Shenzhen’s pioneering actions in applying market mechanisms to 
land resources. The current planning maps released to the public by the Urban Planning, Land & Resources 
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2008 after the state established the Urban and Rural Planning Law of the People's Republic of 
China. It had only legalised two planning stages into the Chinese urban and town planning: 
the Strategic Plan (Zong Ti Gui Hua) and Detailed Plan (Xiang Xi Gui Hua). The Zoning 
Plan (Fen Qu Gui Hua), however, was no longer included in the legal system of urban and 
rural planning. (深圳市规划和国土资源委员会 2016). The Zoning Plans shows general land 

use patterns and major road systems, including zones for residential, commercial, industrial, 
public construction, recreational green space or other specified land uses. 

Figure 11: Shenzhen Nanshan District Zoning Plan (2002-2010) Present Land Use Planning  

 

Source: http://www.szpl.gov.cn/main/csgh/fwgh/nsgh/index.htm 

In 02 the Shenzhen Nanshan Districts Zoning Plan (2002-2010) Present Land Use Planning 
(SNDZP 2002-2010-PLUP) the types of land use include residential areas (shaded yellow), 
commercial areas (shaded red), education facilities (shaded pink), industrial areas (shaded 
brown) and green space (shaded green). The comparison of the 02 Shenzhen Nanshan District 
Planning (2002-2010) Present Land Use Plan (SZ-NDZP 2002-2010-PLUP) and 04 Shenzhen 

                                                 
Commission of Shenzhen Municipality (UPLRCS) include the 1) Urban Development Strategy, 2) Urban Master 
Plan, 3) Recent Construction Plan, 4) Specific Plan, 5) District Plans, and 6) Statutory Plans. 
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Nanshan District Planning (2002-2010) Land Use Planning Map (SZ-NDZP 2002-2010-
LUPM) indicates that most residential land uses are concentrated in the following sub-
neighbourhoods: NS01-02, NS02-01, NS06-02, NS06-03 and NS08-01. 

Figure 12: Spatial Concentration of Residential Land Use (2002-2010) in Nanshan District  

 

 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

(3) Spatial Connection to Public Transit (Metro)  

There are three metro lines running through Nanshan District: line 1, line 2 and line 11. 
Neighbourhoods located far from metro stations are unsuitable for spatial pattern analysis. 
Neighbourhoods adjacent to metro stations provide better bases for comparing the 
accessibility level to different mobility modes. The study categories 52 neighbourhoods into 
three categories: category I (more than two metro stations connecting the neighbourhood); 
category II (1or 2 metro stations); and category III (no metro station). There are also 
neighbourhoods that own almost equal spatial connection to the metro stations, for example, 
NS06-03 and NS06-02 share two metro stations on line 1 on their border; NS01-04 and 
NS01-03 share one metro station on line 11 at the corner of their neighbourhoods; NS01-02 
and NS02-01 both share one metro station on line 2. 

Figure 13: Spatial Connection of Neighbourhoods to Metro Stations I 
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Source: Xiaoli Lin 

Figure 14: Metro Network in Nanshan District 

  

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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Table 31: Selection Criteria Overview in Nanshan Neighbourhoods  

Sub 
Neighbour
hoods 
(Jie Fang) 

Density  
(people / 
hectare)  

Density  Residential 
Land  

Connection to Metro  
(Number of metro stations)  

High  
 

Middle Low  
 

NO 
Data 

 I  
> 2  

II 
1- 2 

III 
< 1  

NS01-01 34.18   L    II  
NS01-02 423.85 H      II  
NS01-03 98.79   L    II  
NS01-04 114.75  M     II  

NS01-05 31.66   L     III 
NS01-T1     N   II  
NS02-01 333.4 H      II  

NS02-02 242.8 H     I   
NS02-03 -    N   II  

NS02-T1 -    N    III 

NS03-01 25   L     III 

NS04-01 11.4   L     III 
NS04-02 23.02   L    II  

NS04-T1 -    N    III 
NS05-01 -    N   II  

NS05-02 -    N   II  

NS05-03 -    N    III 
NS05-04 -    N    III 
NS05-05 -    N    III 
NS05-T1 -    N    III 
NS05-T2 -    N    III 
NS06-02 147.05  M    I   
NS06-03 121.67  M     II  
NS06-04 92.14   L     III 

NS06-05 6.74   L     III 
NS07-01 108  M      III 
NS07-02 109  M      III 
NS07-03 308 H       II  
NS07-04 44   L    II  
NS07-05 43   L     III 
NS07-06 52   L    II  
NS07-07 13   L    II  
NS08-01 182  M     II  
NS08-02 60   L   I   
NS08-03 16.46   L     III 
NS08-04 -    N   II  
NS08-T1 -    N    III 
NS08-T2 -    N    III 

NS09-01 73.8   L     III 
NS09-02 -    N   II  

NS09-T1 -    N    III 
NS10-01 29.4   L     III 
NS10-02 35.3   L     III 

NS10-03 7.8   L     III 
NS10-04 106  M      III 
NS11-01 25.2   L     III 
NS11-02 26   L     III 
NS11-03 11   L     III 
NS11-04 10   L     III 
NS11-05 9.6   L     III 
NS11-06 15   L     III 
NS11-T1 14   L     III 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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Neighbourhoods NS01-02 and NS02-01 in Nanshan district are the most suitable for detailed 
spatial pattern analysis in this study.  

Figure 15: NS01-02 and NS02-01 

 

Source: Google.com 

 

Selection Criteria for Housing Types (NS01-02) 
 

(1) Land Use Rights (LURs)  

The residential areas in Shenzhen have three main types of spatial form according to the 
LURs in place; these include state-owned enterprises, private real estate developers and 
collective village communities.  

Type I: LURs belong to state-owned enterprises (SOEs). Many state-owned enterprises 
(SOE) and foreign direct investors began locating their business and production sites in 
Shenzhen through land leasing mechanisms. An SOE is responsible for providing its 
employees with housing through the welfare housing system (Fu Li Fen Fang). Employees 
are allocated housing units by the SOE based on different criteria such as age, marital status, 

NS01-02 

NS02-01 
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as well as position and work experience within the SOE. Most of the housing type I in 
Shenzhen was developed between the late 1980s and 1998. After 1998 when the state 
withdrew from its role supplying housing, commodity housing become the main source of 
housing in Chinese cities. The spatial forms of these types of housing are identical: they are 
allocated near the SOE production site and the distance between the residential and work units 
is suitable for walking or cycling. They offer a relatively comfortable walking environment 
surrounded by multi-storey blocks.   

Type II: LURs belong to private real estate developers, which include SOEs and private real 
estate companies. Housing type II is usually developed by real estate companies and sold to 
urban residents as a commodity through market mechanisms (Shang Pin Fang). Housing of 
this type provided by SOEs has a close spatial connection to production sites (home and 
employment units are close to each other). However, type II housing provided by real estate 
companies does not have a close spatial connection to production sites (home and 
employment units are not close to each other). The real estate sector achieved prosperity after 
the state completely withdrew its role in housing provision in 1998.  

The spatial form of these types of residential unit includes two aspects: plot size and building 
characteristics. There is no officially set plot size for a real estate project in terms of total area 
(km2); it could cover several blocks or neighbourhoods. It usually depends on the economic 
power of the real estate developers and the results of negotiations with the municipality. The 
building characteristics are diverse: multi-storey buildings like type I; high-rise buildings with 
an inner park; villas; or a mixture of the three. Since the real estate company is aiming to sell 
home units as a market commodity, the market’s preferences are the driving forces.  

Type III: LURs belong to the collective communities of different villages (Cheng Zhong 
Cun); village communities usually build these housing units. The spatial form of housing type 
III is multi-floor buildings extremely close to each other. Living standards are relatively low 
compared to the other two housing types. However, housing type III is the main 
accommodation source for low-income groups such as migrant workers. However, type III is 
not part of the urban land-use reform system and the land-use rights maintained by the 
collective communities in Shenzhen. Therefore, they are not suitable samples for spatial 
pattern analysis. 
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Figure 16: Three Housing Types in Shenzhen Residential Neighbourhoods  

Type I Type II Type III 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Note: the residential units are multi-
storey buildings arranged in the 
determinant form.  

Note: the residential units are a 
mixture of high-rise buildings and 
multi-storey buildings surrounding an 
inner park. 

Note: village collective communities 
feature multi-storey buildings packed 
closely together without any public 
spaces.  

Source: Baidu Map 

 

(2) Reasons for Choosing Type II 

These three types of residential unit have their own spatial development patterns and land-use 
rights systems. Although they are scattered around the chosen neighbourhoods NS01-02 and 
NS02-01, the study does not analyse them entirely; rather it focuses on type II commodity 
housing.   

Type I was developed during the transitional phase of applying the land-use reforms. The 
welfare-housing distribution system was the main housing source during the planned 
economy. Type I prioritises the development of slow mobility modes such as walking, 
cycling, and bus. The present study has not chosen Type I because it is not representative of 
the housing types in the land-use reforms. The main housing type after the land-use reforms 
were implemented has been commodity housing (Type II), which encourages the 
development of vehicle mobility. Since 1998, commodity housing has played a key role in 
housing provision for Chinese cities.  

Type II was developed mostly after the 1998 housing reforms and served as the main source 
of housing supply for urban China. Most of the commodity housing consists of ‘gated 
communities’ equipped with underground parking facilities. On the one hand, this type of 
housing was targeted towards the middle-class income group with the assumption they own 
private vehicles. On the other hand, the architecture planning codes define the minimum 
parking capacity for real estate housing projects. Therefore, type II provides the best example 
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for understanding the changing spatial features of commodity housing and their impacts on 
the development of motorised mobility.   

Type III does not belong to the urban LUR system. Land ownership belongs to different 
villages. 

 

3.2. Analytical Framework 
 

3.2 Analytical Framework clarifies three aspects: (1) Influential Factors of Residential Spatial 
Pattern, (2) Planning Regulation Impacts on Residential Spatial Pattern, and (3) Residential 
Spatial Pattern and Mobility Alternatives. These aspects help to finalise the contents of each 
spatial pattern analysis for the fieldwork. 

 

(1) Influential Factors of Residential Land Use Spatial Pattern 

The spatial pattern means the ‘organisation and placement of people and objects in the 
human world. It may refer to the distances between them or the regularity of distribution 
among them’ (www.Reference.com). Built environment means a manmade environment that 
provides settings for human activities, which includes different scales of buildings, parks, 
green spaces, neighbourhoods, cities and different types of infrastructure like roads, water 
pipes, and energy networks (Wikipedia 2019). Mobility alternatives refer to different 
transport modes other than the private car, which include public transport, conventional buses, 
taxis and other forms for sharing door-to-door mobility services (European Commission 
2019).  

Land use refers to different land uses according to diverse functions, which includes 
residential areas, commercial areas, industrial zones, sports facilities and so on. Residential 
land use is one of the most important land use categories in the built environment in cities. 
Many countries categorise residential land use according to the density levels and housing 
typologies (Anderson et al. 1976; Council 2018, p. 1). For example, Berlin has four types of 
residential land use (W1, W2, W3 and W4) according to housing density and spatial 
characteristics (Senate Department for Urban Development 2007, p. 3). Residential land use is 
relevant almost everyone. The spatial pattern of the residential area needs to consider two 
levels: external and internal.  

On the external level, the residential area is an integral component interlinked to other parts of 
the city. The tangible connections might be different transportation infrastructures like 
highway networks, expressway networks, public transport networks, and green space 
networks. There are also different plans such as those for economic development, community 
facilities improvement, space quality improvement and so on. The external level is a relatively 
large scale of built environment measurements in comparison with the scales of individual 
human beings. On the internal level, the residential areas are a relatively independent and 
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complex system, which consists of different subcomponents. The spatial relationship of these 
components influences living quality and mobility mode development.  

Figure 17: Influential Factors of the Residential Land Use Spatial Pattern 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

There are many factors influencing the spatial typology of residential land uses, such as the 
historical development of the city, geographical location of the residential areas, planning 
regulations of the residential area, housing development models, financial resources, local 
construction materials, planning concept and so on. However, not all of the mentioned factors 
can be managed by regulations or people. For example, geographical location is not a 
changeable factor. This factor might determine the minimum distance between buildings 
regarding the requirements of ventilation, heating and cooling. The cultural factor, rooted in 
localities, is difficult to change because of its long-term impacts on the individual’s value. For 
example, the design of public spaces: in some regions, people enjoy public spaces while in 
other regions they do not. Local planning regulations for residential use is a changeable 
factor. Local governments could issue different planning code levels to standardise the 
requirements for different planning components. Therefore, planning regulations are a more 
flexible factor than other factors in influencing the spatial typology of residential land use.  
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(2) Planning Regulations Impacts on Residential Spatial Pattern 

 

Competing Interests Influence the Formation of Planning Codes   

Planning regulations represent a certain level of interest rather than balancing those of 
different social groups. Residential land-use planning is a complex and long-term process, 
which involves different interests in the spatial plans. For instance, regional planners might 
wish to construct an urban artery to connect residential area A to the city centre since it would 
contribute to the economic prosperity of residential area A. This proposal might retard the 
living quality of those living near the planned highway. As another example, urban planners 
might propose increasing the average amount of greenery in residential area B since it 
improves the environment for the residents. Local politicians might prefer real estate projects, 
which create economic benefits for the government. Therefore, the outcome of the residential 
land use is not only the planning results from different planning professions, but also the 
competition results from different interests groups and political parties. 

 

Space Requirements of Planning Components 

The urban built environment includes different components, such as road infrastructures, 
sewage infrastructures, electricity networks, housings, parks and so on. The technical 
requirements of each component usually exist in different sectoral planning codes. Planning 
codes work as a guide to create different spaces during the planning stages, such as 
developing specific plans, defining technical standards, calculating the necessary urban 
spaces, evaluating financial costs and economic outcomes, etc. Different planning codes 
require a different amount of physical space. For example, constructing a highway needs a 
minimum amount of space; building public parks needs certain spaces; evening building 
sewage pipes in the residential areas needs underground spaces. The technical standards for 
each component in the urban built environment are different, ranging from country to country 
and region to region. For example, the size of a parking space is 2.5m x 5m in according to 
Chinese standards, but the total amount of parking spaces in residential areas is negotiable. It 
depends on a government’s attitude and policies.  

 

Urban Planning System as the Facilitator for Defining Spaces 

The urban-planning system defines different planning regulations on different spatial scales. 
The planning regulations or codes thus become efficient tools for dividing urban spaces into 
different functionalities according to different technical standards. More important is to shift 
the urban space development pattern towards the typology that supports the powerful social 
groups’ interests. Therefore, one important part of the empirical work is the collection of 
planning regulations of residential land use. By comparing the different planning regulations 
on residential land use, the empirical work aims to summarise those planning codes that 
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transform the urban built environment towards automobile development and propose 
directions for improvement.   

 

(3) Residential Spatial Pattern and Mobility Alternatives 

Pedestrians living in residential areas will experience changes in space segments when they 
travel to other parts of the city. The movement from home unit to the road infrastructure 
consists of different spatial segments, which covers private space, semi-private space, semi-
public space and public space. For each trip: home (private) – leaving the door of the 
household (semi-private) – leaving the door of the building (semi-private) – leaving the door 
of the real estate project (semi-public) – walking to the mobility alternatives (semi-public 
/public) – start the trip – destination. The movement from the home units of a Chinese real 
estate project to a municipal road might consist of the following spatial segments:  

Table 32: Spatial Segments between Real Estate Project and Road Infrastructure 

Spatial 
Segments 

Private Spaces Semi-Private Spaces Semi-Public  Spaces Public Spaces 

Definition Spaces belong to 
individual households 

Spaces belong to the 
households in the same 
building 

Spaces belong to the 
communities of 
different real estate 
projects 

Spaces outside of the 
different real estate 
projects 

Examples of 
spaces  

- Individual  
housing units 

- Building corridors 
- Building elevators 
- Building 

basements 

- Inner Courtyards 
- Inner Pedestrian 

Paths 
- Inner community 

centres 
- Inner sports 

facilities  

- Municipal pedestrian 
networks 

- Municipal road 
infrastructures 

- Municipal public 
parks 

- Municipal sports 
facilities 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

The space segments further define their spatial connection with different mobility alternatives: 
for example, the mobility modes walking and cycling could penetrate four parts of spatial 
segments; automobile mode might penetrate as far as semi-public spaces like inner parking 
lots; bus or metro mode could only connect to the public spaces like municipal roads. Here the 
analysis focuses on the spatial connection between real estate projects and different mobility 
alternatives; it does not include any other factors influencing the individual decision of 
choosing certain mobility modes28.  

 

Housing Typologies and its Spatial Connection to the automobile mode  

Different housing typologies influence the accessibility level to different modes. For example, 
in homogeneous single-family residential areas, each household owns a private parking space 
so the accessing distance to the automobile mode is closer than to other public transport 

                                                 
28 Thousands of factors could influence an individual’s mobility decision on a specific day. These include the 
availability of mobility options around his building; the financial and time budgets he/she can invest on different 
days; the weather; real-time road traffic conditions; parking at his/her destination; and even the individual’s 
personality. 
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modes. In high-density urban cores, parking is limited; more spaces are dedicated to public 
transport modes than parking; the accessing distance to public transport modes are closer than 
automobile mode. The arrangements of the housing units thus influence the accessing 
possibilities and distances to different mobility modes. 

The automobile is a critical mode in residential land-use planning. The provision of parking 
facilities in residential areas could be incentives for automobile utilisation. The rapid 
urbanisation and real estate housing booms in China are unlike the suburbanisation that 
occurred in Western countries in the 1960s, as real estate projects in China embodied high 
building densities and parking ratios. The spatial connection to the automobile mode in real 
estate projects seems to be more advanced level than other mobility alternatives in China. 
Many municipal-level car restriction policies focused on economic instruments and neglected 
the housing typologies’ impacts on the automobile mode. The importance of linking housing 
typology and automobile development is crucial in policy packages due to its long-term 
impact and being expensive to change in urban areas. Therefore, another important tool in the 
empirical work is to evaluate the accessing distance to different mobility modes in the 
residential samples. The accessing distances to the automobile and bus modes is influenced by 
two systems in residential areas: real estate project and road infrastructure. In real estate 
projects the factors influencing walking distance include building layouts (BL) and pedestrian 
networks (PN); in road infrastructure the factors includes the spatial distributions of different 
public transport modes and the availability of pedestrian crossings. 
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Table 33: Walking Distance of Accessing Mobility Alternatives in Chinese Real Estate Projects 

 Real Estate Projects Road Infrastructures  
Private 
Space 

Semi-Private 
Space  

Semi- Public Space Public Space 

Automobile 
Mode (Taxi )  

Segments Distance A1 Distance A2 Distance A3 Distance A4 
 Building 

Layout (BL)  
Pedestrian 
Networks 
(PN)  

Parking 
Facilities 
within Real 
Estate  
(PF-R)   
 

Public Parking 
Provision I  
(PPP-I) 

Public Parking 
Provision II  
(PPP-II) 

Distance 
Variations 

Variation 1= A1 + A2 
Variation 2 = A1 + A 2 + A3 
Variation 3 = A1 + A 2 + A3 + A4 

Bus Mode  Segments Distance B1 Distance B2 Distance B3 Distance B4 
 Building 

Layout (BL) 
Pedestrian Networks (PN) Nearest Bus 

Station (NBS)   
Nearest Bus 
Station (Cross 
the Road)  
(NBS-C) 

Distance 
Variations 

Variation 1 = B1+B2+B3 
Variation 2 = B1+B2+B4 

Metro Mode Segments Distance M1 Distance M2 Distance M3 Distance M4 
 Building 

Layout (BL) 
Pedestrian Networks (PN) Nearest Metro 

Station ( NMS)  
Nearest Metro 
Station (Cross 
the Road) 
( NMS-C) 

Distance 
Variations 

Variation 1 = M1+M2+M3 
Variation 2 = M1+M2+M4 

Bike Mode Segments    
Distance Bi1 Distance Bi2 Distance Bi3 Distance Bi4 Distance Bi5 
Home  Building 

Layout (BL)  
Pedestrian 
Networks 
(PN) 
 

Bike 
Parking 
Facilities 
(BPF)  

Public Bike-
Sharing Services 
(PBSS-I) 

Public Bike-
Sharing 
Services  
(Cross the 
Road) (PBSS-
II) 

Distance 
Variations 

Variation 1 = Bi1 
Variation 2 = Bi1+Bi2 
Variation 3 = Bi1+Bi2+Bi3 
Variation 4 = Bi1+Bi2++Bi3+Bi4 
Variation 5 = Bi1+Bi2+Bi3+Bi5 

Walking  Segments  
Distance W 1  
Home   

Distance 
Variations 

Variation 1 = W1 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Automobile Mode:  

The distance segments of accessing the automobile mode include the following parts:   

Distance A1 = Walking distance generated by the building layout (BL).  

Distance A2 = Walking distance generated by the pedestrian network (PN). 
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Distance A3 = Walking distance generated by the public parking provision I (PPP-I)29.  

Distance A4 = Walking distance generated by the public parking provision II (PPP-II) 

The accessing distance to the automobile mode has three variations depending on parking 
availability: 

Variation 1= A1 + A2 

Variation 2 = A1 + A 2 + A3 

Variation 3 = A1 + A 2 + A3 + A4 

The shortest distance is Variation 1 when parking is available within the real estate projects; 
Variation 2 is when parking is unavailable within the real estate projects, but is available 
around municipal road infrastructures such as on-street parking units and underground 
parking lots. Variation 3 is the longest distance as searching parking facilities in other 
building types. According to the distance ranges of parking facilities, there are three 
preferences: Preference I – Parking Facilities within Real Estate Projects (PF-R); Preference 
II – Parking Facilities around the Municipal Road Infrastructures (PF-M); and Preference III – 
Parking Facilities in other Buildings (PF-B)  

 

Preference I: Parking Facilities within the real estate projects (PF-R).  

PF-R refers to different parking facilities provided by real estate projects in Shenzhen, which 
include the ‘planned’ (PF-R1) and ‘unplanned’ type (PF-R2) 30. PR-R1 depended on the 
parking ratio31 of the real estate projects, formed by different architecture planning codes. The 
current real estate projects within Shenzhen neighbourhoods consist of four types of real 
estate housings according to the different forms of parking: PF-R2 refers to temporary 
parking spaces around high-rise buildings. Most real estate property offices converted these 
setback areas into temporary aboveground parking facilities. These approaches provided a 
convenient accessing distance to the automobile mode in most of the real estate projects.  

 

Preference II: Parking Facilities around the Municipal Road Infrastructures (PF-M)  

                                                 
29 Public parking facilities are open to all kinds of private vehicles. Private parking facilities in residential areas 
are normally offered to the residents or temporarily to visitors; other private vehicles excluded. There are 
constructed by land use developers according to the parking ratio defined by the residential building codes. 
30 Chinese building regulations stipulate a setback distance due to the ventilation and hygiene requirements. This 
distance from the building façade to the edge of the street generates many temporary parking facilities for 
building users. However, this is a temporary use of space, which is not in the land use planning code levels. 
31 Parking ratio: number of parking spaces compared to building size – may be expressed in spaces per 1,000 SF 
of GBA (Gross Building Area) or GLA (Gross Leasable Area), etc. (http://intelligent-building-
dictionary.com/words.php/t/Parking%20Ratio/) 
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The parking facilities (PF-M) include two categories: (PF-M1) and (PF-M2). PF-M1 refers 
to on-street parking facilities along municipal road infrastructures, while PF-M2 refers to 
public-parking garages offered by municipalities.  

 

Preference III: Parking Facilities from other Buildings (PF-O)  

Parking facilities of other building types (PF-O) are other parking possibilities; they refer to 
commercial and office buildings. They include both ‘planned’ (PF-O1) and the ‘unplanned’ 
parking facilities (PF-O2).  PF-O1 is dependent on the parking ratio of different buildings 
while PF-O2 is organised by different property management offices.  

Therefore, the accessing distance to the automobile mode depends on many factors, such as 
the parking ratio of different real estate projects, the availability of municipal parking space or 
other parking facilities in the neighbourhoods. However, the automobile mode has a high 
potential for connecting different real estate projects through the ‘planned’ and ‘unplanned’ 
facilities. Other mobility modes such as bus and metro only have connections to the road 
infrastructure system since the location of bus and metro stations interlink with the road 
infrastructure rather than different real estate projects.  

Table 34: Parking Facilities in Shenzhen Neighbourhoods 

Preference I: 
Real Estate Projects 

Preference II: Parking Facilities 
around Municipal Roads 

Preference III:  
Other Buildings  

Parking 
facilities 
within 
real estate 
projects   
(PF-R)  

Parking 
facilities – 
real estate 
projects – 
planned 
(PF-R1)  

Housing Type I:  
No parking facilities   

Parking 
facilities 
around the 
municipal 
road 
infrastructures 
(PF-M) 

On-street parking 
facilities along 
municipal roads 
(PF-M1) 

Parking 
facilities – 
other 
buildings   
(PF-O) 

Parking 
facilities – 
other 
buildings – 
planned 
(PF-O1) 

Housing Type II: 
above-ground parking 
facilities 
Housing Type III:  
Underground parking 
garage 
Housing Type IV:  
above-ground parking 
facilities + 
underground parking 
garage 

Parking 
facilities – 
real estate 
projects –  
unplanned 
(PF- R2) 

Setback distance of 
high-rise buildings 

Public parking 
garages (PF-M2) 

Parking 
facilities – 
other 
buildings – 
unplanned  
(PF-O2)  

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Bus Mode:  

The distance segments of accessing the bus mode include the following:   

Distance B1 = Walking distance generated by the building layout (BL).  

Distance B2 = Walking distance generated by the pedestrian network (PN). 
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Distance B3 = Walking distance generated by the location of the nearest bus station (NBS)  

Distance B4 = Walking distance generated by the location of the nearest bus station crossing 
the road (NBS-C)  

The accessing distance to the bus mode has two variations, which depend on the location of 
the bus stations: 

Variation 1: B1+B2+B3 

Variation 1: B1+B2+B4 

Variation 1 means the accessing distance to the nearest bus station without crossing the road. 
Most of the real estate projects have a direct spatial connection to the municipal road 
infrastructures and bus stations. Variation 2 means the accessing distance to the nearest bus 
station involving road crossings. The differentiation of Variation 1 and Variation 2 is due to 
the technical road infrastructure requirements.     

 

Metro Mode:  

Metro mode has a similar distance calculation to the bus mode, but less flexibility in terms of 
station location. The location of metro stations in Shenzhen is influenced by the road 
infrastructure layout. Metro stations do not have a close spatial connection with different real 
estate projects, rather with the layout of the road networks.    

 

Bike Mode:  

The distance segments of accessing bus mode include the following:   

Distance Bi1 = Walking distance generated within the home units32.  

Distance Bi2 = Walking distance generated by the building layout (BL) 

Distance Bi3 = Walking distance generated by the pedestrian network (PN) 

Distance Bi4 = Walking distance generated by the public bike-sharing services (PBSS-I) 

Distance Bi5 = Walking distance generated by the public bike-sharing services crossing the 
road (PBSS-II) 

The accessing distance to the bike mode is extremely flexible and has five variations, which 
depend on the availability of bike parking facilities. The space requirements of bike parking 
facilities are much lower than for automobile parking facilities.  

                                                 
32 Some people keep their bikes at home, so the shortest accessing distance to their bike would be the walking 
distance within the home unit.  
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Variation 1 = Bi1 

Variation 2 = Bi1+Bi2 

Variation 3 = Bi1+Bi2+Bi3 

Variation 4 = Bi1+Bi2++Bi3+Bi4 

Variation 5 = Bi1+Bi2+Bi3+Bi5 

Variation 1 refers to households that own a bike and park it at home. Variation 3 refers to 
housing units that offer bike parking facilities within the real estate projects. Variations 4 and 
5 refer to those public bike-sharing spots around real estate projects. 

 

Walking Mode:  

The distance segments of the walking mode start in the home unit:   

Distance W1: walking distance within the home unit 

The walking mode starts within each household and does not need to access any mobility 
service points. From the technical calculations, the walking mode has the shortest accessing 
distance.  

By comparing the accessing distance segments of the different mobility modes, the study 
finalised the comparison of two on-road transport modes in the chosen Shenzhen 
neighbourhood: automobile mode and bus mode. Although walking mode and bike mode 
have a much closer spatial connection to the real estate projects, they have distance and speed 
limitations and require integration with other modes. The accessing distance to different 
mobility modes is an important tool in evaluating the housing typologies in the TLSPA. It 
reveals the spatial connection between the real estate sector and mobility-mode planning. 
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4. Chapter 4 - Fieldwork Results and Analysis 
 

4.1. Fieldwork Result Overview  
 

(1) Semi-Structured Interview Results 

The study conducted nine key stakeholder interviews33 in Shenzhen during the fieldwork 
period 20.03.2016 to 28.08.2016. The main purpose was to understand their key planning 
concerns and planning conflicts among each other. On the public sector side, the Shenzhen 
Urban Planning & Land Resource Research Centre34 (SZ-UPLRRC) deals with general 
issues of urban planning and land resource management. The Urban Planning and Design 
Institute of Shenzhen35 (UPDI-SZ) provides diverse consulting services to the Shenzhen 
municipality; the Shenzhen transportation committee36 (SZ-TC) is responsible for 
transportation challenges. On the private sector side, architectural and construction companies 
are responsible for construction activities based on different plans. Metro and bus companies 
provide diverse public transport services.  

Table 35: Interview Results (Fieldwork 20.03.2016 – 28.08.2016) 

Time  Name Institute Institutional 
Types 

Key Questions Appendix  

09.05.2016 张莹莹 
Yingying, 
Zhang 

深圳市城市规划设计研究院 
Urban Planning and Design 
Institute of Shenzhen 37 

Urban spatial 
planning 

Vision of eco city;  
SZ urban planning 
structure; 
urban renewable process; 
land use intensification; 

1 

15.07.2016 范云婷 
Yunting, 
Fan 

深圳市城市规划设计研究院 
Urban Planning and Design 
Institute of Shenzhen 

Urban spatial 
planning 

SZ urban planning 
structure; 
urban renewable process; 
land use intensification; 

2 

14.08.2016 王健 
Jian, Wang 

港铁公司 
MTR Corporation Limited 
(Hong Kong)38 
 

Transport 
company (Metro 
Company Hong 
Kong) 

Determinants for metro 
station location; land-use -
development model 
around the metro planning 

3 

18.07.2016 何革良 
Geliang, 
He 

深圳市宝安西乡街道办城市

建设科 Shenzhen Baoan 
Xixiang Street Office of urban 
construction 39 

Construction 
planning bureau 

Zoning plan; statuary 
plan; 

4 

19.07.2016 张伟 
Wei, 
Zhang 

深圳市规划国土发展研究中

心 Shenzhen Urban Planning 
& Land Resource Research 
Centre40 

Land use resource 
planning  

Zoning plan; statuary 
plan; Guangming new 
town planning; road 
planning and public 
transport planning 

5 

                                                 
33 Key stakeholder interviews: there were also 5 interviews conducted in 2014 regarding the Chinese low-carbon 
city, but which are perhaps not relevant to the study. 
34 http://www.suprc.org/ 
35 http://www.upr.cn/ 
36 http://www.sztb.gov.cn/ 
37 http://www.upr.cn/ 
38 http://www.mtr.com.hk/en/corporate/main/index.html 
39 http://www1.baoan.gov.cn/xxjd/ 
40 http://www.suprc.org/ 
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18.08.2016 刘立早 
Lizao, Liu 
 

吕元祥建筑师事务所 Ronald 
LU & Partners41 

Architecture 
design company 

Building planning 
regulation (Hong Kong 
/Shenzhen), setback 
distance of residential 
buildings, road network 
regulations 

6 

16.07.2016 王宇熙 
Yuxi, 
Wang 

 深圳机械院建筑 设计有限
公司 Shenzhen Machinery 
Institute Architecture Design42 

Architecture 
design company 

Architecture planning 
code; real estate project 
development 

7 

23.08.2016 孔国强 
Guoqiang, 
Kong 

东部公交 Shenzhen Eastern 
Bus Co, Ltd43 

Bus company Bus network planning; 
operation of bus network; 
road infrastructure 
planning; 

8 

20.02.2017 
 
 

梁颖涛 
Yingtao, 
Liang 

深圳市地铁集团、下属企业

深圳市市政设计研究院有限

公司，分院轨道院 Shenzhen 
Municipal Design & Research 
Co., Ltd 44 

Metro company Metro planning 
procedures, land use 
intensity and metro layout 

9 
 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

Please see Appendix 1- 9 

 

(2) Spatial Pattern Analysis – Data Collection Overview  

There are four important data sources for the spatial pattern analysis of residential land use: 
residential land use, building information, road infrastructures, and public transport modes. 
The main sources include different planning codes, Shenzhen Statutory Plan, Shenzhen 
Geoinfo.com and fieldwork mapping.  

Table 36: Data Collection Overview in Shenzhen Samples 

Main Categories Subcategories Data Source Appendix   

Residential Land Use 
Total sizes Total Land Areas 

(sq.km2) 
www.szgeoinfo.com 
Shenzhen Statutory Plan 
Beijing Master Plan  
Shanghai Master Plan 
Guangzhou Master Plan 
Shenzhen Master Plan 

 

Land plot ratio  Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines 2014  
Mixed land use National Planning Codes   

Shenzhen Planning Code Shenzhen Statutory Plan  

Building Information 
Building  Building base area (m2) www.szgeoinfo.com  

Number of Floors 
(above-ground) 

www.szgeoinfo.com  

Total Building Areas Self-calculation   
Semi-public 
parking system45 

   

Road Infrastructure 
National planning codes  Code for transport planning on urban roads (GB50220-95)  

                                                 
41 http://www.rlphk.com/ch2/ 
42 http://www.mid-sz.com/ 
43 http://www.szebus.net/ 
44 http://www.szmedi.com.cn/ 
45 Semi-public parking system refers specifically to open spaces around buildings; private land users use them as 
temporary parking lots. However, these lots are not available to public vehicles, and are mostly for temporary 
use. For example, a restaurant or hotel building will offer these parking facilities to their clientele.  
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Technical 
standards 

Shenzhen planning code Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines 2014  

Parking facilities On-street parking  https://www.szrtc.cn/Home/Index  
Pedestrian 
facilities 

National planning codes Guidelines for the Planning and Design of the Urban 
Walking and Bicycle Transport System 2013 

 

Shenzhen planning Code Shenzhen Guidelines for the Planning and Design of the 
Urban Walking and Bicycle Transport System 2013 

 

Public Transport Mode (Bus)  
 Number of bus lines On-site visit 

www.szgeoinfo.com 
SZ transport commission website 

 

Service frequency On-site mapping  
Location of bus stops On-site mapping  

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

4.2. Three Levels of Spatial Pattern Analysis (TLSPA)  
 

Based on the collected data (city-level planning maps, planning code documents, on-site 
mapping results), the study creates a three-level spatial pattern analysis (TLSPA). The 
TLSPA is a simplified model for capturing the spatial transformation process of the built 
environment of the residential land use on different spatial levels. Built environment variables 
such as ‘roadway connectivity’, ‘density’, ‘mixed land use’ ‘access to transit’ and 
‘walkability’ are the crucial elements in the analysis of the TLSPA. Although there are still 
differences between the built-environment variables in the literature review and empirical 
work, they do not influence the spatial pattern analysis process. 

 

Spatial level I:  

Spatial level I consists of twelve 5km x 5km residential samples from four cities (Beijing, 
Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen)46. Each city provides three residential land use samples 
based on the city-level master plans. The built-environment variables include (1) road 
network and (2) land-plot sizes.  

 

Spatial level II:  

Spatial level I introduces one 2.5km x 2.5km residential sample (Shenzhen). It chooses a 
specific residential sample (NS01-02 and NS02-01) in Shenzhen as the representative sample 
for further analysis. Built environment variables include (1) road network; (2) land plot (3) 
mixed land use level and (4) public transport network. Compared to spatial level I, spatial 
level II provides more information about the road network and land-plot sizes. Furthermore, it 
provides information such as residential land use spatial layout and the availabilities of 
mobility alternatives.  

                                                 
46 Data collection is from Open Street Map and Google Maps. 
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Spatial level III:  

Spatial level III includes twelve residential samples (real estate projects) and focuses on the 
built-environment variables on neighbourhood level. It explains the real estate housing 
transformation process and its impacts on the public transport network in terms of accessing 
distances. The variables include 1) real estate profiles 2) public space systems and 3) 
accessibility level to public transport modes.  

Table 37: Measurements in three Different Spatial Levels 

Built Environment Variables  
Variables  
(Literature) 

Variables 
(Empirical) 

Measurements  
(Empirical) 

Connection with Mobility 

 Spatial Level I : (5 km residential land use samples) 
Roadway 
connectivity 

Road network  (1) Intersection density (1) Roadway connectivity level 
influences car ownership  

 Land plot (1) Land-plot sizes (1) Demand for faster speed modes  
(2) Number of land plots  

 Spatial Level II: (2,5km residential land use sample) 
Roadway 
connectivity 

Road network (1) Intersection densities (1) Roadway connectivity level 
influences the car ownership 

(2) Road classification (1) Technical standards for on-road 
transport modes 

(3) Pedestrian street crossing (1) Pedestrian facilities influence 
pedestrian walking mobility.  

Density Land plot (1) Land-plot size (1) Travel distance (accessing different 
mobility modes)  

(2) Land plot ratio (1) Indication of travel demand 
Mixed land use Mixed land use (1) Land use classification (1) Necessity to travel 

(2) Degree of mixed land use (1) Necessity to travel 

Mobility 
alternatives 

Public transport 
modes 

(1) Spatial network (1) Availability of mobility alternatives 

(2) Network capacity (1) Passenger capacity  

 Spatial Level III: (0.5km residential samples – real estate projects) 
Density Real estate profiles (1) Total site areas (1) Travel distance  

(2) Building heights  
(3) Building gross floor areas  
(4) Floor area ratios  
(5) Building coverage ratio  
(6) Parking ratio (1) Convenience for automobile mode 
(7) Parking form (1) Convenience for automobile mode 

Walkability, 
connectivity 

Public space 
systems 

(1) Public-owned public spaces 
– size and form 

(1) Pedestrian walkability  

(2) Private-owned public 
spaces – size and form 

(1) Pedestrian walkability  

Access to transit  Public transport 
mode accessibility 
level 

(1) Accessing distance to bus 
station 

(1) Accessibility level to bus (public 
transport) 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

Data collection in China is not a simple task; much of the data is either non-existent or 
inaccessible through public channels. Therefore, the study has compiled a different data 
source to generate the three levels of spatial pattern analysis. 
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Table 38: Data Source in three levels of Spatial Pattern Analysis 

Data Source 1:  
Data from 
field mapping 

Source 2:  
Official 
planning 
document 

Source 3:  
GIS 
calculation  

Source 4: 
Self-
calculation 
based on other 
literature  

Spatial Level I: 5km Grid 
Road Network     
(1) Intersection density     
Land Plot     
(1) Land-plot size     
(2) Number of land plots     
Spatial Level II: 2.5km Grid 
Road Network     
(1) Intersection density     
(2) Road classification      
(3) Pedestrian crossing      
Land Plot     
(1) Land-plot size     
(2) Land plot ratio     
Mixed Land Use     
(1) Land use classification     
(2) Degree of mixed use     
Public Transport Modes     
(1) Spatial allocation     
(2) Network capacity     

Spatial Level III: 0.5km Grid 
Real Estate Profile     
(1) Total Site Areas (TSA)     
(2) Building Heights (BH)     
(3) Building Gross Floor Areas (GFA)     
(4) Floor Area Ratios (FAR)     
(5) Building Coverage Ratio (BCR)     
(6) Parking Ratio (PR)     
(7) Parking form     
Public Space System     
(1) Public-owned public spaces (size and form)     
(2) Private-owned public spaces (size and form)     

Accessibility Level to Public Transport Modes 
(every building) 

    

(1) Accessing distance to bus stations     

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Reasons for Creating TLSPA 
 

The reason I: TLSPA works as the interface to explain the built-up environment features and 
Chinese urban-planning system (CUPS).  

 

TLSPA provides the simplified models to understand the complex CUPS, which covers 
issues like governance structure, hierarchical division of planning authorities, participation 
process between public sectors and private sectors, and planning regulations or planning 
codes of different sectors. In the Chinese urban-planning system, most cities followed a top-
down planning structure, which indicates similarities to some extent. In the CUPS system, the 
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tangible planning products include a city-level Master Plan (MP) (Cheng Shi Zong Ti Gui 
Hua)47, Zoning Plan (ZP)48 (Fen Qu Gui Hua), Regulatory Plan (RP)49 (Kong Zhi Xing Xiang 
Xi Gui Hua), Constructive Detailed Plan (CDP)50 (Xiu Jian Xing Xiang Xi Gui Hua), and 
Engineering Plan (EP)51 (Gong Cheng She Ji).  

It is not possible to collect five spatial levels of data from each city according to the city-level 
planning structures. Therefore, the study created a simplified model for three spatial levels 
according to the participation degree of the private sector in the land-use planning process. 
The benchmarks are the balance between data collection efficiency and argumentation 
sufficiency for the research. The Master Plan (MP) is a standardised planning document from 
the municipality and it serves for a longer period such as 10 years or 20 years. Therefore, this 
study categorises the master plan as spatial level I. The next spatial level is the Zoning Plan 
(ZP), Regulatory Plan (RP) or Constructive Detail Plan (CDP); most of these plans are the 
responsibility of district-level governments. Therefore, spatial level II deals with these plans. 
The engineering plan (EP) is the level that the private sector actively participates in during the 
construction process. Therefore, it belongs to spatial level III.  

 

 

  

                                                 
47 Master Plan: The urban master plan refers to the urban people's government's overall planning and 
comprehensive deployment based on the national economic and social development plan as well as the local 
natural environment, resource conditions, historical conditions, and current status. The overall planning period is 
generally 20 years. The construction plan is generally 5 years. The construction plan is an integral part of the 
overall plan and is a phased plan for implementing the master plan. (www. Baidu.com)  
48 Zoning Plan: Zoning planning refers to further arrangements for land use, population distribution, public 
facilities, and urban infrastructure allocation in local areas based on the overall urban planning. After the 
completion of the urban master plan, large and medium-sized cities can prepare zoning plans according to their 
needs. (www. Baidu.com) 
49 Regulatory Plan: Regulatory planning is also called ‘control detailed planning’, which mainly focuses on land 
use control and environmental capacity control, building construction control and urban design guidance, 
municipal engineering facilities and public service facilities, as well as traffic activity control and environmental 
protection regulations. Control and guidance of qualitative, quantitative, locating and delimitation of various 
control elements in different land parcels, different construction projects and different development processes, 
using application index quantification, provisions of regulations, and calibration of plans. (www. Baidu.com) 
50 Constructive Detailed Plan: This plan is based on the overall urban planning, zoning planning or controlled 
detailed planning and is used to guide the design and construction of various buildings and engineering facilities. 
It is a type of detailed urban planning. (www. Baidu.com) 
51 Engineering Plan: The engineering design is based on the requirements of construction projects and laws and 
regulations; comprehensive analysis and demonstration of the technical, economic, resource, and environmental 
conditions required for construction projects; preparation of construction engineering design documents; and 
provision of related services. It covers the general plan, process equipment, construction, structure, power, 
storage and transportation, automatic control, technology and economics. (www. Baidu.com) 
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Figure 18: Influential Factors in the Chinese Urban Planning System  

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Figure 19: Spatial Hierarchy of the Chinese Urban Planning System 

 

Source: https://wenku.baidu.com/view/728d603bcf84b9d529ea7a03.html 
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Reason II: The TLSPA works as the interface explaining the built-up environment features 
and mobility development trend.   

The TLSPA provides tangible measurements in describing the spatial features of the built 
environment. On the one hand, these built environment features are influenced by the Chinese 
urban-planning system through different plans and planning codes. On the other hand, the 
built environment indicates the development trend of mobility modes. According to the 
literature review, certain built environment features support the automobile mode such as 
decreasing roadway connectivity, decreasing urban density, parking spaces provided and so 
on. These features reduce the potential of the development of public transport modes and 
support the automobile mode. The influence people’s propensity for choosing different modes 
on a long-term basis. The TLSPA thus helps to link the relationship of the built environment 
and different mobility modes in the analysis. 

 

Reason III: The TLSPA represents the spatial transformation process of residential land 
use52, which has been strongly influenced by the LUR since the 1980s. 

Residential land use is one of the many land use types that underwent the spatial 
transformation process since the central government launched the LURP in the 1980s. Private 
sectors participation in land use development covers different land use types. In the early 
phases, many foreign direct investors built factories in coastal cities like Shenzhen. LUR also 
has strong impacts on the housing sector; the state completely withdrew its supply of housing 
through the welfare system since 1998. Real estate housing thus became the main housing 
source for Chinese urban citizens, which would not have happened without the LUR. 

However, the rapid development of the real estate housing sector has progressively changed 
the spatial connection between home location and employment unit. Due to the extended 
commuting distance, there is a growing demand for faster transport modes than cycling and 
walking. Residential land-use planning has transformed its typology towards the structure of 
automobiles (ADSS), which is manifest on different spatial levels. Urban citizens realize that 
the automobile is the most convenient for fulfilling multiple trip purposes on a daily basis. 
TLSPA provides a simple measurement for understanding the changing spatial features in 
residential land use samples.  

 

TLSPA and the Chinese Urban Planning System 
 

Spatial level I: 5km grid and its spatial data – Macro Level 

The Chinese master plans (also called comprehensive plans) comprise a series of plans for 
different urban planning issues, which cover spatial structures, urban road systems, urban rail 
transit, urban greenery, construction land use and so on. The master plan focuses on national-

                                                 
52 Residential land use refers to the main land use categories in the Chinese master plan.  
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level development goals or city-level strategic plans and covers longer periods such as 10 or 
20 years. Local governments normally require design institutes to develop a series of 
comprehensive plans and submit them to the national state council (Guo Wu Yuan)53 for 
approval.  

The master plans are crucial in influencing the spatial structure between different land use 
types. The planning issues involved in the master plans are land-resource allocation to 
different economy sector developments. Land uses influence the spatial typology as well as 
the transportation system of the cities. For example, monofunctional land uses create higher 
travel demands between different zones than the mixed land use zones54. If the city has large-
scale monofunctional land use, the future travel demand will be very high. In the high mixed 
degree of residential land uses, people might find all the services they need within short 
commuting distances; therefore, automobile dependence decreases on its own 

Table 39: Chinese Cities’ Master Plans and the Design Institutes 

 Design Institutes Approval Data from State 
Council 

Beijing City 
Comprehensive Plan 
2004-2020 

Beijing Municipal Institute of City Planning & Design 55 
Beijing Municipal Planning and Land Resources 
Management Committee (urban and rural planning)56 

2005-1-12 
 (guoqing.china.com.cn 
3/4/2009) 

Shanghai City 
Comprehensive Plan 
1999-2020 

Shanghai Urban Planning and Design Research Institute57 2001 
(上海市城市规划设计研究
院 2014-2017) 

Guangzhou City 
Comprehensive Plan 
2011-2020 

Guangzhou Urban Planning Bureau58 2016-2-19 
(www.gov.cn 2/19/2016) 

Shenzhen City 
Comprehensive Plan 
2010-2020 

China Academy of Urban Planning & Design Shenzhen59 
Shenzhen Urban Planning & Land Resource Research 
Centre60  

2010-08-23  
(www.gov.cn 8/23/2010) 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

By comparing the master plans from the four chosen Chinese cities, the results show that the 
Chinese urban-planning system emphasised land uses, urban infrastructure, transportation 
systems, and the greenery system. There are hardly any mobility planning issues on the 
master-plan levels among these four Chinese cities. 

  

                                                 
53 http://www.gov.cn/guowuyuan/ 
54 It assumes that people travel to different locations because they need different services. If the land use has only 
one function, then accessing different services involves different journeys between different zones.  
55 http://www.bjghy.com.cn/ghy2Develop.aspx?menu=2&sideitem=22&Tid=88 
56 http://www.bjghw.gov.cn/web/static/articles/catalog_349/article_6198/6198.html 
57 http://www.supdri.com/ 
58 http://www.gz.gov.cn/GZ26/5/201211/1420606.shtml 
59 http://www.szcaupd.com/project-ztgh-i_11235.htm 
60 http://www.suprc.org/product-fruit-i_8286.htm 
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Table 40: Main Contents of the Comprehensive Plans from Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen 

                   Cities/ Master Plans 
 
 
Contents Details 

Beijing Shanghai Shenzhen 
Beijing City 
Comprehensive 
Plan 2004-202061 

Shanghai City 
Comprehensive Plan 
1999-202062 

Shenzhen City 
Comprehensive 
Plan（2010-2020）
6364 

城市布局结构规划图 
City layout structure planning 

√  √ 

城市分区图  
City districts planning 

√  √ 

绿化隔离区域图65 
Green belt areas 

√   

城市整体设计图 
Urban overall design planning  

  √ 

城镇体系 
Urban Structures of Cities and Towns 

√ √  

产业布局规划图 
Industrial layout planning 

 √  

公共中心体系规划图 
Public centre system planning 

   

对外交通规划图 
External traffic Planning 

 √  

绿地系统规划图 
Green system planning 

 √  

城市道路系统规划图 
Urban road system planning 

 √ √ 

城市公共交通规划图 
Urban public transport planning 

  √ 

城市轨道交通规划图 
Urban rail transit planning 

 √ √ 

建设用地布局规划图 
Construction land layout planning 

√  √ 

密度分区指引图 
Density zoning guideline planning 

  √ 

特别政策地区规划图 
Spatial policy areas planning 

  √ 

综合交通规划图 
Integrated traffic planning  

  √ 

历史风貌区规划图 
Historical districts planning 

√ √  

土地使用规划  
Land-Use Planning  

√ √  

住宅发展规划  
Residential Layout 

 √  

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

 

 

                                                 
61 http://www.baike.com 
62 http://www.shgtj.gov.cn/xxgk/ghjh/201503/t20150306_649258.html 
63 http://www.upssz.net.cn/news/newsinfo.aspx?id=599 
64 http://www.hhpdc.com 
65 http://www.china.com.cn/aboutchina/zhuanti/09dfgl/2009-03/04/content_17371797.htm 
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Spatial level II: 2.5km grid and its spatial data – Meso Level 

Spatial level II aims to describe the Zoning Plan (ZP), Regulatory Plan (RP), and 
Constructive Detailed Plan (CDP) under the Chinese urban-planning system. Together these 
diverse components form the built-up environment at district level where the impacts from the 
Master Plan are no longer crucial; rather different sector planning guidelines and coordination 
between planning authorities within the city-level urban planning structure. In the Shenzhen, 
urban planning structures include Master Plan – Recent Construction Plan – Zoning Plan – 
Statutory Plan – Special Plan. In the ZP, the district-level governments are responsible for 
visualising different plans for different sectors. The latest version of the Zoning Plan in 
Shenzhen is valid from the period 1998 to 2010. 

Table 41: Shenzhen Zoning Plan 1998 -2010 (Luohu District, Futian District and Nanshan District)  

Plans Luohu  
深圳市罗湖区分

区规划 1998-
2010 

Futian  
福田区分区规划 
1998-2010 

Nanshan 
南山区分区规

划 1998-2010 

用地现状图 Land use map √ √ √ 

区域位置图 Area location map  √  

规划结构示意图 Planning structure diagram √ √ √ 

土地划拨建设状态图 
Land allocation construction state map 

 √  

用地规划图 Land plan √ √ √ 

片区街坊划分图 District neighbourhood map  √ √ 

土地开发强度控制图 
Land development intensity control chart 

 √  

城市设计导引图 Urban design guide  √ √ 

综合交通规划图 Comprehensive traffic plan √ √ √ 

道路系统及竖向规划图 
Road system and vertical plan 

 √  

绿化系统图 Greening system map √ √ √ 

规划用地指标图 Planning land indicator map √   

公共设施配置指标图 
Public facilities allocation indicator map 

√   

教育设施规划图 Educational facilities planning map √ √ √ 

文化娱乐设施规划图 
Cultural and recreational facilities planning map 

 √  

医疗体育设施规划图Medical sports facilities 
planning map 

√ √ √ 

公安消防设施规划图 Public security fire facilities 
planning map 

√ √  

开发强度规划图 Development intensity plan √   

景观规划设计指引图 Landscape planning and 
design map 

√   

环境保护规划图 Environmental protection plan  √  

岸线利用规划图 Shoreline utilisation plan   √ 

Source: Shenzhen Urban Planning Bureau  

Spatial level III: 0.5km grid and its spatial data – Micro Level 

In this level, the data analysis aims to describe the level of EP, which involve numerous 
private actors in building the city’s residential areas. As mentioned earlier the 0.5 km grid 
scale is a baseline scale for collecting real estate project samples. It does not mean that the 
scale of every real estate project is 0.5km x 0.5km – some are bigger and some smaller. 
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4.3. Measurements in TLSPA 
 

Measurements in Spatial Level I 
 

In spatial level I, variables include Road Network and Land Plot.  

Table 42: Measurements in Spatial Level I 

Variables Measurements 
Road Network Intersection Density (ID) 
Land Plot Land-Plot Size (LPS) 

Number of land plots 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

(1) The road network aims to evaluate the roadway connectivity level of the chosen 
residential samples from the four Chinese cities (Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen). It 
attempts to argue that the various roadway connections support automobile mode 
development as an external factor from the built environment. Theoretically, we could collect 
the historical data of automobile ownership or utilisation frequency of automobiles within 
different residential samples and compare their relationship with the changing level of 
roadway connectivity. However, such data acquisition in 5km x 5km residential 
neighbourhood samples in the four Chinese cities is almost impossible. Therefore, based on 
the research of other scholars66, an assumption is made that the roadway connectivity level 
influences the suitability of automobile utilisation within an area.  

(2) The land plot refers to a piece of land, which varies in shape and size. The data 
acquisition has chosen land plots surrounded by continuous streets all sides67.  The acquisition 
for the residential land use68 samples relies on information from different city-level master 
plans. Those plans show the agglomeration zones of residential areas and other land use types. 
It is assumed that in the pure residential land use samples, people need to leave home to get to 
different parts of the city in order to access different services such as for education, sports, 
employment and so on. Thus the land-plot size of the residential samples indicates the 
‘minimum travel distances’ after leaving their ‘respective land plot’69. The ‘minimum travel 
distances’ indicate the suitability of the development of different transport modes.  

                                                 
66 Please see Chapter 2.3 Mobility Layer / Street Network Connectivity Impacts on Mobility. 
67 Land plot: some land plots contain many dead-end streets. To form a ‘complete’ land plot needs continuous 
streets on each edge for a polygon-shaped land plot, so plots without continuous streets on each edge are not 
‘complete’ land plots. In other words, a ‘complete’ land plot might contain some dead-end road segments.  
68 Residential land use: due to the scale on the Chinese city’s master plan, it is only possible to roughly identify 
the spatial agglomeration of general land uses categories, such as industrial land, residential land, commercial 
land or natural landscapes. For more-detailed land uses, the city-level land use planning needs to be checked. 
However, to collect 5km x 5km grid samples and verify exactly the use of each piece of land is a very time-
consuming process. Therefore, at spatial level I the sample selections have only focused on those agglomeration 
zones of residential land use from the city-level master plans.  
69 Respective land plot: since the daily trip data of the chosen neighbourhood is unavailable, the approach does 
not measure the real trip patterns of residents in the chosen neighbourhoods. Rather, the argumentations ignore 
an individual’s travel distance for each journey with different destinations. It only examines the trip segments 
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Road network and land plot are two variables from the built environment, which have strong 
influences on rapid automobile development in the Chinese cities. The comparative studies of 
residential land use from the three Chinese cities70, with a special focus on these two 
variables, thus outline the spatial transformation process of the built environment and its 
influence on the automobile mode.  

The three chosen cities are undergoing rapid motorisation growth during the urbanisation 
process. Their urban expansion patterns share certain similarities, which include large-scale 
road networks, dispersed land-use functions, and high-density development in their built 
environment. On the one hand, the built environment is shaped by the rapid growth of 
motorisation; on the other hand, the spatial pattern of the built environment influences the 
development status of the automobile modes. Therefore, the study has extracted the 
residential land use samples to explain the spatial transformation process in the built 
environments of the four Chinese cities. The built environment in many Chinese cities are 
transforming themselves from the ‘slow mobility spatial structure’ (SMSS) toward 
‘automobile dependent spatial structures’ (ADSS). The urban-planning system works here as 
a mediator. Road networks and land plots are two crucial elements needed for proving the 
existence of such a spatial transformation process in the Chinese urban-planning system.   

 

Road Network  

 

(1) Intersection Density (ID) 

 

Measurement Explanation: The road network is the system that interconnects different 
locations in urban areas and forms the basic city transportation system. Road classification 
includes highways, urban arteries, bike lanes and pedestrian zones etc. (Urban Securipedia 
2013). The urban road network supports the development of the local economy by moving 
goods, people and information. Therefore, improving road network efficiency seems to be a 
strong argument for local governments to fund road infrastructure projects (GOV.UK). The 
road network71 consists of ‘nodes’ and ‘links’ like many other spatial networks; the spatial 
                                                 
from leaving the respective land plot. This method could be applied in the Chinese context since in large-scale 
pure residential land samples; every resident must leave their respective land plots on their daily mobility bases.   
70 The three cities chosen (Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen) have experienced rapid motorisation growth since 
the 1980s after the economic and land use reforms. The land use reforms changed the cooperation mode between 
the private and public sector in the land development process. This institutional change has also impacted 
features of the built environment. The urban built environment has progressively transformed into an 
automobile-dependent spatial structure, which requires urban residents to travel longer to reach their daily 
destinations. That transformation process is difficult to capture and identify. The two chosen variables road 
network and land plot are used in an attempt to prove the spatial transformation process with tangible 
measurements.  
71 Road network design was dominated by traffic engineering calculations based on several parameters such as 
traffic flow volume, roadway capacity for automobiles and so on. In many parts of the world, a transport 
engineer’s task is simply to extend the road network to provide higher capacity for vehicle traffic flow. However, 
this solution has proved in many cases not to be a smart solution.   
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relationship between these nodes and links is the ‘network typology’ measured by indicators 
like ‘heterogeneity, connectivity, accessibility, and interconnectivity’ (Xie and Levinson 
2006, p. 336).  

Increasing roadway connectivity could provide more direct routes between any two points 
within a given area and thus reduce travel distance (TDM Encyclopedia 2017a; Sweger 2009, 
p. 3). It reduces the fossil fuel consumption for the automobile mode due to the reduction in 
travel distance. Many scholars or local governments consider that this measurement could 
enhance the mobility modes of cycling and walking (MONTANA. GOV; Enviro Atlas 2014). 
Intersection density is the number of intersections in an area. There are two methods to 
measure this indicator: roadway connectivity index and internal street connectivity index (PSC 
2015). The intersection density is a measurement that interprets the ‘connectivity’ of an area. 
However, ‘connectivity’ means more than just the number of intersections, it indicates how 
well an area is connected with the transportation system (Sweger 2009, p. 2; LVPC). In 
spatial level I, it chooses the ID to measure the road network in the residential samples of the 
four Chinese cities. 

 

In the Chinese context 

There are two reasons for choosing ID as the measurement to describe the changing features 
of road networks in Chinese residential samples. Firstly, it aims to compare the ID differences 
between the three Chinese cities. Secondly, it examines the Chinese national-level road-
planning code’s impacts on the spatial features of the road network. In 1994 China released 
the Code for transport planning on urban roads (GB50220-95) (Jian Biao [1994] No. 808) 
drawn up by the MOHURD72 and GAQSIQ73  (MOHURD; GAQSIQ 1/14/1994, p. 25). The 
code defines different indicators for the road network; some are mandatory and require the 
local governments to fulfil the land-use planning.  

Table 43: Large and medium-sized city road network planning indicators 

project City size and 
population 
(10000s) 

Freeway Main road Secondary road Branch 

Motor vehicle 
design speed 
(km/h) 

Big 
city 

> 200 80 60 40 30 

≤ 200 60-80 40-60 40 30 

Medium-sized cities - 40 40 30 

Road network 
density (km/km²) 

Big 
city 

> 200 0.4-0.5 0.8-1.2 1.2-1.4 3-4 

≤ 200 0.3-0.4 0.8-1.2 1.2-1.4 3-4 
Medium-sized cities - 1-1.2 1.2-1.4 3-4 

The number of 
motor vehicle 
lanes on the road 
(条) 

Big 
city 

> 200 6-8 6-8 4-6 3-4 
≤ 200 4-6 4-6 4-6 2 

Medium-sized cities - 4 2-4 2 

Road width (m) > 200 40-45 45-55 40-50 15-30 

                                                 
72 MOHURD: Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of the People’s Republic of China 
(MOHURD) http://www.mohurd.gov.cn/ 
73 GAQSIQ: General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine of the People’s Republic 
of China  http://www.aqsiq.gov.cn/ 
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Big 
city 

≤ 200 35-40 40-50 30-45 15-20 

Medium-sized cities - 35-45 30-40 15-20 
Source: Code for transport planning on urban roads. GB 50220-95, p.20 

The ID measurement used in the three Chinese cities’ samples might vary, but the national-
level planning codes are mandatory. Each city has its historical development pattern, natural 
boundaries, and local conditions for land-use planning and construction standards. The 
national-level planning code, however, provides a traceable benchmark for reading the road 
network features of Chinese cities. The limit of this method is it ignores road type, as the data 
acquisition from Google Maps and Open Street Map are not precise enough to identify more 
details like vehicle lanes, driving directions or intersection characteristics.  

Data Acquisition: Google Maps and Open Street Map. Master plans from Beijing, Shanghai, 
Guangzhou and Shenzhen. The GIS system modified the layout.   

Data Evaluation: The road network and its spatial features indicate the convenience level for 
pedestrians in choosing different on-road transport modes74. For example, narrow and organic 
forms of roads are suitable for walking and cycling, and urban arteries (long and wide) are 
suitable for different vehicles. The higher the ID level of the road network, the lower the 
convenience level for vehicle users, since he/she has to pay more attention at road 
intersections. Increasing the ID could interrupt automobile users’ continuity during the 
journey. These mechanisms are also efficient at calming urban traffic (TDM Encyclopedia 
2017c). In contrast, if the ID level is low, it is more convenient for vehicle users as he/she has 
to pay less attention to the traffic at intersections. The low intersection density means the 
distance between every two points increases, the increasing distance increase people’s 
propensity for choosing faster modes like buses or automobiles, rather than slow ones 
(walking and cycling). 

 

Land Plot75 

 

(1) Land-Plot Size (LPS) 

 

Measurement Explanation: A land plot is also called a ‘plot of land’, which means a ‘small 
area of ground covered by special vegetation’ (The Free Dictionary by Farlex). In the real 
estate sector, it means a piece of land with an owner (Wikipedia 2017). There is no standard 
size; size and shape vary between localities, countries and continents. The boundaries 
between land plots could be fences, greenery or natural boundaries. Theoretically, the road 

                                                 
74 Transport modes: air, road and water. The road transport category includes on-road transport modes and 
railway transport mode. The modes utilising the road surface include buses, automobiles, bikes and walking.  
75 In spatial levels I and II the land plots are surrounded by the municipal road networks. In spatial level III, the 
land plots are owned by different real estate developers. Spatial level I explores only the different sizes of 
residential land use; it does not deal with layers of ‘real estate developers’.  
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network automatically creates the land plot. However, Chinese cities generating different 
‘measurable’ land plots is a complicated and long-term process due to the influence of the 
land-use reform policy.   

 

‘Land Plot’ Definition in the Chinese Context 

The state launched its land-use reform policy in the 1980s, which was the starting point for 
converting land resources into ‘market commodities’; the transformation process from 
‘planned economy’ to ‘market economy’ thus began. The land-use reforms separated land 
ownership and land-use rights, so it is possible for Chinese cities to develop large-scale land 
uses within a short period. The institutional setting has skipped the negotiation process with 
each land user. Real estate companies obtained ‘land-use rights’ through market mechanisms 
from the state to develop different housing projects. The ‘land-use rights’ for residential 
projects lasts 70 years (The State Council P.R.C 5/19/1990) 

However, this transformation from ‘planned economy’ to ‘market economy’ in land resources 
re-allocation and the housing sector did not happen within a short period; rather, it was a long-
term and dynamic process that involved many institutional restructuring processes. The real 
estate sector has gained in prosperity since the late 1990s especially after the state completely 
withdrew from its role in housing provision in 1998. Between 1980 and 1990 there was also 
the transitional phase between ‘planned economy’ and ‘market economy’ in the housing 
sector. Therefore, the housing supply during this period include both commodity housing and 
state-welfare housing, which could both be developed by real estate companies. Therefore, the 
measurements of the land plots of the residential samples in Chinese cities might contain 
different housing types due to the long-term impacts of the LUR policy. It is important to be 
aware of the complexity of the physical environment.    

Factors influencing land-plot size have at least three levels:  1) national-level planning code 
for road networks, 2) institutional power of different land users during different phases of land 
use development,76 and 3) degree of private sector participation77. Therefore, the meaning of 
measuring the LPS of the residential land samples from Chinese cities is to understand the 
impacts of LUR on the scale of urbanisation and typology. By understanding the internal 
relationship between the LUR policy and the spatial typology of the residential land uses, 
Chinese urban planners could develop suitable measures to improve residential land uses 
planning.   

                                                 
76 Institutional power: although the study has chosen residential land use through the city-level master plan, it is 
important to note that there were many cases of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) granted authorization to develop 
land in the early phase of applying the land use reforms. The sample selection might still include SOEs.  
77 Participation of the private sector: one of the major sources of housing in China now is real estate housing; 
however, the development of real estate housing through the Chinese urban planning system is also a long-term 
and dynamic process. Private sector involvement in real estate influences the LPS in several ways, for example, 
land resource availability through the planning authority, the economic power of the private real estate company, 
and the changing density development at different timeframes. All of these relevant factors could influence the 
results of the LPS.  
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Dominance of Technical Measurement 

The LPS in China has fundamental differences to European cities in terms of historical 
background, scale and functional divisions. Many Chinese cities have long histories; cities 
like Beijing and Shanghai have even longer histories than European cities. Urban 
conservation concepts have not gained much attention during the modernisation of urban 
China.78 The modernisation process in Chinese cities has thus descended into a chaotic 
process rather than one systematically planned. ‘Tearing down’ the old urban fabric and 
constructing modern architecture buildings have been very popular in the past decades in 
urban China. After ‘tearing down’ the old urban fabric, road networks were put in place to 
support further construction activities in the planned zones. Therefore, LPS were influenced 
by road hierarchy rather than the historical development of the city itself. The road hierarchy, 
however, have been mostly developed by transport engineers based on the technical standards 
of vehicles’ mobility needs rather than human beings.     

 

Necessity to Travel 

Another issue associated with land plots is land-use functions. European cities have a 
relatively high degree of mixed land use in the city core due to urban conservation concepts. 
Chinese cities have developed their master plans to define the functional separation of high-
density land uses, such as large industrial zones, new towns, campus zones or residential 
zones. These monofunctional land uses with a spatially dispersed structure, thus require faster 
transport modes than cycling and walking. The faster transport modes should be able to cover 
longer distances. These are dramatically different to the former ‘planned economy’ period. In 
the ‘planned economy’, since most people worked in State-owned enterprises and lived 
nearby in welfare housing units, the transport modes were required to cover short only 
distances on a community-based level.    

The separated land functions might have considered other issues, such as hygienic standards 
in the living environment, land use efficiency for industry or economic development; 
however, its impacts on the transportation system and mobility patterns were underestimated. 

Data Acquisition: Google Maps and Open Street Map. Master plans from Beijing, Shanghai, 
Guangzhou and Shenzhen. The GIS system modified the layout. 

Data Evaluation: The LPS could influence the suitability of developing different transport 
modes. The urban transport system consists of different spatial hierarchies and interlinks with 
different transport modes due to different speed ranges and passenger capacities. For example, 

                                                 
78 European cities split land plots into comparably smaller scales by denser road networks (city cores do not 

refer to settlement patterns in suburbs). Although motorisation growth in Europe in the 1970s also changed the 
spatial pattern of some European cities, especially large amounts of low-density development patterns occurred 
in suburbs during the suburbanization process. However, due to the urban conservation movement that started in 
the 1960s, which occurred almost within the same timeframe as suburbanisation and motorisation, today many 
European cities still maintain the spatial structure of the city cores from the past.  
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the world’s fastest train can reach an operational speeds over 300 km/h. German federal law 
set the bus speed limit at 100km/h (wikivoyage 2017). The speed range for cycling is around 
16-24 km/h) (Wikipedia).  

Therefore, by measuring the LPS, the most ‘suitable’ transport mode for utilisation can be 
predicted. The argument here is a theoretical rather than empirical approach. The speed of 
each transport mode has both a technical speed (engineering) and operational speed (social 
context) in the urban context. The operational speed could be influenced by many factors in 
urban settings, such as the infrastructure design of the transportation system, layout of the 
operational network, real-time traffic and so on. This research will not include such 
information in the sample evaluation.  

The assumption of measuring the LPS is that people need to travel to other parts of the city; 
they need to cover the minimum travel distance to leave their ‘defined’ residential land plot. 
The minimum size of the land plot preliminarily defines the ‘suitable’ mobility mode for the 
area since each mobility mode has its technical speed ranges. If residential blocks are too big 
and exceed the acceptable commuting timeframe by walking or cycling79, then the demand for 
another transport mode such as bus or automobile increases. In the samples of spatial level I, 
an attempt is made to determine the most suitable transport mode in the residential areas 
based on the technical data comparison between ‘speeds of the transport mode’ and ‘the size 
of the land plot’ in the residential land samples.  

 

(2) Number of Land Plots 

 

Measurement Explanation: This means the number of complete land plots with the 
residential land use samples.  

Data Acquisition: Google Maps and Open Street Map. The GIS system modified the layout. 

Data Evaluation: The number of land plots indirectly indicates the amount of land users. In 
the early development phase of the land-use reforms, most state-owned enterprises obtained 
land-use rights to develop production sites. Later on, more land-use developers joined the 
process of developing different land-use functions such as commercial, residential, industrial 
and so on. Therefore, the number of land plots could indirectly reflect the number of land-use 
developers within the chosen samples. 

 

  

                                                 
79 In the urban planning field, the distance of a five-minute walk is about 400 metres. 
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Measurements in Spatial Level II 
 

In spatial level II, the variables include the Road Network, Land Plot, Mixed Land Use and 
Public Transport Modes. These variables are used to try to evaluate the influence of 
different planning elements on the development of mobility modes.   

Table 44: Measurements in Spatial Level II 

Variables Measurement  

Road Network Intersection density 
(ID) 

Road classification (RC) Pedestrian crossing (PC) 

Land plot   Land-plot size (LPS) Land plot ratio (LPR)  

Mixed land use Land use classification Degree of mixed land use  

Public transport modes Spatial network Network capacity   

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

Based on the measurements from spatial level I, we might expect that the ID level is relatively 
low and the LPS high. These spatial features discourage cycling and walking, and require 
faster transport modes. The ‘faster transport mode’, however, could be other alternatives like 
bus or metro, and not necessarily the automobile. Therefore, spatial level II tries to prove that 
the changing features of the ID level and LPS level support the connection with the 
automobile rather than the public transport mode.   

The low ID level has converted more and more road segments in the respective land plots into 
dead-end street forms, which reduces the road capacity for moving vehicles; the high LPS 
level indicates high-density development, which generates a tremendous travel demand that 
the local public transport network could not absorb. The spatial transformation process from 
walkable to automobile-dependent neighbourhood is not a linear process; rather it is a 
dynamic approach that involved different planning elements.  

(1) The road network is measured not only by its ‘connectivity’ level but also by the 
different technical measurements. The road design features have different impacts on the 
mobility mode developments. By evaluating the road design features and technical standards, 
the study concludes that the road network features influence the development of different 
mobility modes.  

(2) The land plot is measured not only by land-plot sizes (LPS), but also by their intensity 
such as land plot ratio (LPR). The LPR in residential areas implies the degree of travel 
demand80, which should reflect on the spatial network of public transport. The study links the 
LPR and the bus network to the analysis.   

(3) The mixed-use levels indicate the proportion between different land uses and the necessity 
to travel. The mixed-use level further indicates the convenience level of choosing a certain 

                                                 
80 Travel demand: the data collection does not have the exact registered household numbers in the chosen site of 
Shenzhen. The fieldwork has not conducted the household travel survey; therefore, the travel demand is relies on 
other literature reviews, for example, the travel surveys by other scholars in Shenzhen. Based on the empirical 
data of building areas, the number of householders is roughly estimated according to the residential building’s 
floor areas. The average is assumed to be three people/household.  
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mobility mode for fulfilling multiple trip purposes. The parking facilities in different land use 
types influence people’s propensity for choosing the automobile mode for multiple trip 
purposes.   

(4) The public transport modes aim to estimate the spatial layout of the public transport 
mode and their connection level to different land plots. Since the study has chosen residential 
areas, it assumes the travel demands are higher than for other land use types; most are trips 
generated within the zones and should be distributed to other zones by different mobility 
modes. A convenient connection to public transport modes in different residential land plots 
thus becomes crucial. Moreover, the public transport supply should adapt to the different 
travel zones. The travel zones are influenced by the land use intensity as well.  

 

Road Network  

 

(1) Intersection Density (ID) 

 

Measurement Explanation: Please see chapter ‘Measurements in Spatial Level I’  

Data Acquisition: The Shenzhen Statutory Plan NS01-02 and NS02-01; fieldwork mapping 
results.  

Data Evaluations: Based on the Shenzhen Statutory Plan81 (Fa Ding Tu Ze) and fieldwork 
mapping82, the ID data acquisition on this spatial level is more precise than on spatial level I, 
as it includes the road classification, vehicle lanes and driving directions. The road types 
include main roads, secondary roads and branches in the Shenzhen samples (NS01-02 / NS02-
01). In addition to measuring the ID level of the Shenzhen sample, the analysis includes the 
link-node ratio (a score of 1.4 is needed for a walkable community, Ewing 1996) for each 
land plot; this reflects another level of connectivity for the road network.  

The Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines (SUPSG, 2014 edition) 
(Shenzhen Shi Cheng Shi Gui Hua Biao Zhun Yu Zhun Ze 2014) is a city-level planning code, 
which defines different urban planning standards and guidelines for the city of Shenzhen 
(Shenzhen Government 2014)83, according to the SUPSG 2014, the indicator for the road 
network planning is as follows:   

  

                                                 
81 http://www.szpl.gov.cn/xxgk/csgh/fdtz/ 
82 Shenzhen fieldwork: the author conducted the fieldwork from 20.03.2016 to 28.08.2016 in Shenzhen, China 
83 The main contents in Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines include: 1 General Principles, 2 
Land Use Classification, 3 Land Use and Layout, 4 Density Control and Land Plot Ratio, 5 Public Facilities, 6 
Transportation Infrastructure, 7 Municipal Facilities, 8 Urban Design and Building Control, 9 Urban 
Underground Spaces and Utilization 
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Table 45: Shenzhen road network planning indicators  

Road classification Road network density (km/km²) Road width (m) 

Expressway 0.3-0.4 35-60 

Freeway 0.4-0.6 35-80 

Main road 1.2-1.8 25-50 

Secondary road 2.1-3.2 25-35 

Branch 6.5-10 12-20 

Source: Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines 2014, p. 34 

 

(2) Road Classification (RC) 

 

Measurement Explanation: It also sets up the technical requirements for different road 
classes as shown in the following table:  

Table 46: Shenzhen Road Network Planning Indicators and Requirements  

Road level Number of 
motor 
vehicles 

Single lane 
general 
width (m) 

Single lane 
maximum 
width (m) 

basic requirements 

Highway Should be two 
driving 
directions –  
4 ~ 8 vehicle 
lanes 

3.5 
  

3.75 
  

The highway planning should be coordinated with 
national and provincial highway planning, be reasonably 
connected with the urban road system, and meet the 
requirements of urban land use planning. Overpasses, toll 
stations and other supporting facilities should follow the 
principals of land use intensifications.  

Freeway Should be two 
driving 
directions – 
6 ~ 8 vehicle 
lanes 

3.5 
  

3.75 
  

The freeway should be completely or partially enclosed 
by an intermediate divider.  
Expressways should be equipped on both sides by 
auxiliary roads, which should not be connected directly to 
the expressway intersection.  
In the master urban planning of the trunk road network, 
the spacing of the interchange intersections should be 1.5 
km to 3 km.  
Expressways and auxiliary roads should separate their 
entrance, exit location, interchanges and type. The main 
line of straight traffic should not be disturbed and the 
sub-convergent traffic must flow safely and quickly. 
When the expressway ramp connects to the urban main 
and secondary trunk roads, the distance from the main 
secondary and secondary trunk roads should not be less 
than 150 metres. 

Main road 
 

Should be two 
driving 
directions –  
6 vehicle 
lanes 
  

3.25 
  

3.5 
  

The main road should include a central dividing strip, the 
intersection should set up pedestrian secondary crossing 
facilities and its width should not be less than 1.5 metres. 
 
The main roads should be set up transit bus stop, taxi stop 
and other public transport facilities. 
If large and medium-volume public transport systems 
need integration with main roads, spaces should be 
provided in advance. The main roads do not need to be 
set on both sides of the entrances and exits except under 
special circumstances, for which a special study should 
be conducted. 
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Secondary 
road 
  

Should be two 
driving 
directions –  
4 vehicle 
lanes 
  

3.25 
  

  The secondary roads do not need to be equipped with 
hard-isolated central dividing strips, and pedestrians and 
non-motor vehicles need to be separated from motor 
vehicles.  
 
Sub-main roads can be set of the entrance and exit units. 
The distance between the entrance or exit should should 
be at least 80m from the intersection exit of the vehicle 
stop line. 
 
Bus, taxi and other public transport stop facilities should 
be located on secondary trunk roads. 

Branches Two driving 
directions – 2 
vehicle lanes 

3.25   Cycle lanes on branch roads need to be constructed along 
sidewalks and green belts should be set up to improve the 
travel quality of pedestrians and bicycles. 

Source: Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines 2014, p. 35 

Data Acquisition: Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines 2014 + Fieldwork 

Data Evaluation: By combining the information of SUPSG, 2014 edition and the fieldwork 
results, we finalised the technical data of all road segments within the Shenzhen residential 
land use sample (NS01-02 / NS02-01). The road classification provides the evaluation bases 
between the official planning codes (SUPSG) and the actual road infrastructures in Shenzhen. 

 

(3) Pedestrian Crossing (PC) 

 

Measurement Explanation: Pedestrian crossing (PC) means the facilities to help pedestrians 
cross the street and is part of the road design features. In the urban design field, there are 
different guidelines to help urban planners design the PC at different road segments. The main 
criteria include pedestrian safety and traffic volume planning. The main types of PC include 
pedestrian refuge island, zebra crossing, signal-controlled crossing, pelican crossing, puffin 
crossing, and toucan crossing (Department for Transport, Walsh Office, the Scottish Office, 
The Department of the Environment for Northern Ireland and Department of Transport 1995). 

Studies found that signal-controlled crossings and zebra crossings seem to increase the 
pedestrian safety level (SWOV 1974). People are willing to walk longer to choose a signal-
controlled crossing rather than footbridges and underpasses, especially women and the elderly 
(Anciaes and Jones 2018, p. 222). Besides PC type, PC density also influences the pedestrian 
mobility convenience level. For example, the average distance between every two PCs along 
the roads influences the real walking distance for pedestrians crossing the street.   

 

National level / City Level Planning Code for PC 

On the national level, MOHURD released the Guidelines for the Planning and Design of 
Urban Walking and Bicycle Transport Systems 2013 (GPDUWBTS 2013) (Che Shi Bu Xing 
He Zi Xing Che Jiao Tong Xi Tong Gui Hua She Ji Dao Ze 2013) in 2013 to provide design 
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guidelines for PC. In large residential areas, the average distance between two PCs should be 

in the range 200-300 metres (MOHURD 住房城乡建设部 2013, p. 12).  

Table 47: Pedestrian Crossing Facilities Spacing Recommended Indicators (Unit: metre) 

 Walking District Class I84 Walking District Class II Walking District Class III 

Pedestrian Sidewalk Class I85 130 - 200 200 – 250 250 – 300 
Pedestrian Sidewalk Class II 150 - 200 200 – 300 300 – 400 
Pedestrian Sidewalk Class III 200 - 250 250 – 400 400 – 600 

Source:  Guidelines for the planning and design of urban walking and bicycle transport system 2013 

On the city level, Shenzhen Guidelines for the Planning and Design of Urban Walking and 
Bicycle Transport Systems 2013 (SZ-GPDUWBTS 2013) (Shen Zhen Shi Bu Xing He Zi Xing 
Che Jiao Tong Xi Tong) has similar indicators. Along urban roads, every 300 to 400 metres 

there should be a pedestrian crossing facility, such as a crosswalk or bridge (深圳市国土发展

研究中心 2013, p. 50)  

Data Acquisition: Baidu Maps + Fieldwork 

Data Evaluation: PCs are important elements of the road design features in urban areas. The 
evaluation of the PC illustrates pedestrian mobility conditions in the Shenzhen sample. The 
road network should consider different mobility modes instead of prioritising the automobile. 
PCs are crucial elements supporting public transport development since people need to access 
public transport service points on foot.  

 

Land Plot 

 

(1) Land-Plot Size (LPS) 

 

Measurement Explanation: Please see measurement in spatial level I.  

LPS in spatial level II is shaped by the Shenzhen municipal road network, which does not 
outlined the land plot information of different real estate projects (for the land plot 
information of real estate projects please see measurement of Total Site Area (TSA)). In this 

                                                 
84 Walking districts have three classes based on their land-use functions. In Walking Class I, pedestrian mobility 
takes priority over other mobility modes; the class includes 1) urban centres and large-scale public buildings, 2) 
main transport hubs, 3) main city functions like central business districts, central commercial districts and central 
administrative districts, and 4) public open spaces like public plazas and parks. In Walking Class II, pedestrian 
mobility should have priority, but other mobility modes need to be considered; the class includes 1) suburban 
centres, 2) public facilities (hospitals and community centres), and 3) other functions like district-level 
commercial facilities and residential areas. Walking Class III refers to areas where pedestrian mobility is not 
active.  
85 Pedestrian sidewalk refers to pedestrian sidewalks along municipal roads. The division depends on the 
pedestrian mobility volume. The pedestrian sidewalk class in large residential areas is Pedestrian Sidewalk Class 
II.   
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level, a ‘defined’ land plot contains one or more real estate projects. Since the term ‘land-plot 
size’ has appeared in three spatial levels, the differences are shown on the following graph: 

Figure 20: Differentiation of Land-Plot Size in Three Spatial Levels 

 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Data Acquisition: Shenzhen Statutory Plan of NS01-02 and NS02-01 

Data Evaluation: In spatial level I, the comparison of LPS among four Chinese cities 
outlines the similarities/differences between the residential spatial divisions in Chinese cities. 
The spatial changes of the LPS are increasing due to the rapid development of the automobile. 
The data collection in spatial level I ignored the road classifications around different land 
plots. The road classification indicates the bus service connections with different LPS.  

In spatial level II, the data collection of LPS not only includes the size ranges, but also the 
road types around each land plot. The road types indicate the spatial connection of each land 
plot with public transport services. In the city of Shenzhen, buses driving on road classes 
above that of ‘branch’ (Zhi Lu). The study categorises all the land plots in the Shenzhen 
sample into different categories according to the number of edges that have a direct 
connection to bus services.  

Table 48: Definition of the Land Plot Degree in terms of Bus Service Spatial Connection 

Land Plot 
ID 

Degree IV Degree III Degree II Degree I Degree 0 

≥ four edges have 
bus services 

Three edges have 
bus services 

Two edges have 
bus services 

One edges have 
bus services 

None of the edges 
have bus services 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

The LPS in spatial level II thus has two meanings: 1) illustrate the LPS ranges in the 
Shenzhen sample and 2) illustrate the spatial connection between the LPS and the bus service 
network. There are also many cul-de-sac86 roads scattered within different real estate projects. 

                                                 
86 Cul-de-sac: a road with one end blocked off. https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/cul-de-sac 
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These cul-de-sac road segments, however, are not accessible by public transport modes such 
as bus or metro; rather they serve as the spatial connection for only private vehicles within 
respective land plots. 

 

(2) Land Plot Ratio (LPR) 

 

Measurement Explanation: Land plot ratio is the total floor areas of the buildings divided 
by the site areas (Hong Kong e-Legislation 6/1/1956).   

Plot Ratio = Total Floor Areas of Buildings / Land-Plot Sizes 

The LPR reflects the degree of land use intensity. In this spatial level, as mentioned from the 
LPS, each land plot contains one or more real estate projects. Therefore, the LPR is also a 
mixture of different real estate projects. The main purpose of collecting LPRs is to further 
examine the connection to bus services.  

 

City-Level Control of LPR 

According to the SUPSG 2014, the city of Shenzhen divides the urban construction land 
categories into six types of density control zones, which are shown in Table: 4.1.2 Basic 
Requirements of Urban Construction Land Density Division Level (Shenzhen Government 
2014, p. 15).  

Table 49: Basic Requirements of Urban Construction Land Density Division Level (Table: 4.1.2) 

Number Density partition Main Location Characteristics Development and Construction Features 
1 Density District I Urban main centre and some highly 

developed sub-centres 
High-density development 

2 Density District II Urban sub-centres and some highly 
developed agglomeration centres 

Medium and high-density development  

3 Density District III Urban agglomeration centre and some 
highly developed general areas 

Medium-density development 

4 Density District IV General urban areas, transitional areas 
of urban centres and urban borders 

Medium- and low-density development 

5 Density District V Urban edge area, close to the 
ecological control line 

Low-density development area 

6 Density District VI City special area Coastal areas, waterfronts, airports, docks, 
harbours and other areas are determined 
according to special plans. 

Source: Shenzhen Government 2014, p. 15 

The city of Shenzhen mainly provides indices for land use intensity control for four types of 
land use: residential, commercial services and industry, logistics and warehousing. It does not 
specify the land-plot ratio for any other land types. For residential land use, the LPR is shown 
in Table: 4.2.4 Land Plot Ratio for Residential Land Plots (Shenzhen Government 2014, 
p. 16) 
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Table 50: Table: 4.2.4 Land Plot Ratio for Residential Land Plots 

Grade  Density Partition Baseline / Land Plot Ratio Maximum / Land Plot Ratio 
1 Density District I, II 3.2 6.0 
2 Density District III 2.8 5.0 
3 Density District IV 2.2 4.0 
4 Density District V 1.5 2.5 

Source: Shenzhen Government 2014, p. 16 

Data Acquisition: In this spatial level, two data sources were used to calculate the LPR in the 
residential samples in Shenzhen (NS01-02, NS02-01). First, the total floor areas of each 
building were collected from Shenzhengeoinfo.com87. Second, the different sizes of the land 
plots were collected from the Shenzhen Statutory Plan of NS01-02 and NS02-01. For those 
land plots for which there was no information in the Shenzhen Statutory Plan, GIS was 
applied in addition the to fill the gaps.   

Data Evaluation: Theoretically, the density of the bus network reflects the travel demand 
network in a defined area. The LPR is an indicator of land use intensity. The higher the LPR, 
the higher the building volume, which means more living spaces to urban residents. This 
study utilised the LPR as a secondary source to illustrate the relationship between the travel 
demand and supply in order to assess the bus networks in residential areas.  

Limits: This study focuses on the urban planning approach in estimating the bus network. 
Indeed, both the population density and LPR are secondary indicators for travel demand. A 
higher population does not really indicate a higher travel demand. The real travel demand data 
should be used to calculate the number of trips with the distribution proportion at different 
times. The bus services (network and service frequency) should adapt to these factors in order 
to optimise the bus service delivery. From the urban planning approach, the focus is analysing 
the spatial relationship between the land plot and bus network in a broader context.   

The bus mode is the main on-road public transport mode, which provide good comparison 
with automobile mode in terms of spatial connection and travel demand and supply balances. 
Therefore, the comparison between the LPR and the density of bus service distribution 
outlines the basic structure between the land-use planning and the bus service planning.  

 

Mixed-Land Use  

 

(1) Land Use Classification (LUC) 

 

Measurement Explanation: The land-use classification aims to divide land resources into 
different type of utilisation based on their suitability (EIONET European Environment 
Information and Observation Network 2017).  Many countries set up national-level land-use 
classifications for other land use management purposes and to control the interaction between 

                                                 
87 http://www.szgeoinfo.com:5001/msmap/flex/house.html 
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human activities and the natural landscape on a broader scale (Queensland Government 
2017). For example, the Australian Valuation Property Classification Codes list ten types of 
land use: 1) residential; 2) commercial; 3) industrial; 4) extractive industries; 5) primary 
production; 6) infrastructure and utilities; 7) community services; 8) sport, heritage and 
culture; 9) national parks, conservation areas, forest reserves and natural water reserves; and 
10) non-active assessments and header records (Jasmine 2016, p. 6). UK has been developing 
national-level land-use classifications since the 1970s (Dr Andrew R Harrison 2006, p. 9) 
whereas countries like China have only had them in place since 2007(China.com.cn 2007).  

 

National Standard of Land Use Classification 

The Current Land Use Classification (Tu Di Li Yong Xian Zhuang Fen Lei), released by the 
General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine of the People's 
Republic of China88(GAQSIQ-PRC) and the Standardisation Administration of The People's 
Republic of China89 (SA-PRC) was China’s first national-level standards for land-use 
classification (GB/T 21010-2007). By combining the Current Land Use Classification 
(GB/T21010-2007) and the People's Republic of China Land Administration Law90, 
MOHURD released new version of the land use planning codes in 2011 – the Code for 
classification of urban land use and planning standards of development (GB50137-2011). 
In general, land use has three main categories: agricultural, development and unused 
(Ministry of Land and Resources of the People's Republic of China 2011).  

Table 51: Comparison between <Peoples Republic of China Land Administration Law> "Three categories" and Urban-Rural 
Land Use Classification 

中华人民共和国土地管

理法 <三大类> People's 
Republic of China Land 
Administration Law 
<Three Main Types> 

城乡用地分类类别 Urban-Rural Land Use Classification 

大类 Class I 中类 Class II 小类 Class III  

农用地 
Agricultural land 

E非建设用地
Non-development 
land 

E1水域Water bodies  E13 坑塘沟渠 Canals 

E2农林用地 
Agriculture and forestry 
land 

-  

建设用地  
Development land 

H建设用地
Development Land 

H1城乡居民点建设用地
Urban and rural 
residential development 
land 

H11城市建设用地 
Urban construction land 
H12镇建设用地 
Town construction land 
H13 乡建设用地 
Township construction land 
H14 村庄建设用地 
Village construction land 

H2 区域交通设施用地
Regional transport 
facilities site 

H21 铁路用地 Railway land 

H22 公路用地 Road land 

H23 港口用地 Port land 

H24 机场用地 Airport land 

H25 管道运输用地 Pipeline land 

                                                 
88 http://www.aqsiq.gov.cn/ 
89 http://new.sac.gov.cn/ 
90 http://www.gov.cn/banshi/2005-05/26/content_989.htm 
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H3 区域公用设施用地
Regional utilities land 

- 

H4 特殊用地 Special 
land 

H41 军事用地Military land 

H42 安保用地 Security land 

H5 采矿用地Mining 
land 

- 

H6 其他建设用地 Other 
construction land 

- 

E 非建设用地
Non-development 
land 

E1 水域Water bodies  E12 水库 Reservoir 

E3 其他非建设用地 E3 中的空闲地 Empty land from 
E3 

未利用用地 
Unused land  

E 非建设用地
Non-development 
land 

E1 水域 Water bodies  E11 自然水域 Natural waters 

E3 其他非建设用地
Other non-construction 
land 

E3 中除去空闲地以外的用地 
Except empty land from E3 
categories 

Source: GB50137-2011, p.21-22 

The urban development land (H11) category is further divided in eight subcategories: 
residential (R); administration and public service (A); commercial and business facilities (B); 
industrial, manufacturing (M); logistics and warehouse (W); road, street and transportation 
(S); municipal utilities (U); and green space and square (G) (GB50137-2011 2011, p. 2). 

Table 52: China Urban Development Land Codes 

Codes Chinese English 
R 居住用地 Residential  

A 公共管理与公共服务用地 Administration and public services 

B 商业服务业设施用地 Commercial and business facilities 

M 工业用地 Industrial, manufacturing 

W 物流仓储用地 Logistics and warehouse 

S 道路与交通设施用地 Road, street and transportation 

U 公共设施用地 Municipal utilities 

G 绿地与广场用地 Green space and square 

Source: GB50137-2011 Code for classification of urban land use and planning standards of development land, p.2 

Residential land (R) includes the three subcategories R1, R2 and R3 based on the facility 
standards, environmental quality and building floors. R1 includes villas, single-family 
housing and courtyard housing (Si He Yuan)91. R2 includes social housing and R3 refers to 
the old village housing. Road, street and transportation land (S) includes S1, S2, S3, S4 and 
S42. S1 refers to urban roads above the classes of urban branches. S2 refers to land use for 
urban railways; S3 refers to plazas that serve as transportation hubs. S42 refers to public 
parking facilities, but does not include underground parking lots. Underground parking lots 
classified as the land use types according to the above-ground land use categories92 
(GB50137-2011 2011, pp. 23–24). This is an important signal for parking facilities provision, 

                                                 
91 Si He Yuan: old type of Chinese housing. It is a low-rise building that surrounds a central courtyard. There 
used to be a large amount of this housing in the old urban district of Beijing. However, during the rapid 
urbanisation process, many of these courtyard houses were demolished and replaced with modern skyscrapers.  
92 The underground parking lots do not count as public parking lots, which means from the national level, there 
are actually no controls on parking units. Each land use developer could build underground parking lots 
according to their respective projects. In residential land use, real estate developers could provide underground 
parking by following the city-level parking ratios for residential buildings. For the local government, parking 
provision depends on the local planning codes for buildings. On the national level, there are no controls for 
underground parking units, which depend on city-level controlling mechanisms.  
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which means different private land-use developers could provide large amounts of 
underground parking facilities.  

 

Land Use Classification in Shenzhen – City Standards  

In the latest version of the Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines (the 2014 
edition), the land-use classification includes 9 main categories and 31 subcategories. The nine 
main categories include residential land (R), commercial and service facility land (C), 
government and community land (GIC), industrial land (M), waterhouse land (W), roads and 
squares (S), municipal utilities (U), green spaces (G), and water bodies and other non-urban 
development land (E). (Shenzhen Government 2014, p. 2). (For more details please see the 
following table: Shenzhen Land Use Classification 9 main categories, 31 subcategories) 

Table 53: Table 2.1.6 Shenzhen Land Use Classifications (9 main categories, 31 subcategories) 

Category Code Code Name Ranges Suitability for Construction Purpose 
Main 
Category 

Subcategory 

R  Residential Land Residential buildings and supporting facilities 
R1 Residential 

land – Class 1 
Low-rise residential buildings, 
with complete layout and 
supporting facilities 

Main functions: residential 
Other functions：kindergarten (nursery 
school), small business, can be attached to 
municipal facilities, transport facilities 
and other ancillary facilities 

R2 Residential 
land – Class 2 

Multi-storey residential 
buildings, with complete 
layout and supporting facilities 

Main functions: residential 
Other functions：kindergarten (nursery 
school), small business, can be attached to 
municipal facilities, transport facilities 
and other ancillary facilities 

R3 Residential 
land – Class 3 

Dormitory for workers and 
students, supporting facilities 
for industrial land, storage 
areas, schools, hospitals and 
other ancillary facilities. 

Main functions: dormitory 
Other functions：kindergarten (nursery 
school), small business, can be attached to 
municipal facilities, transport facilities 
and other ancillary facilities 

R4 Residential 
land – Class 4 

Original rural residential 
housing estate land 

Main functions: private self-built house 
Other functions：kindergarten (nursery 
school), business, can be attached to 
municipal facilities, transport facilities 
and other ancillary facilities 

C Commercial and Service 
Facility Land 

Land for various commercial, service activities and office space, hotel 
industry, recreational services and other activities 

C1 Commercial 
land 

Business wholesale and retail, 
office, service (including 
restaurants, entertainment), 
hotels and other activities 

Main functions: commercial, office, hotel 
industry  
Other functions: business apartments, can 
be attached to municipal facilities, 
transport facilities and other ancillary 
facilities 

C5 Recreational 
facilities  

Large outdoor playground or 
artificial landscape for tourism  

Main functions: entertainment facilities 
Other functions: business, hotel industry 
buildings, dormitories, can be attached to 
municipal facilities, transport facilities 
and other ancillary facilities 

GIC Public Management and 
Service Facilities Land 

Administration, culture, education, sports, health, social welfare, public 
safety, religion and special properties 

GIC1 Administrative 
land 

Administrative management of 
office buildings and their 
ancillary facilities 

Main functions: office 
Other functions: dormitories, can be 
attached to municipal facilities, transport 
facilities and other ancillary facilities 
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GIC2 Land for 
cultural and 
sports 
facilities 

Various types of cultural 
facilities above the community 
level, sports facilities land 
(excluding culture and sport 
facilities for schools and  
industrial land) 

Main functions: cultural facilities, sports 
facilities 
Other functions: commercial, dormitory, 
recreational facilities, attachable to 
municipal facilities, transport facilities 
and  other ancillary facilities 

GIC4 Land for 
medical and 
health  

Various medical, health, 
sanitation, epidemic 
prevention, rehabilitation and 
first aid facilities 

Main functions: medical facilities 
Other functions: dormitories, attachable to 
municipal facilities, transport facilities 
and  other ancillary facilities 

GIC5 Land for 
educational 
facilities 

Colleges and universities, 
secondary vocational schools, 
professional schools, special 
schools, primary and 
secondary schools, nine-year 
obligatory schools and other 
educational facilities 

Main functions: educational facility 
Other functions: dormitories, attachable to 
municipal facilities, transport facilities 
and  other ancillary facilities 

GIC6 Land for 
Religion 

Sites held by religious groups 
for religious activities and for 
ancillary facilities 

Main functions: religious architecture 
Other functions: dormitories, attachable to 
municipal facilities, transport facilities 
and  other ancillary facilities 

GIC7 Land for 
social welfare 

Land for the provision of 
welfare and charity services, 
and ancillary facilities 

Main functions: social welfare facilities 
Other functions: dormitories, attachable to 
municipal facilities, transport facilities 
and  other ancillary facilities 

GIC8 Cultural 
heritage land 

Buildings, structures, ruins, 
tombs and other sites that have 
historical, artistic and scientific 
value and do not have other 
functions  

Main functions: cultural heritage 
Other functions: attachable to municipal 
facilities, transport facilities and  other 
ancillary facilities 

GIC9 Special land Land of a special purpose, 
including military facilities, 
prisons, detention centres and 
security services 

Main functions: special building 
 

M Industrial land Land for product production, manufacturing, finishing and other activities, 
including development support, design, testing, management and others 

M1 Ordinary 
industrial land 

Manufacturing-based 
industrial land 

Main functions: factory 
Other functions: warehouses, small 
businesses, dormitories, attachable to 
municipal facilities, transport and other 
ancillary facilities. Industries that affect or 
pollute the surrounding areas are not 
allowed to build small businesses, 
dormitories, etc. 

M0  New industrial 
land 

Integration of innovative 
development, innovation, 
design, non-polluting 
production and related service 
activities 

Main functions: factory (no pollution), 
research and development  
Other functions: commercial, dormitories, 
attachable municipal facilities, transport 
facilities and other ancillary facilities. 

W Physical Waterhouse Land Materials reserve, transit, distribution and logistics management and other 
related services land 

W1 Storage space Storage of goods as the main 
functions 

Main functions: storage (yard) 
Other functions: small business, 
dormitories, attachable to municipal 
facilities, transport facilities and other 
ancillary facilities. Space for flammable, 
explosive and highly toxic and other 
dangerous goods warehouse is strictly 
prohibited for the construction of small 
businesses, dormitories and so on 

W0 Logistics land Land for integration of 
materials reserves, simple 
processing, transit distribution, 
operation and management, 
wholesale and marketing  

Main functions: warehouse (non-
dangerous goods), logistics construction 
Other functions: commercial, dormitories, 
functions that are attachable to municipal 
facilities, transport facilities and other 
ancillary facilities 

S Land for transport facilities Land for regional traffic, urban roads, rail transit, transport facilities  
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S1 Land for 
regional traffic 

Land for national railways, 
inter-city railways, 
expressways, ports, ports and 
airports 

Main functions: transportation facilities 
Other functions: functions that attachable 
to the municipal facilities and other 
ancillary facilities. Ports, airports areas are 
allowed to build commercial, dormitories; 
rail transit land is allowed for small 
businesses, dormitories 
 

S2 Land for urban 
roads 

Land for expressway, trunk 
roads, secondary roads and 
branch roads, including their 
intersection sites 

S3 Land for 
transit 
transportation 

Land for urban rail, transit 
routes and stations, vehicle 
bases, depots and parking lots 
and other places 

S4 Land for 
traffic stations 
 

Stations for rail and road 
passengers, ferry terminal, 
urban public transport hub, 
transport station of public 
roads and social parking lot 
(garage), etc. 

S9 Land for other 
transport 
facilities  
 

Land for transport facilities, 
including gas stations, gas 
filling stations, charging 
stations, training grounds, etc. 

 Land for public facilities All types of public facilities and their management and maintenance 
facilities sites, not including residential, industrial and other internal utilities 

U1 
 

Supply 
facilities land 

Land for water supply, 
electricity supply, gas supply, 
postal service, 
telecommunications and other 
municipal facilities and 
ancillary facilities (excluding 
power plants) 
 

Main functions: municipal facilities. Other 
public facilities can also build 
construction supporting facilities, funeral 
facilities 
Other functions: functions that are 
attachable to the municipal facilities and 
other ancillary facilities. 

U5 Environmental 
sanitation land 

Land for municipal collection 
system of rainwater, sewage 
and solid waste, including 
collection, transfer, stacking 
and disposal. 

U9 Other public 
utilities land 

In addition to the above-
mentioned public facilities, it 
includes fire stations, 
construction facilities, funeral 
facilities 
 

G 
 

Green space and square land Green space and open spaces such as public space 
G1 Park land Open to the public, with 

recreation as the main 
function, green space that 
owns ecological, landscaping, 
disaster prevention functions 

Main functions: green space (water 
surface), public activity squares 
Other functions: small business, areas that 
are attachable to municipal facilities, 
transportable facilities and other ancillary 
facilities 
 

G4 Land for 
public square 

Public squares for recreation, 
monuments, assembly and 
disaster protection 

E Land for other purpose In addition to the above-mentioned major types 
E1 Water bodies Water areas such as rivers, 

lakes, sea, reservoirs and 
channels, excluding water 
areas within parks, green 
spaces and flats 

Main functions: according to the relevant 
laws, regulations and planning 
 
Other functions: can be attached to 
municipal facilities, transport facilities can 
be attached 
 

E2 
 

Agriculture 
and forestry 
and other land 
use 

Land for agriculture and 
forestry, open pit mining and 
other uses (including country 
parks, golf courses, protective 
green areas, etc.) 

E9 Development 
reserve 

The plan identifies the land for 
the long-term development of 
the city 

Source: Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines, 2014 edition, pp. 2-5 
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Data Acquisition: In the chosen sites of NS01-02 and NS02-01, the land-use classification 
has detailed information on their sizes according to the Shenzhen Statutory Plan Portal93.  

Figure 21: Statutory Plan NS01-02 

 

Source: Shenzhen Statutory Plan NS01-02 <后海地区>法定图则 

Figure 22: Statutory Plan NS02-01 

 

Source: Shenzhen Statutory Plan NS02-01& 02 <蛇口地区>法定图则 

                                                 
93 http://www.szpl.gov.cn/xxgk/csgh/fdtz/ns/ 
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The Shenzhen Statutory Plan (SSP) became a legal planning document in 1998 (Guo and Xu 
2007; Zhang 2006). The SSP has stipulated a clear floor area ratio for land plots since 1998, 
but not for plots constructed prior. Therefore, in the SSP of NS01-02 and NS02-01, many of 
the residential land plots do not have information such as the total floor areas, floor area ratio 
and so on. For the urban planners, these ‘untouchable’ land plots fall beyond their planning 
responsibilities. However, the study uses GIS to calculate the land use information of these 
‘untouchable’ parts. 

 

Shenzhen Land Use Classifications and Different Parking Ratios 

Another purpose of clarifying different land uses is to identify the numbers of parking units 
according to the respective land-use classifications in the Shenzhen samples. Not only 
residential land uses like R1, R2, and R3 have defined parking ratios, but also others. The 
automobile mode has received careful consideration by the Shenzhen urban-planning system 
in relation to different land-use planning and building types. According to the SUPSG 2014, 
there are two types of parking facilities in Shenzhen: equipped parking facility (EPF) and 
public parking facility (PPF). EPF refers to three types of parking supply area based on the 
following four indicators: land-use planning characteristics, land use development density, 
public transport accessibility and road network capacities  (Shenzhen Government 2014, 
p. 36).  

Table 54: Equipped Parking Facilities (EPF) in Shenzhen  

Types of EPF Strategies  Main land Use Types 
Type I Strict parking control areas - Central business districts (CBD) of the city 

- Within 500m catchment areas around metro stations in the 
Shenzhen Special Economic Zones (SSEZ), which include the 
districts of Nanshan, Futian, Luohu and Yantian  

Type II General parking control 
areas 

- Within SSEZ: other types except Type I 
- Outside of SSEZ: new town centres, urban agglomeration centres  
- Outside of SSEZ: Within 500 metres areas of the metro stations  

Type III No special parking control 
areas 

- The rest of the land use types excluding Type I and Type II 

Source: Shenzhen Government 2014, p. 36 

All EPFs have to following the parking ratios according to the main land-use classifications 
(Please see Table 6.4.2.2 Parking Ratio for the Main Construction Projects).  

Table 55: Table 6.4.2.2 Parking Ratio for the Main Construction Projects 

Classification Units Provision Standards 
Residential Single dorm Parking spaces / 100m2 of 

construction area 
0.3 ~ 0.4. Use internal roads and set up 
one loading place of goods and one 
passenger boarding space for each 
building. 

Apartments, 
social 
housing 
apartments 

Construction 
area <60m2 

Parking spaces / households 0.4～0.6. Use internal roads and set up 
one loading place of goods and one 
passenger boarding space for each 
building. 
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 60m2 ≤ 
construction 
area <90m2 

Parking spaces / households  0.6～1.0. Use internal roads and set up 
one loading place of goods and one 
passenger boarding space for each 
building. 
 

90m2 ≤ 
construction 
area <144m2 

Parking spaces / households  1.0～1.2. Use internal roads and set up 
one loading place of goods and one 
passenger boarding space for each 
building. 

Construction 
area ≥ 144m2 

Parking spaces / households  1.2～1.5. Use internal roads and set up 
one loading place of goods and one 
passenger boarding space for each 
building. 

Independent joint-style 
residential units 

Parking spaces / households ≥2.0 

Affordable Housing Parking spaces / households 0.3～0.5. Use internal roads and set up 
one loading place of goods and one 
passenger boarding space for each 
building. 

The parking provision of residential land use within the 500m of railway stations should not exceed 80% 
of the corresponding classification standards 

Commercial Administrative offices Parking spaces / 100m2 of 
construction area 

Category I: 0.4～0.8 

Category II: 0.8～1.2 
Category III: 1.2 ~ 2.0. 

Other offices Parking spaces / 100m2 of 
construction area 

Category I: 0.3～0.5 

Category II: 0.5～0.8 

Category III: 0.8～1.0 
Business district Parking spaces / 100m2 of 

construction area 
- The first 2000m2 per 100m2 2.0, 
- More than 2000m2 per 100m2: 

Category I: 0.4 ~ 0.6; 
Category II: 0.6 ~ 1.0; 
Category III: 1.0 ~ 1.5. 

- One loading and unloading berth for 
every 2000m2 of building area; when 
the number of berths exceeds 5, add 
an additional loading and unloading 
berth for each additional 5000m2. 

Shopping centre, 
professional wholesale 
market 

Parking spaces / 100m2 of 
construction area 

Category I: 0.8～1.2 
Category II: 1.2～1.5 
Category III: 1.5～2.0 
One loading and unloading berth for 
every 2000m2 of building area; when the 
berth amounts exceed 5, add an additional 
loading and unloading berth for each 
additional 5000m2. 

Hotel Parking spaces / guest rooms Category I: 0.2～0.3 
Category II: 0.3～0.4 
Category III: 0.4～0.5 
There is 1 loading and unloading berth, 1 
small vehicle harbour parking space and 
0.5 coaches / 100 rooms 

restaurant Parking spaces / 10 seats Category I: 0.8～1.0 
Category II: 1.2 ～1.5 
Category III: 1.5～2 

Industrial 
storage 

Factory 
 

Parking spaces / 100m2 of 
construction area 

- 0.2～0.6 
- Half the parking spaces provided 

around the factory are used for 
buses, and the rest for vehicles.  

- For large-scale factory buildings, in 
addition to the loading and unloading 
cargo berths, there should be a large 
loading and unloading cargo berth 
for the use of container trucks. 
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Warehouse Parking spaces / 100m2 of 
construction area 

0.2～0.4 

Public 
service 
category 

Comprehensive parks, 
special parks 

Comprehensive parks, 
special parks 
Parking space / hectare area 

8～15 
 

Other parks Parking space / hectare area Need special studies 

The provision criteria of parking facilities for parks of over 50 hectares require special studies. 

gym Parking spaces / 100 seats 3.0 ~ 4.0 (small venues), 2.0 ~ 3.0 (large 
venues) 

Theatre Parking spaces / 100 seats - Municipal (large) theatre 4.5 ~ 5.5; 1 
small vehicle bay parking space / 
100 seats. 

- General theatre 2.0 ~ 3.0; a small 
vehicle bay parking space / 200 seats 

Museums, libraries, science 
museums 

Parking spaces / 100m2 of 
construction area 

0.5～1.0 
 

Exhibition hall Parking spaces / 100m2 of 
construction area 

0.7～1.0 
 

Conference centre Parking spaces / 100 seats 3.0～4.5 
Independent clinic Parking spaces / 100m2 of 

construction area 
Category I: 0.6～0.7 
Category II: 0.8～1.0 
Category III: 1.0～1.3 
More than 1 covered roadside harbour 
parking for ambulances; 

General hospital, Chinese 
medicine hospital, women’s 
and children’s Hospital 
 

Parking spaces / beds Category I: 0.8～1.2 
Category II: 1.0～1.4 
Category III: 1.2～1.8 
A roadside small passenger car parking 
spaces / 50 beds for patients; 2 covered 
roadside parking spaces for ambulances. 

Other specialist hospitals Parking spaces / beds Category I: 0.5～0.8 
Category II: 0.6～1.0 
Category III: 0.8～1.3 
A roadside small passenger car parking 
spaces / 50 beds for patients; 2 covered 
roadside parking spaces for ambulances. 

Nursing home Parking spaces / beds 0.3～0.6 

College Parking spaces / 100 study 
places 

2.0～3.0 

Secondary school Parking spaces / 100 study 
places 

0.7～1.5，at least 2 school bus stops on 
campus 

Primary school Parking spaces / 100 study 
places 

0.5～1.2，at least 2 school bus stops on 
campus 

Kindergarten Parking spaces / 100 study 
places 

0.5～1.2，at least 2 school bus stops on 
campus 

Source: Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines (the 2014 edition), p. 36-38 

Data Evaluation: The LUC helps to understand how the automobile mode has reached an 
advanced level in different types of land-use planning. Different land use types have been 
allotted a certain amount of parking facilities. From the door-to-door mobility point of view, 
this is an encouragement mechanism promoting the automobile mode; people are supposed to 
travel to different destinations by automobile modes since parking facilities are available in 
different types of land uses. Most of the parking ratios are connecting with either the total 
floor areas of the buildings, the number of households, or the scales of building functions. All 
these measurements connect with the variable ‘Density’. However, it is important to evaluate 
this planning logic and its consequences. As the city expands the population and number of 
buildings increase naturally, and the parking provision follows the same trend. 
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This planning logic, however, does not aim at limiting automobile ownership. Rather, it 
mainly works on the supply side to fulfil the space demand of the automobile mode. It 
assumes that the growth of the automobile mode will occur with the subsequent need to 
consume urban space. This mechanism is inefficient for managing the motorisation in many 
countries. Studies in 9 U.S. cities showed that increases of parking provision from 0.1 to 0.5 
per resident increase almost 30% automobile mode shares (Garrick and Atkinson-Palombo 
2015). For more information about parking provision please see ‘Measurement in Spatial 
Level III: 6) Parking Ratio’. 

 

(2) Degree of Mixed Land Use 

 

Measurement Explanation Mixed land use is one of the components from ‘Smart Growth’ 
planning and transportation theory, which aims to support the redevelopment of existing city 
centres and prevent urban sprawl (Shrivastava and Sharma 2011, pp. 8–9).  According to the 
theory, mixed land use should reduce travel demands and dependency on private vehicles. 
However, on a practical level, it is still hard to finalise the portions of different land uses, the 
spatial form of different land use integration and to what extent that influences people’s 
mobility patterns and tendency to reduce car use. 

The standards for residential land use stipulate that the total floor areas of residential 
buildings should cover at least 70% of the land for categories R1, R2 and R3 (Shenzhen 
Government 2014, pp. 6–7). This means that the defined ‘residential land use’ has a very high 
share of living functions. In this planning standard, there are general guidelines for mixed 
land use, which are shown in Table 2.2.3.4. However, the exact percentages for each land use 
combination are unclear. 

Table 56: Table 2.2.3.4: Shenzhen Common Mixed Land Use Guidelines 

Land category Mixed Land 
Use Categories 
(Encouraged) 

Mixed Land Use 
Categories (Allowed) 

Main Category Subcategory 

Residential land (R) Residential land class II (R2) C1  
Residential land class III (R3) C1 M1, W1 

Commercial and service 
facility land (C) 

Commercial land (C1)  G1C2, R2 

Government and 
community land (GIC) 

Land for cultural and sports facilities 
(GIC2) 

 C1 

Industrial land (M) General industrial land (M1) W1 C1, R3 
Waterhouse land (W) Storage space (W1) M1 C1, R3 
Roads and squares (S) Land for rail transit (S3) C1, R2 G1C2, R3 

Traffic station land (S4) C1 G1C2, R3 
Municipal utilities (U) Supply facilities land (U1)  G1, GIC2, S4 

Environmental sanitation land (U5)  G1, GIC2, S4 
Source: Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines (the 2014 edition), p. 9 

Data Acquisition: Shenzhen Statutory Plan NS01-02 and NS02-01 + GIS  

Data Evaluation: Mixed land use is a strategy aimed at reducing the travel demand between 
different land uses. However, there is still a lack of systematic controls or guidelines to ensure 
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the effectiveness this strategy. Therefore, it is hard to estimate the impacts of this strategy on 
the neighbourhood development and the automobile dependency trend. 

 

Public Transport Modes (Bus)  

 

(1) Spatial Network (Bus) 

 

Measurement Explanation: the bus spatial network reflects partly the travel and demand 
among different residential zones. The bus station’s catchment areas is a 300m buffer. If a 
neighbourhood is partially within the catchment area it is considered to have reasonable 
access to bus services.  

Data Acquisition: Fieldwork 

Data Evaluation: The spatial network of the public transport modes provides two types of 
information: 1) catchment areas of bus services zones, and 2) show spatial connection 
between bus network and different land plots. The study samples NS01-02 and NS02-01 are 
mainly residential land uses; the spatial division of the different land plots thus have different 
spatial connections to on-road transport modes – bus.  

 

(2) Network Capacity (Bus) 

 

Measurement Explanation: The bus passenger capacity is about 82 passengers / bus 
according to the electric bus standards in Shenzhen (Peng 8/23/2016). The passenger 
capacities for each bus line is 82 passengers/bus x Number of buses (service frequency) = 
total passenger of the bus line.  

Data acquisition: Fieldwork  

Data Evaluation:  The bus capacity shows the concentration of bus lines, service frequency 
of each bus line, and the passenger capacities for each bus station. 

 

Reasons of Choosing Bus Mode 

There are three types of public transport modes scattered across the sample areas (NS01-02 / 
NS02-01), which include metro mode, bus mode and public-sharing bike mode. This study 
focuses mainly on bus mode due to the following reasons:  

Metro Mode: Not the Crucial Factor in the Last-Mile Mobility Mode Planning  
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First, the metro mode is not a crucial factor in last-mile mobility planning. Although the metro 
mode has many advantages such as high passenger capacities and service frequencies, it is not 
an optional choice in the last-mile mobility mode. The transit system is limited in that it offers 
only ‘stop-to-stop’ services instead of ‘door-to-door’ services (Yang et al. 2018b, p. 1). The 
bus mode and bike mode can penetrate smaller pieces of land plots; therefore, these modes are 
more important in last-mile mobility planning.  

In the sample areas (NS01-02 / NS02-01), there are only two direct metro stations: Line 2 
Dengliang station & Line 2 Haiyue station. Very few land plots have direct access to these 
stations; most residents in the sample areas have to rely on other mobility modes for station 
access. Therefore, the study has excluded the metro mode in the public transport mode 
evaluations.  

 

Bike Mode: Insufficient Data for the Bike-Sharing System 

There are two public bike-sharing systems in the sample areas (NS01-02 / NS02-01). System I 
features docking stations and system II does not. System I connects with the government’s 
public facility planning and system II connects with different private company service 
providers. The public bike-sharing system in China has proved to have positive impacts on the 
urban transport system such as reducing total travel time and shortening path lengths for 
passenger trips (Yang et al. 2018d, p. 246).  

System I: Passenger Capacity is Low 

The passenger capacity of system I is relatively low. For example, the Funkbike has 26 
stations in the study areas (13 stations in NS01-02; 13 stations in NS02-01). Station capacities 
range from 27 bikes to 100. The total bike capacity in NS01-02 is 672 while the total 
population in the NS01-02 is about 57970 urban residents94. The relationship between demand 
and supply in NS01-02 is relatively unbalanced. Therefore, the study has excluded bike-
sharing system I for future study since impacts on mobility are rare.   

  

                                                 
94 http://www.szpl.gov.cn/ywzy/ghzs/fqgh/nsgh/fb/fb3.htm 
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Figure 23: Bike Stations and Capacities in NS01-02 and NS02-01 of Funbike 

 

 

Source: http://www.fun-bike.cn/map.html 

 

Table 57: Funbike Stations Capacities in NS01-02 and NS02-01 (data on 14.09.2018) 

Numbers Station Names Bike Amounts Station Status 
NS01-02 
1 春满园 60 Repairing 

2 信和购物广场 80 Repairing 

3 华西世纪广场 46 Normal 

4 蛇口沃尔玛 43 Repairing 

5 后海小学站 42 Normal 

6 文德福花园站 48 Repairing 

7 北师大附属学校 38 Repairing 

8 蔚蓝海岸三期 100 Normal 

9 浪琴屿花园站 36 Normal 

10 云海世家 49 Normal 

11 育德家园 54 Normal 

12 招商名仕花园 40 Normal 

13 后海人人乐 36 Normal 
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Total  672  
NS02-01 
14 花园城一期站 40 Normal 

15 蛇口人民医院站 39 Normal 

16 蛇口体育中心站 22 Normal 

17 文竹社区服务中心站 30 Repairing 

18 星海华庭站 43 Normal 

19 海月地铁 D出口站 72 Normal 

20 海月地铁 A出口站 33 Repairing 

21 海月地铁 C出口 57 Normal 

22 海月地铁Ｂ出口站 47 Normal 

23 半岛花园 30 Normal 

24 爱榕园站 27 Normal 

25 四海公交站 33 Repairing 

26 壹间 30 Normal 

Total   505  
Source: http://www.fun-bike.cn/map.html 

System II: Insufficient Data for Evaluation 

System II involves different service providers of bike-sharing companies. Mobike and Ofo are 
the two biggest bike-sharing providers without docking stations. However, it is not possible to 
obtain sufficient data on those floating bikes. The study has not included the bike mode in the 
evaluation system. 

 

Bus Mode: Crucial Mode in the Last-Mile Mobility Planning and Provide the Comparison of 
Spatial Network with Automobile Mode 

This provides the comparison bases to evaluate the accessibility level between automobile and 
public transport mode. The bus mode and automobile mode are both important on-road 
transport modes. The space allocation95 to both on-road transport modes influences their 
spatial connection to different land plots. Therefore, the study has chosen the bus mode for the 
evaluation of public transport mode in the sample areas (NS01-02 / NS02-01). 

 

  

                                                 
95 In Shenzhen, the bike mode and their lanes operate within pedestrian zones; therefore, it does not consume the 
road spaces for vehicles. The metro mode operates in the underground channel, which does not consume the road 
spaces for vehicles. The bus mode, however, is different to the metro and public bike. It shares the same road 
spaces with the automobile mode. 
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Measurements in Spatial Level III 
 

Measurements in spatial level III include three parts: Real Estate Profiles, Public Space 
System and Accessibility Level to Public Transport Modes. These chosen measurements 
aim to prove there is spatial transformation on one specific housing type: real estate housing 
typology encourages the automobile mode development and decreases the accessibility level 
to public transport modes.  

Table 58: Measurements in Spatial Level III 

Variables Measurements 
Real Estate 
Profiles 

Total Site Areas Building 
Heights 

Building 
Gross Floor 
Areas 

Floor 
Area 
Ratios 

Building 
Coverage 
Ratio 

Parking 
Ratio 

Parking 
Form 

Public Space 
Systems 

Public Spaces 
Percentage 

Public Spaces 
Form 

     

Public Transport 
Accessibility 
Level 

Accessing 
Distance to Bus 
Station 

Service 
Frequency 

     

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

In the first part – the Real Estate Profile – sub-measurements include floor area ratio (FAR), 
building coverage ratio (BCR) and parking ratio (PR), which outline the spatial 
transformation process of the real estate sectors in the Shenzhen sample. In the second part –
the Public Space System – sub-measurements include the size and the spatial form of diverse 
public spaces within the chosen sample. In the third part – Accessibility to Public Transport 
Modes – sub-measurements refer to the accessing distance to public transport service points 
and service frequency (based on the empirical data). The three components of spatial level III 
aim to explain the spatial transformation of real estate housing typology and impacts on slow 
mobility modes. Slow mobility modes are important elements to enhance the public transport 
network development. The traditional Chinese walkable communities have slowly 
transformed into automobile-dependent ones.  

(1) The real estate profiles describe the spatial transformation process of the real estate 
sectors since the 1980s. From the micro level, the real estate sector has been actively 
participating in land use development since the LUR policy was implemented in the 1980s. 
The private sector’s participation (real estate companies) in the housing sector created a large 
amount of housing units with different spatial typologies. In order to measure the different 
physical features of real estate projects, the study has chosen measurements such as floor area 
ratio (FAR), building coverage ratio (BCR) and parking ratio (PR) to describe the spatial 
transformation process of the real estate sector. 

(2) The public space system aims to describe the spatial interaction between real estate sector 
and public authority planning. From the meso level, public spaces do not fall under the 
planning remit of private-sector actors like real estate companies, but rather for the public 
sector at city level such as the municipality planning bureau. Real estate developers are 
required to fulfil the minimum spatial connections with the municipal public spaces. For 
example, the exit from the real estate projects should connect with roadways in the municipal 
infrastructure planning; real estate projects need to provide emergency access lanes for fire 
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engines; the pedestrian flow network needs to connect with the municipal pedestrian 
pathways and so on. These spatial connections between the real estate sector and municipal 
facilities, however, influence pedestrian mobility. The typology of the public spaces system 
influences pedestrian accessibility to public transport modes, which are mostly scattered 
around the city’s public space system.    

(3) The accessibility level to public transport mode (bus) collects the empirical data to test 
the spatial interaction between the real estate sector and the public space system. Although the 
real estate sector and public space system are two independent planning systems in Shenzhen, 
they commonly shaped the pedestrian mobility pattern. From the macro-level, the real 
walking distance from each building (different real estate projects) to the nearest public 
transport service point (e.g., bus) is extended due to the typology transformation process of 
both systems. Therefore, these three components are persistent in explaining the spatial 
transformation process of the real estate sectors and their impacts on slow mobility modes. 

 

Real Estate Profiles 

 

(1) Total Site Area (TSA) 

 

Measurement Explanation: ‚Land Plot’ in this spatial level refers to the Total Site Areas 
(TSA) 96 (Zong Yong Di Mian Ji) of different real estate projects (REP). The TSA includes 
different built elements such as building units, internal streets, greenery, kindergartens and 
public facilities (Hui Suo)97. The land-use reform policy has established the public private 
partnership (PPP) between the municipality and the private land-use developers in both 
housing provision and the public facilities98.       

Data Acquisition: The Shenzhen Statutory Plan NS01-02 and NS02-01.  

Data Evaluations: The study links the TSA data with the construction years of the REP to 
the analysis. The data for the built years of REPs were collected through diverse real estate 
websites99. The transformation process of TSA of the real estate indicates the changing sizes 

                                                 
96 Total Site Areas (Zong Yong Di Mian Ji) refers to the total land area of a real estate project. In the Shenzhen 
context, it means the total construction land area allowed for housing construction and all kinds of associated 
facilities, roads, afforestation, etc. located along the red line and approved by land use authorities. 
97 Hui Suo: in most of the real estate projects, the real estate project developers provide a building complex, 
which contains different functions, like sports facilities, swimming pools, entertainment rooms, reading rooms 
and so on. Many of these facilities are open to residents, and in some cases also to the public; it all depends on 
the decision made by the Property Management Company of the real estate projects.  
98 In the time of the planned economy, most of the provision of public facilities was a planning task for the 
public sector, which proved inefficient and caused a financial burden. Therefore, there is now public-private 
cooperation in the residential land-use process, whereby the private land-use developers get the land-use rights to 
develop housing units, but they also have to fulfill certain construction quotas in public facilities such as 
greenery, sports facilities or kindergartens.  
99 http://www.fang.com/ http://www.centaline.com.cn/  
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of real estate projects. The size of a real estate project is a crucial influencer of pedestrian 
mobility patterns.  

 

The REPs are the ‘minimum residential units’ in the Chinese contexts.  

This is fundamentally different to the European context. In Europe, the minimum residential 
unit could be a building, block or even a few blocks due to different landowners. In the 
context of China, since the land-use reform policies in the 1980s split ‘land ownership’ and 
‘land-use rights’, most land-use developers obtain the ‘land use rights’ with a fixed period 
while the state still owns the land. The real estate projects thus contain different groups of 
residential buildings rather than a single building. Therefore, the spatial pattern analysis of the 
residential land use should primarily focus on the typology of the real estate projects instead 
of single buildings. The TSA is the basic measurement for understanding the sizes of real 
estate projects. Although there are still different building typologies (size and types) within 
each real estate project, the building typology impacts on pedestrian mobility are less than 
those of the TSA from real estate units. Pedestrian mobility refers specifically to the walking 
distance from leaving different real estate projects. The transformation of TSA thus indicates 
the transformation of the walking distance ranges.   

In spatial level III, the study focuses on the spatial connection between real estate projects and 
public transport modes (metro /bus) under the Chinse residential land-use system. The real 
estate projects are ‘gated community’ forms, which only have connections to municipality 
roads on the outskirts. The public transport modes (bus /metro), however, also have 
connections with municipality roads. They will not penetrate different real estate projects due 
to the land-use rights issue100. Public transport provision (bus /metro) is the planning task of 
public authorities; therefore, the municipality could only operate public transport networks on 
municipal roads whose land-use rights belong to governments. The size of the real estate 
projects (TSA) and their connection to the municipal roads are crucial factors influencing the 
walking distance to the public transport service points.  

 

(2) Building Height (BH) 

 

Measurement Explanation: This measures the heights of a building from the ground floor to 
the roof; many local authorities developed building height restrictions to control the city’s 
urban landscape (The Free Dictionary by Farlex 2017). Building heights do not influence 
pedestrian mobility; rather they influence land use intensity and travel demand. The 
connection between BH and land use intensity is indeed a general estimation. They are 
assumed to be on the same TSA level. The higher the BH, the greater the building volume it 
provides. The building volume indirectly reflects the population density. Since the data 

                                                 
100 The land-use rights of the real estate projects are in charge by the real estate developers while the land-use 
rights of the road infrastructure are in charge by the municipality 
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collection for the exact population density is complex, it uses secondary sources such as BH 
and total floor area to project different population densities101. 

On national level, the Design Code for Residential Building (GB50096-2011) (Zhu Zhai She 
Ji Gui Fan) defined the minimum height (2.8 metres) for a residential building (Ministry of 
Housing and Urban - Rual Development of the People's Republic of China (MOHURD) 
7/26/2011, p. 9). However, it seems there is a lack of city-level control of building heights in 
residential land uses. On city level, the Shenzhen Architectural Design Regulations 2015 
(Shenzhen Shi Jian Zhu She Ji Gui Ze 2015) set the building height control regulations for 
specific zones such as airports. There are no specific heights stipulated for residential 
buildings (Shenzhen city planning and land resources committee 11/25/2015, pp. 14–15).  

Data Acquisition: Shenzhen geoinfo.com102.  

Data Evaluation: The evaluation of the BH outlines the transformation process of the real 
estate projects on the vertical dimension. Most of the high-rise buildings are legally obliged to 
provide underground parking facilities. The increasing trend of the BH indicates the 
increasing trend of underground parking facilities. The provision of parking facilities thus 
encourages automobile use.   

 

(3) Gross Floor Areas (GFA) 

 

Measurement Explanation: Building Gross Floor Area (GFA) = Building Base Floor Areas 
x Building stories. It refers to the total floor area of all the buildings (Zong Jian Zhu Mian 
Ji)103, which includes not only useful floor spaces but also the exterior constructions (Corpus 
Sireo Real Estate 2017; LEED 2017; Mississauga 1995-2017; European Commission 
Measuring Code 2009, p. 8; ITE 2017). Different countries use detailed definitions to 
calculate the building’s gross floor areas according to local conditions. Factors such as roof 
structures, basements, parking facilities and so on also influence the buildings’ GFA. 
According to Shenzhen Architecture Design Regulation 2015 (Shen Gui Tu [2015] No. 
757), total building area = Building Areas (counting for the FAR) + Building Areas (Not 
counting for the FAR) (Shenzhen city planning and land resources committee 11/25/2015, 
p. 12)  

                                                 
101 The data collection of the population in a specific neighbourhood is a complex issue in Shenzhen. According 
to the Nanshan District Government Statistical Yearbook, the population includes permanent residents (Chang 
Zhu Ren Kou) and registered residents with Hukou. The permanent residents are documented by the household 
registration offices (Jie Dao Ban) while the registered residents with Hukou are documented by the Policies 
Offices. However, the district division of the household registration offices is not the same as the district division 
of the Shenzhen Urban Planning Bureau. Therefore, to get the precise household numbers of the sub-districts 
becomes a huge task.  
102 www.szgeoinfo.com 

103 Total floor area of buildings (Zong Jian Zhu Mian Ji) normally refers to the total areas of all buildings.  
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Data Acquisition: Shenzhen geoinfo.com104 .  

Data Evaluation: The GFA itself means the total building areas of different buildings. The 
total GFA of real estate projects means the total building volumes of different real estate 
projects. The GFA represents the variable ‘building density’105 in the built environment. 
However, the GFA does not mean exactly the ‘population density’106 since the data collection 
does not have the detailed registered household numbers of NS01-02 and NS02-01. The GFA 
itself does not indicate much about the transformation process of the real estate development; 
however, the GFA data are more important for calculating the Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of 
different real estate projects. FAR= Total Floor Area / Total Site Area. 

 

(4) Floor Area Ratio (FAR) 

 

Measurement Explanation: Floor Area Ratio is a controlling mechanism limiting the 
volume of land use. The general calculation of FAR is: FAR = Floor Area / Lot Area  

In American planning history, the planning background of the FAR has aimed to control the 
‘bulk’ since the 1930s. Initially, the FAR was only an additional control mechanism for land 
use zoning; however, it provides more possibilities for the building layout than other linear 
measurements like the size of the plot or the height of the building. It has been adapted for the 
New York City Zoning Resolution of 1940 (Planning advisory service 1958, p. 2). Nowadays, 
FAR is a popular measurement in many official zoning land uses. Within the same FAR 
category, the building construction varies as follows: 

 

  

                                                 
104 www.szgeoinfo.com 

105 Building density: total areas of buildings / total site areas. It describe the density of buildings within land 
plots. The building density is a technical measurement of architecture. It has nothing to do with the real 
population density within a site.  
106 Population density means the population within an area, such as population / km2.  
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Figure 24: Illustration of Floor Area Ratio 

 

Source: APA (2017): American Planning Association Making Great Communities Happen. Floor Area Ratio. Online 
verfügbar unter https://www.planning.org/pas/reports/report111.htm. 

 

National Level of FAR Control 

The Chinese urban-planning system has used the FAR (Rong Ji Lv) in land-use planning since 
the 1980s (He 2017, p. 153). The first national-level legislation for applying the FAR is the 
Code for Urban Residential Area Planning & Design (GB 50180-93) (Ge et al. 2013), which 
was released by the MOHURD107 and GAQSIQ108 in 1994. After several revision (version 
2002, version 2012, version 2016), the FAR is now the mandatory indicator for the urban 
residential area planning at national level. However, the national-level planning code has not 
provided fixed standards for the local governments to define the FAR for different land uses. 

                                                 
107 MOHURD: Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of the People’s Republic of China 
(MOHURD) http://www.mohurd.gov.cn/ 
108 GAQSIQ: General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine of the People’s 
Republic of China  http://www.aqsiq.gov.cn/ 
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Many Chinese cities have been required to develop a Regulatory Detailed Plan (Kong Zhi 
Xing Xiang Xi Gui Hua) to define different FAR levels for different land uses before they 
announced the land leasing and auction (China.com.cn 3/20/2012). The FAR is defined by the 
local government based on many factors; some general categorisations of the FAR are 
according to the residential housing types. 

 

Shenzhen City Level of FAR Control 

According to the Shenzhen Architecture Design Regulations 2015, the FAR in Shenzhen are 
based on the Construction Land-Use Planning Permit (Jian She Yong Di Gui Hua Xu Ke 
Zheng) and Land Use Rights Transfer Contract (Tu Di Shi Yong Quan Chu Rang He Tong 
Shu) (Shenzhen city planning and land resources committee 11/25/2015, p. 12). 

Data Acquisition: FAR calculations contains two data sources: the total floor areas of the 
buildings (GFA) and the total site areas (TSA) of different real estate projects. The GFA is 
available through Shenzhen geoinfo.com. The TSA is available through Shenzhen Statutory 
Plan NS01-02 & NS02-01. In the chosen site of the Shenzhen sample (NS01-02 &NS02-01), 
there are also residential units constructed before 1998, which do not have a legalised FAR 
through the Shenzhen Statutory Plan. For these data, it uses the GIS system to calculate the 
actual FAR.  

Data Evaluation: The FAR indicates the land use intensity, which represents the variable of 
‘density’ of the built environment. The study connects the FAR with different construction 
years of the real estate projects with the analysis. The FAR has had three possibilities since 
the 1980s: 1) the FAR is increasing, 2) the FAR is decreasing, or 3) the FAR is random.  

The spatial distribution of different FAR should match the spatial distribution of public 
transport service points. There might be a lack of coherent connections between the density of 
the FAR and that of the public transport service points. The mismatches reduced the 
attractiveness of the public transport services. The analysis of the FAR not only shows the 
transformation of the density development of the real estate projects, but it also helps in 
understanding the mismatches between the density distribution of residential units and the 
public transport networks. On the one hand, the spatial connection with the automobile mode 
improved through provision of parking spaces; on the other, the spatial connection with the 
public transport network weakens due to the mismatch between travel demand and supply. 

 

(5) Building Coverage Ratio (BCR) 

 

Measurement Explanation: BCR = Ground Floor Areas of all Buildings / Total Site Areas. 
The building coverage ratio is another measurement to describe the typology of the real estate 
housing. The FAR refers to the land use intensity, while the BCR indicates the spatial 
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relationship between built areas and the open space system within the real estate project. 
Under the same FAR level, the BCR could be varied.    

Figure 25: Floor Area Ratio (FAR) and Building Coverage Ratio (BCR)  

 

Source: http://www.realestate-tokyo.com/news/floor-area-ratio-and-building-coverage-ratio/ 

 

National Level of BCR Control 

MOHURD released the Code for Design of Civil Buildings (GB50352-2005) (Ming Yong 
Jian Zhu She Ji Tong Ze) in 2005, which has clear ratio requirements for the building BCR 
(Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of the People's Republic of China 
(MOHURD) 1/7/2005).  

 

Shenzhen City Level of BCR Control  

The Shenzhen Architecture Design Regulations 2015 do not have specific rules governing 
BCR, which rather depends on the Construction Land-Use Planning Permit (Jian She Yong 
Di Gui Hua Xu Ke Zheng) (Shenzhen city planning and land resources committee 11/25/2015, 
p. 12). 

Data Acquisition: The calculation of the BCR requires two data sources: the total ground 
floor areas of all buildings and total site areas (TSA) of different real estate projects. The first 
is available through Shenzhen geoinfo.com and the second through Shenzhen Statutory Plan 
NS01-02 / NS02-01.  

Data Evaluation: The BCR measurements provide another dimension to describe the spatial 
transformation of the real estate typology. The study connects the BCR with different 
construction years of the real estate project to the analysis, there have been three possibilities 
since the 1980s: 1) the BCR is increasing, 2) the BCR is decreasing, or 3) the BCR is random.  
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The BCR level indicates the scale of ‘open spaces’ for residents, which also indicates living 
quality. The decreasing BCR trend might be the result of market-driven forces pushing for 
larger inner gardens within real estate projects. However, if we evaluate pedestrian 
connectivity and mobility level, the decreasing BCR level is a negative factor. It has divided 
the urban spaces into different isolated ‘bulks’ which had two negative impacts: 1) they 
cannot be crossed by residents, whose walking distance to different destinations is thus 
increased; and 2) some of the inner public spaces offer above-ground  parking and 
underground parking, which encourages residents to use automobiles rather than public 
transport.   

The BCR is an important measurement for outlining the ‘public spaces’ within the real estate 
projects. These ‘public spaces’ are not public spaces open to everyone; rather they are 
accessible only to residents of the real estate projects. Although the Chinese government 
announced an important policy on 6 Feb 2016 to ‘open the gate’ of different communities109 
to provide denser road networks, on a practical level, it is a complex issue since it involves 
many property issues. Therefore, to improve roadway connectivity and offer more road spaces 
for the circulation network, at least two different strategies need to be developed: one for the 
old residential neighbourhood and one for the new planned residential neighbourhood. 

 

(6) Parking Ratio (PR) 

 

Measurement Explanation: Parking ratio means the ‘parking spaces provided per unit of 
housing of floor area’110. The parking ratio = total parking places / 1000m2. The study has 
focused on the underground parking facilities.  

Data Acquisition: The calculation of the parking ratio need two data source: the amount of 
parking spaces and the total site areas (TSA). The data acquisition for the exact parking 
spaces in different real estate projects is not complete111 since many of the real estate projects 
are not open to public. The parking amount for parking spaces include two system: 
aboveground parking spaces and underground parking spaces. The number of aboveground 
parking spaces cannot be calculated, but the GIS system is used to estimate the number of 

                                                 
109 Open the Community gate policy: http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2016-02/21/c_1118109546.htm 
110 https://www.greenbelt.org/land-use-planning-dictionary/parking-ratio/ 
111 In many of the real estate projects the parking includes both above-ground and underground parking space. 
The above-ground parking spaces are not easy to quantify. Residents used the pedestrian zones within the real 
estate projects as parking spaces. For the underground parking spaces, the data collection is also not complete 
since it is difficult to enter all the underground parking lots. Therefore, the study relies on the GIS calculation 
and estimation for the underground parking units. According to Shenzhengeoinfom.com, all the building 
contains information for the on-ground floors and underground floors. These underground floors are the parking 
garages since the residential buildings in Shenzhen do not have basement storage functions. So it is possible to 
assume that the underground floors are parking garages.   
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underground parking spaces. The information for the underground levels of buildings112 are 
available through Shenzhengeoinfo.com. The study examines further the current planning 
regulation of the parking ratio in the residential land uses.  

On the urban planning level, the Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines (the 
2014 edition) (SUPSG-2014) defines the parking ratio for different types of construction 
projects (Table 6.4.2.2). On the architectural building level, the Shenzhen Architecture 
Design Regulations (Shen Gui Tu [2015] No. 757) require the parking ratio to either follow 
the Construction Land Use Permit (Jian She Yong Di Gui Hua Xu Ke Zheng) or the SUPSG 
(Shenzhen city planning and land resources committee 11/25/2015, p. 22). The Construction 
land-use planning permit (CLU-PP) is a legal document that allows construction activities 
on different land plots; land plots without the CLU-PP are illegal. However, the CLU-PP 
documents for different real estate projects are not accessible online.  

Table 59: Shenzhen Parking Ratio Requirements Overview 

Time Planning Document Authority Requirements for Parking  
2014 Shenzhen Urban Planning 

Standards and Guidelines 
(the 2014 edition) (Shenzhen 
Shi Cheng Shi Gui Hua Biao 
Zhun Yu Zhun Ze 2014) 

Urban Planning, Land 
& Resource 
Commission of 
Shenzhen 
Municipality  
 

Chapter 6.4 Parking Facilities 
Table: 6.4.2.2 Parking Ratio for the Main 
Construction Projects  

2015-
11-25 

Shenzhen Architecture 
Design Regulation (Shen 
Gui Tu [2015] No. 757)  
(Shenzhen Shi Jian Zhu She Ji 
Gui Ze, Shen Gui Tu[2015] 
No. 757 ) 

Urban Planning, Land 
& Resource 
Commission of 
Shenzhen 
Municipality113 
(secretary office) 

Chapter 4 Master Plan  
4.6.2.2 The number of parking spaces for 
motor vehicles and bicycles should meet the 
requirements of the Construction land use-
planning permit114; if the design guidelines are 
not indicated, it should fulfil the requirements 
of the Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards 
and Guidelines. (p.22) 

 Construction land use – 
planning permit 
(Jian She Yong Di Gui Hua 
Xu Ke Zheng) 

Urban Planning, Land 
& Resource 
Commission of 
Shenzhen 
Municipality  

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

According to Table 6.4.2.2 (Please see the previous chapter, Measurement in spatial level II: 
mixed land use), for most of the residential buildings, the parking ratio is 1 parking unit/ 
100m2. This planning logic assumes that each household owns an automobile. However, this 
planning logic has not considered other aspects such as the traffic flow capacity of the road 
network. Thus the planned automobile growth strategy works in the beginning, but quickly 

                                                 
112 The building information includes ground floors and underground floors. Residential buildings in Shenzhen 

NS01-02 and NS02-01 do not have a basement. Therefore, the underground floors are in most cases underground 
parking facilities.  

113 http://www.szpl.gov.cn/ 
114 Construction land-use planning permit (Jian She Yong Di Gui Hua Xu Ke Zheng): this is a legal certificate 
allowing the construction unit to use the land. The city planning administrative department confirms that the 
location and scope of the construction project conforms to the urban planning guidelines. A land use unit without 
this certificate is illegal and the selling behavior of the real estate business is also illegal, thus it is not possible to 
obtain real estate ownership documents.  
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collapses as soon as the number of automobiles surpasses the traffic flow capacity of the road 
networks. 

Data Evaluation: Parking ratio is another measurement for understanding the spatial 
transformation of the real estate sector; it indicates the availability of parking facilities in 
different real estate projects. The provision of parking facilities has a strong influence on 
residents’ motivation to use an automobile on a daily basis. Therefore, the evaluations of the 
PR indicates the spatial connection between real estate housing and automobile modes 
planning. The higher the PR, the greater the encouragement for automobile usage.  

 

(7) Parking Form (PF) 

 

Measurement Explanation: The parking forms in the study areas of Shenzhen real estate 
project samples include: 1) not parking facilities, 2) aboveground parking facilities, 3) 
underground parking facilities, and 4) aboveground parking facilities and underground 
parking facilities.  

Data Acquisition: fieldwork mapping and Shenzhengeoinfo.com. 

Data Evaluation: According to the parking forms of the real estate projects, real estate 
projects can categorise parking facility provisions into four types. 

The underground floors of each building can be identified using the Shenzhen geo-
information website115. The aboveground parking possibilities are documented based on the 
fieldwork. This method allows us to identify the changing spatial form of the parking system 
in the real estate sector. Real estate projects that provide underground parking garages have 
short connections with the inner public space through elevators. In other words, residents with 
an automobile could reach home more easily compared to public transport modes116.  

 

  

                                                 
115 http://www.szgeoinfo.com:5001/msmap/flex/house.html 
116 Note: people who use public transport modes such as the metro, bus or public bikes still need to walk a 
certain distance from the service points to home. When people drive an automobile, they can park in the 
underground garage and walk directly into the inner gardens via the elevator. It is more convenient for residents 
to drive an automobile than use public transport modes in the Chinese context since the neighbourhood typology 
is better suited to utilising the automobile mobility mode.  
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Public Space System 

 

(1) Size and Types 

 

Measurement Explanation: Neighbourhood typology in the urban design field refers to the 
classification of building types, streets and blocks (Neumann and Michigan State University 
Extension 2013). The built environment on neighbourhood level includes houses, greenery, 
public spaces, pedestrian networks and so on. The spatial configurations of these elements 
have strong impacts on pedestrian mobility in terms of accessing different mode service 
points. For each trip, regardless of mode choice and trip purpose, people cannot avoid spatial 
contacts with public spaces. For example, bus users have to go to the nearest stop; and car 
drivers need to leave home and access the parking lot where their car is parked. From the 
location of home to the service points of different mobility modes, people have to pass 
different levels of public spaces. The bus station might not be located near to his building, so 
he will probably need to cross the road and walk along the pavement to access the bus stop. 
The parking lot might also be located 200 metres away from his building. These ‘pavements’, 
‘streets’ and ‘parking lots’ are public spaces. Their spatial arrangement has crucial impacts on 
pedestrian mobility. Walking is an important mode providing the connection between home 
units and different mobility service points. In the urban design field, the design of public 
spaces is an important element for improving the built and walking environments. The 
walking environment further influences walking behaviour and increases utilisation of public 
transport modes.  

In the Shenzhen residential samples NS01-02 and NS02-01, there are two types of public 
space. Type I: Publicly owned public space refers to public spaces accessible for everyone. 
This type is strongly connected to municipal land-use planning such as in regard to public 
parks, schools and sports facilities. District-level governments hold planning responsibility for 
allocating different sizes of public facilities according to the population density and future 
development goals of the respective districts.   

Type II: Privately owned public space117 refers to inner gardens or greenery from different 
real estate projects. Type II spaces are mainly accessible by their residents. Data acquisition is 
connected with BCR measurement in spatial level II. These public spaces belong to the 
residents living within them. However, these spaces are sometimes accessible for people from 
outside as they provide some public facilities such as kindergartens, medical health facilities 
and commercial facilities. Most property management companies (Wu Ye Guan Li Gong Si) 
are responsible for managing type II spaces in different real estate projects. The municipality 
required real estate developers to provide a certain amount of green spaces, parking facilities 
and commercial facilities within their real estate projects. These are also prerequisites for real 

                                                 
117 The ‘privately owned public spaces’ in the Chinese context means the public space area owned by 
communities such as the residents within a real estate project. They are not meant to be open to all the public. 
They are considered property of the real estate; however, the real estate property offices could decide whether 
these ‘public spaces’ are open to the public or not.  
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estate developers obtaining different types of land-use approval from the Shenzhen urban 
planning bureau. For instance, a public-private partnership (PPP) must be formed between the 
municipality and land-use developers, which is tasked with providing public facilities as part 
of the real estate development project.  

Data Acquisition: Type I public-owned public spaces are available through Shenzhen 
Statutory Plan NS01-02 and NS02-01. For type II private-owned public spaces please refer to 
the BCR measurement.  

Data Evaluation: The study is not going to evaluate different sizes of public spaces and their 
diversity or suitability according to different population densities. Rather, it attempts to 
evaluate ‘potential’ parking spaces for public spaces planning in the Chinese context. It again 
applies the GIS system to calculate the parking capacities in those public-owned public 
spaces. Most of these public spaces are more accessible by automobile modes than public 
transport modes. From the door-to-door mobility aspect, this is also important evidence of 
prioritising automobile mode development.  
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Accessibility Level to Public Transport Mode (Bus) 

 

(1) Real Accessing Distance (RAD) 

 

Measurement Explanation: Public transport accessibility levels (PTALs) is a tool developed 
in London in 1992 by the London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham (Transport for 
London 2010, p. 2). One of the most important PTALs measurements is the accessing 
distance and accessing times from the starting points to the public transport service point 
(Transport for London 2010, p. 3).  

Data Acquisition: Data collection includes fieldwork mapping and the Gaode Maps mobile 
application. The study has chosen bus mode as an example instead of collecting data for all 
public transport modes.   

Here it uses the real estate project (Long Cheng Hua Yuan) to explain the data generation 
process of the real walking path from each building to the nearest bus station118. From the 
satellite image it seems that all the buildings are within the 300-metre buffer119, which means 
all the residents have bus services. However, in reality there are ‘invisible’ barriers120 that 
extend the real walking distance. The invisible barriers include the gate location of the real 
estate project, the fences of the real estate projects, the layout of the pedestrian facilities and 
the street crossing facilities and so on. By addressing these invisible factors in the calculation, 
the Gaode map re-calculates the real walking distance from each building to the nearest bus 
stations. The proposed ‘walking path’ from Gaode Maps is re-examined with the fieldwork 
mapping. 

  

                                                 
118 Nearest bus station: there are steps to define the closest bus station for each building. First, the building 
belongs to its respective real estate project; the real estate project locates it in the respective land plot; and finally 
the bus station attached to the respective land plot is the primary choice for the walking distance calculation.  
119 Catchment area: in the transport planning, the catchment area for bus station is a 300-metre buffer and 500 
metres for a train station.  
120 Invisible barrier: measuring the catchment areas for the bus service zones is usually a planning task for the 
transport planning bureau. In Shenzhen, the Shenzhen Transportation Committee (Shenzhen Jiao Tong Wei 
Yuan Hui) is responsible for this task. http://www.sztb.gov.cn/xxgk/xxgkml/gkzn/. The location of the real estate 
project is the design task of the architecture company, but later the real estate project will handed over to the 
property management office (Fang Di Chan Wu Ye Guan Li Gong Si) for management, which also has the power 
to decide which exits should be closed or open. Therefore, the Shenzhen Transportation Committee only used 
standard transport planning tools to plan the bus network services. The 300-metre catchment areas is a tool for 
measuring the bus service. 
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Step I: 300-metre catchment area from GIS 

Figure 26: NS01-02 Catchment Area for Bus Station (300 metres) 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Step II: Choose a real estate sample – Long Cheng Hua Yuan 

Figure 27: Real Estate Example (Long Cheng Hua Yuan) in NS01-02 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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Step III: Use the Gaode mobile application to calculate the walking path and compare with the 
fieldwork mapping information.  

Figure 28: Walking Path from Building ID 25-36 to Bus Station B27 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

Step IV: Put all the valid Gaode data into an Excel table (both the nearest station and station 
on the other side of the street). The bus station on the other side of street is included for later 
analysis. The road network and its spatial features also have strong impacts on the walking 
distance to the bus stations, not only on the spatial typology of the real estate project. These 
data should not be included in the table calculations.  
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Table 60: Building ID and Bus ID in Real Estate Example (Long Cheng Hua Yuan)  

Real Estate 
Project 

Building Name Building 
ID 

Bus 
Station ID 

Real Walking 
Distance to 
B27 (metre) 

Bus Station 
ID 
(other side of 
the street) 

Real 
Walking 
Distance to 
B4 (metre) 

Long Cheng 
Hua Yuan 

龙城花园 5 25 B27 537 B4 780 

龙城花园 7 26 B27 507 B4 750 

龙城花园 16  27 B27 575 B4 818 

龙城花园 18 28 B27 570 B4 813 

龙城花园 20 29 B27 599 B4 842 

龙城花园 22 30 B27 637 B4 880 

龙城花园 25 31 B27 666 B4 909 

龙城花园 23 32 B27 666 B4 909 

龙城花园 21 33 B27 637 B4 880 

龙城花园 19 34 B27 599 B4 842 

龙城花园 17 35 B27 570 B4 813 

龙城花园 15 36 B27 576 B4 815 

龙城花园 8 37 B27 507 B4 750 

龙城花园 4 38 B27 507 B4 750 

龙城花园 2 39 B27 507 B4 750 

龙城花园 1 40 B27 424 B4 725 

龙城花园 3 41 B27 424 B4 725 

龙城花园 6 42 B27 468 B4 711 

龙城花园 9栋 A.B.C 43 B27 563 B4 806 

龙城花园 10栋 A.B.C 44 B27 559 B4 802 

龙城花园 11栋 A.B 45 B27 559 B4 802 

龙城花园 12栋 A.B 46 B27 602 B4 845 

龙城花园 13栋 A.B 47 B27 648 B4 891 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

Step V: Convert the Excel table into a Graphic 

Figure 29: Real Walking Distance of Building ID 25-47 to Bus Station B27, B4  

 

Source: Xiaoli lin 
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As shown in the sample of Long Cheng Hua Yuan, for most of the buildings, walking 
distances to the nearest bus stop are longer than 300 metres although they all seem to be 
within the 300-metre buffers. The ‘invisible layer’ that extends the walking distance includes 
the size of the real estate project, the gate location of the real estate project and even the 
layout of municipal greenery; they all have impacts on pedestrian mobility paths. Different 
actors are in charge of elements during the residential land-use planning process. They do not 
have to consider the impacts on pedestrian mobility. However, when it comes to real life, the 
spatial connection with these different planning elements influences the pedestrian paths and 
possibilities.  

Data Evaluation: All data contain the following distance segments: (1) Distance – from the 
building to the exit gate of the real estate project; (2) Distance – from the gate of the real 
estate project to the municipal pedestrian path, and (3) Distance – from the municipal 
pedestrian path to the public transport service point. 
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Part C 
 

5. Chapter 5 - Data Output and Analysis 
 

Table 61: Spatial Pattern Analysis Output Overviews 

Variables 
(empirical) 

Measurements 
(empirical) 

Fieldwork Outputs 

Spatial Level I : (5 km residential land use samples) 
Road network  (1) Intersection density Master Plans of Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen 

(1) Figure: three residential samples of Beijing (scale: 5km grid)  
(2) Figure: three residential samples of Shanghai (scale: 5km grid) 
(3) Figure: three residential samples of Shenzhen (scale: 5km grid) 

Land plot (1) Land-plot sizes As above 
(2) Land plot amounts As above 

Spatial Level II: (2.5km residential land use sample) 
Road network (1) Intersection density (1) Figure: Intersection density of main roads in NS01-02 / NS02-01 

(2) Figure: Intersection density of secondary roads in NS01-02 / NS02-01 

(2) Road classification (1) Figure: Road classification in NS01-02 / NS02-01 
(2) Table: Road classification and technical data in NS01-02 / NS02-01  
(3) Figure: Examples of main roads, secondary roads and branches in 
NS01-02 / NS02-01 

(3) Pedestrian street 
crossing 

(1) Figure: Pedestrian crossing maps in NS01-02 / NS02-01(Fieldwork) 
(2) Table: Pedestrian street crossing types in NS01-02 / NS02-01 

Land plot (1) Land-plot size (1) Figure: Land-plot sizes in NS01-02 / NS02-01 (GIS) 
(2) Land plot ratio (1) Figure: Land plot ratios in NS01-02 / NS02-01 (GIS) 

Mixed land use (1) Land use 
classification 

(1) Table: Table: Land use codes of NS01-02                                         
 

(2) Mixed land use  
 

Public transport 
modes (bus)  

(1) Spatial network  (1) Figure: Bus station network in NS01-02 / NS02-01 
(2) Network capacity  (1) Table: Bus Stations ID and Capacities in NS01-02 / NS02-01 

Spatial Level III: (0.5km residential samples – real estate projects) 
Real estate 
profiles 

(1) Land-plot size (1) Figure: Built year of different real estate projects in NS01-02 
(2) Figure: Total site areas (TSA) of different real estate projects in NS01-
02 

(2) Building heights (1) Figure: Building heights of different real estate projects in NS01-02 
(3) Building gross floor 
areas 

(1) Figure: Building gross floor areas of different real estate projects in 
NS01-02 

(4) Floor area ratios (1) Figure: Building floor area ratios of different real estate projects in 
NS01-02 

(5) Building coverage 
ratio 

(1) Figure: Building coverage ratio of different real estate projects in 
NS01-02 

(6) Parking ratio  (1) Figure: Parking provisions of different real estate projects in NS01-02 
(7) Parking forms (1) Figure: Examples of parking types in NS01-02 

Public space 
systems 

(1) Public-owned 
public spaces 

(1) Figure: Sizes of public-owned public spaces in NS01-02 

(2) Private-owned 
public spaces 

 

Accessibility level 
to public 
transport mode 
(bus)  

(1) Accessing distance 
to bus stations 

(1) Figure: Catchment areas (300m) of bus stations in NS01-02 
(2) Table: Building information of real estate projects in NS01-02 
(3) Figure: Real accessing distances to the nearest bus stations of different 
real estate projects in NS01-02 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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5.1. Spatial Level I – Output and Analysis 
 

Beijing 

Figure 30: Master Plans of Beijing 

 

Source: http://tupian.baike.com 

 

Figure 31: Beijing Residential Neighbourhood Samples 

 

 
  

Sample A Sample B Sample C 
Intersection density (number / km²) 

24.2 7.36 2.64 

Numbers of land plots (number / km²) 

15.88 5.52 2.4 
Land-plot size ranges (m²) 

2089 - 395306 2946 – 1305248 8890 – 2028148 
Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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Shanghai  

Figure 32: Master Plans of Shanghai  

 

Source:  

Figure 33: Shanghai Residential Neighbourhood Samples 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Sample A Sample B Sample C 

Intersection density (number / km²) 
15.28 3.92 3.2 
Numbers of land plots (number / km²) 

13.4 4.12 2.9 
Land-plots size ranges (m²) 

5696 – 742201 59955 - 2045698 113761 - 1231018 
Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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Shenzhen  

Figure 34: Master Plans of Shenzhen 

 

Source: http://g.mnr.gov.cn/201808/t20180802_2158657.html 

Figure 35: Shenzhen Residential Neighborhood Samples 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Sample A Sample B Sample C 

Intersection density (number / km²) 

14.67 4.88 2.88 

Numbers of land plots (number / km²) 

9.6 4.2 2.7 
Land plots size ranges (m²) 

7739 - 579593 42074 - 1452148 96451 - 991513 
Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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Road Network  

 

(1) Finding 1: Decreasing Roadway Connectivity Level 

Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen: the three residential samples exhibit a decreasing trend of 
roadway connectivity according to their locations (compared the sample A and sample C). 
The denser road network in Beijing sample A are for traditional neighbourhoods of ‘Hu tong’-
type residential units. The residential samples closer to the city core have a higher intersection 
density than those further away. Shenzhen: residential sample in Nanshan district (sample A) 
has a denser ID than sample B and sample C. The newly built districts are keen to have a 
lower ID level than the older districts. The decreasing intersection density indicates 
decreasing roadway connectivity, which is an indicator of vehicle development. The road 
networks of the four Chinese cities display a common trend of decreasing roadway 
connectivity, especially towards the outskirts of the city.  

 

Land-Plot Sizes 

 

(2) Finding 2: Increasing Land-Plot Sizes and Decreasing Land Plot Amounts 

The land-plot sizes show an increasing trend, which increases the inconvenience for walking. 
The increasing land-plot sizes reduce the potential of cycling and walking due to the greater 
distances. The falling numbers of land plots indicate an increasing number of gated 
communities. The increasing level of land-plot sizes and the development pattern of gated 
communities discourages walking and cycling while encouraging car use.  

Conclusion of Analysis on spatial level I  

The development trend of the road network and land plots supports the development of the 
automobile mode in the four chosen cities: (1) The road network shows decreasing roadway 
connectivity, especially for residential land use in the city outskirts or newly built residential 
land uses. (2) Land-plot size is greatly increasing with more dead-end streets. These built 
environment spatial features encourage the development of the automobile mode and 
discourage slow mobility modes like walking and cycling.  
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5.2. Spatial Level II – Output and Analysis 

 

 

Road Network  

 

(1) Intersection Density   

 

Figure 36: Intersection Density of Main and Secondary Roads in NS01-02 and NS02-01 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Main Roads Main Roads / Secondary Roads Main Roads / Secondary Roads / 
Branches 

Intersection density (number / km²) 
2.6 6.7 18.6 

Numbers of Land plots (number / km²) 

4 13 43 
Land plots size ranges (m²) 

452157 – 1155513 54175-385500 7805-275917 
Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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(2) Road Classification    

 

Figure 37: Road Classification in NS01-02 and NS02-01 

 

Source: Shenzhen Statutory Plan NS01-02 and NS02-01 + Filed work Mapping  
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Table 62: Road Classification and Technical Data in NS01-02 and NS02-01 

Road ID Name of the 
 Roads 

Road Types 
I: main road 
II: Secondary 
Road 
III: Branch  

Driving 
Direction  

Vehicle Lanes 

Direction I Direction II 

1 南海大道 I 2 3-6  N 3 S 

2 后海大道 I 2 3  N 3-4 S 

3 东滨路 I 2 4  W 3-4 E 

4 后海滨路 I / II 2 3 N 3 S 

5 创业路 II 2 3-5 W 3-5 E 

6 登良路 II 2 1 W 1 E 

7 粤城路 III 2 1 W 1 E 

8 南商路 III 2 1 N 1 S 

9 南油北街 III 2 1 N 1 S 

10 南油南街 III 2 2 W 1 SE 

11 华光路 III 2 1 W 2 E 

12 华明路 III 2 1 W 1 E 

13 兴南路 III 2 1 N 1 S 

14 天后西路 III 2 1 N 1 S 

15 天后东路 III 2 1 N 1 S 

16 天后北街 III 2 1 W 1 E 

17 彤阳道 III 2 2 W 2 E 

18 工业八路 II 2 2 W 2 E 

19 工业七路 II 2 1 W 1 E 

20 公园路 II 2 2 N 2 S 

21 爱榕路 II 2 2 N 2 S 

22 海月路 II 2 2 N 2 S 

23 紫园路 III 2 1 N 1 S 

24 四海路 III 2 2 N 1 S 

25 近海路 III 2 1 N 1 S 

26 工业九路 III 2 1 W 1 E 

27 南荔路 III 2 1 SW 1 NE 

28 荔园路 III 2 2 W 1 E 

29 月华路 III 2 1 W 1 E 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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Figure 38: Main Roads, Secondary Roads and Branches in NS01-02 / NS02-01 

Road Type  Photos Characteristics 

Main 
Roads 

 

Road ID: 1 - 4 to 6 lanes in both directions 
- Fences in the middle and along 

both sides to prevent pedestrians 
crossing 

- Design logic: facilitate greater 
driving speed, not pedestrian 
convenience 

 

Secondary 
Roads 

Road ID: 5 - 3 to 5 lanes in both directions 
- Facilitate greater driving speed 

 

Branches  

 

- 1 lanes in both driving  
- Convenient for walking due to 

low traffic volume 
- Spaces for street vendors, and 

other service facilities 
- No bus services 
 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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(3) Pedestrian Street Crossing 

 

Figure 39: Pedestrian Crossing in NS01-02 / NS02-01 (Fieldwork) 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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Figure 40: Pedestrian Crossing Types in NS01-02 / NS02-01 (Fieldwork) 

Road Type  Photos Characteristics 

Overpass 
Street 
Crossing  

 

 

- Inconvenient for the elderly 
and disabled  

Zebra 
Street 
Crossing 
(signalised)  

 

- Low cost  
- Limited to road intersections  

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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Land Plot  

 

(1) Land-Plot Size 

 

Figure 41: Land-Plot Sizes in NS01-02 / NS02-01 (GIS) 

 

Source: Shenzhen Statutory Plan NS01-02, Shenzhen Statutory Plan NS02-01 

 

Table 63: Land-Plot Sizes Information (NS01-02 & NS02-01) 

Land Plot ID FAR Land-Plot 
Sizes (m2) 

Max Distance (m) Min Distance (m) Average Distance (m) 

01-02-1-4 5.41 272836 419 263 341 
01-02-5-8 4.21 385500 558 280 419 
01-02-09 3.46 244333 389 228 308.5 
01-02-10 3.72 275917 391 269 330 
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02-01-01 1.69 319093 286 445 365.5 
02-01-02 1.53 181139 178 353 265.5 
02-01-03a 2.74 122468 307 115 211 
02-01-03b 2.29 133241 308 133 220.5 
02-01-04 1.76 194695 440 181 310.5 
02-01-05 1.78 260595 433 230 331.5 
02-01-06 3.86 197991 361 193 277 
02-01-07a 2.36 54175 310 41 175.5 
02-01-07b 3.15 142273 307 164 235.5 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

(2) Land-Plot Ratio 

Figure 42: Land-Plot Ratios in NS01-02 / NS02-01 (GIS) 

 

Source: Shenzhen Statutory Plan NS01-02, Shenzhen Statutory Plan NS02-01, GIS 
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Mixed Land Use 

 

(1) Land Use Classification 

Table 64: Land Use Codes of NS01-02 

 

Source: Shenzhen Statutory Plan NS01-02 <后海>法定图则 

 

   

 

 

 

  

深圳市南山 01-02 号片区 《后海地区》法定图则 规划用地汇总表
序号
Nr.

用地代码
Land code

用地性质
Land use

用地面积（公

顷) Land area 
(hectare)

占城市建设用地

比例 （%）
Occupy urban construction 
land

占规划用地

比例 （%）
Planning land
Proportion (%)

R 居住用地 Residential land 83.29 60.91 60.91

R1 一类居住用地 Residential land I 1.64 1.2 1.2

1 其中 R2 二类居住用地 Residential land II 71.42 52.23 52.23

R3 三类居住用地 Residential land III 3.94 2.88 2.88

-

旧村改造单元用地 
village reconstruction unit land 6.29 4.6 4.6

C

商业服务设施用地

Commercial service facility land 5.56 4.13 4.13

C1 商业用地Commercial land 0.54 0.39 0.39

2 其中 C2 商业性办公用地 Commercial office space 4.57 3.34 3.34

C3 服务业用地 Service land 0.19 0.14 0.14

C4 旅馆业用地 Hotel land 0.35 0.26 0.26

GIC 政府社团用地 Government community land 8.49 6.21 6.21

GICI 行政办公用地 Administrative office land 0.38 0.28 0.28

3 其中 GIC2 文化设施用地 Cultural facility land 0.1 0.07 0.07

GIC4 医疗卫生用地 Medical facility land 0.56 0.41 0.41

GIC5 教育科研用地 Educational research land 7.45 5.45 5.45

S 道路广场用地 Road square land 29.6 21.65 21.65

S1 道路用地 Road infrastructure land 28.43 20.79 20.79

6 其中 S2 广场用地 Square land 0.52 0.38 0.38

S3 社会停车库用地 Social parking garage land 0.65 0.48 0.48

U 市政公用设施用地 Municipal utility land 0.91 0.67 0.67

U1 供应设施用地 Supply facility land 0.09 0.07 0.07

7 其中 U3 邮政设施用地 Postal facility land 0.34 0.25 0.25

U4 电信设施用地 Telecommunications facility land 0.48 0.35 0.35

8 G 绿地 Green space 8.61 6.3 6,3

G1 公共绿地 Public green space 8.61 6.3 6,3

9 D 特殊用地 Special land 0.19 0.14 0,14

D1 军事用地 Military land 0.19 0.14 0,14

小计 城市建设用地 Urban construction land 136.74 100 100
合计 城市规划总用地 Total land for urban planning 136.74 100
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Public Transport Mode (Bus) 

 

(1) Spatial Network (Bus)  

Figure 43: Bus Stations Network in the NS01-02 and NS02-01 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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(2) Network Capacity  

Table 65: Bus Station ID and Capacities in NS01-02 / NS02-01 

ID Station Names Bus Lines Nr
. 

Bus Station Capacities 
(Bus Numbers /Hour) 

2 佳嘉豪苑 M467, M483, N8, Holiday Special lines, 19, 37, B839, M222, 
M371, M388 

10 47 

3 佳嘉豪苑 M467, M483, N8, Holiday Special lines, 19, 37, B839, M222, 
M371, M388 

10 48 

4 南山邮局 N4, 10, 332,K113, M206, M242, M467, M506, N4, 70, 80, 
113, 204, 226, 245 

15 110 

5 北师大附小 Line 7, Airport 8, B609, J1, M299, M371, M430, N8, N24, 
19, 37, 72, 229, 322, B605 

15 71 

6 创业东 229, B605, B839, M299, M430, M467, M 483, Holiday 
Special lines 

8 31 

7 创业路东 229, B605, B839, M299, M430, M467, M 483, Holiday 
Special lines 

8 31 

20 蔚蓝海岸三期 M 474 1 5 

21 蔚蓝海岸三期 M 474 1 5 

23 登良地铁站 M493 1 0 

24 登良地铁站 M 493 1 1 

25 北师大附小 B609, J1, M299, M371, M430, N8, N24, 19, 37, 72, 229, 322, 
B605, Line 7, Airport 8 

15 71 

26 后海新村 B09, J1, M299, M371, M430, M474, N8, 19, 37, 72, 229, 
322, B605, N24, Line 7, Airport 8 

16 78 

27 南山邮局 331, 332, 390, K113, M206, M242, M506, 70, 80, 113, 204, 
226, 245 

13 100 

28 南油大厦 N4, Airport 10, K 204, M 206, M 242, M448, M467, M506, 
70, 80, 113, 204, 226, 245, 328, 331, 332, K105, K113, N4 

20 146 

29 南油大厦 K204, M448, M467, N4, N27, Airport 10, 70, 80, 113, 204, 
328, K113 

12 89 

30 南油大厦 1 K204, M448, M467, N4, N27, Airport 10, 70, 80, 113, 204, 
328, K113 

12 90 

31 南海东滨路口 M206, M 467, M506, N 27, 70, 80, 328, 331, 332, 390 10 62 

32 南门一坊 B605, B816, K105, M206, M409, M506, M507, 22, 226, 229, 
245, 322, 331 

13 88 

33 南门一坊 322, K105, M206, M409, M418, M506, M507, N27, 22, 226, 
229, 245, 331, B605 

14 90 

34 后海新村 B609, J1, M299, M371, M430, M474, N8, 19, 37, 72, 229, 
322, B605, N24, special line 7, Airport line 8, M493 

17 74 

35 北师大附中 M418, M430, M474, N27, Airport line 8, 245, M206, M299, 
M409, M506, M507 

11 50 

36 北师大附中 M474, M506, M507, Airport line 8, 245, M 206, M 299, 
M409, M 418, M 430 

10 50 

54 蛇口沃尔玛 K204, M409, N4, N26, Airport line 10, 113, 204, 332, B605, 
B816, K113 

11 71 

55 蛇口沃尔玛 70, 79, 80, 113, 122, 204, 233, 328, 332, B605, K113, K204, 
M241, M400 

14 101 

58 蛇口人民医院 M409, M448, M484, Airport line 10, 79, 113, 122, 328, 
K113, M241 

10 63 

59 蛇口人民医院 79, 113, 122, 328, K113, M241, M409, M448, M484, Airport 
line 10 

10 63 

62 玫瑰园 80, 204, 233, 331, 332, K204, M400, N4, N4 (section line) 9 54 

63 玫瑰园 80, 204, 233, 331, 332, K204, B816, M400, N4, N26 10 54 

64 四海小区 70, B817 2 12 

65 四海小区 70, B817 2 12 

66 翠薇园 70, B817 2 12 

68 四海 331 1 8 

69 四海 331 1 8 

70 爱榕园 22, 226, B816, K105 4 32 

71 爱榕园 22, 226, K105 3 29 

72 兰园 22, 226, 331, B816 4 32 
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73 兰园 22, 226, 331 3 29 

74 海月花园 19, 37, 72, B609, J1 5 36 

75 文竹园 B737, B817 2 7 

76 文竹园 B737, B817 2 7 

77 海月花园 19, 37, 72, B609, J1, M371, N8, N24, Special line 7 9 42 

78 半岛花园北 B737, B817 2 7 

79 半岛花园北 B737, B817 2 7 

83 海月路中 M430 1 4 

84 海月路中 M430 1 4 

86 海月地铁站 2 B737, B817, M430, N26 4 12 

87 海月地铁站  B737, M418, M430 3 12 

90 海月地铁站 1 M418 1 4 

91 半岛花园 19, 37, 72, B609, J1, M371, N8, N24, N26, special line 7 10 44 

92 育才二中 22, 70, 226, B737, K105 5 43 

93 半岛花园 M371, N8, N24, special line 7, 19, 37, 72, B609, J1 9 42 

94 育才三中 M430 1 4 

95 育才三中 M430 1 4 

97 育才四小 M 418, M493 2 5 

98 育才四小 M 418, M493 2 5 

100 育才二中 22, 70, 226, B737, K105 5 51 

101 湾厦村委 19, 37, 72, B609, J 1, M 418, N8, N24, special line 7,  9 40 

102 工业七路口 M430, M493 2 5 

103 工业七路口 M371, M430, M493, N26 4 11 

107 四海公园南 M430, M493 2 5 

108 蛇口体育中心东 233, N26 2 3 

109 蛇口体育中心东 233 1 3 

110 蛇口体育中心 70, 79, 122, M484, M493 5 23 

111 体育中心 70, 79, 122, M484, M493 5 23 

114 蛇口国税局 70, 122, B 816, M484, M493 5 17 

115 蛇口国税局 70, 122, B 816, M484, M493 5 17 

205 后海滨登良路口 M474, M493 2 6 

300 蛇口沃尔玛 1  70, 79, 80, 122, 233, 328, M400, M448, M484 9 49 

301 蛇口人民医院 79, 113, 122, 328, K113, M241, M409, M448, M484, Airport 
10 

10 65 

302 翠竹园 B 816 1 1 

303 翠竹园 B 816 1 1 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

The output data from spatial level II outlines four factors supporting automobile development 
in Shenzhen residential samples NS01-02 and NS02-01: (1) Road network design prioritises 
vehicle mobility modes. (2) Land plot division shows discord between residential land use 
and mobility planning. (3) Mixed land use guidelines are not sufficient for traffic reduction 
and parking management. The parking provision in different land use types has encouraged 
automobile mode development. (4) Public transport (bus) has a weaker spatial connection 
with different land plots. It needs more mechanisms to support the feeder mode development 
(cycling /walking) to improve bus connections in residential areas. 
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Road Network  

(1) Finding 1: Road Network Prioritises Vehicle Mobility Modes 

      (a) Road network design focused on engineering standards  

      (b) Increasing demand for road infrastructure and parking facilities  

      (c) Ignorance of pedestrian mobility planning  

      (d) Lack of neighbourhood-level control on automobile ownership (socially and spatially) 

      (e) Lack of strategies to integrate the sustainable mobility context.  

 

Land Plot 

(2) Finding 2: Lack of Coordination between Residential Land Use and Mobility Planning 

      (a) LPS range supports walking for within-land-plot trips, but not cross-land-plot trips. 

      (b) LPS are ideal for cycling, but lack continuous bike lanes.  

      (c) LPS lack integration with bus services  

      (d) LPR lack coordination with bus services.  

 

Mixed Land Use  

(3) Finding 3: Lack of Traffic Reduction and Parking Management Plan 

     (a) Lack of different levels of mixed land use guidelines.  

     (b) Lack of a parking management plan in different land use types.  

 

Public Transport Modes (Bus) 

(4) Finding 4: Lack of Public Transport Integration Plan 

     (a) Lack of systematic planning for feeder mode planning of bus services.  
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Finding 1: Road Network Prioritises Vehicle Mobility 
 

 

Measurement: Road Network (Intersection Density, Road Classification, Pedestrian Street 
Crossing)  

Findings: The road network in the Shenzhen samples (NS01-02, NS02-01) indicates a 
prioritisation of vehicle mobility planning in residential land uses. Different road classes 
mainly emphasise the technical requirements for vehicle mobility such as speed limits and 
minimum traffic volumes. Other mobility modes such as walking and cycling lack planning 
integration in the sample areas. People seem to be encouraged to walk within their own 
‘residential area’ real estate projects. However, it is not possible to ‘plan’ or ‘prohibit’ 
walking behaviour within high-density residential areas, especially for multi-trip purposes. 
Road networks penetrating dense residential areas thus require specific design features to 
support pedestrian and cyclist mobility. ‘One-Size-fits-all’ road design standards are not 
appropriate here. 

 

(a) Road Network Design Focused on Engineering Standards 

By comparing the SUPSG 2014 requirements of Shenzhen Road Network Planning Indicators 
and Requirements and fieldwork data, we conclude that all road segments in the Shenzhen 
sample area (NS01-02 and NS02-01) have followed the technical road infrastructure 
requirement in terms of width, traffic direction and vehicle lanes. According to road planning 
indicators in Shenzhen, main roads need six lanes for both directions and secondary roads 
need four lanes for both directions (Shenzhen Government 2014, p. 34). However, the road 
network planning solely considered the traffic circulation for vehicles in Shenzhen. The 
planning logic aims to support vehicle mobility based on the engineering calculations for 
traffic flow capacity, which rely on main parameters like vehicle speed and vehicles/hour 
determine the layout of road features.  

This planning logic will eventually lead to bottlenecks when automobile ownership surpasses 
the maximum capacity of the current road network; traffic congestion will be unavoidable. 
According to the road traffic operation index121 released by the Transport Commission of 
Shenzhen Municipality (TCSM), the areas around the samples experience frequent traffic 
congestion during weekday peak hours (Transport Commission of Shenzhen Municipality 
2018). Shenzhen had 3225879 automobiles in 2016 (Southcn.com 2017), making it one of 
seven Chinese cities with over 3 million; the others are Beijing, Chengdu, Chongqing, 
Shanghai, Suzhou and Zhengzhou (www.news.con 2018). Shenzhen registered 55900 new 
automobiles in January 2018 alone, an increase of 46.83% from 12 months previous 

                                                 
121 Road traffic operation index:  
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(Shenzhen Municipal Public Security Bureau 2018). The indicator of vehicles per kilometre of 
road in Shenzhen is 500, which is the highest among the Chinese cities (China.com 2014).  

 

(b) Increasing Demand for Road Infrastructures and Parking Facilities 

Rapid automobile growth necessitates rapid road expansion and rapid provision of parking 
facilities. Shenzhen had 3km² of urban land in 1978, which had increased to 968km² by 2014 
(Qian et al. 2016) while the road network expanded from 745.7 km in 1980 to 1617.4 in 2010 
(Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 2012b, p. 143). Due to a scarcity of land resources, supply 
side solutions such as expanding current road networks are not suitable future sustainable 
development strategies. 

Table 66: Lengths of Operation Mileage by the End of the Year (grouped by grade) (1980-2011)  

Year Operation                                                                                                                                     (10 000 km) 

Mileage Express 
Way 

First-Class 
Highway 

Second-Class 
Highway 

Third-Class 
Highway 

Fourth-Class 
Highway 

Below-Class 
IV Highway 

1980 745.7   3.1 119.8 508.0 114.8 
1985 790.8   18.7 194.1 463.2 114.8 
1990 832.3  12.9 11.9 275.9 496.1 35.5 
1995 1103.3 109.9 202.1 68.3 184.5 503.0 35.5 
2000 1356.5 175.5 420.1 197.0 195.9 365.0 3.0 
2005 1579.9 244.5 588.0 280.0 257.9 209.5  
2010 1617.4 339.9 690.8 269.9 216.8 100  
2011 1617.4 340.2 690.8 269.9 216.8 100  
2012 1659 389.7 685.6 269.7 209.4 104.8  
2013 1680 420 685 269.7 209.4 96.4  
2014 1646.6 420.6 664.6 256.3 209.4 95.7  
2015 1643.7 420.6 664.6 256 206.8 95.8  
2016 1637.5 420 663.9 254.7 203.1 95.8  

Source: Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 2012-2017 

Parking provision in Shenzhen is also under pressure from the municipality. Shenzhen has 
10297 parking lots offering around 1916000 parking units in total, which is insufficient for 
the city’s 3 million plus automobiles (sznews.com 2017). The illegal occupation of public 
space for parking thus becomes unavoidable and makes walking even more difficult. The 
formerly constructed urban road network system, which prioritised vehicle mobility thus 
becomes a hindrance to promoting slow mobility modes and public transport accessibility.   

 

(c) Ignorance of Pedestrian Mobility Planning 

Since the road network has simply followed the vehicle mobility planning and ignored other 
modes such as walking, cycling and other public transport, most main and secondary roads 
are difficult to cross for pedestrians in the Shenzhen sample area. There are fences in the 
middle of the roads to separate the driving directions and pedestrian crossings are limited to 
intersections where crossings signalised or footbridges are placed. The aim is to guarantee 
vehicle speeds, rather than pedestrian convenience. The signalised street crossings, located at 
intersections, have a relatively low density. Pedestrian footbridges, which are mandatory 
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planning elements, are not convenient for the elderly or disabled (physically disabled people, 
woman with buggies etc.) 

Walking is an extremely crucial element for enhancing the public transport development. 
Cycling is also a very important mode for short-distance trips. Walking needs systematic 
integration within the existing road infrastructure plan. Cycling also needs support from the 
planning authorities in terms of bike lane provision. The rapid development of the public 
bike-sharing service in Chinese cities (including Shenzhen) should spur public planning 
authorities to revise the current road network planning standards, which should allocate more 
road spaces for walking and cycling.  

 

(d) Lack of Neighbourhood-Level Control on Automobile Ownership (Socially and Spatially) 

Shenzhen has introduced different ‘pull’ and ‘push’ policies to control automobile growth and 
encourage public transportation utilisation. The policies mainly cover the political, technical 
and economic approaches. On the one hand, investment in public transport infrastructure is 
necessary; on the other, efficient strategies for integrating the built environment, designed for 
automobiles, is also important. Enhancement mechanisms for slow mobility modes 
development within the existing high-residential areas are important to support the use of 
public transport modes. The investment in metro infrastructure is relatively fast and efficient. 
However, when we compare the results in controlling automobile ownership, the results do 
not seem very efficient.    

Table 67: Applied Policies in Shenzhen for Automobile Ownership Control 

Time Policies 
    Economically     Technically     Social     Spatially     Political  

 PULL PUSH 
2004  First metro line   
     
2007  Prioritize Public Transport Development 

- BRT   
- Metro transit 

  

2011  Shenzhen Public Transport Development White 
Paper 
-  

  

2013  Shenzhen Walking and Bicycle Traffic System 
Planning and Design Guidelines 2013 

  

2014    - Quota system for vehicle registration 

    - Shenzhen registered  
2018     

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

Total Civil Vehicle Numbers and Total Passenger Vehicles have both showed rapid growth 
from 2008 to 2013; the indicator of ‘passenger vehicles / 1000 people’ also grew. Convincing 
car owners to switch to public transport is a complex task. The formerly built environment, 
which supports the automobile, becomes a hindrance to the development of other mobility 
modes. Shenzhen has introduced the ‘Push’ mechanism of an automobile quota system in 
2014, which has been effective at curbing automobile ownership. However, the application of 
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different ‘Pull’ mechanisms did not show any impact on automobile ownership before 2014. 
The built environment was designed to move vehicles, not pedestrians; even accessing the 
brand-new metro stations requires walking a long distance.  

Table 68: Shenzhen Automobile Ownership Calculation 

 2008 2010 2012 2014 2015 2016 

Total Civil Vehicles 1252747 1669674 2210821 3111488 3147043 3178832 

Total Passenger Vehicles 1017598 1399446 1901268 2776710 2817908 2828974 
Yearend Permanent Residents 8768300 10372000 10547400 10778900 11378700 11908400 
Passenger Vehicles / 1000 people  116 135 180 258 248 238 

Source: Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 2009- 2017 

(e) Lack of Strategies of Integrating Road Infrastructures into the Mobility Planning 

The planning tasks for transport engineers in China require changes. The main task should be 
to ‘move people’, rather than ‘move vehicles’. Municipalities should offer high-quality public 
transport to urban residents rather than high-quality road infrastructure to drivers. The already 
built road infrastructure should be more integrated into mobility planning concepts. Roads 
should not only be for vehicles and tucks; new policies need to allocate more road spaces to 
the public transport network, such as bus rapid transit (BRT). Road features should be 
designed for the convenience of pedestrians, rather than automobiles.  

 

 

Finding 2: Lack of Coordination between Land Use and Mobility Mode Planning 
 

 

Measurement: Land-Plot Size (LPS); Land Plot Ratio (LPR)  

Findings: There remains a lack of coordination between residential land use and slow 
mobility modes (Walking /Cycling) planning in the Shenzhen samples. Although public 
transport services (bus and bike-sharing services) seem to be on site, a closer examination of 
land use typologies and different mobility networks reveals a lack of coordination between 
these two systems. The residential land use plan focuses on land use intensity such as FAR 
development, but lacks guidelines promoting public transport networks. The Shenzhen 
transportation committee usually collaborates with different bus companies to provide bus 
services. However, these two planning systems are not integrated during the rapid 
development of residential land use.  

 

(a) LPS Ranges support walking for within-land-plot trips, but not for cross-land-plot trips  

The LPS indicate that the distance ranges of leaving the land plot are from 175.5m to 419m 
(please see spatial level II – output and analysis). Although the land plot shapes are irregular, 
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the study relies on the GIS system to measure average distances from the central point of the 
land plot to its edge. The LPS are suitable for walking only for within-land-plot trip 
(WLPT)122. Walking behaviour is likely within land plots, rather than crossing different ones. 
However, the sample neighbourhood has at least 70% residential functions, which indicates 
the necessity for trips to other land plots (non-residential) to access different services. 
Therefore, for cross-land-plot trip (CLPT)123 , walking is not ideal based on the size ranges of 
the land plots. Under such circumstances, the demand for faster mobility modes like cycling, 
buses or private cars increases dramatically.  

 

(b) LPS is Ideal for Cycling Mode but lacks integrated Bike Lanes 

Cycling would be an ideal choice for most of the CLPT. The rapid development of bike-
sharing systems in Shenzhen and other Chinese cities are great examples of improving the 
low-carbon mobility options. Technology developments could offer urban citizens low-cost 
mobility options such as bike sharing. This is an important indicator of the quality of mobility 
services in transitional countries. However, the current road infrastructures lack sufficient 
bike lanes on different road classes. Cyclists have to fight with drivers for road space. The 
Shenzhen government released the Shenzhen Pedestrian and Bicycle Transportation System 
Planning and Design Guidelines Articles in 2013 to promote cycling and walking (深圳市规

划和国土资源委员会 Shenzhen shi gui hua he guo tu zi yuan wei yuan hui 2013). The 

municipality realised the importance of promoting other mobility modes aside from vehicles. 
Some of the technical guidelines still fall short. For example, the provision of bike lanes along 
main roads is intended to reduce the pedestrian walking space rather than vehicles road space.    
 
Another issue hindering bike development is disagreements among different land-use 
developers. Many of the formerly built communities prohibited bike sharing. Therefore, the 
improvement plans for bike lanes should focus on two instruments: bike facilities along 
municipal roads bike and agreements with different land-use developers of the bike facilities. 
The goal is to create a safe, continuous and efficient cycling environment in residential areas 
regardless of the different land use ownerships in the Chinese contexts.    

 

(c) LPS Lacks Integration with Bus Networks   

Each land plot has different degrees of spatial connection with bus networks (Figure: 
Different Degrees of Land Plots in Spatial Connections with Bus Network in NS01-02 / 

                                                 
122 Within-land-plot trips: trips that occur within their respective land plots.  
123 Cross-land-plot trips: trips that involve more than two different land plots. The municipal road divides land 
plots, which indicates its spatial inconvenience for pedestrians. The design standards of municipal roads have 
focused on the technical standards of vehicle mobility. Therefore, we could conclude cross-land-plot trips as 
unsuitable for walking since the distances involved are too great for pedestrians. This is especially true for land 
plots along main streets as they are usually too wide for pedestrians and pedestrian crossing facilities or are not 
convenient (overpasses).  
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NS02-01). According to the number of direct connections with bus stations, we categorise the 
land plots into five degrees of spatial connection with bus networks.  

Figure 44: Land Plot Degrees in Connection with Bus Network in NS01-02 / NS02-01 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

The empirical results reveal that not all land plots have an equal spatial connection to bus 
services. The different LPS do not correlate to the different degrees of bus network 
connection. Theoretically, the bigger LPS should have a higher degree of spatial connection to 
bus networks. Accessing distances to bus stations should be more or less similar, such as an 
average of 400m. Therefore, the bigger the LPS, the more bus stations should be able to 
provide equal accessing points on each side of the land plot. Bus stations are located on road 
classes above ‘branches’ (Zhi Lu).   

 

(d) LPR Lacks Coordination with Bus Service Supply  

The study measures another bus supply parameter. It compares the spatial distribution of 
different LPR and the capacity level of different bus service nodes. The bus service includes 
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two layers of information: number of bus lines and service frequency of each line. As can be 
seen from the following map, most high-capacity buses are located on main or secondary 
roads; it shows that bus services have fewer connections to the LPR. Therefore, it is clear that 
residential land-use planning has little interconnection with the bus layout. The interviews in 
Shenzhen (Appendix 5 & 8) showed that the bus network depends more on the availability of 
land spaces for bus depots than the density of surrounding land and associated travel 
demands.  

Figure 45: Comparison of LPR and Bus Service Nodes 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

Difference between LPS and LPR in Connection with Bus Services 

At the LPS level, different degrees of land plots are analysed according to the number of 
edges that have bus stations. Land plots with direct access to bus stations could reduce the 
walking distance to access bus services. In land plots without a direct connection along the 
edges of the respective land plot, residents have to move to the next plot to access the bus 
station, which requires ‘street crossing’ behaviour in order to access bus services.  
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At the LPR level, the internal relationship is examined between the travel demand zones 
(different LPR) and bus service supply (concentration of bus stations and service frequency 
zones). Theoretically, the higher level of LPR generates higher-level travel demands and leads 
to higher-level bus supply, which manifests in a higher concentration of bus stations and 
higher service frequency.  

 

 

Finding 3: Lack of Traffic Reduction and Parking Management Plan 
 

 

Measurement: Mixed Land Use (Land Use Classification & Mixed Land Use Degree)  

Findings: The mixed-land-use strategy is too general and offers few instructions on how to 
promote the mixed land use strategies. The mixed land use guidelines in Shenzhen have not 
considered the effects on vehicle mobility since different land use types offer large parking 
facilities. There is a lack of traffic reduction plans and parking management plans in different 
land use types.  

 

(a) Lack of different levels of Mixed Land Use Guidelines 

The mixed land use guidelines in Shenzhen are very superficial; thus they do not really 
indicate how to guide mixed land use development from building level, neighbourhood level 
and district level. A structural plan to reduce travel needs between different zones is still 
lacking. The mixed land use strategies indicate different scales and approaches to reduce 
travels needs. Solutions could focus on building typology level, neighbourhood level and 
district level.  

Building level: Some of commercial forms like large supermarkets within the neighbourhood 
even induce more traffic from the surrounding areas. Large commercial building complexes 
need careful elaboration with pedestrian network planning and promotion of mobility 
alternatives. Without convenient access to metro and bus stations, most customers carrying 
goods are likely to opt for the car.  

Neighbourhood level: The slow mobility modes should create continuous network, which 
gives pedestrian and cyclists’ priority in different land uses. The requirements should be 
incorporated into different land-use functions, which consider different trip purposes. Mixed 
land use should have stricter requirements in terms of promoting slow mobility modes before 
land-use approval is obtained.  

District level: On district level, planning authorities should regularly conduct travel surveys in 
order to understand the reasons for travel between different districts, which could be job-
housing imbalance, education resources imbalance or commercial facilities imbalance. These 
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factors should be analysed on a broader scale and reviewed from time to time in response to 
spatial changes to city development.    

 

(b) Lack of Parking Management Integration on Different Land Use Types 

The current mixed-land-use strategy promotes different degrees of parking ratio according to 
land use type. This supply side approach is effective in the early phase for solving traffic 
congestion. However, it is not an effective long-term solution. The increasing population and 
motorisation growth require a demand side approach to alleviate traffic problems.  

The mixed-land-use strategy thus needs to consider the parking management mechanism to 
reduce automobile users’ ‘intention to drive’ based on different trip purposes. For example, in 
dense commercial areas, the parking provision should prioritise shared mobility modes such 
as smaller buses, car sharing and so on. For example, parking space provision around schools 
should be allocated to school buses instead of private vehicles. Prioritising parking space 
allocating for different vehicles is crucial in mixed land use strategies. Indeed, there are no 
common standards for finalising parking provision for different types of vehicles. Solutions 
need to consider the local situation and the formulations need input data from the regular 
surveys.  

 

 

Finding 4: Lack of Integrated Public Transport Plan 
 

 

Measurement: Bus Spatial Network 

Findings: Bus services have weaker spatial connection to different real estate projects than 
automobiles as most real estate projects provide parking facilities and automobile can access 
different real estate projects. Bus stations are located on main and secondary roads and bus 
networks only have a spatial connection to municipal road infrastructures instead of with 
different real estate projects. Therefore, people who choose bus modes have to walk greater 
distances to access bus stations than automobile users do when accessing their cars.  

 

(a) Lack of systematic planning for feeder modes planning of bus services 

The improved bus services need to integrate the planning instruments of the feeder modes, 
which could mean upgrading the cycling infrastructure, establishing express bike lanes for 
electric scooters and so on. Although there are large numbers of shared bikes without dock 
stations on site, the space allocation for these different feeder modes seems to be chaotic 
without systematically integrations and planning. There are also growing sell-organised feeder 
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mode services on site, especially for urban village areas, which lack bus stations. The 
municipality should integrate these self-organised mobility services into the common 
planning agenda such as by legalising their services or providing further support and 
guidelines.  

 

5.3. Spatial Level III – Output and Analysis 
 

Real Estate Profiles 

 

(1) Land Plot Size (Total Site Areas) 

Figure 46: Built Year of Different Real Estate Projects in NS01-02 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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Figure 47: Total Site Areas (TSA) of Different Real Estate Projects in NS01-02 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin  

 

(2) Building Height (BH) 

Figure 48: Building Heights of Different Real Estate Projects in NS01-02 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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(3) Building Gross Floor Areas (GFA) 

Figure 49: Building Gross Floor Areas of Different Real Estate Projects in NS01-02 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

(4) Floor Area Ratios (FAR)  

Figure 50: Building Floor Area Ratios of Different Real Estate Projects in NS01-02 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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(5) Building Coverage Ratio 

Figure 51: Building Coverage Ratio of Different Real Estate Projects in NS01-02 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

(6) Parking Ratio 

Figure 52: Parking Provisions of Different Real Estate Projects in NS01-02 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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(7) Parking Forms 

Figure 53: Examples of Parking Types in Shenzhen Sample NS01-02 

Types Examples Characteristics  
Type I: Within the 
real estate projects 

 
 

 

Many real estate projects 
constructed from the 1980s to 
the 1990s do not provide 
underground parking facilities; 
rather they provide above-
ground parking units.  

Type II: 
Underground 
parking lots 

 
 

 

Most real estate projects 
constructed after 2000 have 
underground parking facilities. 
However, it is not possible to 
quantify the underground 
parking facilities of all the 
involved real estate projects. 
ShenzhenGeoinfo.com provides 
information on the number of 
floors of underground space in 
different buildings.  

Type III: Using 
setback spaces of 
residential buildings  

 

 
 

Most high-rise buildings have 
setback space from the 
municipal facilities due to 
architectural requirements. 
These places are planned as 
public spaces or greenery. In 
reality, they function as on-road 
parking lots, managed by 
different real estate property 
management offices.  

Source: Xiaoli Lin  
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Public Space System  

 

(1) Public-owned Public Spaces 

Figure 54: Sizes of Public-owned public spaces in NS01-02 

 

 Land Areas(m²) 

Total Land Size (NS01-02) 1468586.92 
Urban Villages 64831.92 
Public Infrastructure (Streets, 
Sidewalks) 

461016.23 

Total Land Plots 942738.77 
Total Residential 
Land  

718145.45 Total Built Areas 189845.51 

Private- Owned 
Public Spaces 

528299.94 

Public- Owned 
Public Spaces  
(Commercial, 
Governmental, 
Green, Parking, 
Special)  

224593.32 

Source: Shenzhen Statutory Plan NS01-02 

 

(2) Private-owned public spaces 

Please see BCR   
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Accessibility Level to Public Transport Modes 

 

(1) Accessing Distance to the Bus Station 

Figure 55: Catchment Areas (300m) of Bus Stations in NS01-02  

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin  
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Table 69: Building Information of Different Real Estate Projects in NS01-02 

 

Source: Shenzhengeoinfo.com 
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Figure 56: Real Accessing Distances to the Nearest Bus Stations of Different Real Estate Projects in NS01-02 
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Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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The output data from spatial level III outline three factors influencing automobile 
development in Shenzhen: (1) spatial transformation of real estate sectors, (2) fragmentation 
of the public space system, and (3) decreasing accessibility level to public transport services.  

The real estate profile outlines the key spatial features of the real estate sectors. The key 
spatial features include increasing sizes and densities, and prioritisation of automobile mode 
planning in gated communities. These changing features prove that the real estate sector 
supports automobile mode development. The public space system has further intensified the 
ADSS development due to the spatial fragmentation in public space system and prioritisation 
of automobile mode in different land uses. The empirical data of ‘accessing distance to bus 
stations’ prove that accessing distances to bus services increased due to the transformation of 
the built environment. The accessibility level to public transport mode is worsening due to 
longer walking distances. The measurements of ‘catchment areas’ for bus services planning 
are unsuitable due to the existence of gated communities and other planning factors.  

 

The Real Estate Profile  

(1) Finding 1: Increasing Sizes of the Real Estate Sector (Measurement: TSA).  

(2) Finding 2: Intensification Process of the Real Estate Sector (Measurements: BH, GFA, 
FAR). 

(3) Finding 3: Privatisation Process of Public Spaces through the Real Estate Sector 
(Measurement: BCR).  

(4) Finding 4: Prioritisation of Automobile Mode Planning in the Real Estate Sector 
(Measurement: PR and Parking Form).  

 

The Public Space Level  

(5) Finding 5: Fragmentation of the Public space system (sizes and spatial form). There is no 
cooperation between different actors in public spaces planning (management systems)  

(6) Finding 6: Prioritisation of Automobile mode planning in public spaces (measurement: PR 
of different land uses).  

 

The Accessibility to Public Transport Level  

(7) Finding 7: Inappropriate Measurement of ‘Catchment Area’ for Bus Services (point-to-
point)  

(8) Finding 8: Neighbourhood Typology Influences Pedestrian Paths (point-to-point) 

(9) Finding 9: Other Planning Factors Influence Pedestrian Paths (point-to-point) 
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(10) Finding 10: Lack of a Mechanism for Integrating Building Volume and Public Transport 
Service Nodes (point-to-volume) 

The findings (7 to 10) rely on the measurement of ‘accessing distance to the nearest bus 
station’ data in NS01-02.  

 

 

Finding 1: Increasing Sizes of the Real Estate Sector 
 

 

Measurement: Total site areas (TSA)  

Findings: (a) TSA shows an increasing trend; (b) TSA ranges are vary greatly across 
different real estate projects.  

Most real estate projects built after 2000 are located on the right side of the study areas in 
NS01-02 (Figure: Total site areas (TSA) of different real estate projects in NS01-02), and 
most have a TSA above 12000m2. It seems real estate projects built after 2000 have no 
systematic control on TSA standards. The road network layout seems to be the preliminary 
factor in deciding the TSA of these newly built real estate projects. Some large projects have 
illegally occupied municipal road segments (example: real estate project ‘Wei Lan Hai An’).  

Impacts on Mobility Modes 

There is an increasing TSA influence on pedestrian mobility essentially in the Chinese 
context. Most real estate projects are gated communities, closed to urban citizens and open 
only to residents living inside. (1) Increasing TSA means increasing walking distance for 
pedestrians when leaving the real estate projects. This reduces the attractiveness of walking. 
(2) Increasing TSA of real estate projects reduces roadway connectivity of municipal roads. 
This eventually supports vehicle mobility at neighbourhood level. (3) On city level, Shenzhen 
does not have systematic controls on the TSA and provide real estate developers more 
autonomy in deciding on spatial sizes of the real estate projects. Private real estate developers 
have a tendency to acquire large land plots for development. The urban pattern is thus split 
into different isolated real estate projects that interconnect with each other through road 
networks. The spatial transformation of the real estate projects thus encourages vehicle 
mobility development and reduces opportunities for walking.  
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Finding 2: Intensification Process of the Real Estate Sector 
 

 

Measurements: Building Heights (BH), Gross Floor Area (GFA), Floor Area Ratio (FAR) 

Findings: (a) increasing trend of BH, GFA, FAR; (b) Shenzhen Statutory Plan has little 
control on the FAR; (c) FAR has shown dramatic growth since 1998.  

 

(a) Increasing trend of BH, GFA and FAR 

The increasing trends of BH, GFA and FAR represent the intensification of the real estate 
sector developments in Shenzhen. (Figure: Buildings of different real estate projects in NS01-
02, Figure: Building gross floor areas of different real estate projects in NS01-02, Figure: 
Building floor area ratios of different real estate projects in NS01-02). On one hand, 
intensified real estate activity increases the capacity of housing supply in the city of 
Shenzhen; on the other, it creates uncertainty for urban development.  

 

(b) Shenzhen Statutory Plan has little control on the FAR  

The Shenzhen Statutory Plan (SSP), which local planning authorities claimed to be a powerful 
tool to control land use development (interview in Shenzhen), contains the complete FAR 
data for every real estate project. The SSP seems to deal with real estate projects built after 
1998 and excludes those ‘formerly built’ real estate projects. The main reason was Shenzhen 
municipality proposed primarily the SSP in 1998 to guide the rapid development of urban 
land use.  

This study thus applies GIS to calculate all the FAR of the real estate projects within the study 
area of NS01-02. The results show there is still no comprehensive residential land use plan to 
control ‘urban density’ development in Shenzhen. The formulation process of the FAR 
depends on many factors such as land resources availability and negotiation between different 
actors. For example, the land plots (ID no. 3, no. 4 and no. 6) from the following maps are 
urban villages. The municipality has encouraged real estate developers to negotiate with 
villager leaders for land resources acquisition. Only after successful negotiations will the 
municipality proceed with the FAR formulation (interview in Shenzhen). The intensification 
process of residential land use in Shenzhen still has many uncertainties in practice.  
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Figure 57: FAR measurement in Shenzhen Statutory Plan NS01-02  

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

Table 70: Seven FAR Measurement from the Shenzhen Statutory Plan NS01-02 

Land plot ID 
(from graphic) 

Land plot ID – 
Shenzhen 
Statutory Plan 

FAR control – 
Shenzhen 
Statutory Plan 

Current land use functions (fieldwork 03.2016-08.2018) 

1 01-02 7.8 Residential buildings (high-rise building) 

2 04-09 Not decided Residential buildings (low-rise buildings in bad condition) 
3 04-19 Not decided Urban villages 

4 06-12 Not decided Urban villages 
5 08-03 6.1 Sport facilities (low-rise buildings)  

6 08-07 Not decided Urban villages 

7 10-05 8.7 Residential buildings (high-rise buildings) 

Source: Shenzhen Statutory Plan / Xiaoli Lin 

 

(c) FAR has had dramatic growth since 1998 

The data comparison of the FAR shows that there has been rapid growth of this indicator after 
1998, which could be for two reasons: On the national level, the state has completely 
withdrawn from its role in housing provision to employees of state-owned enterprises when it 
announced its housing-reform policy. This was a crucial factor in boosting private housing 
market development in many mainland Chinese cities. On the city level, the Shenzhen urban 
planning bureau initiated the Shenzhen statutory plan to regulate real estate development 
activities. However, the Shenzhen statutory plan does not systematically control the 
development of real estate projects. Most of the real estate projects rapidly increased their 
FAR during the transitional phase.  
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Impacts on Mobility Modes 

The intensification process of the real estate sector indicates rapid growth of the urban 
population, which generates high travel demands and requires a sufficient travel supply from 
the public transport network. The travel supply of different mobility modes such as public 
transit, bus services and other slow mobility modes lack integration in city development plans.  
Without the systematic control of residential land uses in terms of density and spatial form it 
is almost impossible to project the travel demand and impacts on the existing transportation 
system. For different mobility service providers, it also becomes a huge challenge to adjust 
their service network to meet travel demand due to changes in land use. FAR is an indirect 
indicator of the ‘density’ development of land uses. The absence of a clear control strategy for  
FAR development in the real estate sector led to a chaotic situation for the supply of public 
transport services.  

 

 

Finding 3: Privatisation Process of Urban Spaces through Real Estate Sectors 
 

 

Measurement: Building Coverage Ratio (BC)  

Findings: (a) Decreasing trend of BCR.  

The decreasing trend of BCR means fewer land spaces being allocated for buildings, but 
instead for other functions such as greenery or open spaces within a real estate project. The 
planning logic is straightforward: real estate developers are motivated to create better inner 
gardens for better real estate property sales. On one hand, this improves the living quality for 
urban residents since it creates better public spaces for real estate projects. On the other hand, 
these public spaces serve solely the property owners in the respective real estate project. This 
is actually the privatisation process of public spaces through real estate sector development. 
However, the decreasing BCR level has negative impacts on urban traffic circulation, street 
connectivity and ‘last-mile’ planning. 

Impacts on Mobility Modes 

(1) Reduce Road Spaces for Urban Traffic Circulations 

The development of large-scale gardens among real estate projects means more and more road 
spaces have been converted into the internal public space systems. Some real estate projects 
even enclosed the municipal road segments into their own territory as the internal paths. The 
‘disappearing’ road segments serve mainly as ‘service lanes’124 or ‘internal circulation 

                                                 
124 Service lanes: there is a mandatory requirement for the Shenzhen real estate projects to provide service lanes 
such as fire lanes.  
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paths’125 for the respective real estate project. The ‘absorbed’ road segments functioned as 
internal vehicle circulation126, which does not contribute to the urban traffic circulation on 
broader spatial scales. Therefore, the decreasing BCR level indicates reduced road spaces and 
capacity for on-road traffic circulations.  

 

(2) Reduce the Roadway Connectivity Level for Pedestrian  

For residents living outside, the decreasing trend of BCR and increasing trend of TSA 
means the spatial connection generates many detours for pedestrians. Most real estate projects 
are not open for pedestrians to cross. The connectivity level for pedestrians thus lowers due to 
blocks in the form of different ‘gated communities’ of real estate projects. The Shenzhen 
samples of NS01-02 have large numbers of ‘gated communities’, which extends the real 
pedestrian paths from point A to point B. The extending walking distance reduces the 
attractiveness of choosing the walking mode. 

 

(3) Increase the Convenience Level of Automobile Mode in ‘Last-Mile’ Mobility 

Residents living inside: The spatial arrangement of the real estate projects improves 
convenience for car drivers, especially for residents living inside large-scale real estate 
projects and own their own automobile. The door-to-door mobility makes it more convenient 
for the automobile mode, especially in the ‘last-mile’ trip of accessing the home unit.  

Most real estate projects are trying to maintain the minimum connections with the urban 
arteries due to the intention of creating quiet, inner gardens. The connecting points between 
the real estate project and road infrastructure thus become limited (main gate). However, most 
public transport service nodes are located outside of the real estate projects; they are 
concentrated along the municipal road infrastructures. The direct accessing distance to public 
transport services is getting lower. This creates differences in ‘last mile’ mobility for home-
based trips. For example, a resident who chooses public transport has to walk part of the ‘last 
mile’ when accessing home. The resident who choose the automobile mode, however, could 
enter the inner garden easily by utilizing the ‘internal circulation paths’ for vehicles. 

The current Shenzhen residential land-use planning has no control over the BCR level of the 
real estate sector. The decreasing BCR level seems to be a trend due to the market strategy of 
property sales. However, the negative impacts on urban mobility are obvious, especially for 
the development of slow mobility modes. Elaborating sustainable mobility strategies are 
essential planning elements for the development of Shenzhen real estate projects.  

                                                 
125 Internal circulation paths: some real estate projects provide above-ground parking lots for different visiting 
purposes in real estate projects, for example package delivery services and short stays by outside visitors.  
126 Internal vehicle circulation: most real estate projects organise an electronic card management system to 
control person and vehicle entry into the real estate projects. Most resident owners (those who have a vehicle), 
either those who have an electronic parking card for entering the real estate projects or residents who take a taxi 
or drive by other vehicles, are allowed to enter the real estate projects. So these road segments within the real 
estate projects are excluded from the urban transportation network.    
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Finding 4: Prioritisation of Automobile Mode Planning in the Real Estate Sector 
 

 

Measurement: Parking ratio (PR) and Parking Form (PF) 

Findings: (a) PR shows a growing trend, especially for underground parking garages in 
newly built real estate projects. (b) The tendency of separating pedestrians and the vehicle 
flow network.  

 

(a) PR shows a growing trend 

Although the fieldwork cannot quantify the exact number of underground parking units, it is 
able to confirm a growing trend of parking provision in the real estate sector. According to 
Shenzhengeoinfo.com, each building contains underground floor information ranging from 
zero to two underground floors. Most underground floors are used for parking (please see 
Figure: Parking Provision of Different Real Estate Projects in NS01-02). The Shenzhen Urban 
Planning Standards and Guidelines (the 2014 edition) regulate the parking ratios of 
residential buildings, which should provide 0.3 to 1.5 parking spaces/households. This 
depends mainly on housing type and the floor area (please see: Measurements in spatial II, 
Table: 6.4.2.2).  

Shenzhen’s urbanisation process has increased dramatically its land use intensity level, which 
manifests in the increasing gross floor areas (GFA) and floor area ratio (FAR) in real estate 
project measurements. The total number of parking spaces increases as well since it builds the 
connection with the GFA and FAR indicators. This planning logic has not integrated a travel 
demand management concept into the residential land-use planning, rather it bases itself on 
the travel supply solution to growing motorisation, which generates the increased amount of 
parking spaces according to real estate project developments. The mandatory parking 
provision has intensified the spatial connection of the automobile mode in real estate projects. 
Currently, guidelines are lacking for the spatial integration of real estate projects with the 
planning of other public transport modes.  

 

(b) The tendency of separating pedestrians and the vehicle flow network.  

Another trend in parking provision is the separation of pedestrians and vehicle flow networks 
in newly built real estate projects. On one hand, their separation contributes to increased 
safety of pedestrians; on the other, it makes it more convenient for drivers since they have to 
pay less attention to the road. From the long-term development perspective, the separation of 
pedestrians and vehicle flow network encourages the development of the automobile mode. 
The ‘shared space’ concept that integrates pedestrians and vehicle flow into the road network 
system could contribute to calming traffic. 
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Impacts on Mobility Modes  

The provision of parking facilities encourages automobile development and supports the 
residents’ decision for automobile purchase (Guo 2013a, p. 18). The motivation to own an 
automobile thus increases for residents since parking facilities are available in their residential 
units. Therefore, a more suitable parking ratio for future real estate projects is necessary to 
control automobile ownership. More importantly, the newly built real estate projects should 
provide design integration with the existing public transport network and slow mobility 
modes (cycling and walking).  

The parking provision strategy needs to be newly formulated.  

(1) The strategy should reduce the parking ratio requirement in architecture planning codes. 
Minimum parking units are not necessary in real estate projects. The criteria should shift to 
the innovative concept of connecting the public transport system and integrating slow 
mobility network planning. (2) For existing real estate projects, more economic mechanisms 
for utilising parking units are necessary. It should increase the fees for underground parking. 
(3) It should also develop other mobility concepts such as shared mobility for large-scale real 
estate projects.  

 

Summary of the Real Estate Sector:  

 

The diverse measurements of real estate projects such as TSA, FAR, BCR and PR have 
outlined the spatial transformation process of real estate in the Shenzhen sample. The 
neighbourhood typology of real estate housing is shifting towards automobile-dependent 
spatial structures (ADSS), which has prioritised the development of the automobile over other 
public transport modes. The increasing sizes and density, increasing amounts of parking 
facilities and isolated gated communities are common features that encourage automobile 
mode development rather than public transport.  

The walking mode has been limited in different real estate projects by the decreasing trend of 
BCR level. Walking is a rather sensitive mode in terms of distance since it depends on human 
energy; however, walking mode is a crucial element in last-mile mobility in residential land 
uses. Therefore, walking mode planning should focus not only on walking activity itself, but 
also on its integration with the public transport network. The growing trend of TSA, the 
decreasing trend of BCR and the growing trend of PR encourage the development of the 
automobile mode and discourage walking.  

The cycling mode is less sensitive to distance and should be the ideal supplement to enhance 
public transport network planning. The rapid growth of the bike-sharing system in China has 
garnered positive feedback from urban planners as it contributes to sustainable urban 
mobility. For local public planning authorities, the rapid growth of public bike services is a 
difficult management task. For example, real estate property management offices claimed that 
public bikes are not welcome on private property due to limited parking spaces; the transport 
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commission has to prohibit bike utilisation on public holidays due to overwhelming 
‘congestion’ caused by bikes. The increase in bike-sharing services in Shenzhen challenged 
the spatial planning of the housing and infrastructure sectors. Cyclists are fighting with 
drivers for road space. It is obvious that the planning authorities are far behind the current 
mobility service development in Shenzhen.   

Figure 58: Bike Sharing in Shenzhen  

 

Source: http://www.thepaper.cn/newsDetail_forward_1654653 

 

 

Finding 5: Fragmentation of the Public space system 
 

 

Measurement: Public Space Types and Sizes 

Findings: (a) Two public space systems and (b) fragmentation of the public space systems 

 

(a) Two public space systems  

System I: Publicly owned public spaces refer to municipal public facilities, which include 
parks, schools, greenery, sport facilities and hospitals. These are usually the planning tasks of 
district-level governments. The basic requirements for providing these spaces are according to 
population in different subdistricts. The planning logic is a remnant of the ‘planned economy’ 
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time in fulfilling the requirement of public facility provisions. It does not consider issues like 
‘connectivity level’ or ‘vitality’ of the public spaces. For example, the park in NS02-01 is not 
accessible from different directions and remains in gated form that has limited connection to 
the municipal road infrastructure. These spatial forms of public space encouraged 
‘accessibility’ through the automobile mode.  

System II: Privately owned public spaces refer to different inner gardens of real estate 
projects, which are most likely to be used by residents living inside them. System II public 
spaces are the common property of real estate owners. These spaces are usually managed by 
different real estate property offices. Purchasing an apartment in Chinese cities means not 
only the apartment itself, but also the associated inner gardens127. The commodity housing 
system (real estate project) thus has a stricter entrance control system and better urban design 
elements than the other two housing types: urban village housing and the welfare housing.    

Table 71: Two public space systems 

System I: Publicly owned public spaces System II: Privately owned public paces Private spaces 
Municipal 
facilities 
- Gardens 
- Sport  
- Hospitals 
- Shopping 

centres 

Municipal  
infrastructure 
- Roads 

Municipal 
pedestrian 
facilities 
- Greenery 
- Sidewalks 

Real estate 
boundary  
- Fences of the 

real estate 
projects 

- Service lanes 

Real estate  
public space 
- Inner gardens 
- Internal 

sidewalk 
- Kindergartens 
- Community 

centre  

Real estate  
- Buildings 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

(b) Fragmentation of public space systems 

System I: The public facilities in sample NS01-02 contain 10 pieces of Commercial and 
Service Facility Land (C); 7 pieces of Public Management and Service Facilities Land (GIC), 
which include facilities such as a primary school, a secondary school, a cultural facility and 
greenery; and 23 pieces of Green Space and Square Land (G). Spatially, public space system 
I is scattered around different land plots divided by the road infrastructure.  

System II: Most public facilities are scattered within different real estate projects. Reaching 
system II public spaces means entering different real estate projects. The automobile mode 
could reach these inner spaces, but no other modes could. However, people living outside the 
real estate project wanting to visit these system II public spaces by walking or cycling usually 
get stopped at the entrance by different real estate property management offices.  

 

Impacts on Mobility Modes 

The automobile mode has an advantage in accessing public space systems I and II. For the 
public space system I: Firstly, the distances between those public facilities are relatively far 
from a pedestrian point of view and walking mode would not be the commuting choice. 

                                                 
127 An apartment’s floor area calculation consists of the floor areas of the inner spaces and shared public spaces. 
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Secondly, most of these public spaces connected by the municipal road infrastructures lack 
continuous sidewalks, pedestrian zones and bike lanes. People are most likely to reach these 
places by on-road transport modes (bike, bus or automobile). Thirdly, most of these public 
spaces provide parking facilities due to planning regulations. The automobile mode would be 
the most convenient choice for reaching these public spaces, especially for multi-trip 
journeys.  

 

 

Finding 6: Prioritisation of Automobile Mode Planning in Public Spaces 
 

 

Measurement: Parking ratio (PR)  

Findings: (a) Parking provision of System I and system II. (b) System I and system II have 
closer connections with the automobile than the bus mode. 

  

(a) Parking provision of system I and system II 

System I: the municipal public facilities provide different forms of parking facilities, which 
include aboveground parking units alongside buildings and within courtyards. The main 
functions of the buildings (municipal public facilities) determines the number of parking 
units. The parking ratios for different main buildings were shown in the previous chapter128.  

System II: the residential real estate projects have built up their parking provision according 
to household numbers. The parking forms vary from project to project. On one hand, it is 
necessary to offer parking spaces since there are also goods delivery needs in different public 
buildings. On the other, parking space provision could encourage automobile growth; 
therefore, both systems need to avoid impacting automobile growth.  

 

(b) System I and system II have closer connections with automobile mode than bus mode. 

Both system I and system II have better connections to the automobile than bus mode. Since 
the automobile mode is well planned in both public space systems I and II, the bus mode 
maintains a solely spatial connection with municipal roads. Therefore, people who choose the 
automobile mode could reach public space systems II and I. People who choose the bus mode 
need to walk different distances to reach their final destination. The bike could be an ideal 
mode for reaching different destinations.  

 

                                                 
128 Chapter 4.3 Measurements in spatial level II. Table: Parking Ratio for the Main Construction Projects.  
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Impacts on Mobility Modes 

From the door-to-door mobility perspective, the spatial relationship of system I and system II 
enhanced the automobile mode for both home-based work trips129 and home-based non-work 
trips130. The inner gardens and underground parking facilities are well connected with each 
other in order to provide residents with convenient access to automobile modes. Residents 
expect to walk from their homes to parking lots through nice inner gardens, drive on the 
municipal road infrastructure, and reach different destinations (public facilities or work units).  

System I and system II maintain direct connections with municipal road infrastructures. Both 
provide aboveground parking spaces, which means they have closer spatial connections with 
the automobile than other modes (walking, bus or bike). Walking will not be the primary 
choice for multi-trip journeys in NS01-02 due to the large spatial scales. The bike could be an 
ideal mode to accomplish multi-purpose journeys within sample NS01-02. However, the bike 
mode needs safety bike lanes as the basic infrastructure. Most municipal roads do not provide 
continuous bike lanes, which needs changing in the future. The bus mode cannot reach certain 
public facilities as close as the automobile. The automobile can reach different destinations 
(school, shopping mall, greenery, sport facilities) due to different parking provisions. The 
automobile thus becomes the most convenient mode for both home-based work trips and 
home-based non-work trips.  

 

Summary of the Public Space System  

 

The public space system contains essential components linking diverse real estate projects and 
municipal public facilities in the Chinese context. Not only has the real estate sector showed 
its development trend towards the ADSS, but also the public space system in residential land 
uses. Public space planning has solely focused on facilities provision according to the amount 
of urban residents; it lacks consideration for the spatial linkage to housing units and other 
public facilities. The spatial typology of both public space systems supports the development 
of the automobile mode. The planning of both public space systems gives less consideration 
to the impacts of urban mobility.  

Improvements in public spaces planning need to address several key issues. Urban design 
should orient its measurements on the ease of pedestrian utilisation and mobility convenience. 
The provision of parking units in different municipal facilities is not a suitable planning 
mechanism in a rapid motorisation city like Shenzhen. More mechanisms should come into 
play to change the development trend. They should enhance bike lane planning in different 
facilities, create intelligent bike parking systems, and improve the convenience of pedestrian 
sidewalks around public facilities and public transport nodes.  

                                                 
129 Home-based work trip: a trip between a person’s home and employment location.  
130 Home-based non-work trip: a trip between a person’s home and other destinations besides employment 
location such as shopping, education, sport and leisure.  
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Finding 7: Inappropriate Measurement of ‘Catchment Area’ for Bus Services 
 

 

Measurement: Accessing distance to bus stations 

Findings: (a) Inappropriate measurement of 300m catchment areas. (b) Real estate housing 
typology played a key role in the inappropriateness of the catchment areas. (c) The road types 
have also strong influence on the inappropriateness of the catchment areas. 

 

(a) Inappropriate measurement of 300m catchment areas.  

Firstly, the measurement of 300m catchment areas is inappropriate. Most accessing distances 
(empirical data) from a building to the nearest bus station (NBS) are longer than 300m. 
Although the bus services buffer (300m) seems to cover all buildings within the NS01-02 
sample, in reality this is not true. Walking paths can be 700m or 800m in reality.  

(b) Real estate housing typology has played a key role in the inappropriateness of the 
catchment areas. The neighborhood typology influences the accessing distance to public 
transport services. In the chosen neighborhood, it seems all the building are covered by the 
bus service, however, the real accessing distance to the bus stations show that the average 
accessing distance to the bus stops are longer than 300 meters, although this is a well-
accepted measurement in the public transport planning in the European contexts. However, 
the fieldwork data has shown this measurement is inappropriate in the Chinese contexts.  

(c) The road types have also a strong influence on the inappropriateness of the catchment 
areas. By comparing the distance ranges between the nearest bus stations (NBS) and the 
nearest bus stations on the other side of the street (NBS-O), the road types influence the 
pedestrian mobility fundamentally. The main road and secondary road create more walking 
distance for the pedestrian due to the low density of pedestrian street crossing facilities and 
the width of the roads.   

 

Description of the data 

(1) The average accessing distances from a building to the nearest bus station are mostly above 
the 300m measurement. This is a point-to-point spatial relationship (building centre to bus 
station). The building volume is not included in the spatial analysis. It is also important to 
consider the building volume in the next step of the analysis since it is important to know how 
many people within different real estate projects are expected to walk more than 300m to access 
a bus station.  
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(2) The blue curve represents the nearest station to different land plots, while the red curve is 
the nearest bus station on the other side of the street (cross the street). The study has followed 
such principles in choosing the nearest bus station (blue curve): a) buildings – real estate project 
– land plot – bus station attached to the respective land plot. b) The red curve represents to 
opposite side of bus stations of the blue points. Normally, the two bus stations (both driving 
directions) on the same bus lines should be allocated on both sides of a street. They should not 
be too far from each other. The analysis of the red curve shows that it does not always follow a 
similar pattern to the blue curve. This is mainly to the road types of the chosen bus stations. 
The road classification such as main or secondary road plays a crucial role in influencing the 
pattern of the red curves.  

 

Impacts on Mobility Modes 

(1) Inappropriate catchment measurement reduces the bus services accessibility level.  

Extending the accessing distance reduces the attractiveness of using public transport. Their 
willingness to use buses declines and their demand for an automobile increases.  

 

 

Finding 8: Neighbourhood Typology Influences the Pedestrian Paths 
 

 

Measurement: Accessing distance to bus stations 

Findings: (a) Neighbourhood typology – Gated Communities Pattern is an invisible factor in 
the decreasing accessibility level to public transport services. (b) Neighbourhood typology 
needs improvements on its connectivity with municipal road infrastructures and with each 
other. (c) Management regulations for creating the ‘right of way’ in the Chinese context are 
necessary.    

 

(a) Neighbourhood Typology – Gated Communities  

This catchment measurement itself has no problem when it applies to most European 
countries since the average building sizes are small and roadway connectivity is high (in 
comparison with Chinese cities). However, this measurement is not appropriate for Chinese 
urban settings since average building sizes are huge and roadway connectivity levels are low. 
Particularly the gated communities in residential areas cause many detours for pedestrians. 
Gated communities limit their direct connection to road infrastructures as well to nearby real 
estate projects (through the use of fences). Therefore, it is not possible to create different short 
paths for pedestrians within residential areas. Most pedestrian paths are being shifted to the 
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outskirts of real estate projects. This factor is not considered by transport planners since the 
different ‘gates’ are not shown on the digital maps during public transport network planning. 

The real estate housing typology influences the accessing distance to bus stations in such a 
way. The public transport planner usually draws a 300m circle on a satellite image. All 
buildings within the circle are supposed to have bus services. This is a well-accepted 
measurement in the public transport planning in European contexts. However, Chinese real 
estate housing is different. The boundaries of different real estate projects are invisible on the 
satellite images and transport planners cannot detect the real pedestrian paths in detail. 
Therefore, the planning toolkit for the public transport services needs to be changed.  

Figure 59: Neighbourhood Typology and the Spatial Connection to Municipal Roads 

 

Sources: Xiaoli Lin 

 

(b) Improvement for Gated Communities – Policy from Ministry of MOHURD 

The ‘gated community’ neighbourhood typology is an invisible but influential factor in 
pedestrian mobility. The current Chinese planning regulations seem to have no control over 
the development of gated communities. The Chinese government recently announced a policy 
entitled Several Opinions of the State Council on Further Strengthening the Management 
of Urban Planning and Construction (Guo Wu Yuan Guan Yu Jin Yi Bu Jia Qiang Cheng Shi 
Gui Hua Jian She Guan Li Gong Zuo De Ruo Gan Yi Jian) on 6th Feb. 2016 (Zhong Fa [2016] 
Nr.6). It aims to ‘gradually’ open the residential gated communities and offers more internal 
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roads for urban traffic circulation (Xinhuanet.com 2016; people.cn 2016).  The central 
government has realised that gated community typology is a hindrance to urban traffic and 
mobility planning. However, the implementation of such a policy conflicts with Chinese 
Property Law.  

  

(c) Management Regulations – ‘Right of Way’  

The implementation of this new policy should not be a simple action of removing the current 
‘gates’; it should rather consider two sets of solutions: a management system for old housing 
units and new planning regulations for new housing units.  

Management system for old housing units: opening the gates of real estate projects should 
not mean the physical demolition of the gates, rather compromised solutions between the 
municipality and different real estate developers. A) Specific opening times could be used to 
support pedestrian mobility. For example, during the peak traffic hours a ‘pedestrian shortcut’ 
scheme could create many fast, direct paths. B) New mobility forms could be introduced to 
shorten accessing times to public transport, such as real estate project-based circulation paths 
either for bikes or scooters. New planning regulations for new housing units: different 
planning regulations should come into place to ensure pedestrians’ ‘right of way’ in urban 
spaces.   

 

 

Finding 9: Other Planning Factors Influencing the Pedestrian Paths 
 

 

Measurement: Accessing distance to bus stations 

Findings: besides neighbourhood typology, other planning factors impact ‘point-to-point’ 
distances. The ‘point-to-point’ distance consists of three distance segments: (a) Segment I: 
from a building to the exit of a real estate project), (b) segment II: from the exit of a real estate 
project to the municipal sidewalks, and (c) segment III: from the municipal sidewalk to the 
bus station. The planning tasks of these three distance segments belong to different planning 
authorities; they have less integration with each other during the urban transformation 
process.  
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Figure 60: Distance Segments and Different Planning Authorities  

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

(a) Segment I: from a building to the exit of a real estate project 

Segment I depends on the spatial typology of the different real estate projects. Influencing 
factors include real estate project size, building location, and real estate project entrance 
arrangement. Among these, real estate project size is the decisive factor influencing walking 
distances in segment I. Furthermore, the layout of the pedestrian network within different real 
estate projects also plays an important role in distance segment I. In general, the real estate 
project should have control regulations limiting their size in order to shorten distance segment 
I.  

 

(b) Segment II: from the exit of a real estate project to the municipal sidewalks 

Segment II depends on the spatial typology of the municipal sidewalk systems. After the 
pedestrian leaves the real estate project, they enter the municipal sidewalk and greenery 
system. Since real estate projects usually have a direct connection with the municipal road 
network, vehicles take priority over pedestrians in terms of space allocation. The municipal 
sidewalk system might not have a continuous flow network for pedestrians that will increase 
distance segment II. The municipal greenery along the road infrastructure is garnered more 
towards aesthetics than pedestrian mobility. This greenery sometimes actually blocks the 
pedestrian paths.  

 

(c) Segment III: from the municipal sidewalk to the bus station 

Segment III depends on the spatial connection between the municipal sidewalk system and 
bus station location. Road features such as width, intersection location and pedestrian 
crossings are crucial design elements. Bus locations are usually along main and secondary 
roads. However, the accessing distance from the municipal sidewalk system to bus stations 
might not be short due to the different planning responsibilities of authorities. By comparing 
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the distance ranges between the nearest bus stations (NBS) and the nearest bus stations on the 
other side of the street (NBS-O), road type becomes a crucial influencer of pedestrian 
mobility. Main and secondary roads increase pedestrian walking distances for two reasons: 
low density of pedestrian street crossings and road width.   

Impacts on Mobility Mode 

The mobility planning for the ‘last mile’ becomes difficult due to the isolated planning of 
different departments. The planning authority should develop a management system to 
integrate different planning authorities during the last-mile improvement process. It should 
also have an evaluation system, which considers the total lengths of the combined segments 
based on the data input of different distance segments.  

 

 

Finding 10: Lack of Mechanisms for Integrating Building Volume and Public Transport 
Service Nodes 
 

 

Measurement: Accessing distance to bus stations 

Findings: (a) Need to add building volume to the analysis  

The data analysis of real walking distance shows solely the ‘point-to-point relationship’, 
which measures from the centre point of the building to the nearest bus stop. However, the 
‘point-to-point relationship’ of these distances does not outline the ‘point-to-building volume 
relationship’. The ‘point-to-building volume relationship’ means each distance segment 
should include the differentiations of building volume (floors and total floor areas) to the 
analysis. For example, the ‘point-to-point relationship’ of distance A is the same as distance 
B. However, distance A connects with a 100-storey building while distance B connects with a 
20-storey building (building A and building B have the same ground floor area). Therefore, 
distance A is worse than distance B because it influences more people’s walking distance for 
accessing bus services.  

Building volume and height are also important issues in the evaluation framework of bus 
services. On one hand, the point-to-point distance to the bus service node is not convenient for 
the pedestrians; on the other, there is a lack of tools to integrate the building typology into the 
bus service evaluation. Buildings with more floors and larger total floor areas should be 
allocated a position closer to the entrance of the real estate project than buildings with fewer 
floors and smaller total floor areas. Real estate projects and their design should ensure more 
than 50% of residents have less than 300m to walk to the nearest bus station.  
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5.4.  Summary of Chapter 5 
 

The TLSPA outlines the spatial transformation process of the built environment in Chinese 
cities and Shenzhen neighbourhoods. The planning codes in different sectors are crucial 
planning instruments for changing built environment features and eventually influencing the 
development status of different mobility modes. For example, decreasing roadway 
connectivity is an encouraging factor for automobile mode development, but discouraging for 
slow mobility modes like cycling and walking (please see Chapter 2.3). 

The study thus provides an evaluation table regarding the empirical results of TLSPA and the 
impacts on the development of different mobility modes’. The evaluation criteria include 
three categories: ‘Encourage’, ‘Discourage’ and ‘Irrelevant’. ‘Encourage’ means the built 
environment features (or development trend) support the development of a specific mobility 
mode; ‘Discourage’ means the built environment features (or development trend) do not 
support the development of a specific mobility mode; and ‘Irrelevant’ means the built 
environment features (or development trend) have no specific connections to the development 
of the mobility modes. Mobility mode evaluation includes the automobile, bus, bike and 
walking. The evaluation table also lists the relevant planning codes found in the empirical 
work.  

Table 72: Measurements and Impacts on Different Mobility Modes   

Variables Measurements Impacts Relevant Policies 

Encourage Discourage Irreleva
nt 

Automobile Bus Cycling Walking 

Spatial Level I      
Road network Intersection 

density (ID) 
    National level  

- Code for transport planning 
on urban roads (GB50220-
95), p.20. Not defined the ID  

Land plot Land-plot size 
(LPS) 

     

Land plot 
Amounts (LPA) 

     

Spatial Level II      
Road network Intersection 

density (ID) 
    Shenzhen Level 

- Shenzhen Urban Planning 
Standards and Guidelines 
(SUPSG) 2014, p. 34. Not 
defined the ID 

Road 
classification 
(RC) 

    Shenzhen Level 
- (SUPSG) 2014, p. 35.  

Pedestrian 
Crossing (PC) 

    National level  
- (GPDUWBTS 2013)131, pp. 

8-13 
Shenzhen Level 
- (SZ-GPDUWBTS 2013)132, 

p. 50 
Land plot  
 

Land-plot 
size(LPS) 

    Shenzhen Level 
- Not found, mainly based on 

the road network division 

                                                 
131 Guidelines for the Planning and Design of Urban Walking and Bicycle Transport Systems 2013 
132 Shenzhen Guidelines for the Planning and Design of Urban Walking and Bicycle Transport Systems 2013 
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Land plot ratio 
(LPR) 

    Shenzhen Level 
- Shenzhen Urban Planning 

Standards and Guidelines 
(SUPSG) 2014, pp.15- 16. 

Mixed land 
use 

Land use 
classification 

    National level  
- GB 50137-2011, p.2 
Shenzhen Level 
- (SUPSG) 2014, pp.2-5 
- (SUPSG) 2014, pp.36-38 
- Shenzhen Statutory Plan 

Degree of 
mixed land use 

    Shenzhen Level  
- (SUPSG) 2014, p.9 

Public 
transport 
modes (bus) 

Spatial network 
(SN)  

     

Network 
capacity (NC) 

     

Spatial Level III      
Real estate 
profiles 

Total Site Area 
(TSA) 

     

Building height 
(BH) 

    National Level 
- GB50096-2011, p.9 
Shenzhen Level  
- Shenzhen Architectural 

Design Regulation 2015, 
pp.14-15 

Building gross 
floor areas 
(GFA) 

    Shenzhen Level 
- Shenzhen Architectural 

Design Regulation 2015, 
p.12 (not specified)  

Floor area ratio 
(FAR) 

    National level  
- GB 50180-93, not defined 
Shenzhen Level 
- Shenzhen Architectural 

Design Regulation 2015, 
p.12 (not defined the ratio), 
it refers to Construction 
Land-Use Planning Permit 
and Land Use Rights 
Transfer Contract of 
different land.  

Building 
coverage ratio 
(BCR) 

    National Level 
- GB 50352-2005, no control 
Shenzhen Level  
- Shenzhen Architectural 

Design Regulation 2015, 
p.12 (BCR ratio not defined; 
it depends on the 
construction land-use 
planning permits) 

Parking ratio 
(PR) 

    Shenzhen Level 
- SUPSG 2014, p. 36-38 
- Shenzhen Architecture 

Design Regulation 2015 (not 
specified; it refers further to 
the construction land use 
planning permits.  

- Construction land-use permit 
(CLU-PP) 

Parking Form 
(PF) 

     

Public space 
system 

Type I : public-
owned public 
spaces 

    Shenzhen Level 
- Shenzhen Statutory Plan 

Type II: private-
owned public 
spaces 
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Accessibility 
level to public 
transport 
mode (bus) 

Real accessing 
distance (RAD) 

     

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Spatial Level I  

 

Key findings: decreasing roadway connectivity and increasing land-plot size encourage the 
development of the automobile and bus modes.  

 

Road Network  

Intersection density (ID): The national-level planning code GB50220-95 emphasises the 
speed requirements for vehicles, but lacks indicators for intersection density. The comparison 
results of the residential land use samples in four Chinese cities shows a decreasing trend of 
roadway connectivity development, especially for residential land uses on the city outskirts. 
The decreasing roadway connectivity encourages the development of the automobile mode 
(please see Chapter 2.3). The evaluation result of ID among four Chinese cities thus 
encourages the development of vehicles modes (automobile and bus), but discourages the 
development of cycling and walking.  

 

Land Plot 

Land-Plot Sizes (LPS): China has no official planning code regulating LPS. The current LPS 
is influenced mainly by road network standards, which prioritise the technical requirements of 
vehicle modes. The comparison results of the residential land use samples in four Chinese 
cities reveal an increasing trend of LPS with increasing numbers of dead-end streets. The 
increasing LPS indicates extended distances, which eventually reduce the attractiveness of 
walking as commuting choice. The evaluation results of LPS among four Chinese cities 
encourages the development of the automobile, bus and cycling modes, but discourages 
walking.  

Land Plot Amounts (LPA): China has no official planning code regulating LPA. The 
comparison results of LPA in four Chinese cities shows a decreasing trend of LPA. Most land 
plots are divided by the road network and formed into different gated communities. The gated 
community patterns in the Chinese neighbourhoods encourage the development of the 
automobile mode since most communities allow automobiles to enter. Therefore, the 
evaluation results of LPA encourage the development of the automobile mode and discourage 
the development of others.   
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Spatial level II  

 

Key findings: (1) The road network design prioritised vehicle mobility in Shenzhen. (2) A 
lack of coordination between residential land-use planning and mobility-mode planning. (3) 
No traffic reduction plan or parking management plan in residential land use. (4) A lack of an 
integrated public transport plan for residential land use.   

 

Road Network  

Intersection Density (ID): The Shenzhen road-planning code explicitly shapes the on-site 
roadway features. Although Shenzhen has a city-level planning code for road infrastructure, 
the technical requirements for road infrastructure focus on the engineering measurements for 
vehicle speeds. There are neither indictors for intersection density nor requirements for other 
mobility-mode planning. Therefore, the evaluation result of ID encourages the development 
of vehicle (automobile and bus) and discourages the development of slow mobility modes 
(cycling and walking).  

Road Classification (RC): The Shenzhen city-level road infrastructure planning code 
emphasises the technical requirements for vehicles and offers less guidance for other modes. 
(1) Main and secondary roads: most of these roads are equipped with different fences to block 
pedestrian mobility; fences along the roads and in the middle of the roads create different 
zigzag patterns for pedestrians that reduce the attractiveness of walking. (2) Branches: 
although branches serve as circulation networks, most lack bus services. Furthermore, the 
space alongside branch roads is frequently occupied by street vendors or dumped garbage; 
these activities reduce the connectivity level of this road type. (3) All roads: there is no 
continuous bike lane planning for linking different road types into a continuous bike network. 
Therefore, the evaluation of road classifications encourages the development of the 
automobile mode and discourages the development of bus, cycling and walking modes.  

Pedestrian Crossing (PC): The study has identified the national-level and Shenzhen city-
level planning codes for PC. The PC types in Shenzhen include signalised pedestrian 
crossings and overpasses. Most of the signalised PC are located at road intersections at 300m 
to 400m intervals on average. Most overpasses have no elevator, making them inconvenient 
for the disabled or elderly. The PC evaluation results encourage the development of the 
automobile and bus modes, but discourage the development of cycling and walking.  

 

Land Plot  

Land-Plot Size (LPS): Shenzhen has no city-level planning code for controlling LPS. The 
empirical findings of LPS in Shenzhen reveal different size ranges. Newly developed land 
plots are on a larger scale and unsuitable for walking. Besides, different land plots have 
unequal spatial connections to bus service nodes. Land plots surrounded by main and 
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secondary roads have better access to bus networks than land plots surrounded by branches. 
The LPS evaluation results encourage the development of the automobile mode, but 
discourage the development of the bus and walking modes. LPS is irrelevant for the cycling 
mode.    

Land Plot Ratio (LPR): Although Shenzhen has city-level control of LPRs according to the 
Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines 2014, the LPRs do not match the spatial 
distribution of bus services. Bus stations are mainly concentrated on main and secondary 
roads regardless of the different degrees of LPR. There is no interconnection between LPR 
and bus station capacity. Indeed, there is a lack of coordination between land-use planning 
and bus network planning. The LPR evaluation results discourage the bus mode and are 
irrelevant for the development of the automobile, walking and cycling modes.  

 

Mixed Land Use 

Land Use Classification (LUC): The study has identified both national-level and Shenzhen 
city-level planning codes land-use classifications. However, automobile mode planning takes 
privilege over other mobility modes in different land use types. Different land use types have 
different ratios of planning facilities provision, which is a positive indicator for the 
automobile mode. The LUC evaluation results encourage the development of the automobile 
mode and are irrelevant for the development of others.    

Degree of Mixed (DM): This is irrelevant for the evaluation of different mobility modes.  

 

Public Transport Mode (Bus) 

Spatial Network (SN): Shenzhen has no official planning code defining the spatial bus 
network. The findings show (1) the public transport modes (bus, metro) have only direct 
spatial connection with the municipal road infrastructures, but not to each real estate project. 
There is a lack of a strategic integration plan for extending bus services for different land 
plots. Although there are different slow mobility service providers on site, such as bike-
sharing systems (with and without docking stations), it seems they are operating separately. 
Extending bus services requires not only their integration with land use, but also coordination 
with feeder mode service providers. Therefore, the SN evaluation results discourage the 
development of the bus mode and walking, but are irrelevant for the automobile and cycling 
modes.  

Network Capacity (NC): Shenzhen has no guidelines for bus network capacity for bus 
companies. The empirical results show that the bus network has intensive connections with 
the layout of the road networks and less with the land plots. Most high-capacity bus stations 
are located on main and secondary roads. The lack of connection between land use and public 
transport planning naturally leads to low public transport service.  The NC evaluation results 
discourage the development of the bus mode and are irrelevant for the development of other 
modes.  
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Spatial level III 

 

Key findings: the spatial typology of real estate development is transforming into an 
automobile-dependent spatial structure, encouraged by factors of increasing TSA, increasing 
FAR, decreasing BCR and increasing PR. The fragmentation of public space systems in 
residential land use encourages the automobile mode and discourages walking due to factors 
of size range, management system and parking availability. The accessing distances to bus 
stations are inconvenient for pedestrians due inappropriate measurements. Housing typology 
is a crucial factor in extending the walking distances to access bus service nodes. Other 
factors extending walking distances include dis-coordination of different planning authorities 
within the urban-planning system.  

 

Real Estate Projects  

Total Site Areas (TSA): Shenzhen has no city-level planning code to control TSA. The 
empirical results show that TSA has been a growing trend especially since the 2000s. 
Increasing TSAs support automobile development and discourage public transport modes due 
to the extended distances required to leave different real estate projects. Walking is greatly 
encouraged within the boundaries of large-scale real estate projects, but not outside. The TSA 
evaluation results encourage the development of the automobile mode, but discourage the 
development of the bus mode.   

Building Heights (BH): The building height itself does not have direct impacts on the 
development trend of different modes. However, it is an indirect indicator for underground 
parking lot provision. Real estate projects constructed after 2000 are usually high-rise 
buildings equipped with underground parking lots. Therefore, the increasing building heights 
indirectly encourages automobile mode development. The BH evaluation results encourage 
the development of the automobile mode. 

Building Gross Floor Areas (GFA): Shenzhen architectural design regulation 2015 does not 
specify GFA. However, GFA is strongly linked to parking provision in the real estate sector. 
The parking ratio is based on either on construction area size (m2) or household quantity. 
Increasing GFA indicates increasing parking amounts. However, the increasing amounts of 
parking units refer only to automobiles rather than other vehicle types (bus). Therefore, the 
GFA evaluation results encourage the development of the automobile mode, but discourage 
the development of the bus mode; GFA development is irrelevant for bike and walking 
modes.  

Floor Areas Ratio (FAR): The study has identified both the national-level and Shenzhen 
city-level planning codes for FAR. However, the empirical results of FAR in Shenzhen show 
that the Shenzhen municipality has less systematic control of FAR, although it intended to use 
Shenzhen Statutory Plan as the control instrument. Especially since 1998, FAR has exhibited 
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dramatic growth in the real estate sector and the Shenzhen municipality only seems to have 
been dealing with real estate projects since 1998. The uncontrollable development of FAR 
creates difficulties for public transport network planning, since it is hard to coordinate travel 
demand and supply. The FAR evaluation results in Shenzhen discourage the bus mode 
development and are irrelevant for the development of others.   

Building Coverage Ratio (BCR): The study has identified both national-level and Shenzhen 
city-level planning codes for BCR. However, neither codes have detailed control for BCR. 
The empirical results in Shenzhen show the automobile mode could enter different real estate 
projects (above-ground parking or underground parking). Decreasing BCR discourages the 
development of the bus mode since road spaces are disappearing and being converted into 
inner gardens. There are consequences of ‘disappearing road spaces’: 1) road capacity for 
vehicle circulation decreases and creates more on-road traffic pressure; 2) urban spaces are 
transforming into different ‘isolated blocks’ that are impassable for pedestrians. Therefore, the 
BCR evaluation results encourage the development of the automobile mode and discourage 
walking.  

Parking Ratio (PR): Shenzhen has three planning documents indicating the parking ratios of 
the real estate projects. The empirical results clearly indicate an increasing trend of parking 
ratio in different real estate projects. Real estate projects have no requirements to provide 
parking facilities for bikes or buses. Therefore, the PR evaluation results encourage the 
development of the automobile mode and discourage the development of the bike and bus 
modes.   

Parking Form (PF): Shenzhen has no official parking form requirements for real estate 
projects. The empirical results show real estate projects have diverse parking forms such as 
above-ground parking units and underground parking lots. Real estate projects constructed 
after the 2000s tend to have underground parking lots. All parking forms have closer spatial 
connections to real estate projects than any public transport modes. Therefore, the PF 
evaluation results encourage the development of the automobile mode and walking, but 
discourage development of the bus and cycling modes.   

 

Public Space System  

Public-owned public spaces (Type I): Shenzhen statutory plan defined different public-
owned public spaces based on the different land use types, which include schools, large-scale 
commercial facilities and other governmental public services. Most of these public spaces 
have direct spatial connections to road infrastructures and provide parking for vehicles. The 
evaluation results of public spaces (Type I) encourage the development of the automobile and 
discourage other mobility modes.    

Private-owned public spaces (Type II): The private-owned public spaces refer to the public 
facilities within different real estate projects, such as kindergarten, small-scale commercial 
facilities and sports facilities. Accessing them means entering different real estate projects and 
the automobile mode is more advanced in terms of being able to enter different real estate 
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projects. Bike and walking modes would in some cases be options for those living within the 
real estate projects. The evaluation of the public space Type II encourages the development of 
the automobile, cycling and walking modes, but discourages the development of bus mode.   

 

Accessibility Level to Public Transport Modes 

Accessing distance to bus station (ADBS): the empirical work shows that the measurements 
of bus service buffers are incorrect in the empirical work. The accessing distances to bus 
stations are much greater than the 300m catchment areas, which reduces the attractiveness of 
bus services. Factors extending the accessing distance are diverse; one of the most important 
is housing typology since it creates long walking routes for exiting the real estate projects. 
Therefore, the ADBS evaluation discourages the development of the bus and walking modes 
and the results are irrelevant for the development of the automobile and cycling modes.   

 

Conclusion 

Most of the TLSPA findings encourage the development of the automobile mode and 
discourage the development of bus, cycling and walking modes. Some findings are irrelevant 
and require more research. Furthermore, not all measurements have relevant planning codes at 
either national or Shenzhen city level.  Chapter 6 introduces the ‘pull’ and ‘push’ schemes to 
enhance the development of public transport modes (bus), cycling and walking and 
discourage the development of the automobile mode.  
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Part D 
 

 

6. Chapter 6 - Innovations for Low-Carbon Transport Mode Planning  
 

The ‘pull’ and ‘push’ schemes consist of a series of recommendations, which cover political, 
economic, social and technical aspects. Chapter 6.1 provides primarily an overview of the 
‘pull’ and ‘push’ schemes, which shows the interconnections among different planning 
sectors. 6.2 and 6.3 explain the ‘pull’ and ‘push’ schemes, respectively, in detail and the 
improvement steps based on the empirical results of TLSPA. 6.4 summarises the instructions 
for applying the pull and push scheme based on the current Chinese urban-planning system. It 
points out future research directions for an integrated urban-planning system in China with the 
consideration of low-carbon mobility strategies on different spatial levels, especially for 
residential land-use planning.   

 

6.1. Overview of the Pull and Push Scheme  
 

There are 14 pull schemes that cover road infrastructure, residential land-use planning, and 
public transport network planning and real estate development control. The push schemes 
consist of four schemes that cover parking management in the real estate sector and other land 
use types. The urban system is an integrated system, which requires interdisciplinary research 
and cooperation for realising low-carbon development paths, especially for China where the 
urbanisation process occurred rapidly and continues to change the urban landscape. The ‘pull’ 
and ‘push’ schemes aim to support the low-carbon transformation process in China, especially 
focusing on low-carbon mobility strategies in the residential land-use planning by intensifying 
the collaboration between different planning sectors. The involved sectors include road 
infrastructure, residential land-use planning, public transport network planning, real estate and 
parking management in different land use types.  
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Table 73: Overall of Pull and Push Schemes 

Sector  Road 
infrastructure  

Residential Land-
Use Planning 

Other Land-Use 
Planning 

Public Transport 
Planning 

Real Estate Sector 

Pull Scheme 1  Scheme 1    
 Scheme 2    
 Scheme 3    
Scheme 4 Scheme 4 Scheme 4 Scheme 4 Scheme 4 
Scheme 5 Scheme 5    
Scheme 6 Scheme 6  Scheme 6  
 Scheme 7 Scheme 7   
   Scheme 8 Scheme 8 
 Scheme 9   Scheme 9 
 Scheme 10   Scheme 10 
Scheme 11 Scheme 11   Scheme 11 
  Scheme 12 Scheme 12 Scheme 12 
 Scheme 13 Scheme 13 Scheme 13 Scheme 13 
 Scheme 14  Scheme 14 Scheme 14 

Push  Scheme 1 Scheme 1   
    Scheme 2 
    Scheme 3 
    Scheme 4 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Pull Schemes  

Spatial Level I  

Pull Scheme 1: Increasing Roadway Connectivity Level Scheme (National + City Level) 

Pull Scheme 2: Land-Plot Sizes Control Scheme (National + City Level) 

Pull Scheme 3: Land Use Stakeholders Integration Plan (National + City Level) 

Spatial Level II 

Pull Scheme 4: Comprehensive Cycling Facility Scheme (City Level)  

Pull Scheme 5: Pedestrian Prioritisation Scheme (National + City Level)  

Pull Scheme 6: Bus Network Optimisation Scheme (City Level)  

Pull Scheme 7: Mixed Land Use Promotion Scheme (City Level)  

Pull Scheme 8: Feeder Mode Integration Scheme (District Level)  

Spatial Level III 

Pull Scheme 9: Real Estate Project Spatial Scheme (Neighbourhood Level)  

Pull Scheme 10: Real Estate Project FAR Adjustment Scheme (Neighbourhood Level) 

Pull Scheme 11: Real Estate Project Connectivity Scheme (Neighbourhood Level) 

Pull Scheme 12: Public Space Integration Scheme (Neighbourhood Level) 
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Pull Scheme 13: Permeability of Slow Mobility Modes Scheme (Neighbourhood Level) 

Pull Scheme 14: Increasing Public Transport Accessibility Scheme (Neighbourhood Level)  

 

Push Schemes 

Spatial Level II 

Push Scheme 1: Mixed Land Use – Parking Management Scheme (District Level)  

Spatial Level III 

Push Scheme 2: Real Estate Project – Parking Management Scheme (I)  

Push Scheme 3: Real Estate Project – Parking Management Scheme (II)  

Push Scheme 4: Real Estate Project – Parking Management Scheme (III) 

Table 74: ‘pull’ and ‘push’ Schemes Details for Shenzhen Residential Land-Use Planning   

Variables  Measurements Improvement 
Scheme 

Scheme Details 

Pull Scheme 
Push Scheme 

Spatial Level I:  
Road 
network 

Intersection 
density (ID) 

Scheme 1:  
Increasing 
Roadway 
Connectivity 
Level Scheme  

Political  (1) Revision of GB50220-95 
Economic (2) Incentives for participation (land use owners)  
Social (3) Regular mobility survey 
Technical (4) Improvement Plan – current road network  

(5) Technical support for impact assessment 

Land plot Land-plot size 
(LPS) 
 

Scheme 2:  
Land-Plot Size 
Control Scheme 

Political  (1) Legislation of LPS – land use ordinance  
Economic  
Social (2) Studies for mobility behaviour (walking & cycling) 
Technical (3) Permeability for cycling and walking. 

Land plot 
Amounts 
(LPA) 

Scheme 3:  
Land Use 
Stakeholders 
Integration Plan  

Political   
Economic  
Social (1) Negotiation plan for integration  
Technical (2) New requirements for land-use approval  

Spatial Level II: 
Road 
network 

Intersection 
density (ID) 

Scheme 1:  
 

Political  (1) Revision of planning code SUPSG 2014, p. 34 
Economic Same as Spatial Level I  
Social  
Technical  

Road 
classification 
(RC) 

Scheme 4: 
Comprehensive 
Cycling Facility 
Scheme 

Political  (1) Revision of planning code SUPSG 2014, p. 35 
Economic (2) Budget allocation  
Social (3) Cycling demonstration activities.  
Technical (4) Cycling planning standards – municipal roads 

(5) Land use approval control   
(6) High-speed bike lanes design 
(7) Innovative mobility concept of cycling 
(8) Bike parking facility plans 
(9) Management system for public bikes 

Pedestrian 
Crossing 
Facilities 
(PCF) 

Scheme 5: 
Pedestrian 
Prioritisation 
Scheme 

Political  (1) Revision of planning code  
national level – GPDUWBTS 2013, pp. 8-13 
Shenzhen level – SZ-GPDUWBTS 2013, p.50  
(2) Interventions – current pedestrian facilities 
improvement plan  

Economic (3) Public financial funds  

Social (4) Survey for street crossing behaviour  
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(5) Identify the intervention zones and budgets 
Technical (6) Road classification re-definition  

(7) Adaptation plan with public transport services 
Land plot  
 

Land-plot size 
(LPS) 

Scheme 6: 
Bus Network 
Optimisation 
Scheme 

Political  (1) Creation of planning codes for LPS 
(2) Legalisation for integration – land-use planning and 
public transport network planning.  
(3) Space reservation (bus depots) 

Economic (4) Adjustment of compensation 
Social  
Technical (5) Evaluation of LPS and bus network 

(6) Bus service integration of ‘branches’ 
(7) Bus network integration – urban renewal process  

Land plot 
Ratio (LPR) 

Scheme 6: 
Bus Network 
Optimisation 
Scheme 

Political  (1) Database establishment – ‘land plots’ and ‘bus 
service nodes’  
(2) LPR control standards – coordination with bus 
capacity, road capacity 

Economic (3) Funding program for bus network 

Social (4) Travel survey in neighbourhood 
Technical (5) Technical support – bus network supply and 

demand. 
(6) Interventions for balancing ‘supply’ and ‘demand’ 

Mixed 
land use 

Land Use 
Classification 

Scheme 1: 
Mixed land use 
- Parking 
Management 
Scheme 

Political  (1) Revision of planning codes  
National level – GB50137-2011 
Shenzhen level – SUPSG 2014 pp.2-5 / pp. 36-38 

Economic (2) Documentations of parking purposes  
Social (3) Research on social behaviour  

(4) Re-evaluation of parking provision standards 
Technical (5) Parking amount reductions 

(6) Management for different parking purposes 
Degree of 
Mixed land 
use  

Scheme 7:  
Mixed land use 
Promotion 
Scheme 

Political   
Economic  
Social (1) Regular survey regarding cross-zone trip purposes  

(2) Formulate relevant policies to reduce the cross-zone 
trip amounts.  

Technical (3) Different levels of mixed land use strategies 
(building, neighbourhood and district) 

Public 
transport 
modes 

Spatial 
network 

Scheme 8: 
Feeder Mode 
Integration Plan 

Political  (1) Identify the areas for feeder mode integration plan 
Economic  
Social (2) Social research on different mobility behaviours 

(3) Cooperation plan for different mobility service 
providers. 

Technical (4) Shared mobility services 
Network 
capacity 

 Political   

Economic  

Social  

Technical  
Spatial Level III:  
Real 
estate 
profiles 

Total Site 
Area (TSA) 

Scheme 9:  
Real Estate 
Project Spatial 
Scheme 

Political  (1) Legalisation of planning code for TSA – control the 
real estate project  
(2) TSA control monitor system  

Economic (3) Participation incentives – land-use developers 
Social  
Technical (4) Exit control of the real estate project 

(5) Intervention plan for high levels of TSA 
Building 
heights (BH) 

 Political   
Economic  
Social  

Technical  
Building gross 
floor areas 
(GFA) 

Scheme 2: Real 
Estate Projects 
Parking 

Political  (1) Revision of SUPSG 2014, p.36-38, disconnect the 
GFA and parking provision 

Economic  

Social  
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Management 
Scheme (I) 

Technical (2) Intensify the connection with public transport 
network 

Floor area 
ratio (FAR) 

Scheme 10:  
Real Estate 
Projects FAR 
Adjustment 
Scheme 

Political  (1) Creation of database for FAR in different REP  
(2) Strategic control of FAR development  

Economic  
Social  
Technical (3) Integration of FAR and public transport network 

capacity. 
Building 
coverage ratio 
(BCR) 

Scheme 11:  
Real Estate 
Project 
Connectivity 
Scheme 

Political  (1) standardisation of BCR  
(2) Integrated management system – land-use 
developers   

Economic  
Social  
Technical  

Parking ratio 
(PR) 

Scheme 3:  
Real Estate 
Project - 
Parking 
Management 
Scheme  (II) 

Political  (1) Revision of architecture planning code   
(2) Quantifying the diverse parking units amounts 
(3) Standardisation of parking (residential) 

Economic (4) Increase parking fees  
Social (5) Neighbourhood survey 
Technical (6) Limit maximum parking supply. 

(7) Plan for extending walking distance (parking)    
Parking Form Scheme 4:  

Real Estate 
Project - 
Parking 
Management 
Scheme  (III) 

Political  (1) Parking supply management  
Economic  
Social (2) Household survey (parking types and car 

ownership) 

Technical (3) Documentation of occupancy ratio 
(4) Optimisation plan for parking facilities 

Public 
Space 
System 

Type I : 
public-owned 
public spaces  

Scheme 12: 
Public Space 
Integration 
Scheme 

Political  (1) Connectivity evaluations – different mobility 
modes  

Economic  
Social  
Technical (2) Improvement plan for public transport modes 

(3) Urban design – enhance pedestrian flow networks 
(4) Prevention of space occupations 

Type II: 
private-owned 
public spaces 

Scheme 13:  
Permeability of 
Slow Mobility 
Modes Scheme 

Political  (1) Policy integration for ‘removing gates’  
Economic  
Social  
Technical (2) Guidelines for permeability design in residential 

land uses. 
Accessibil
ity Level 
to Public 
transport 
modes 

Real 
accessing 
distance (bus) 
 

Scheme 14:  
Increasing 
Public 
Transport 
Accessibility 
Scheme 

Political   
Economic  
Social  
Technical Exiting Neighbourhoods 

(1) Establishment of ‘Database for Shortest Distance’ 
(2) Developing walking path quality index   
(3) Improvement plan for ‘problematic zones’ 
(4) Feasibility studies   
 
New Planned Neighbourhoods  
(5) Linking the ‘point-to-point’ relationship into ‘point-
to-volume’ relationship.  

Source: Xiaoli Lin 
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6.2. Pull Schemes for Low-Carbon Mobility Mode  
 

Scheme 1: Increasing Roadway Connectivity Level 
 

Table 75: Pull Scheme 1 - Increasing Roadway Connectivity Level 

Scheme 1:  
Increasing Roadway 
Connectivity Level 
Scheme 

Political  (1) Revision of GB50220-95 
Economic (2) Incentives for participation (land use owners)  
Social (3) Regular mobility survey 
Technical (4) Improvement plan – current road network  

(5) Technical support for impact assessment 
Source: Xiaoli Lin 

The roadway connectivity level in Chinese cities shows a decreasing trend, which supports 
vehicle mobility. Scheme 1 requires strong political support for revising the national planning 
code for road infrastructure for transport planning on urban roads (GB50220-95). The old 
version of the road-planning code does not have any roadway connectivity indicators. The 
national-level road-planning codes need revision to increase roadway connectivity. 

 

Step (1) – Revision of Planning Standards of Road Infrastructures  

The current national-level code (GB50220-95) does not stipulate requirements for intersection 
density of residential land uses. In high-density residential land use, a special formulation for 
intersection density standards is necessary to create a high roadway connectivity level. The 
intersection density for residential land use should be more than nine units /km2 according to 
5 min walking distance (400m). This regulation should serve as a mandatory planning code 
for residential land use projects. 

 

Step (2) – Incentives for Participation (Land Use Owners)   

Existing residential projects own different periods of ‘land-use rights’; therefore, the scheme 
for increasing roadway connectivity would be an incremental process. Since these former 
land-use developers are not willing to connect municipal roads to their ‘territories’, the 
intervention could consider a participation process. The government should initiate the 
cooperation plan to integrate the huge numbers of land users on large-scale land plots, such as 
by proposing new legislation and economic incentives. For future residential projects, the 
municipality should formulate clear incentives for leasing smaller land plots; land-use 
developers who fulfil this requirement could receive lower prices for the land leasing / or gain 
more floor area for construction. 

 

Step (3) – Regular Mobility Survey  
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The Chinese planning authority should conduct a regular survey to understand the relationship 
between changing ID level and its impact on mobility patterns in the Chinese context. The 
mobility survey should involve research institutes or universities in order to gain different 
inputs for a theoretical approach and applicable methods. The formulation of the planning 
code on the ID level should rely on empirical studies conducted in Chinese cities rather than 
simply copy a foreign city’s standards. 

 

Step (4) – Improvement Plan – Current Roadway Connectivity of Municipal Roads 

The Shenzhen municipality could focus on three approaches to improve roadway 
connectivity: (1) increase the segments of municipal roads. The municipality owns most of 
the ‘land-use rights’ of municipal roads. In the new-planed urban areas, urban design is an 
efficient tool to increase road segments. (2) Develop a monitoring system to ensure the 
connectivity of municipal roads. Many municipal roads are not continuous due to garbage 
dumping and illegal occupation by surrounding real estate projects (3) Reduce dead-end 
streets. Many municipal road segments are dead-end streets, which do not create circulations 
paths for vehicles; rather they become parking spaces. The reduction of dead-end streets 
should be an important instrument in improving roadway connectivity.   

 

Step (5) – Technical Support for Impacts Assessments  

There are few empirical studies exploring the roadway connectivity level and impacts on 
mobility patterns in Chinese contexts. Therefore, it is difficult to suggest improvements to the 
current planning code. For the new residential land-use planning, it is necessary to provide 
technical support in order to understand the changing roadway connectivity and its impacts on 
urban mobility. For large-scale land-use developments, it is necessary to have technical 
support such as international consulting services regarding land-use planning and road 
network planning. Many Chinese cities followed the standard planning code of the road 
network without considering of impacts on mobility development.  

 

Scheme 2: Land-Plot Size Control Scheme 
 

Table 76: Pull Scheme 2 – Land-Plot Size Control  

Scheme 2:  
Land-plot size Control 
Scheme 

Political  (1) Legislation of LPS – land use ordinance  
Economic  
Social (2) Studies for mobility behaviour (walking & cycling) 
Technical (3) Permeability for cycling and walking. 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

The LPS is influenced by diverse factors, which include the design of the municipal road 
networks, the political power of different land users, and the market speculations of specific 
sectors (real estate). The control of the LPS improves roadway connectivity and indirectly 
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improves quality of life. The control of the LPS increases the potential of developing walking 
and cycling due to reduced distances. Walkable neighbourhood increases the potential of 
outdoor activities and could improve their physical condition and eventually improve their 
quality of life. 

 

Step (1) - Legalisation of the LPS in the Land Use Ordinance  

The LPS should be part of the requirements of the land use ordinance. The empirical works 
indicate that none of the official planning codes set technical requirements for the LPS in 
residential land uses. Under such circumstances private developers have the motivation and 
autonomy to develop huge land use projects. Therefore, it is necessary to set up the official, 
legal planning requirements regarding the LPS of the land uses, especially in the residential 
land use ordinance. 

 

Step (2) – Studies for Mobility Behaviour (Cycling and Walking)  

It is not realistic to change the entire layout of exiting land plots due to the high costs it would 
entail. However, the municipality could still consider another intervention to minimise the 
current large size of LPS and its impacts on slow mobility modes. For example, the planning 
authorities could conduct different social studies to understand different mobility behaviours 
within large-scale land uses. Residential land use should support pedestrian / cyclist mobility 
and provide diverse services within short commuting distances. There are many ways to 
improve conditions for slow mobility mode development. The design of sidewalks, 
landscapes and streets should be integrated into a continuous network for pedestrians and 
cyclists. The LPS is a prerequisite for the development of slow mobility modes; however, 
more design and planning instruments are necessary for improving the built environments for 
pedestrians and cyclists.    

 

Step (3) – Permeability for Cycling and Walking – Urban Design and Renewal Projects 

Shenzhen is currently introducing large-scale ‘urban renewal projects’, which contain 
elements of land use intensification and urban infrastructure upgrading. The integration of 
slow mobility infrastructure planning should be a crucial planning element in urban renewal 
projects. The cycling and walking modes should receive a more advanced level of planning 
than the automobile mode. Urban renewable projects should consist of planning tools of 
permeability guidelines to provide more advantages to walking and cycling modes. For 
example, setting up car-free zones and allowing only penetration of cycling and walking 
modes to create continuity in the cycling system and increase cycling commuting speed in 
high-density residential land areas. The automobile mode should not be the focus in urban 
renewal projects.    
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Scheme 3: Land Use Stakeholders Integration Scheme 
 

Table 77: Pull Scheme 3 - Land Use Stakeholders Integration  

Scheme 3:  
Land Use Stakeholders 
Integration Plan 

Political   
Economic  
Social (1) Negotiation plan for integration  
Technical (2) New requirements for land-use approval  

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

Integrating land use stakeholders is a complicated task. Most former land-use developers are 
state-owned enterprises, foreign direct investors and real estate project developers. None have 
obligations to integrate with the municipality to create a mobility improvement plan. 
Therefore, integration with existing land users to improve roadway connectivity is not easy.  

 

Step (1) – Negotiation Plan for Integration  

However, the state could still set up the negotiated plan with different land-use developers to 
enhance roadway connectivity and support slow mobility modes. The Chinese government 
announced its ‘open gate’ policy in 2016, which aims to reduce gated communities and 
enhance roadway connectivity. However, the implication of such a policy involves serious 
property issues and turns out to be problematic, yet the municipality could initiate an 
incremental approach for visualising this policy. For example, it could propose as a solution 
setting up different paths of existing land plots to enhance the mobility movement of walking 
and cycling. 

 

Step (2) – New Requirements for Land Use Approvals 

For future land leasing, it is necessary to have a legal agreement between the municipality and 
private land-use developers regarding cooperation even after the land leasing phases. The 
land-use approvals must define the role of different land-use developers after the land leasing 
process. The municipality should be able to integrate diverse land-use developers even after 
the land leasing phases. The pre-defined roles of the private sector are important since it 
provides the municipality more flexibility for urban infrastructure upgrading. The land-use 
approval or land use contracts should address such agreements in its framework.  
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Scheme 4: Comprehensive Cycling Facility Scheme   
 

Table 78: Pull Scheme 4 - Comprehensive Cycling Facility 

Scheme 4: 
Comprehensive Cycling 
Facility Scheme 

Political  (1) Revision of planning code SUPSG 2014, p. 35 
Economic (2) Budget allocation  
Social (3) Cycling demonstration activities.  
Technical (4) Cycling planning standards – municipal roads 

(5) Land use approval control   
(6) High-speed bike lane design 
(7) Innovative mobility concept of cycling 
(8) Bike parking facility plans 
(9) Management system for public bikes 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

The current road network in Shenzhen has emphasised the design features for vehicle 
mobility. It is necessary to increase the cycling mode planning in the current road network. 
Scheme 4 focuses on both infrastructure improvement and public-private partnership (PPP) in 
bike management.  

 

Step (1) – Revision of the Shenzhen Urban Planning Standard Guidelines (SUPSG 2014)  

The SUPSG has not emphasised the obligation of cycling planning in standard planning 
procedures; however, the Shenzhen municipality has released additional planning guidelines 
for enhancing the cycling Shenzhen Guidelines for the Planning and Design of Urban 
Walking and Bicycle Transport Systems 2013 (SZ-GPDUWBTS 2013), which provides 
certain technical standards of the cycling and walking facilities. The Shenzhen municipality 
has constructed ‘green road’ projects to encourage bike utilisation. However, a more 
comprehensive cycling integration scheme should be placed on the agenda. The scheme 
should design policies to motivate more stakeholders in the cycling facilities upgrading 
process. 

 

Step (2) – Funding Program for the Bike Facilities Upgrades 

The rising number of public shared bikes in Chinese cities requires the local government to 
provide a better management system in terms of planning, facilities upgrades and innovations 
in public-private partnerships. Governmental funding should set budgets for better 
management of bike-sharing services. The funding program should support cycling 
development and provide regular upgrades of bike facilities in general.  

 

Step (3) – Cycling Demonstration Activities 

The municipality could also organise different public events to promote cycling. For example, 
the municipality could specify different holidays as cycling days that allows only the cycling 
mode in city centres. The municipality could also define different zones as cycling zones in 
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dense urban areas for the exclusive use of bikes. A similar concept could be applied to other 
activity attraction areas, such as schools or commercial zones and high-density residential 
areas. The main purposes are to encourage cycling mode development and reduce car 
dependency. 

 

Step (4) – Technical Standards for Bike Lanes (Municipal Roads)  

Road planning codes should include a mandatory requirement of bike facility planning. 
Especially the current municipal roads have only the spatial requirement for vehicle lanes, 
which should further define the space allocation for bikes in the future. More important is to 
provide cyclists with a safe and efficient cycling environment. For example, bike lanes could 
be painted in different colours to ensure a safe environment for cyclists. The bike lane 
network could have fewer traffic lights at intersections to increase the commuting speed of 
bikes. The city-level road-planning code should not only emphasise the technical 
requirements of the vehicle mode, but also define different space allocations to other modes 
such as cycling and walking. 

 

Step (5) – Land Use Approval Control 

Not only municipal roads should have a mandatory planning code for cycling, but also other 
land use plots. For new residential land use projects, different land-use developers should be 
required to provide bike facilities according to the land use intensity. This shift from parking 
provision of vehicles to parking provision of bikes is an important approach. Land use 
approval should be an effective instrument to enhance bike mode integration with different 
land use projects. The land use projects without parking facilities for bikes should not receive 
construction approval.   

 

Step (6) – High-Speed Bike Lane Design  

In some urban arteries, the municipality could promote high-speed bike lanes to enhance 
cycling mobility. For example, high-speed bike lanes should allow electric bikes and e-
scooters. Such lanes require better management and integration with the current road network. 
The transport department could subdivide the road space for high-speed bike lanes. The main 
purposes are to increase cycling speed in urban areas and convince people to choose the bike 
as a commuting option over the automobile. This would be a low-cost and effective solution 
for guiding the Chinese cities’ development towards a low-carbon future in the transport 
sector. 

 

Step (7) – Innovative Mobility Concept of Cycling 
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In some locations, an innovative mobility concept for bikes is necessary. For example, 
shopping centres could offer customers cargo bike services for carrying their shopping home. 
Many shopping facilities induce urban vehicle traffic since most people need a car to transport 
their goods. However, an alternative such as electric cargo bikes offered around commercial 
facilities would be an option to reduce automobile dependency. 

 

Step (8) – Bike Parking Facilities Plans 

Besides the technical formulation of the current municipal roads and introduction of high-
speed bike lanes, the bike facilities plan should also integrate the residential land use and 
other land use types. The Shenzhen government is facing difficulties in managing the current 
massive number of public bikes because they have no fixed parking stations. Parking 
behaviour occurs spontaneously in different city locations. The parking facility plan should 
include three approaches.  

Approach I: the planning authority should provide vertical parking systems around metro 
stations, bus stations and commercial centres. Since in most of these land plots are owned by 
the municipality, it would be easy to build intelligent parking facilities like a vertical parking 
system for bikes. Most areas have limited land surface; therefore, the vertical parking system 
is a solution. These transportation hubs usually have high pedestrian flows; therefore, the 
vertical parking system could offer high parking volume to meet the high demand for bike 
use. Approach I should be a government-led action to support the rising public sharing 
system.  

Approach II: approach II should target an upgrade of the parking facilities within residential 
land use and other land use types. There should be a cooperation plan between the 
municipality and different land use holders. Since this would involve the land-use rights of 
other land users, the municipality has less autonomy to take action for infrastructure 
upgrading. However, these land plots are important for bike parking facilities since they turn 
out to be the end destination of many trips. Therefore, it is necessary to take interventions. 
This requires the agreement of different real estate property management offices and district-
level planning authorities.  

Approach III: this approach focuses on the parking facility management of private bike 
companies. The bike company should also maintain the public bikes such as by returning 
them to hot spots such as commercial facilities and transportation hubs. Approaches I to III 
provide different degrees of the public-private partnership (PPP) in the public bike 
management system, which should contribute to the current conflicts regarding public bikes in 
Chines cities.  
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Figure 61: Parking Management System for Public Bikes 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Step (9) – Intelligent Management System for the Floating Bike 

Since shared bikes all have the mobility pattern data and user information, they offer planning 
authority’s a great opportunity to understand real travel patterns in cities. Different bike-
sharing companies should provide regular reports to the municipality in order to receive either 
better public funding or operation allowances. The municipality could upgrade their 
infrastructure in areas where cycling patterns frequently appear. The PPP between 
municipality and private bike-sharing service providers could increase the efficiency of urban 
infrastructure upgrading. A governmental funding program could motivate private sector 
participation in the cooperation plan. 

 

Scheme 5: Pedestrian Prioritisation Scheme   
 

Table 79: Pull Scheme 5 - Pedestrian Prioritisation 

Scheme 5: Pedestrian 
Prioritisation Scheme 

Political   
Economic  
Social (1) Regular survey to understand pedestrian street crossing behaviour. 

(2) Identify the high street crossing zones and propose improvement plans 
and budgets.   

Technical (1) Municipal road standards should not follow the same technical 
standards across the whole city level. For residential land use/ 
commercial land uses and education facility land uses, the government 
should identify the high-demand spots and increase pedestrian crossing 
facilities.  
(2) Revise the Pedestrian Street Crossing Standards for high-density 
residential areas, such as by reducing the number of overpasses or 
increasing the density of pedestrian street crossings.  
(3) Adaptation plan with public transport service nodes.  

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

The PCs along the municipal road infrastructures (main and secondary roads) are not 
convenient for users. The overpasses are expensive for the public sector, on one hand, and 
hard to use for the elderly and disabled, on the other. In high-density residential areas, a 
pedestrian prioritisation scheme is necessary to promote walking. 
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Step (1) – Revision of Current Planning Standard of the Pedestrian Crossing (PC) 

The current PCF standards are not convenient from a user’s perspective despite the national-
level Guidelines for the Planning and Design of Urban Walking and Bicycle Transport 
Systems 2013(GPDUWBTS 2013) and the Shenzhen city-level Shenzhen Guidelines for the 
Planning and Design of Urban Walking and Bicycle Transport Systems 2013 (SZ-
GPDUWBTS 2013) having both defined PC technical standards. For example, the Shenzhen 
level of setting PC along urban roads is every 300m to 400m, the distances are still too great 
for the elderly or disabled. The average PC density should be lower than 200m for residential 
land uses. Shenzhen is undergoing large-scale urban renewal, which should offer a chance for 
the integration of PC into new land use projects, which could enhance pedestrian mobility. 

 

Step (2) – Public Financial Funds  

The municipality could set up public financial funds for pedestrian crossing facilities. This 
should be part of the planning tasks for district-level government. The public funds could 
even take the revenue from the relevant automobile utilisation, for example, the parking fees 
from the different parking areas and allocate them to improving pedestrian facilities. The 
funds should set aside research budgets for pedestrian mobility in order to understand the 
pedestrian crossing behaviour of different social groups.   

 

Step (3) – Interventions for increasing the Average Density of Street Crossing Facilities  

The average density of PCF should be higher, especially for high-density residential areas, 
commercial areas and public facilities. The PCF density should not rely on road classes, but 
rather be related to the surrounding land use and pedestrian mobility. The planning logic 
should shift its focus to improving pedestrian convenience instead of guaranteeing car speeds 
according to road class definitions. The PC improvement plan should support and ensure the 
pedestrian safety for all groups of people; some of the overpasses do not have enough 
elevators, which excludes the disabled and the elderly, leading to their dependency on cars. 
Governmental intervention could increase the signalised traffic lights and zebra crossing 
facilities, which could greatly reduce pedestrian walking distances for street crossing.   
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Figure 62: Pedestrian Paths in Reality 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Step (4) – Survey for Street Crossing Behaviours 

The district governments should conduct a regular survey to understand pedestrian street 
crossing behaviour. Not every road segment has the same demand for installing new PC; 
some spots have more street crossing behaviour than others. For example, road segments 
along commercial facilities and transit stations require more PC than those along the pure 
residential blocks. Therefore, the PC improvement plan does not aim to change the entire PC 
layout; rather it proposes necessary interventions based on the empirical data. The 
improvement plan should prioritise a budget being set that considers the cost of each type of 
pedestrian crossing. Mid-blocks and pedestrian zebra crossings would be the better choices 
than overpasses. 

 

Step (5) – Identify the Intervention Zones and Budgets 

After the survey on street crossing behaviour, the municipality could identify different zones 
where intervention is necessary. Moreover, different interventions require different financial 
budgets. Therefore, the interventions should also consider issues like public budget, the future 
development of the surrounding zones and so on. Public budgets should reduce the 
expenditure of overpass construction and increase expenditure for signalised zebra crossings.  

 

Step (6) – Road Classification Re-Definition 

The Shenzhen municipality could also classify roads based on street crossing behaviour. The 
road classification should not only depend on their technical standards for vehicle volumes, 
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but also add a measurement for pedestrian mobility convenience. The road segments with 
great demand for street crossings should modify their design and layout to improve pedestrian 
crossing conditions. Road infrastructure innovation could improve walking conditions for 
pedestrians in urban areas and has great potential to change the mobility preference from 
driving to walking.   

 

Step (7) – Adaptation Plan with Public Transport Services 

The improvement of the PC should be integrated with the current public transport service. 
Many PCs are signalised zebra crossings allocated at street intersections. The adaptation plan 
with public transport services should shorten walking distances from the PC to the bus station. 
The adaption plan could contribute to bus mode planning and eventually improve public 
transport services in general. Therefore, the improvement plan of the pedestrian facility 
upgrading requires the planning authorities to integrate the PC into public transport network 
planning. Currently, the Shenzhen planning system seems to split these two elements.  

 

Scheme 6: Bus Network Optimisation Scheme   
 

Table 80: Pull Scheme 6 - Bus Network Optimisation  

Scheme 6: 
Bus Network 
Optimisation 

LPS  
Political (1) Creation of planning codes for LPS 

(2) Legalisation for integration – land-use planning and public transport 
network planning.  
(3) Space reservation (bus depots) 

Economic (4) Adjustment of compensations 
Social  
Technical (5) Evaluation of LPS and bus network 

(6) Bus service integration of ‘branches’ 
(7) Bus network integration – urban renewal process  

LPR  
Political (1) Database establishment – ‘land plots’ and ‘bus service nodes’  

(2) LPR control standards – coordination with bus capacity, road capacity 
Economic (3) Funding program for bus network 
Social (4) Travel survey in neighbourhood 
Technical (5) Technical support – bus network supply and demand. 

(6) Interventions for balancing the ‘supply’ and ‘demand’ 
Source: Xiaoli Lin 

Bus network planning and residential land uses do not seem to be integrated with each other 
in the Shenzhen samples. Scheme 6 focuses on the collaboration between the land use 
department and public transport-planning department to optimise bus services. The integration 
consists of planning instruments for land-plot sizes (LPS) and land-plot ratio (LPR). 
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(1) Integration with the land-plot size (LPS) 

 

Step (1) – Creation of Planning Code for LPS 

The city of Shenzhen does not have an official planning code for controlling LPS. It needs to 
control LPS since it is crucial for public transport service network planning. The Shenzhen 
Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines 2014 should set the control criteria for land-plot 
sizes. Without systematic controls placed on land-plot sizes, it is hard to attain an advanced 
level of planning for public transport networks. 

 

Step (2) – Legalisation for Integration – Land Use Planning and Public Transport Network 
Planning 

The Shenzhen urban-planning system does not have a legal integration process between land-
use planning and public transport network planning. Land use planning serves as the 
dominant plan and public transport network planning is considered of secondary importance. 
However, land-use planning has strong impacts on mobility patterns; therefore, integration 
with the public transport network is crucial for China’s low-carbon mobility strategy. The 
legalisation process of land-use planning and public transport network should be a regular 
planning component of the Shenzhen urban-planning system. This requires cooperation 
between different governmental authorities under the guidelines of legal frameworks.  

 

Step (3) – Space Reservation for Bus Depots 

The mismatch between land plots and bus network has many reasons; a crucial factor is the 
scarcity of bus depots in urban areas (Interviews in Shenzhen, Appendix 5, and Appendix 8). 
The bus operation networks depend not only on passengers’ travel demands, but also land 
availability. The acquisition of spaces for bus depots, thus becomes a challenge for bus 
companies. The Shenzhen government could create databases for urban land to find possible 
solutions for bus depots according to the real bus network. Naturally, there are many 
‘potential’ urban spaces for converting into bus depots, for example, large underground 
parking lots could serve as bus depots. For future land-use planning, it is necessary to reserve 
space for bus depots as this influences the actual layout of the bus network. 

 

Step (4) – Adjustment of Compensations 

The Shenzhen municipality provides fixed economic compensation for different bus operation 
companies (Interview in Shenzhen, Appendix 8). However, the bus companies only guarantee 
the frequency of bus departure times from the bus depots, but not the service frequency for 
each bus stop. There are also no differences between compensation regarding passenger 
capacity and service quality. However, the Shenzhen government could formulate more 
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precise compensation plans to optimise bus services from private bus companies. For 
example, the government could provide higher compensation for those operating routes along 
branches in order to change the ‘no bus service’ situation in that road class. 

 

Step (5) – Evaluation of the LPS and the Bus Network 

The empirical work shows that not all the land plot have direct bus services. The initial plan 
should identify problem zones for bus plan integration. Some of land plots have relatively 
weak connections with bus networks for various planning reasons. For example, there is a 
lack of bus services on branches and around some real estate projects. The evaluation should 
consider the population density of existing land plots, availability of spaces for bus network 
operations and financial costs. 

 

Step (6) – Bus Service Integration of ‘Branches’   

The bus network is the easiest public transport mode for formulating an operation network. 
The minimum requirements for bus network operation are road spaces. Most of the bus 
network operates along urban main and secondary roads, but not ‘branches’. The negative 
consequences are an oversupply on main roads and lack of service network on others. A 
coherent bus network should integrate different land plots into a complete system. Therefore, 
the Shenzhen municipality could increase bus services on branch roads (Zhi Lu). An efficient 
integration tool could be the formulation of the compensation models with different bus 
companies. Please refer to the Step (4) Adjustment of Compensations. 

 

Step (7) – Urban Renewal and Bus Network Upgrade Integration 

The urban renewal process could be a great opportunity to improve bus networks in general. 
Many of Shenzhen’s renewal projects involve a new construction plan; therefore, bus network 
integration within new land-use planning should be a mandatory indicator for obtaining land-
use approvals from the municipality. The adaptation of bus network upgrade should be 
involved in different new land use projects, which consider the potential for creating bus 
depots in land-use planning. 

 

(2) Integration with the land-plot ratio (LPR)  

 

Step (1) – Establish the Databases for both ‘Land plots’ and ‘Bus Service Nodes’ 
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The residential samples in Shenzhen indicate different land-plot ratios, which is an indirect 
indicator133 of travel demand on different land plots. It is important to have a database for the 
‘land plot’ and ‘bus service nodes’. The data collection procedure for ‘land plot’ has three 
steps: (1) collect data of population density and building density for each ‘land plot’; (2) 
conduct household surveys in different land plots to understand the travel pattern, such as 
frequency of using buses and other mobility modes; and (3) create models of travel demand of 
different residential land plots. The data collection for ‘bus service node’ includes bus types, 
service frequency and the total passenger capacities for each bus station. The bus service 
frequency of each bus station should match the travel demands of different land plots. 

 

Step (2) – LPR Control Standards – Coordination with Bus Capacity and Road Types 

Shenzhen land use is increasing levels as the city expands. Land use development needs to 
consider transportation capacity. Although the city of Shenzhen is building a massive amount 
of metro services to increase passenger capacities of the public transport network, without 
strategic integration between land use and public transport network, it is difficult to strike a 
balance between travel demand and supply. In residential land use, the bus mode has a closer 
connection with each land plot than the metro mode since the bus network is more flexible for 
connecting different land plots. The capacity of each bus node depends not only on bus type 
and service frequency, but also on road space capacity. Since the bus network has to operate 
on road spaces, it should have general guideline for the development of land use intensity, 
road capacity and bus capacity. 

 

Step (3) – Funding Program for Bus Network Operations 

The municipality should set up clear subsidy plans to support private bus companies. The 
subsidy plan should not simply focus on the mileage of the bus operation network; rather it 
should consider factors such as operational costs, passenger numbers, adjustments to 
operation lines and customer feedback. The municipality should integrate land-use planning 
and public transport planning departments into the common planning procedures. The funding 
program could also consider a budget for travel survey to guide the bus operation network. 

 

Step (4) – Travel Survey in Neighbourhood 

The empirical work has not identified any neighbourhood-level travel survey. It seems it is 
not common for the Shenzhen planning authority to conduct the travel survey on 
neighbourhood level. However, this is an important data source for optimising public 
transport network planning. The district-level government could develop a different 

                                                 
133 Travel demand: the real travel demand requires travel survey data from different zones; however, the study 
relies on the land use intensity as the secondary indicator for travel demand since the real travel demand data are 
not available.  
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mechanism for understanding the travel patterns of residents, for example, household 
interviews and analysis of passenger boarding information. 

 

Step (5) – Technical Support for Evaluating the ‘Bus Network Supply’ and ‘Travel Demand’ 

Indeed the bus network is not the only public transport supply, other transport modes such as 
metro service, public bike-sharing service and private vehicles all contribute to the supply 
side of moving passengers. The integration of diverse service providers requires professional 
technical support. Therefore, the official planning process should also include consulting 
services. The cooperation between municipalities and the private sector (different service 
providers like bike-sharing, bus and metro companies) requires a common cooperation plan. 
Different private sector actors should provide respective data reports to the local municipality 
as a mandatory standard planning approach. 

 

Step (6) – Intervention for Balancing the ‘Supply’ and ‘Demand’ 

Travel demand and supply are never completely matched in urban contexts. However, 
planning should allocate public resources as efficiently as possible. For example, bus service 
frequency should not depend on departures every 10 minutes from bus depots (Appendix 8); 
rather it should adjust supply capacity based on the differences of travel demands. The regular 
survey for each bus line could outline gaps between supply and demand. The cooperation 
between residential land-use planning and public transport network planning needs 
improvements in cooperation models and funding mechanisms. 

 

Scheme 7: Mixed Land Use Promotion Scheme 
 

Table 81: Pull Scheme 7 - Mixed Land Use Promotion 

Scheme 7: Mixed land 
use Promotion Scheme  

Political   
Economic  
Social (1) Regular survey regarding cross-zone trip purposes  

(2) Formulate relevant policies to reduce the cross-zone trip amounts.  
Technical (3) Different levels of mixed land use strategies (building, neighbourhood 

and district) 
Source: Xiaoli Lin 

The Shenzhen city-level planning code Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and 
Guidelines 2014 did not provide detailed guidelines for the mixed-land-use strategy.  

 

Step (1) – Conduct Regular Surveys to Understand the Cross-Zone Trip Purposes 

Although cross-zone trips are driven by different purposes, the main trip purposes include 
work (employment), shopping (commercial), school (education), leisure (recreations) and 
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others (visiting friends, sports and so on). However, before the effective formulation of 
relevant policies, it is necessary to conduct different travel surveys to understand people’s trip 
purposes. Not all districts share the same pattern; therefore, the policy formulations might 
include both, standard and specific approaches. This should be the general task of district-
level government and they should deliver regular reports for the analysis of the cross-zone trip 
purposes. 

 

Step (2) – Formulate Relevant Policies to Reduce the Cross-Zone Trips.  

Certainly, the government could standardise land use types and their mixed proportions in 
land use ordinances. However, on a practical level, the effectiveness of mixed-land-use 
strategy at reducing travel demand is still under academic debate. For example, the land use 
ordinance could formulate the proportion between ‘residential land use’ and ‘office land use’, 
which might contribute to increasing the jobs-housing balance level; however, it is still hard 
to limit people’s employment’ location within the same zones. The policy formulation really 
depends on the specific district or trip purposes. 

 

Step (3) – Different Levels of Mixed Land Use Strategies 

The mixed-land-use strategy can be applied on different levels: building, neighbourhood and 
district. On the building level, it could regulate the floor area ratios between residential and 
commercial, which would contribute to the jobs-housing balance level. On the neighbourhood 
level, it could regulate the provision of facilities like kindergartens, sports facilities or medical 
centres. Having basic services within neighbourhoods could reduce the trip to schools and for 
other purposes. The main goals are to reduce trip demands by providing diverse services 
within short distances within the same neighbourhoods. To achieve such goals, the initial 
steps are to conduct a household survey to understand people’s different trip purposes and 
destinations. 

 

Scheme 8: Feeder Modes Integration Scheme 
 

Table 82: Pull Scheme 8 – Feeder Modes Integration 

Scheme 8: Feeder Mode 
Integration Plan 

Political  (1) Identify the areas for the feeder mode integration plan 
Economic  
Social (2) Social research on different mobility behaviours 

(3) Cooperation plan for different mobility service providers. 
Technical (4) Shared mobility services 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

Scheme 6 and scheme 8 should work hand in hand in order to intensify the access level to 
public transport modes in Shenzhen residential land uses. Scheme 6 emphasises the 
optimisation of bus services with land plots while Scheme 8 emphasises extending the bus 
service network through the development of feeder modes. 
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Step (1) – Identify the Areas for Feeder Mode Integration Plan 

NS01-02 consists of large-scale urban villages with hardly any bus services; however, a 
growing number of self-organised mobility services are appearing on site (Mobility Service I) 
such as the many motorbikes offering passengers short-distance commuting services. The 
planning authority could identify areas for the feeder mode program. The municipality could 
support such mobility services in order to extend the current bus service networks. In the 
existing road network, some road segments are too narrow for bus services, but the 
surrounding real estate projects high population densities. Therefore, the government could 
encourage the feeder mode service at some hot-spot areas to improve the current bus service 
networks.    

Figure 63: Different Mobility Services  

Photos Characteristics 

 

Mobility Service I:  
- Self-organised 

motorbikes (urban 
village) 

  Mobility Service II 
- Self-organised electric 

scooters on site.  

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin  

 

Step (2) – Social Research on Different Mobility Behaviours 
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The Shenzhen government has made great efforts to support electric mobility mode 
development. Many electric bikes offer fast mobility services. Residents could organise their 
daily trips more efficiently. Many newly planned parking spaces served as parking places to 
cope with the changing trend of mobility options. Since residential neighbourhoods have a 
relatively high density, if individuals organise mobility services on their own, the demand for 
parking spaces remains relatively high. Therefore, the government’s role is to conduct a 
certain level of research to provide shared mobility services at some hot spots, which reduce 
the space demand for electric scooter parking purposes. 

 

Step (3) – Cooperation Plan for Different Bike Service Providers 

The Shenzhen government could integrate the huge number of bike-sharing companies into 
the collaboration. The government could provide research results which show the high-
concentration zones of bike mobility. It could then offer support to bike-sharing companies. 
For example, the connection between large-scale residential areas and commercial sports 
facilities is quite high at weekends. The bike-sharing companies could also provide specific 
cargo bike services at weekends to meet the demands of shopping behaviour. On weekdays, 
many office workers order lunch through mobile apps, so bike-sharing companies could also 
offer special prices for food delivery service companies and the catering companies would not 
require their own motorbikes for delivery. The integration of different service providers could 
mobilise resources more efficiently.  

 

Step (4) – Shared Mobility Services Planning  

The shared mobility service for feeder modes should also target large-scale real estate projects 
and the current bus stations. Many real estate projects do not have close connections to bus 
services, so the attractiveness of using public transport mode lessens; however, the 
government could offer special shared mobility services around large-scale residential areas. 
The shared mobility service could use E-scooters, cars or minibuses, which link the residential 
areas and bus stations, metro stations or commercial facilities. The government should 
formulate a cooperation plan with private real estate projects and negotiate with different 
mobility service providers. 
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Scheme 9: Real Estate Project Spatial Integration Scheme 
 

Table 83: Pull Scheme 9 - Real Estate Project Spatial Integration 

Scheme 9:  
Real Estate Project 
Spatial Scheme 

Political  (1) Legalisation of planning code for TSA – control the real estate project  
(2) TSA control monitor system  

Economic (3) Participation incentives – land-use developers 
Social  
Technical (4) Exit control of the real estate projects 

(5) Intervention plan for high-level TSA 
Source: Xiaoli Lin 

The TSA control should integrate with the broader framework of land plot control, which 
should be limited to 400m. Large-scales TSA provide private developers with greater 
autonomy in designing inner garden spaces, which sometimes sacrifice of pedestrian mobility 
convenience and accessibility to public transport modes. 

 

Step (1) – Legalisation of Planning Code for TSA – Control Real Estate Projects (REP). 

Currently, Shenzhen has no official document limiting the sizes of REP; therefore, the 
planning code legislation is necessary for TSA. Land use approval could be a useful tool to 
control the TSA of the REP under governmental guidelines. The new REP should have a 
maximum size of 400m, which would ensure comfortable walking distances for pedestrians. 
At the same time, the government should set up a monitoring system to prevent real estate 
developers occupying road segments in order to enlarge the inner gardens of the REP. 

 

Step (2) – TSA Control Monitor System 

The TSA control system should have a monitoring system to prevent occupation behaviours 
of real estate projects; the empirical work has found the illegal occupation of the municipal 
roads by real estate projects. The TSA is an important indicator of pedestrian mobility in the 
Chinese context. The district-level government needs to control not only the land-plot size 
and municipal road layout, but also develop guidelines for real estate projects to influence 
their spatial typologies. A sufficient monitoring system is crucial to close the gap between the 
theoretical guidelines and practice. 

 

Step (3) – Participation Incentives  

The reducing sizes of REP mean land-use developers have less space to create different 
luxury inner gardens for property sales. The interview (Appendix 5) with Mr. Zhang at the 
Shenzhen Urban Planning & Land Resource Research Centre revealed other districts such as 
Bo’an’ have drawn up initial plans for smaller-scale neighbourhood developments. However, 
on a practical level, the smaller parcels of land are difficult to lease. Therefore, the 
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government should propose different economic incentives for private land-use developers; for 
example, as a way to increase FAR on smaller pieces of land.   

 

Step (4) – Exit Control of the REP 

The control of the exits of different REP is as important as the control of the TSA. The REP 
exits should either connect to the municipal pedestrian networks (pedestrian zones, sidewalks) 
or the public transport service nodes (shared bikes, bus stations and metro stations). Different 
REP should not turn out to be different isolated ‘bulk’, accessed primarily through vehicles in 
the urban space context ; rather it should consider the convenience level for public transport 
modes. It is also necessary to integrate the building height parameter in the TSA. High-rise 
buildings should be located as close as possible to exits to ensure the majority of households 
have on have short distances to access public transport services. 

 

Step (5) – Intervention Plan for High-Level TSA 

Some of the formerly built REPs have a high level of TSA, which is not a positive factor for 
the development of slow mobility modes. The interventions plan should consider the 
possibilities of reducing REP size and creating interconnected paths for pedestrians. Certainly, 
the intervention plan requires agreements between district-level government and developers. 
The possible interventions could be setting up different paths or different gate-opening times 
for pedestrians /cyclists to shorten distances between REPs, which does not involve the 
property issues of different real estate projects. 

 

Scheme 10: Real Estate Projects FAR Adjustment Scheme 
 

Table 84: Pull Scheme 10 - Real Estate Project FAR Adjustment 

Scheme 10:  
Real Estate Projects FAR 
Adjustment Scheme 

Political  (1) Creation of FAR database in different REP  
(2) Strategic control of FAR development 

Economic (3) Local governments need the diversity of land use revenue  
Social  
Technical (4) Evaluation of different FAR and the impacts on transport systems.  

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

The Shenzhen statutory plan does not have all the FAR data for different REP for historical 
reasons. The Shenzhen statutory plan deals with the newly planned plots and lists their FAR. 
However, the FAR is an indicator of land-use intensity, which has fundamental impacts on 
public transport network planning. Although the FAR does not refer directly to the real travel 
demand, it is a secondary data source for evaluating the connection between travel demand 
and supply around different real estate projects.    
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Step (1) – Creation of FAR Database in different REPs 

Since many of the formerly built REPs have no FAR information on the statutory plan, the 
Shenzhen municipality has little interest in interacting with the former land-use developers 
since their land-use rights will remain valid for several decades (interview in Shenzhen, 
Appendix 2). However, it is important to have an overview of the different land-use intensity 
levels to provide better coordination between land use and public transport. 

 

Step (2) – Strategic Control on FAR Development  

The Shenzhen government should reduce the possibility of FAR negotiation with land-use 
developers. From the developers’ point of view, higher FAR increases property sales. From 
the governments’ point of view, the higher FAR increases the capacity of housing units and 
could host more urban residents. It seems the increasing FAR trend is a ‘win-win’ situation 
for both the municipality and private developers. However, the non-systematic control of 
FAR creates unforeseen pressures on the transport planning level. The strategic control on 
FAR is a mechanism in integrating land-use planning and transport planning. Therefore, the 
Shenzhen government should reduce the negotiation possibilities with different private 
developers on FAR issues; the finalisation of FAR should consider the public transport 
infrastructure in terms of spatial network and capacities. 

 

Step (3) – Integration of FAR and Public Transport Network Capacity  

The Shenzhen municipality could conduct studies for both FAR and the public transport 
network. The spatial allocation of different FAR creates different travel zones, which should 
match the supply of different public transport network capacities. Therefore, the integration of 
FAR and public transport network capacity involves the department of land use resources and 
the transportation commission. The land-use planning procedures should include a regular 
assessment on the changing FAR and the adjustment for public transport planning. FAR 
development should also consider the impacts of other transport systems. Besides the 
integration of FAR and public transport, technical support for evaluating the changing FAR 
and transport system in large-scale urban areas are necessary. 
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Scheme 11: Real Estate Project Connectivity Scheme  
 

Table 85: Pull Scheme 11 - Real Estate Project Connectivity  

Scheme 11:  
Real Estate Project 
Connectivity Scheme 

Political  (1) Set up the BCR standards to limit the privatisation process of urban 
spaces.  
(2) Obligation for real estate developers to offer paths for pedestrians 
/cyclists through better design and management.   

Economic (1) Cooperation incentives – land-use developers  
Social  
Technical  

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

BCR measurements reveal a decreasing trend and newly built REP aim to have large inner 
spaces for gardens. The increasing TSA trend and decreasing BCR of commonly transformed 
urban spaces into large ‘bulks’ negatively affect the slow mobility modes planning of walking 
and cycling.  

 

Step (1) – Standardisation of BCR in Land Use Ordinance 

There are no guidelines or standards in Shenzhen regulating the BCR level of real estate 
projects in residential land-use planning. The municipality should set up standard BCR 
controls through the land-use approval of different real estate projects. Controlling BCR 
standards could prevent the privatisation process of public spaces by the real estate 
development process. The Shenzhen government could also make the BCR standards a legal 
requirement in the land use ordinance based on further empirical research. The typology 
control of real estate projects could intensify the spatial relationship between private property 
development and the public space system. 

 

Step (2) – Integrated Management System – Land Use Developers   

The Shenzhen government should introduce an integrated management system to connect 
different real estate projects. Most REP are gated communities with a growing trend of large 
inner gardens. On one hand, it is important to legislate the BCR level to prevent further 
development of large inner gardens; on the other, there are some feasible solutions to connect 
different REP such as offering pedestrian or bike paths. Most REPs are separated by fences 
and maintain minimum connections with municipal roads. The Chinese government initiated 
the ‘gate removal’ policy in 2016 to prevent further expansion of gated communities. 
However, many Chinese planners doubt the applicability of such a policy on a practical level 
(interview in Shenzhen, Appendix 1, and Appendix 7) since it involves property issues. 
However, the municipality could still propose alternatives to increase the connectivity of real 
estate projects. 
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Scheme 12: Public Space Integration Scheme 
 

Table 86: Pull Scheme 12 - Public Space Integration 

Scheme 12: 
Public Space Integration 
Scheme 

Political  (1) Review of connectivity level to public transport service nodes  
Economic  
Social  
Technical (1) Improvement plan for prioritizing public transport modes 

(2) Reducing the parking provision  
Source: Xiaoli Lin 

The current public-owned public spaces include parks, sports facilities and education 
facilities. Most have gated forms, which provide a close spatial connection with the 
automobile mode. The first step is to evaluate the spatial connection of these public spaces 
with the current public transport networks. 

 

Step (1) – Connectivity Evaluation System – Different Mobility Modes 

Although these public spaces are owned by different authorities, they should connect to each 
other through the public transport networks, rather than be accessible mainly by automobile. 
The district government should evaluate the accessing time of different mobility modes to 
these public spaces. The planning strategy should focus on shortening the accessing time of 
the slow mobility modes to reach different public spaces. The solutions could be diverse, such 
as removing parking facilities in these public spaces and replacing them with cycle lanes and 
pedestrian walking facilities, which should also have short connections to public transport 
service nodes (bus stations and metro stations).   

 

Step (2) – Improvement Plan for Public Transport Modes 

If the evaluation results show that the automobile mode is the most convenient one for 
reaching these public spaces, then an intervention plan is necessary. The intervention plan 
should prioritise the public transport mode or slow mobility modes for reaching public spaces. 
In some attractive public spaces, the automobile should not be the preferred mode for 
reaching the location. The goals are to reduce the attractiveness levels of assessing public 
spaces by automobile and increase the convenience level of public transport modes. For 
example, setting up car-free zones in public spaces would be an option. 

 

Step (3) – Urban Design – Enhance the Pedestrian Flow Networks  

Public spaces are supposed to serve the public. The pedestrian flow networks around these 
places are extremely important to provide pedestrians with a pleasant walking experience. 
Therefore, the current parking spaces around these public spaces should be transformed into 
pedestrian walking zones rather than maintaining their parking function. Using urban design 
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tools to change the environments between the public spaces and public transport nodes will 
contribute greatly to pedestrian mobility. 

 

Step (4) – Prevention of Space Occupation 

Many automobile drivers occupied the pedestrian facilities due to the scarcity of parking 
facilities. A more efficient management system is necessary to ensure the space utilisation in 
public spaces for pedestrians. The design of public spaces should integrate elements of 
permeability of slow mobility modes, which set up different fences that block the paths of the 
automobile, but guarantee the flow pattern of cycling and walking.     

 

Scheme 13: Permeability of Slow Mobility Modes Scheme 
 

Table 87: Pull Scheme 13 - Permeability of Slow Mobility Modes 

Scheme 13:  
Permeability of Public 
Spaces Scheme 

Political  (1) Policy integration for ‘gate removal’  
Economic  
Social  
Technical (2) Guidelines for permeability design in residential land uses. 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

Scheme 13 should emphasise the permeability of slow mobility mode development. People 
are encouraged to enter their private-owned public spaces through slow mobility modes such 
as walking and cycling. These private-owned public spaces are usually located near the main 
entrance of different REP. The exits of different REP are directly connected to main roads; 
these settings reduce opportunities for other mobility modes. Therefore, most people prefer to 
come to these places by car or bus. However, the planning instruments should still make 
changes, for example, to use landscape design in order to block cars from entering and link 
the pedestrian paths more coherently to bus stations. 

 

Step (1) – Policy Integration for ‘Gate Removing’  

The Chinese government has recently announced a policy: Several Opinions of the State 
Council on Further Strengthening the Management of Urban Planning and Construction 
(Guo Wu Yuan Guan Yu Jin Yi Bu Jia Qiang Cheng Shi Gui Hua Jian She Guan Li Gong Zuo 
De Ruo Gan Yi Jian) on 6th Feb. 2016 (Zhong Fa [2016] Nr.6). It aims to ‘gradually’ open the 
residential gated communities and offers more internal roads for urban traffic circulation. 
However, the application of such a policy conflicts with property issues; therefore, there could 
be common agreements between the municipality and land-use developers in order to reach 
feasible solutions. For example, the government could provide incentives for land-use 
developers to allow the entrance of bikes to shorten distances. Under such circumstances, 
different land-use developers still maintain ownership of their properties, but cooperate with 
the municipality regarding the ‘gate removal’ policy.   
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Step (2) – Guidelines for Permeability Design in Residential Land Uses  

The permeability design for cycling and walking should be the focus for residential land use, 
especially for high-density residential projects. The guidelines should be a mandatory 
indicator for future land projects. In residential land use, permeability design is extremely 
important since it reduces the convenience of driving cars and blocks their mobility patterns 
according to different needs. To reach such goals, the systematic planning for the permeability 
of cycling and walking is a key focus. The municipality should release permeability 
guidelines to regulate the typology of real estate housing development. 

 

Scheme 14: Public Transport Accessibility Scheme (Neighbourhood Level)   
 

Table 88: Pull Scheme 14 - Public Transport Accessibility  

Scheme 14:  
Increasing Public 
Transport Accessibility 
Scheme 
 

Political   
Economic  
Social (1) Public participation for collecting the distance bases.  
Technical (1) Establish the ‘Shortest Distance Data Base’ of residential buildings 

and the current bus stations. The real walking paths should be less than 
300m.  
(2) Evaluate the quality of the ‘walking paths’ – continuity and 
convenience. Set up district-level standards for Nanshan District.   
(3) Linking the ‘point-to-point’ relationship to the ‘point-to-volume’ 
relationship.  

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

This scheme contains two approaches: one for the existing neighbourhoods and the other for 
newly planned neighbourhoods.  

 

(1) Existing Neighbourhood:  

 

Step (1) – Establish the ‘Database for Shortest Distance’  

The conventional measurement - bus service buffer (300meter) is not appropriate in Shenzhen 
due to the existence of gated communities, vehicle-oriented road infrastructures and the 
pedestrian-unfriendly municipal greenery design. Therefore, it is necessary to set up the 
shortest distance databases, which measures the real accessing distance from each building to 
the nearest bus station. The data collection should integrate a participatory planning approach, 
which offers people the chance to upload their distance data to the government data portal. 
People who are willing to participate could apply their handy and check their accessing 
distance to the bus station. The governmental portal should generate a database for the 
‘shortest distance to the bus stations’ map. On the geographic map, the district governments 
could easily notice those spots that have low accessibility to bus services. 
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Step (2) – Developing Walking Paths’ Quality Index 

Accessing distance is just the base measurement for the accessibility of bus. For walking 
distances less than 300m, it is also important to evaluate the quality of the walking paths. This 
is because some paths might be short but in poor condition, for example, covered in garbage 
which has been dumped. Therefore, the government should also create an additional walking 
path quality index to improve the built environment of pedestrian paths, especially for those 
shortcuts to bus stations. 

 

Step (3) – Define the Problematic Zones and Analyse their Influential Factors  

The database of accessing distance to bus stations is intended to improve current bus services. 
Areas with longer accessing distances are problematic zones, which need interventions. 
Before carrying out a real improvement plan, the government will have to conduct detailed 
analysis of the influential factors that exceed the accessing distances. The reasons might be 
oversized of real estate projects, a lack of pedestrian street crossing facilities, or a lack of 
space for bus stations along municipal roads. The reports should carry out a close analysis of 
the stakeholders involved in planning. More importantly, the results need to be integrated with 
current planning codes and regulations. 

 

Step (4) – Feasibility Studies for Improvement Plans.    

The solutions should point out the main factors (current planning standards) and evaluate their 
feasibilities in reality. Each solution involves different plans of budget, timeframe and human 
resources. Issues include defining responsible planning authorities and their planning 
standards, investigating funding possibilities and reformulating different regulations and so 
on. Therefore, possible solutions need feasibility evaluation in governmental reports. 

 

(2) Newly Planned Neighbourhood:  

 

Step (5) – Linking the ‘point-to-point’ relationship into the ‘point-to-volume’ relationship. 

In order to increase the density of bus stations, governmental support should focus on 
reserving land resources for bus depots, upgrading the compensation plan for bus operators, 
and technical support for bus network optimisation. The innovation should consider the 
technical, financial and governance levels. The new planning standards should focus not only 
on ‘point-to-point’ linkages between building units and bus stations, but also on ‘point-to-
volume’ linkages in order to ensure that most residents have bus services nearby. For 
example, high-rise buildings should have closer connections to bus stations than multi-storey 
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buildings due to the high volume of ‘potential residents’. The new planning standards should 
integrate the typology development of the REP and the layout of the public transport network 
planning. For those REP that have not fulfilled the requirements, the developers should offer 
other mobility services for shortening the accessing time to bus services.   

 

6.3. Push Schemes for Automobile Mode 
 

Scheme 1: Mixed Land Use – Parking Management Scheme 
 

Table 89: Push Scheme 1 - Mixed Land Use - Parking Management Scheme 

Scheme 1: Mixed land 
use – Parking 
Management Scheme  

Political  (1) Revision of planning codes  
National Level-  GB50137-2011 
Shenzhen Level – SUPSG 2014 pp.2-5 / pp. 36-38 

Economic (2) Rationalisation of parking purposes  
Social (3) Research on social behaviour  

(4) Re-evaluation of the parking provision standards 
Technical (5) Parking amount reductions 

(6) Management for different parking purposes 
Source: Xiaoli Lin 

The current mixed land use in Shenzhen provides a massive number of parking facilities due 
to the current planning code. Different land use types should reduce the parking provision in 
general in order to change driving mobility patterns.     

 

Step (1) – Revision of Planning Codes   

GB50137 has defined the underground parking lots as land use types according to the above-
ground land use categories (GB50137-2011, pp.23-24). This mechanism provided different 
land-use developers with the autonomy to construct a large number of underground parking 
plots. The Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines 2014 linked the parking 
ratio to four land use types (residential, commercial, industrial and public service) according 
to their building scales and floor areas. Therefore, it is important to revise both national-level 
and city-level planning codes to reduce the underground parking provision.   

 

Step (2) – Documentations of Parking Purposes 

The documentation of parking purposes in different land use types could help planning 
authorities formulate better parking policies. For example, parking spaces on different land 
uses might be properly used in daytime, but not at night. Many public facilities thus become 
‘free parking spots’ for drivers. Overnight parking around public facilities should be part of 
the management tool to increase the relevant costs for parking.   
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Step (3) – Research on Social Behaviour  

Chinese society is so changing fast that frequent information updates are needed. For 
example, the changing mobility pattern of different trip purposes. The mobility planning 
should also consider these dynamics. One is the growth of E-commerce in Chinese society. 
The changing commercial behaviour fundamentally alters mobility patterns. Many Chinese 
people do not go to commercial facilities to purchase goods; rather they order items online. 
Under such circumstances, the parking provision for the commercial facilities seems 
unnecessary. Another example is education facilities; young people do not attend classes in 
person, but online. The mobility pattern of different trip purposes is changing fast and 
unpredictably; therefore, it is necessary to conduct research into social behaviour to 
understand the changing dynamics of mobility pattern in China. 

 

Step (4) – Re-evaluation of the Parking Provision Standards in different Land Use Types 

After gaining the inputs of travel behaviour due to different trip purposes, the planning 
authorities could revaluate the parking provision standards for different land use types. For 
example, the high parking provision for commercial land use might no longer make sense 
since most people order things online. The parking provision of commercial facilities thus 
induces more car trips due to the availability of parking spaces. The parking facilities, 
however, support the development of private vehicles instead of commercial ones. Many 
drivers just park at commercial facilities since more parking spaces are available than on 
residential land. 

 

Step (5) – Parking Amount Reductions in General 

The parking provision in different land use types thus motivates car drivers to use a car for a 
multiple-purpose trips since parking facilities are available on different land use types. In 
general, the total parking provision among different land use types should be reduced and the 
spaces integrated with the public transport network such as connecting the former parking 
spaces to metro stations, bike lanes and pedestrian networks. The district-level government 
should collect data on current parking facilities in terms of amounts and spatial allocation. 
The government should formulate a better management system for parking facilities.   

 

Step (6) – Management for Different Parking Purposes 

The parking facilities need a better management system to reduce the attractiveness of driving 
in urban areas. For example, parking spaces for school buses should be used exclusively by 
school buses. Many parents drive their children to school and then go to work. The 
convenience of multiple-trip purposes increases the choice of automobile mode. Parking 
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spaces around schools should have entrance controls to guarantee their utilisation by school 
buses. Parking facilities in different land use types need an intelligent management system to 
guide driving behaviour in urban areas.    

 

Scheme 2: Real Estate Projects Parking Management Scheme (I) 
 

Table 90: Push Scheme 2 - Real Estate Projects - Parking Management Scheme (I)  

Scheme 2: Real Estate 
Projects Parking 
Management Scheme (I) 

Political  (1) Revision of SUPSG 2014, p.36-38 
(2) Disconnections between GFA and parking amounts   

Economic  

Social  
Technical (3) Intensify the connection with public transport networks 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Step (1) – Revision of the Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards Guidelines 2014 

SUPSG 2014 defined the parking amounts according to either to household numbers or size 
of construction areas (m2). The higher GFA eventually leads to higher-capacity parking 
facilities. However, the planning logic simply works on the supply side of parking units 
instead of reducing the motorisation growth trend. The revision of SUPSG 2014 should 
disconnect the GFA and parking provision. Since this approach is not suitable for controlling 
motorisation growth, it increases the parking provision in general. The parking provision in 
residential projects should neither rely on the total construction area nor the total number of 
households. Rather, parking provision should consider the current road network capacity and 
public transport supply system. There should be a maximum parking provision according to 
the road network capacity instead of following a simple formula based on the total 
construction areas of real estate projects.   

 

Step (2) – Intensify the Connection with Public Transport Networks  

The GFA means more construction areas within real estate projects. Shenzhen municipality 
should develop mechanisms to connect large-scale REPs to the existing public transportation 
hubs, such as by integrating the mobility services around the large-scale REP. Alternatively, 
the municipality could formulate a new policy to reduce the current number of parking spaces 
and transform them into shared mobility services. 
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Scheme 3: Real Estate Projects - Parking Management Scheme (II) 
 

Table 91: Push Scheme 3 - Real Estate Projects - Parking Management Scheme (I)  

Scheme 3:  
Real Estate Projects 
Parking Management 
Scheme (II) 

Political  (1) Revision of architecture planning code   
(2) Quantifying the diverse parking unit amounts 
(3) Standardisation of parking (residential) 

Economic (4) Increase parking fees 
Social (5) Neighbourhood survey 
Technical (6) Limit the maximum parking supply. 

(7) Plan for extending walking distance (parking)    
Source: Xiaoli Lin 

The empirical work shows that the Shenzhen REP has a growing trend in parking facilities 
provision. Most of the newly built REP (after 2000) own two underground parking lots. Since 
the parking provision is connected with the FAR in the Shenzhen context, the growing trend 
of FAR leads to growth of parking facility provision. However, international studies proved 
that the parking provision in residential land use induces even more car ownership and car 
trips. Therefore, push Scheme 3 aims to limit parking provision in the REP. 

 

Step (1) – Revision of Architecture Planning Codes 

The Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines (the 2014 edition) regulate that 
the residential parking ratio should be between 0.3 to 1.5 parking spaces/household. It 
depends mainly on housing type and the floor area (please see: Measurements in spatial II, 
Table: 6.4.2.2). However, the parking provision in the REP is not necessary. The parking 
provision for the REP should integrate into a broader context; the first step is to quantify the 
diverse parking units offered in residential land uses. 

 

Step (2) – Quantifying the Diverse Parking Units Amounts  

The Shenzhen Transportation commission controls on-street parking. Different land-use 
developers manage off-street parking as part of the ‘private property’, which includes 
underground parking garages and temporary parking spaces. Underground parking garages 
constructed by different land-use developers are beyond the control of municipal parking 
facilities. Therefore, it is hard to quantify the massive amount of parking units, especially 
underground parking lots. The temporary parking spaces include setback spaces from both 
residential buildings and commercial buildings along municipal roads. These setback spaces 
were supposed to be public spaces or greenery in the original plans. In reality, they become 
occupied by different property management offices and serve as temporary parking lots. The 
digitalisation of different parking units could help the planning authorities to formulate better 
on-site parking policies.  
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Step (3) – Standardisation of Parking (Car Ownership, Population Density and the Parking 
Supply on the Neighbourhood Level) 

The current REP parking ratio is insufficient for reducing car ownership and car trips. It 
simply builds up the relationship of parking amounts with household numbers according to 
the planning codes of Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines 2014. The 
planning approach increases the parking supply in general and assumes the future growth of 
motorisation. However, international studies proved that the parking provision in residential 
land use encourages more car ownership and car trips (Garrick and Atkinson-Palomo 2015; 
McCahill et al. 2015; Christiansen et al. 2017a, p.198; Balcombe and York 1993). Therefore, 
the formulation of the parking ratio needs a rationalisation approach, rather than follow the 
same technical standards.  

In order to rationalise the parking management, it is necessary to have three data sets: car 
ownership, population density and the parking supply of different REPs. There should be a 
cooperation approach to integrating different stakeholders in order to rationalise the parking 
provision. The planning approach focuses not only on REP itself, but on the neighbourhood 
planning level.  

 

Step (4) – Increase Parking Fees 

Most underground parking units from the REPs have low parking fees. It is necessary to have 
parking fee controls to increase the total cost of owning an automobile. Underground parking 
within different REPs should have a higher cost since they provide a close spatial connection 
with home units. The parking spaces outside the REPs could have lower fees since drivers 
still have to walk a certain distance after parking. The current price is not effective for 
changing the propensity of owning a car. Another instrument is to differentiate parking costs 
according to different parking times. For example, parking at peak times costs more than at 
off peak. 

 

Step (5) – Neighbourhood Survey for Understanding Parking Behaviour  

The policy formulation of the parking management should rely on the empirical works. The 
district governments could conduct surveys to understand the actual parking behaviours in 
different real estate projects and the relationship between residential parking provision and 
automobile ownership. The results might be diverse since each neighbourhood has its own 
influential factors. The city-level government should formulate effective policies for parking 
management based on empirical studies.   

 

Step (6) – Limits the Maximum Parking Supply  
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The parking supply of the REP should have a maximum level set, which considers a broader 
spatial scale of evaluation. The road network around residential areas has a network capacity, 
which should be reflected on parking controls. The parking supply in different REPs should 
consider the surrounding road capacity. The road capacity decides the maximum vehicle 
flows, which consist of different vehicle types (buses, trucks). The road space allocated to 
cars is limited; therefore, parking units in the surrounding real estate projects should be 
limited to prevent cars overloading current road networks. The quantity control of the parking 
units should be a standard planning instrument for district-level government. 

 

Step (7) – Plan for Extending Walking Distances to Parking Facilities 

Besides the amount of control of parking spaces, there is also an urban planning instrument to 
reduce the convenience level of accessing parking spaces. For example, extending the 
walking distance for accessing parking lots could dramatically reduce the convenience of 
choosing a car. Many of the current REP still provide on-street parking spaces short distances 
away. The planning standards should change the current satiation by transforming such spaces 
into public transport facilities. For the newly planned residential areas, the parking units 
should be located further away than the bus stations to reduce the attractiveness of driving 
cars.   

 

Scheme 4: Real Estate Project – Parking Management Scheme (III) 
 

Table 92: Push Scheme 4 - Real Estate Projects - Parking Management Scheme (II)  

Scheme 4:  
Real Estate Projects - 
Parking Management 
Scheme (III) 

Political  (1) Introducing 'parking supply management' in residential land use.  

Economic (1) Adding a 'price charging scheme' for both on-street and off-street 
parking. 
(2) Different costs at different parking times. 
(3) Different pricing schemes for on-street and off-street parking. 

Social (1) Household Survey - to understand different parking types and 
influence on the households’ car ownership.  

Technical (1) Documenting the occupancy ratio for on-street and off-street parking. 
(2) Optimisation of on-street and off-street parking. 
(3) Introduce transportation demand management (TDM) for residential 
land uses. 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

Real Estate Projects – Parking Management Scheme (III) focuses on parking forms and their 
impacts on car ownership. The newly built REPs keen to have underground parking garages 
and reduce the on-ground parking spaces. The parking forms have different impacts on 
parking behaviour, which need further investigation in the local context. 

 

Step (1) – Introducing 'Parking Supply Management' in residential land use. 
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The underground parking facilities from REPs are convenient parking options for residents. It 
is not realistic to limit the usage of the current underground parking garages; rather they 
should be integrated into an intelligent management system. The management system should 
integrate different parking facilities into the common platform, which include not only 
underground garages of different REPs, but also above-ground parking spaces along 
municipal roads and parking facilities around other land uses. Parking supply management 
should focus on large-scale residential land uses. The parking cost for different facilities 
should be based on the analytical results of market demand. Although different parking 
facilities are managed by different authorities, it is important to integrate different them into 
the digital network in order to formulate sufficient parking fees. 

 

Step (2) – Conduct Household Surveys (Parking Types and the Car Ownership) 

Parking provision in general increases car ownership; however, there are still differences in 
influencing residents’ driving behaviour due to different parking forms. The underground 
parking garages in the Chinese REP that provide convenient connections to households 
through elevators, encourage especially residents’ motivation to drive cars. Car drivers do not 
have to worry about weather conditions such as rain or heat. Parking spaces above ground 
have less competitiveness than underground garages because people might still have to walk 
certain distances after parking. However, there should be a household survey to understand 
the relationship between different parking forms and parking behaviour. This knowledge 
would help improve the pricing scheme for different parking facilities. 

 

Step (3) – Documentation of Occupancy Ratio of Parking Facilities 

It is also necessary to collect data on the occupancy ratio of different parking facilities within 
different REP. The occupancy ratio of the current parking facilities could help planning 
authorities develop mechanisms for regulating parking supply. Ultimately parking facilities 
within the REP should be more expensive and more inconvenient than they are now. Car 
drivers should shift their mobility choices to public transport modes. The occupancy ratio for 
parking facilities should guide the parking fees mechanism to make parking more expensive.   

 

Step (4) – Optimisation Plan for Parking Facilities  

Some REPs might offer certain amounts of above-ground parking spaces. These parking 
spaces should be transformed into parking spaces for shared mobility services, such as 
introducing car-sharing programs for different REPs. The parking spaces originally offered to 
individual drivers should be offered to different car-sharing services for parking purposes. 
Shenzhen municipality could formulate general guidelines to convert parking spaces of 
different REPs into shared mobility services. The optimisation plan for parking facilities 
could reduce car ownership for different REPs. 
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6.4. Application Guidelines and Future Research Directions    
 

Instruction for applying the ‘Pull’ and ‘Push’ schemes  
 

The ‘pull’ and ‘push’ tables show the general technical advice for the government based on 
the empirical results of TLSPA. The application of these ‘pull’ and ‘push’ strategies still 
requires pilot projects for testing their applicability and adaptabilities. The ‘pull’ and ‘push’ 
schemes also require integration with the current Chinese urban-planning system and the 
relevant planning codes. The application procedures include five major steps: (1) field 
observation, (2) reality and theory, (3) social behaviour, (4) pilot projects, and (5) integration 
with the existing planning system. 

 

(1) Field Observation  

The empirical results come from the TLSPA models conducted by the author for the five 
months of fieldwork in Shenzhen. The local planning authorities should conduct more field 
observations in different neighbourhoods regarding the built environment transformation and 
impacts on mobility mode development. The local planning authorities should introduce more 
‘pull’ and ‘push’ schemes based on the results of field observations. The TLSPA provides the 
general structure for the future development of different mobility schemes.  

 

(2) Reality and Theory 

The municipality should require district-level planning authorities to write reports after the 
field observations. The district governments should choose the appropriate ‘pull’ and ‘push’ 
schemes based on the observation results of different districts. Not all districts have similar 
problems that require the same intervention plans. Some of the ‘pull’ and ‘push’ schemes 
could refer to the planning handbooks written by other countries. However, there are always 
gaps between theory and reality. For example, the guidelines of permeability of cycling and 
walking design already exist and the Chinese planning authorities could simply adapt the 
technical requirements to local contexts. However, the local planning authorities still need to 
consider the gaps between theory and reality, and formulate local technical requirements 
instead of using the technical requirements from other countries.  

 

(3) Social behaviour  

It is necessary to increase the research into social behaviour in the Chines cities for applying 
the ‘pull’ and ‘push’ schemes. It is easy to duplicate a certain level of the technical planning 
codes, but it is hard to predict the social behaviour in a society, especially for the formulations 
of different planning codes in different sectors. The modification of the planning codes should 
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rely on empirical research results. Therefore, to ensure the effectiveness of the pull and push 
schemes, more research is necessary regarding the social behaviour in Chinese society. 

 

(4) Pilot projects 

All relevant ‘pull’ and ‘push’ schemes require pilot projects for testing their applicability. The 
pilot projects could test one scheme or a combination of several, which would depend on the 
pilot projects’ size, scale, involved authorities and budgets. The pilot projects could also 
consist of different scales as the TLSPA proposed. The key principle is to incrementally 
integrate the schemes with the existing Chinese urban-planning system. For example, Chinese 
cities are still building different scales of land use projects; the planning authorities could test 
schemes on different spatial levels and figure out the effectiveness of the TLSPA on the 
ground.    

 

(5) Integration with the existing planning system  

The Chinese urban-planning system is a complex and dynamic system. Therefore, the ‘pull’ 
and ‘push’ schemes should be gradually integrated with the current Chinese urban-planning 
system. The local planning authorities could integrate schemes, which have already been 
tested successfully, into the regular planning procedures. If some ‘pull’ and ‘push’ schemes 
are very effective in the pilot projects or cities, they could be integrated into national-level 
planning codes, which could guide other Chinese urban-planning systems into a more 
sustainable direction.  

The ‘pull’ and ‘push’ schemes deal with planning issues in different sectors. Each sector has a 
responsible planning department in charge of planning procedures. Each sector should have 
more detailed stakeholder analysis according to the local planning structures. 
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Figure 64: ‘Pull’, ‘Push’ Schemes and Application Sectors 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Different Levels of Low-Carbon Mobility Strategies for China 
 

The ‘pull’ and ‘push’ schemes further outline the general low-carbon mobility strategies for 
China on three planning levels: (1) Mobility Strategy I: Master Plan Level; (2) Mobility 
Strategy II: District Plan Level; and (3) Mobility Strategy III: Construction Plan Level.  
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Figure 65: Low-Carbon Mobility Strategy for China 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

Mobility Strategy I – On the Master Plan Level 

 

Many Chinese cities draft their master plan and submit it to the state council for approval. 
Most master plans serve as the strategic plans that should have long-term impacts on the city’s 
spatial structures. On the Chinese cities’ master plans, there is hardly any information 
regarding the scales of land uses. To promote low-carbon mobility strategies, there are three 
important issues on the master-plan level: (1) increasing roadway connectivity, (2) reducing 
land-plot sizes, and (3) developing a land use management system for better collaboration 
between the public and private sector.  

 

(1) Increase Intersection Densities:  

Intensifying the road network and reducing dead-end streets are prerequisites for low-carbon 
mobility strategies. Since the master plan has a long-term effect on the city’s spatial structure, 
controls on the road network are crucial for influencing the development of different mobility 
modes. Chinese cities are transforming towards ADSS development by decreasing roadway 
connectivity with an increasing amount of dead-end streets. The ADSS transformation trends 
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support the automobile mode and create difficulties for public transport planning. Therefore, 
to increase roadway connectivity on the master plan is a core instrument for low-carbon mode 
planning in the future.  

 

(2) Control the Land-Plot Sizes 

The second instrument deals with land-plot sizes, such as preventing large zoning 
developments. On one hand, the land-plot sizes are determined by the layout of the road 
networks, and on the other by the land-use developers’ capacity in acquiring land plots. Many 
state-owned enterprises or FDI companies have created large land use zones, which consist of 
different land plots within general zones. The oversized land zones increase the potential 
automobile mode development since they create mono-functional land uses and aim to absorb 
municipal road segments for internal traffic circulations. Therefore, the master plan should 
include a mechanism to prevent the large zoning development, or the large zoning 
development should integrate with public transport network planning.   

 

(3) Land Use Management System  

The third instrument should be the creation of a land-use management system for Chinese 
cities, which defines the roles of private land-use developers for after the land leasing phase. 
The land lease system should add certain conditions regarding the ‘after leasing phase’. For 
example, the municipality should still have autonomy for infrastructure upgrades with those 
‘leased’ land plots even though they have been placed under the charge of different private 
land-use developers. For mobility planning, the municipality should have opportunities to 
increase road segments within the oversized land plots or integrate the public transport 
services within the oversized land zones. Therefore, the Chinese master plans should not only 
serve as the strategic plans for the spatial structure of the cities, but also provide the land use 
management system within the plans. 

 

Mobility Strategy II – On the District Plan Level 

 

The low-carbon mobility strategy on the district level should focus on four issues: (1) 
adapting different land plot scales with different mobility-mode planning; (2) creating the 
travel demand and supply evaluation system; (3) introducing public-private partnerships 
(PPP) for the public transport planning; and (4) integrating the parking management system 
into the district plans. The district plan deals with different issues in the Chinese urban-
planning system; district governments have different responsibilities such as providing public 
facilities according to the planned population and land use intensity. However, the 
coordination between land use and transport planning seems to lack integration and leads to a 
chaotic situation on the public transport system. 
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(1) Adapt Land Use Scales and Different Mobility Modes Planning 

The first instrument to be set up is the development guidelines for different mobility-mode 
planning. The public transport system consists of different mobility modes, which have 
differences in speed ranges and passenger capacities. Many Chinese cities’ district plans have 
no clear spatial structures for linking different mobility modes planning according to the 
different land use scales. The adaptation of different land plot scales and mobility modes 
planning require clear guidelines on the district plans. For example, high-speed modes like 
metro planning should link larger-scale land zones; the bus mode should link neighbourhood-
scale land plots and the bike mode and walking mode should link street blocks.  

The investigation in Shenzhen has shown that the district plan has no clear guidelines for 
different mobility modes development regarding different land use scales. Some bus lines 
serve as the cross-zoning transport mode and some metro networks lack passengers. Shenzhen 
has also promoted the citywide ‘green road’ bike networks; however, the bike mode will 
definitely not become the commuting choice for the cross-zoning trips. Therefore, the ‘green 
road’ should target residential areas instead of covering the whole city. Intermodality planning 
would also be the key challenge in the public transport network planning. The integration of 
different modes requires not only the spatial network connection, but also institutional 
collaboration in terms of planning guidelines, financial models and collaboration process.   

 

(2) Create Travel Demand and Supply Evaluations Systems 

The second instrument on the district plan level would be developing an evaluation system for 
travel demand and supply. On one hand, it is necessary to increase passenger capacities in the 
public transport supply such as extending the metro network; on the other, the district plans 
should provide planning guidelines to coordinate travel demand and supply. Although many 
Chinese cities construct large-scale metro networks to increase the total capacity of public 
transport supply, many Chinese cities still rely on public bus services. The operation of bus 
networks thus requires different road spaces. The evaluation system for the travel and demand 
should consider the maximum space capacities of roads. The planning for road infrastructures 
should ensure primarily the road space allocation for on-road public transport modes instead 
of automobiles. The bus rapid transit (BRT) should be the mandatory planning task of district 
governments to ensure the priority of public transport mode planning. Therefore, a suitable 
evaluation system in modelling the travel demand and supply is necessary. 

 

(3) Public-Private Partnership (PPP) for Public Transport Planning  

The third instrument should be the development of a public-private partnership (PPP) in 
public transport planning. The PPP should clearly define the governmental planning 
objectives for the public transport network, which include operation routes, financial subsidies 
and services quality evaluation. The private sector could apply for operation routes according 
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to their services capacities and business scales. The PPP for public transport planning should 
also contain a different hierarchy of modes and scales. For example, Chinese cities are 
currently oversupplied with public bike-sharing services, which is the consequence of a lack 
of coordination between the public and private sector. The district government should address 
the planning objectives of the public transport service on the district plan and negotiate with 
different public transport service providers. The government should initiate general operation 
routes and establish compensation plans according to certain conditions.   

 

(4) Parking Management Integration System  

The low-carbon strategy should include an important system for parking management. The 
residential land use in district plans consists of residential land use types, public space system, 
public facilities and other land use types. The parking management system in Chinese cities 
should establish the digital management system that shows the total number of parking units 
from different land uses categories within the defined zone. The parking management should 
integrate different parking units into the comprehensive management platform even though 
they belong to different planning authorities. The main purpose is to create strict parking 
conditions through the integration of different stakeholders. 

 

Mobility Strategy III – On the Construction Plan Level 

 

The low-carbon mobility strategy on the construction plan level should focus on three issues: 
(1) real estate project management, (2) public space management, and (3) space reservation 
for public transport modes. The local government should establish a management system to 
guide the real estate project sector and the development of their spatial features towards a 
public-transport-oriented structure. The public spaces management systems should integrate 
different sub-governmental offices to form a pedestrian-friendly public space system. The 
space reserved for public transport modes includes bus depots in residential land uses, the 
parking facilities management for the bike parking or the sidewalk system in linking real 
estate projects and public transport service nodes. 

 

(1) Real Estate Project Management  

On the construction plan level, the mobility strategy should focus on the improvement plan 
for the existing real estate projects and the control mechanism for future real estate projects. 
The spatial features of real estate projects have strong impacts on the accessibility level of 
different mobility modes. It also involves different factors such as the size of the real estate 
projects, parking availabilities, public space system and walking environment when travelling 
to public transport service nodes. Therefore, both the improvement plan (existing real estate 
projects) and the control mechanism (future planned real estate projects) should ensure the 
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spatial features of the real estate projects support the mode development of cycling and 
walking. The evaluation for the spatial layout of the real estate projects should ensure the 
accessing distance of each building to public transport service nodes is less than 300m. The 
distance measurement should base on real pedestrian paths instead of taking measurements 
from satellite images. In case the real estate project could not fulfil this requirement, an 
additional solution should be provided such as offering an electric scooter service to shorten 
the accessing time to public transport nodes. This should be a mandatory planning 
requirement for obtaining the land-use approval. 

 

(2) Public Space Management  

The public space system outside the real estate projects consists of different elements, such as 
sidewalks, municipal greenery, parks or building setback distances. The spatial compositions 
of these space elements are quite different and it seems there are no common guidelines to 
integrate these space elements and form a pedestrian-friendly network. The planning 
authorities responsible for these spaces are also diverse and are not integrated with each other. 
Many residential neighbourhoods do not have a proper evaluation system for the slow 
mobility-mode planning. Therefore, the public spaces management system should draft a 
general cooperation plan between sub-planning departments to ensure a pedestrian-friendly 
network system outside of the real estate projects. The public space system could be the 
location for many slow mobility services such as bike- or scooter-sharing stations. The local 
government should also create a digital system for public spaces to evaluate their spatial 
development patterns. 

 

(3) Space Reservation for Public Transport Modes 

On the construction plan, different planning authorities are responsible for different planning 
objectives. A common requirement should be to reserve a certain level of space for public 
transport mode integration. The public transport network should connect different residential 
projects as closely as possible, such as ensuring walking distances are shorter than 300m to 
each building. The space reserved for public transport mode planning requires the cooperation 
of different planning departments such as the land use department and transport-planning 
department. Access to different data sources should be a mandatory requirement for different 
planning departments within the public sector.   

 

Future Research Directions 
 

(1) Transformation in Existing City Structures  

The existing cities could adapt low-carbon mobility strategies for the development agenda to 
transform the city structure towards the low-carbon mobility mode development, which 
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requires intensive collaborations between local planning authorities and probably technical 
support from international organisations. The intervention plans could be diverse since to 
change entire city structures is neither possible nor necessary. Incremental improvements 
could occur in the existing city structures. The transformation process could start with small 
neighbourhoods and extend to districts, and finally the entire city. For example, the 
municipality could test different schemes on a specific real estate project, which could also be 
a test model for the entire neighbourhood. The integration with real estate projects could help 
district governments formulate appropriate transformation plans. 

 

(2) Road Space Allocation for Public Transport Modes 

For the existing city structure, the space allocation to different mobility modes on the current 
road infrastructure should be different. Many Chinese cities have large road networks, which 
mainly serve automobiles mode and give no priority to buses for road space utilisation. The 
road space allocation needs to consider different mobility modes such as bus, bike and car 
according to the results of the evaluations of travel demand and supply. The BRT planning in 
Chinese cities requires a better management system to ensure road space utilisation for bus 
services. The changes of the current road networks require not only the re-division of road 
spaces, but also a deeper knowledge of traffic management at different locations. The 
promotion of the BRT system in Chinese cities should explore how to utilise the current road 
infrastructure to optimise bus routes and ensure the bus speeds in urban areas.  

 

(3) Travel Demand and Supply Evaluations Tools 

The evaluation tools for travel demand and supply should serve as the standard planning 
toolkits for Chinese cities. The modelling of the travel demand and supply could help 
planning authorities formulate more efficient public transport service networks and relevant 
policy packages for the road space allocation. The current road network planning standards in 
China barely take into consideration aspects of mobility. The road space allocated to public 
transport should be increased in order to guarantee high-quality services. However, without 
sufficient tools to evaluate travel demand and supply, local governments would be unable to 
do this. Future research could explore the planning tools for estimating travel demand and 
supply within land-use planning in Chinese cities. 

Chinese land-use planning and transport planning lack connection and integration, which 
leads to mismatches between the offered public transport services and actual travel demands 
in many Chinese cities. The land use plan mainly considers issues like land use intensity ratio, 
division of different land use types and public facilities provision. However, travel demands 
between different land zones are not considered during the planning process, which create 
mismatches for public transport planning. The public transport system planning thus becomes 
difficult in later phases. Future research should focus on two issues: (1) intensifying the 
collaboration between land-use planning and transport planning in the Chinese urban-
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planning system and (2) exploring suitable tools for estimating travel demand and supply in 
public transport planning.  

 

(4) Participation in the Mobility Mode Planning Process  

The spatial transformation of the existing city structures should also include a public 
participation instrument to understand people’s mobility behaviour patterns and preferences 
for mobility services, which could help the local government formulate better policies. 
Mobility means people’s ability to move between different locations. Therefore, the planning 
approach should be based on the research results of local people’s mobility patterns, social 
behaviour and preferred options in different trip purposes. China has developed different 
mobile phone applications, which create an efficient communication channel between 
planning authorities and the public. The application of communication technology could 
create efficient public participation in planning issues. The public authority could gather 
public opinions regarding the current public transport services and this should be a standard 
element for improving public transport services.  

The local government could also set up different participation portals to acquire local 
residents’ travel diaries. The analysis of these diaries could contribute to local planning 
authorities’ decision-making regarding infrastructure improvement plans. Conventional 
Chinese urban planning is used to the ‘top-down’ planning approach and many local 
governments are not familiar with public participation. Mobility mode planning aims to 
change residents’ mobility mode preferences. Therefore, the intervention plans without a deep 
understanding of people’s mobility preferences could be less cost-effective. Future research 
should explore the participation mechanism in the Chinese urban-planning system. 

 

(5) Integrated Urban System  

The ‘pull’ and ‘push’ schemes developed by this study cover the sectors of road network 
planning, residential land use, mixed land use, public transport and real estate. The application 
of the schemes should be comprehensive enough to link different sectors in the common 
planning procedures. The integrated urban system requires cross-sectoral collaboration during 
the planning process, which is not a common approach in the current Chinese urban-planning 
system.   

The current Chinese urban-planning system has limited planning toolkits for cross-
departmental planning. Each department uses its own planning codes or standards for 
constructing the urban built environment. However, mobility-mode planning involves 
different built environment elements in urban areas and requires interdisciplinary approaches 
for the improvement of planning. For example, the bike lanes facility plan involves not just 
painting tasks along the municipal roads by the local government, but also tasks like planning 
legislation for bike lanes in residential land uses, integration with the public transport service 
nodes (bus station and metro stations), and the connection with existing real estate projects. 
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Future research should explore the cross-departmental collaborations under the Chinese 
urban-planning system and could focus on the integrated urban system, which provides 
interdisciplinary approaches for improving urban mobility. 

Figure 66: ‘Pull’ and ‘Push’ Schemes in the Integrated Urban Planning System 

 

Source: Xiaoli Lin 

 

(6) Public-Private Partnership (PPP) in Public Transport Planning 

Future research should also explore the applicable PPP in public transport planning for China. 
The public transport services in China are heavily subsidised like in many other parts of the 
world. However, to deliver high-quality public transport services requires not only the 
collaboration of urban planners and transport engineers, but also sufficient PPP in public 
transport planning. The study of bus networks in Shenzhen shows that the PPP in public 
transport planning is not sufficient at optimising public and private resources. The PPP should 
consider different dimensions of improvement, such as the legislation framework for public 
transport planning, the financial model in public transport planning and the technical 
requirements for the different service providers.  

 

(7) Intermodality Planning in the Urban Areas 

Intermodality planning should also be the focus of Chinese cities’ public transport planning. 
The public transport modes consist of different modes usually controlled by different 
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stakeholders. The connection between different mobility modes requires not only urban space 
availability, but also institutional collaborations. The intermodality planning codes in Chinese 
cities should develop not only the technical guidelines for different service providers, but also 
the integration elements of different stakeholders during the planning process. The areas 
where passengers change transport modes are usually bottlenecks for public transport 
services; in order to create a competitive public transport network in cities, intermodality 
research is necessary. The research should focus on shortening waiting times and walking 
distances while increasing service quality at the mode-shifting locations. 

 

(8) Digitalisation of Mobility Services  

China has developed advanced levels of digital mobility services such as different public 
bike-sharing services, ‘didi’ taxi services, handy real-time bus services and metro services. 
The digitalisation of mobility services in Chinese society should support low-carbon mobility 
strategies. The local planning authorities could formulate different levels of regulations to 
acquire mobility data from different service providers, which should contribute to the policy 
formulations of low-carbon mobility planning. The data acquisition of travel times of different 
mobility modes in urban areas requires diverse inputs of real-time travel data. The policy 
interventions should reduce the attractiveness of automobiles and increase the convenience of 
public transport mode. The future research direction could be the utilisation of the digital 
mobility service and its influence on people’s mobility choices. 
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Appendix 1 
 
Interview Time：09.05.2016 

Interviewee Name：Yingying, Zhang 

Interviewee’s organisation：Urban Planning and Design Institute of Shenzhen 

Interview keywords: vision of eco city; Shenzhen urban planning structure; Shenzhen Urban Renewable 
Process; Shenzhen Land Use Intensification scheme; 
 
1. Q: What will future low-carbon cities look like? 

A: I think they should be evaluated on three levels: 1) Land use intensification development scheme, 2) 
energy-efficient building system, and 3) transit-oriented development structure.  

 
2. Q: According to the current division of Shenzhen's urban planning structure – 1 Master Plan, 2 Regional Plan, 

3 Zoning Plan, 4 Statutory Plan, 5 Control Detailed Planning (detailed blueprint) – which project planning 
levels have you been involved in? 
A: I have to first clarify Step 4 and Step 5 that you just mentioned: Step 5 Control Detailed Plan barely 
features in Shenzhen’s planning practices; Step 4 Statutory Plan has replaced it almost completely. Step 4 
contains many Special Plans, for example, Shenzhen has recently been promoting special urban renewal 
planning which aims to intensify land use and upgrade urban infrastructures. However, the application areas 
for the Step 4 Statutory plan are limited to plots whose land use rights and land ownership134 belong to local 
government. 

 
3. Q: What do you think about the central government’s recently implemented "Removing the Walls" 135 

regulation for residential areas?  
A: My view is that be very difficult to implement in practice, especially for already existing built communities 
and residential areas. There are two key issues are important when implementing these regulations: 1) 
property and 2) security management.  
(1) Property issues  
In the context of Chinese residential areas, you must understand all apartments sold by real estate 
developers to homebuyers as a complex unit rather than single apartments. This means all the shared 
spaces inside communities like roads, gardens and stairways are all included in the price, which means they 
are already the private property of the homebuyer. If you want to turn a road inside the community into a 
municipal one, which gives access to everybody, then the municipality first has to negotiate with the 
homebuyers. If all the owners agree, then the next question would be how to organise compensation with the 
municipality. Will the government pay back a certain amount of the costs to all homebuyers? If not, why 
should homebuyers open up access free?  
(2) Security management issues 
If a community road becomes a municipal one, it will lead to many such as traffic noise and safety. My 
opinion is that this regulation might be possible to apply to newly built communities, but it will be very difficult 
to apply it to existing residential ones. 

 
4. Q: You mentioned that the Step 4 Statutory plan plays a more dominant role than the Step 5 Control Detailed 

Plan in the current Shenzhen urban planning procedures. Does this mean there is essentially no Step 5 does 
in the urban planning system? 
A: Well, I can give you an example. Let us just take the Shenzhen urban renewal process as a case. 
Developers and villagers could negotiate with each other regarding the land use scheme. In this case, land 
ownership belongs to the collective village community and they could elaborate the land use indicators of the 
renewal land plots. An infrastructure planning or municipal infrastructure company carries out this process. 
After finishing the major special plans (which normally include a municipal infrastructure plan, road plan, 

                                                 
134 Land ownership: With many land parcels currently being leased to different state-owned enterprises or private 
developers for 50 to 70 years, the Shenzhen government now does not have many land resources left. Therefore, 
if the Shenzhen government intends to formulate functional changes to land uses through the Step 4 Statutory 
Plan, they actually have little power to change the current land uses since the land use rights are shared by 
different stakeholders. Therefore, the urban renewal process in Shenzhen is in reality a negotiation process 
between different stakeholders: urban villages, private developers and the Shenzhen government.  
135 The Chinese government intended to remove the gated community development and released a policy in 2016 
Feb. http://www.xinhuanet.com/fortune/caiyan/ksh/134.htm 
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transport plan) formulated by different professional planning companies, developers could submit their urban 
renewal plan to the municipal urban planning bureau for approval. If the government approves all of the 
special plans for the chosen land plots, you can then develop a detailed construction blueprint. 

 
5. Q: Are there any pilot projects going on in Shenzhen promoting green transport organised by the Shenzhen 

government?  
A: Yes, there are some projects going on, such as the green roads engineering project136, cycling and 
walking planning. However, the planning results have not been satisfactory, for example, the place where I 
live does not have public-shared bikes, and so it did not benefit from any of the bike-sharing programs. The 
general problems in slow mobility planning are a lack of a public participation process during the project 
implementation phases. In most cases, the government usually likes to take action on land for which it holds 
land use rights (ownership), since it is easy to get things done and you do not really need to involve any other 
stakeholders except the government itself. For example, most bike lanes along municipal roads are on 
government-owned land without any public participation. However, many bike lanes do not form a continuous 
neighbourhood network because of this absence of citizen participation in the bike lane projects. The 
government should integrate private space resources into the urban space system through the urban renewal 
process.  

 

  

                                                 
136 http://www.sz.gov.cn/zfgb/2010/gb705/201007/t20100721_1554296.htm 
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Appendix 2 
 

Interview Time：15.07.2016 

Interviewee Name：Yunting, Fan 

Interviewee’s organisation：Urban Planning and Design Institute of Shenzhen 

Interview keywords: SZ urban planning structure; planning tasks in Zoning Plan, Statutory Plan, Detailed Control 
Plan, Urban Renewable Process; Use Intensification; 
 
Step 3 – Zoning Plan  
1. Q: In the Step 3 Zoning Plan, there is an indicator for planned population. Are these data based on current 

density or historical development projections? 
A: I am not sure. 
 

2. Q: In the <Nanshan District land plot intensity control plan>137, there are different populations in each of the 
smaller land plots. Which department is actually in charge of the data collection? 
A: I am not sure. 
 

3. Q: There are planned populations mentioned in the Step 3 Zoning Plan; there are also population statistics 
provided by the neighbourhood committee (Ju Wei Hui) and the registration administration office. These two 
systems do not seem to match each other; do you know how these systems work? Where can you find the 
administrative division map the smaller neighbourhoods? 
A: I’m not sure. 
 

4. Q: Did the city of Shenzhen cancel the Step 3 Zoning Plan in 2008 due to the promulgation of the National 
Urban and Rural Planning Law138. There is a series of plans <Shenzhen Nanshan District Zoning Plan 2002-
2010> online. Does this set of zoning plans have an influence on current Shenzhen Urban Planning?  
A: I’m not sure. 
 

Step 4 – Statutory Plan 
 

1. Q: In the Step 4 Statutory Plan there are four types of residential land use139: Residential Land Use Class I 
(RLUC-I), Residential Land Use Class II (RLUC-II), Residential Land Use Class III (RLUC-III), and 
Residential Land Use Class IV (RLUC-IV). Does RLUC-IV refer to land ownerships that belong to urban 
collective village communities? 
A: I am not sure. 

2. Q: Are the people living in the urban villages also registered with the neighbourhood committee (Ju wei hui)? 
Is the Step 4 Statutory Plan phase more concerned with defining land use types instead of determining the 
current population density?  
A: The Step 4 Statutory Plan has had two major adjustments due to the different ideas coming from 
leadership. In 2008, leaders were hoping that the Step 4 Statutory Plan would be innovative in guiding future 
development, which aimed to transform the old village and the old industrial area, so most of the statutory 
planning in that phase involved large-scale urban construction projects. Later, other groups of leaders 
changed the ideas of the Step 4 Statutory Plan with the aim to leave most of the old villages for future 
development. Only in villages where there is a strong intention to upgrade living standards and convert land 
use functions into residential units, will the government address the changes in the modification of the Step 4 
Statutory Plan for those land plots.  

 

                                                 
137 《南山区各片区图例使用强度控制规划表》
http://www.sz.gov.cn/nsq/ghjh_1_2/zxgh/200809/t20080903_1454.htm 
138 国家城乡法 http://www.gov.cn/ziliao/flfg/2007-10/28/content_788494.htm 
139 R1 Class I: the land is equipped with complete facilities, complete layout, good environment and independent 
housing. R2 Class II: the land has supporting facilities which are complete, the layout is relatively complete, and 
the construction of multi-story, middle and high-rise and high-rise unit houses. R3 Class III:  
directly used for the construction of industrial zones, storage areas, schools and other functional areas, with 
certain supporting facilities, and for single-seat dormitory areas where single workers and students live 
collectively. R4 Class IV: The land formed by the gathering of the original rural residential buildings with 
certain public facilities and municipal public facilities. 
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3. Q: There are several terminologies in the Step 4 Statutory Plan, such as A {Retain the status quo}, B 
{According to the government approval document}, and C {Planning}. Could you please explain their 
meanings? 
A: Yes, I could roughly explain to you what it means by labelling different pieces of land with different terms.  
A {Retain the status quo} means when the government is formulating the Statutory Plan for a land plot, the 
plot is already well developed and no more changes will be made until the land use rights expire. In the short 
term, this means there will be no changes in terms of land function for the piece of land.  
B {According to the government approval document} refers to those old built up areas located within 
Shenzhen Special Economic Zones (SSEZ)140. If you examine the current version of the Statutory Plan in 
Shenzhen, you will notice that most of the land plots that have a statutory plan are within SSEZ. However, 
since some of these built-up areas are too old and in the future planning, the government wants to upgrade 
their land uses or functions, and then it would be labelled as class B. 
Statutory plans primarily define the plot ratio141 (Rong Ji Lv) and building density. For those in category B 
{according to the government approval document}:  those land plots have been built before the statutory plan 
even existed; therefore, those land plots would be decided later and would not be marked out in the statutory 
plan. In the city of Shenzhen, there is only one version of statutory plan now.  
C {Planning}: this refers to those land plots that the government could plan for future functions.  

 
4. Q: For those land plots being leased to private developers from the municipality, where can I find the 

information for each land plot regarding land plot ratio, building density? 
A: Well, I can tell you in this way. When we need the current spatial data analysis of a built-up 
neighbourhood, there is no ready information regarding actual building density and land plot ratio. What we 
do is to use CAD drawing software to calculate the size of each building. By having this data, you could also 
roughly calculate the actual building density. Of course, the calculation is not 100% precise, but it more or 
less reflects reality.   
 

5. Q: In the statutory plan, many land plots have been defined as residential land uses. Each land plot contains 
several real estate residential projects. So does each residential project have density control (Rong Ji Lv)? 
Alternatively, is there a negotiable density development deal between the municipality and private 
developers? Where is the data source for density for each real estate project? 
 
A: Well, I can only answer this question in reference to the Qianhai district142, which I am dealing with now. 
The Qianhai Comprehensive Plan143 is the Qianhai Statutory Plan, within this statutory plan. The government 
has defined the baseline construction volume144 and incremental development volume145 of each 
development unit146. The development unit has to follow the guidelines of the construction volume control, 
which means it is not to exceed the incremental construction volume. The Qianhai Administrative 
Management Office has the construction volume details for each development unit. In the Statutory Plan, 
there are also clearly defined land plot ratios and building densities for Qianhai District. Of course, since 
Qianhai is the newly planned district, it is possible to have detailed construction guidelines for each 
development unit. Earlier constructed real estate projects must also have had the total density data when 
they applied for construction approval.  

 
6. Q: What is the relationship between the Statutory Plan and its higher level Zoning Plan? 

 

                                                 
140 Shenzhen Special Economic Zones consist of four districts: Nanshan, Futian, Luohu and Yantian. Local 
residents call these four districts ‘Guannei’, which means inside districts. Shenzhen has other districts such as 
Bao’an, Longgang and Pingshan. Local residents call them ‘Guanwai’, which means outside districts.  
141 Plot Ration = Total Areas of Buildings / Total Areas of Land Plot 
142 Qianhai District: The Shenzhen-Hong Kong Qianhai Cooperation Zone covers a total area of 18.04 square 
kilometres. From the geographical point of view, it is not only located at the core of the entire Pearl River Delta 
Bay Area, but also plays a vital role in building the Pearl River Delta International Metropolis Circle. Above the 
core position of "Hong Kong-Shenzhen-Guangzhou", after the completion of the Shenzhen-Hong Kong Airport 
Link, the journey from Qianhai to Hong Kong Airport and Shenzhen Airport will take only 10 minutes. 
143 Qianhai Comprehensive Plan (Qian Hai Zong He Gui Hua) 
144 Baseline construction volume (Ji Zhun Jian She Liang): On August 26, 2010, the State Council approved in 
“principle to agree to the overall development plan of Qianhai Shenzhen-Hong Kong Modern Service Industry 
Cooperation Zone”. 
145 Incremental construction volume (Kai Fa Zeng Liang) 
146 Development Unit (Kai Fa Dan Yuan) 
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A: The Statutory plan reacts correspondingly to its upper level Zoning Plan, which has already defined the 
land use types. When it comes to conflicts147 between actual land use and planned land use, the Statutory 
Plan aims to correct this mismatches. Well, these are only theoretical approaches; in practice, the cases are 
more complicated. In the statutory plan, the involved land plots contain two cases:  
Case I: the involved land plot belongs to the government-owned land use rights. Then it is easier to operate, 
for example, the government could decide to upgrade the land use148 or allocate a certain amount of 
municipal facilities149 within the land plots, or even consider allocating some large building construction 
projects150 to these land plots.  
 
Case II: If the Statutory Plan involves some land plots, whose land ownership belongs to the village collective 
community, then the situation goes more complex. The government has to negotiate with villages regarding 
the changing land use functions. In most cases, the negotiation process is very time consuming and involves 
high monetary compensation. Under such circumstances, the upgrading degree of the land function is 
limited. Therefore, the statutory plans for those land plots simply emphasise the implementation of providing 
the public facilities and green space and maintain the status quo. Besides, all the planned public facilities and 
green land could actually be activated when the village upgrading process starts151.  

 
Step 5- Control Detailed Plan 
1. Q: Could you explain the relationship between Step 5-Detailed Control Plan and Step 4-Statutory Plan? I 

understand you mentioned before that Shenzhen has only one version of Step 4-Statutory Plan, but where 
can I find the Step 5-Detailed Control Plan for the former land plots? 
A: The Development unit plan (DUP) is equivalent to the Detailed Control Plan (DCP). Developers need to 
obtain a < Land Transfer Contract>152, which provides the most basic requirements for the DUP. The second 
important document for the DUP is the <Shenzhen City Construction Land Planning Permit>153. This 
document contains more requirements, and then there are follow-up programs to ensure that the land use 
development are following the requirements of the DUP. 

 
2. Q: Do you mean that theoretically each land plot has its own <Shenzhen City Construction Land Planning 

Permit>? Is there any open source showing an overview of all these documents? 
A: There is no complete source open to the public; however, the entire construction baseline should match the 
requirements from the < Land Transfer Contract>. The Shenzhen Administration Bureau of Land Department154 
(SZ-ABLD) is responsible for this issue. Well, as I said the land use intensity and entire construction baseline 
should match, but the first target of land transfer is required to be consistent with the land transfer contract < Land 

                                                 
147 Conflict between actual land use and planned land use: In the case of Shenzhen, urban development has 
occurred dramatically and not every piece of actual land use matches the planned land use. What led to such 
mismatches is the introduction of the land leasing mechanism in the pioneer city of Shenzhen. In the early 
development phases, not all the land resources were defined by the Statutory Plan for the long-term land use 
plan. At that time, the main task was leasing land resources in order to attract foreign direct investment, so many 
land plots were leased to developers or investors without a corresponding plan for the entire city’s development. 
That also led to the current problems when the Shenzhen municipality wanted to have a corresponding land use 
plan for the whole city. In practice, it just simply is not working since the land use rights are held by many 
different stakeholders, and they all have different valid dates for the expiration of the land use rights.  
148 Upgrade land uses refers to intensify the land use functions. In the development phases, many land plots are 
leased to developers for building manufactories. However, with the city development transformation process, 
many manufacturers also had reallocate to some other cities rather than Shenzhen, so those land plots which low 
density of manufacturers need to be upgraded in order to cope with the rapid growth of the urban populations. 
Therefore, many land plots are the targets for upgrading of the Shenzhen Government.  
149 Municipal facilities include primary schools, medical centers and so on.  
150 Large construction project normally refers to special and large scale of construction project, such as sport 
stadium, university campus and so on.  
151 Village upgrading process: this normally involves private developers as the third party for the upgrading 
process. The developer acts in the role of financial body as well as coordinator between the government and 
villagers since it is difficult for the government to talk directly to villagers and be involved in compensation 
issues. Therefore, if there are private developers interested in investing in the urban villages, they will negotiate 
with the village community for land resource acquisition, and these two units will reach an agreement and 
propose an upgrading land use plan to the government for construction approval.  
152 Land Transfer Contract (Tu Di Chu Rang He Tong) 
153 Shenzhen City Construction Land Planning Permit (Shenzhen Shi Jian She Yong Di Xu Ke Zheng) 
154 Shenzhen Administration Bureau Land Department (Shenzhen Guan Li Ju Tu Di Chu) 
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Transfer Contract>. If modification is needed, it needs to pass through complicate procedures. Currently, most of 
them fit to the DUP. 
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Appendix 3 
 

Interview Time：14.08.2016 

Interviewee Name：Jian, Wang 

Interviewee’s organisation：MTR (Hong Kong) 

Interview keywords: determinant factor for metro station; stakeholders in metro station planning  
 
1. Q: What are the general principles for the selection of the metro stations? 

A: Basically, there are three general principles for selecting a metro station:   
(a) According to the urban planning, which involves the surrounding population and economic sectors. Here I 
refer to the future planning conditions (not the current planning situation), not the planning status.  
(b) The physical construction requirements for the site. This depends on whether there is enough space at 
the site or the space volume fulfil the minimum technical requirements for the specific design of the metro 
station (such as turning radius and so on).  
(c) The fighting results of different stakeholders. For example, some powerful developers try to allocate the 
metro station around their own land plots since that will generate the future economic benefits. 

 
2. Q: What is the relationship between Shenzhen Metro and MTR? 

A: On Line 4 belongs to MTR155; the other metro lines belong to the Shenzhen Metro Group156 
 

3. Q: Why does it seem there is not a strong spatial connection between the current metro network and the 
actual density? 
A: The interests between different stakeholders is the biggest factor influencing the results, for example, the 
metro network layout of the Houhai Area157. The metro network was planned to occupy empty urban land (not 
urban built-up areas), which has two economic benefits: low construction cost and high land price speculation 
for the future. On the contrary, if the government plans the metro network in urban built-up areas such as 
Nanhai Avenue, the construction cost will be very high. Besides, future profits are not high for the 
government. Because urban citizens have settled the built-up areas and selling prices for the land market will 
not be high, many of the newly planned metro stations are located in undeveloped urban areas since it 
generates future economic growth. This is why I mentioned the various interest groups during the metro 
planning process; governmental interests play an important role. Especially if you observed metro line 2; 
there are very few passengers using it, so for the government it is an absolute loss in terms of investment. 

 
4. Q: So you mean the spatial allocation of the metro stations in the built-up urban areas is determined not by 

the maximum value of travel demand, but rather by the potential economic benefits for the future. 
A: Well you must consider the current governance structure in the Chinese political system. Most 
governmental officers pay more attention to their performance measurements, for instance, how much they 
have contributed during their employed period. Constructing metro networks, for example, is a typical 
governmental performance project. The general government officers maintain responsibility for a few years, 
as long as they complete the planning tasks of the metro network and sell the surrounding land for high 
prices, and then he has already finished his main task. Issues you are mentioning like fulfilling the real travel 
demands for the urban residents, or improving the living quality for the mobility, are not the officers’ main 
concern. Besides, it is hard to measure the qualitative impacts of work on the metro. For political interests, it 
makes more sense to finish the performance project (metro construction) rather than other issues. Well, as I 
said, there are many factors commonly deciding the spatial location of the metro station. It is hard to 
summarise them in a few sentences.  

 
5. Q: Shenzhen metro also has learned from the Hong Kong's metro development model. Why could Shenzhen 

metro not achieve a cost-effective result like Hong Kong?  
A: As I said before, the political systems and governance structures are very different in Hong Kong MTR 
and Shenzhen metro company. In the Hong Kong model, the MTR is a metro company as well as a real 
estate company. The MTR obtained land resources around the planned metro network quite cheaply from the 

                                                 
155 MTR: http://www.mtr.com.hk/en/corporate/main/index.html 
156 Shenzhen Metro Group: http://www.mtr.com.hk/en/corporate/main/index.html 
157 Houhai Area: near the NS01-02 Metro Station Houhai 
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Hong Kong government. MTR has a more comprehensive metro station development scheme since it needs 
to maximise the economic value of its own investment. There are three main incomes for the MTR:  
(a) High real estate development around the metro station for property sales.  
(b) Diverse commercial corridor development for connecting the metro station and the real estate projects 
(including pedestrian system). 
(c) Income from the metro service. As a result, the MTR has created a very successful business around 
metro stations. In the Shenzhen metro development model, however, the land plots around the planned 
metro stations are leased through land market auctions to different developers. All these involved real estate 
developers have endeavoured to get the closest spatial connection to the metro station through negotiation 
with the government; however, this mode of cooperation led to conflict between different real estate 
developers rather than cooperation. Therefore, the results are obvious that the metro station does not have a 
convenient connection to the surrounding land areas. The winning real estate developer might have the 
closest spatial connection to the metro station while other real estate developers do not have close spatial 
connections with the metro station. Therefore, it is not very easy to copy the Hong Kong metro development 
model since the land development model is different.  
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Appendix 4 
 

Interview Time：18.07.2016 

Interviewee Name：Geliang, He 

Interviewee’s organisation： 

Interview keywords: Zoning Plan, Statutory Plan 
Website: http://www.xixiang.gov.cn 
 
Step 3 – District Zoning Plan (Fen Qu Gui Hua) 
 
1. Q: Q: How does the Zoning Plan determine the future ‘planned population’? Is it based on the current 

population statistics158? Is it based on other specific values? 
A: ‘Planned population’ followed a standardised procedure in accordance with ‘current population’ and ‘public 
facilities’159. Firstly, it is based on the statistics of the current population, and then the number of public 
facilities investigated. According to two sets of data, we use a 3.5-land plot ratio (Rong Ji Lv)160 to develop 
the land plots. The standards of the public facilities are according to the "Shenzhen Urban Planning 
Standards and Guidelines 2014", which has provided the relationship between total population of the 
residential areas and public facilities. The standard municipal level of facilities usually includes municipal 
infrastructures, green areas, and educational facilities and so on. 
 

6. Q: I have found one set data of "Intensity control planning table for each district in Nanshan District", 
which consists of smaller-scale neighbourhoods and their respective populations. Do you know which 
department is in charge of these data? 
A: I am not sure. 
 

7. Q: I have found two sets population statistical data. One is the population from the District Zoning Plan (Fen 
Qu Gui Hua) and the other is from the Population Registration Bureau (Ju Wei Hui)161. Since the statistics 
from the Population Registration Bureau do not show the territory boundary, how can I find the map that 
divides the boundary of neighbourhood committee area? (Jie Dao Fen Qu Tu)162 
A: Indeed, there are boundary maps for each neighbourhood. However, these might be internal materials, 
not accessible to the public. (I could forward the contact of my colleague to you; he might able to get it) 
 

8. Q: Are there connections between the ‘planned population’ of the zoning plan (Fen Qu Gui Hua) and the 
actual population from the neighbourhood committee (Ju Wei Hui)?  
A: You can check the Sub-district Office (Jie Dao Ban), because they have the population data and the 
district division plan.   

9. Q: I have read some materials, which mentioned that Shenzhen's zoning plan has not been used since 2008. 
The main reason was the promulgation of the National Urban and Rural Planning Law (Guo Jia Cheng 
Xiang Gui Hua Fa)163. There is one set of plans: Shenzhen Nanshan District Zoning Plan 2002-2010. Are 
these plans still in the implementation phase in Shenzhen?  
A: The District Zoning Plan has been almost totally removed from the Shenzhen Urban planning system, 
especially after 2008. The Shenzhen government was preparing the draft Statutory Plan (Fang Ding Tu 
Ze)164 in 2006 and 2007. On national level, there is the Controlled Detailed Plan (Kong Zhi Xing Xiang Xi 

                                                 
158 Expected population: the urbanisation process in Chinese cities has certain characteristics in that the rural 
population might rush into the new planned cities in terms of searching employment possibilities, so those urban 
migrants might be able to change the registration status from the rural household to urban household. This 
process is frequently referring to the ‘urban growth’ in China. Therefore, the urban planning authority has the 
‘assumed’ future population based on their master plan. Since the master plan indicates the future development 
pattern for the city, which is the generator of employment, the local authorities need to consider the provision of 
public facilities for the ‘future growth’ based on their master plan structures.  
159 Public facilities (公共配套设施) 
160 Plot Ratio (Rong Ji Lv): it refers to floor area ratio (FAR). 
161 Population Registration Bureau (Ju Wei Hui) 
162 Neighborhood Committee Areas (Jie Dao Ban Xia Qu Tu) 
163 National Urban and Rural Planning Law: http://www.gov.cn/ziliao/flfg/2007-10/28/content_788494.htm 
164 Statutory Plan (Fang Ding Tu Ze) 
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Gui Hua)165, which is valid for five years. The Controlled Detailed Plan is very similar to the structure of 
Shenzhen’s Statutory Plan 

 
Step 4-Statutory Plan (Fa Ding Tu Ze) 
 
1. Q: In the Statutory Plan there are four types of residential land use:166 Residential Land Use Class I(RLUC-

I), Residential Land Use Class II (RLUC-II), Residential Land Use Class III(RLUC-III) and Residential Land 
Use Class IV(RLUC-IV).  RLUC-IV seems belong to the land ownership of village communities, are these 
land plots still under the control of the government?  
A: Residential Land Use Class IV (RLUC-IV) refers to the old town rehabilitation.  
 

2. Q: There are several terminologies in the Statutory Plan, such as A {Retain the status quo}, B {According to 
the government approval document} and C {Planning}, could you please explain their meanings respectively? 
A: I can explain these terms to you. 
A {Retain the status quo} involves land plots, which are relevant for village rehabilitation projects; the land 
plot ratios of these land plots are adjustable in the Special Plan (Zhuan Xiang Gui Hua)167. In the special 
plan, the land plot ratio is flexible. I could provide the example of district planning in our administrative area 
Xixiang168. It is just starting to promote the grid information management and the House Rental 
Administrative Office (Fang Wu Zu Lin Suo)169 is responsible for collecting the statistical data of population.  
B {According to the government approval document}: In the development of statutory plans, the government 
has approved the land use of those plots but not yet construction. 
C {Planning}: those plan plots should finalise their floor area ratio during the formulation of statutory plan. 

3. Q: The municipality has leased many land plots for the development of real estate projects. Where can I find 
the data such as land plot ratios and building density for different real estate projects? Do I need to find the 
Controlled Detailed Plan (Xiang Xi Xing Gui Hua)170 for each land plot? 
A: Theoretically, you could find more details of each land plot, such as total land areas (Zong Yong Di Mian 
Ji)171, total building areas (Jian Zhu Zong Mian Ji)172 and total number of households (Zong Hu Shu)173. You 
might also find this information from the House Registration Centre of each district. 
 

4. Q: In the statutory plan, many land plots defined as residential areas. In reality, each land plot consists of 
several real estate projects; however, some of them do not have the land plot ratio in the statutory plan. How 
could each developer finalise his or her land plot ratio? Would that be the result of negotiations between the 
government and individual real estate developers? 
A: I am not sure. 
 

5. Q: Where can I find all the commercial real estate project’s land plot ratio and building density? 
A: I am not sure. 
 

  

                                                 
165 Detailed Plan(Kong Zhi Xing Xiang Xi Gui Hua)  
166 Four types of residential land uses: R1 Class I: land is equipped with complete facilities, complete layout, 
good environment and independent housing. R2 Class II: the land has supporting facilities are complete, the 
layout is relatively complete, and the construction of multi-story, middle and high-rise and high-rise unit houses. 
R3 Class III: directly used for the construction of industrial zones, storage areas, schools and other functional 
areas, with certain supporting facilities, and for the single-seat dormitory areas where single workers and 
students live collectively. R4 Class IV: The land formed by the gathering of the original rural residential 
buildings with certain public facilities and municipal public facilities. 
167 Special Plan (Zhuan Xiang Gui Hua) 
168 Xi Xiang: a sub-district in Baoan District in Shenzhen 
169 House Rental Administrative Office (Fang Wu Zu Lin Suo) 
170 Detailed Plan (Xiang Xi Xing Gui Hua) 
171 Total Land Areas (Zong Yong Di Mian Ji)  
172 Total Building Areas (Jian Zhu Zong Mian Ji) 
173 Total Household Number (Zong Hu Shu) 
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Appendix 5 
 

Interview Time：16.07.2017 

Interviewee Name：Wei, Zhang 

Interviewee’s organisation：深圳市规划国土发展研究中心 Shenzhen Urban Planning & Land Resource 

Research Center 
Interview keywords: Shenzhen Zoning Plan, Shenzhen Statutory Plan, population registration system,  
 
Zoning Plan (Fen Qu Gui Hua) 
 
2. Q: How does the Zoning Plan determine the future ‘planned population’?  

A: ‘planned population’ is connected with the ‘planned amount of residential land’, public facilities (especially 
education). The identification process includes the existing population and development predictions. In the 
‘Master Plan’, there is a special section for the future population projection with the confirmations on the 
administrative level. The decision is not a technical one, but rather a political one. The zoning plan has kept 
its version as since 10 years; therefore, the population projection is under the guidelines of the strategic plan 
and its details are formulated according to each district’s characteristics.  
 

3. Q: I have found one set data of "Intensity control planning table for each district in Nanshan District", which 
consists of smaller-scale neighbourhoods with their respective populations. Do you know which department is 
responsible for these data? 
A: The data depend on the total volume of residential planning. You can find more details in the Statutory 
Plan of each district.  
 

4. Q: Are there connections between the ‘planned population’ of the zoning plan (Fen Qu Gui Hua) and the 
actual population according to the neighbourhood committee (Ju Wei Hui)? 
A: No. Zoning Plan refers to the ‘planned population’ and the main purpose of creating the planned 
population is to arrange public facilities. This is not the actual statistical population. The Land Use Planning 
Department (Gui Hua Guo Tu Bu Men)174 and Social Management Departments (She Hui Guan Li Bu 
Men)175 have the maps of smaller neighbourhoods; however, the division is not very accurate. 
 

5. Q: I have read some material, which mentioned that Shenzhen's zoning plan has not been used since 2008. 
The main reason was the promulgation of the National Urban and Rural Planning Law (Guo Jia Cheng 
Xiang Gui Hua Fa)176. There is a series of plans – the Shenzhen Nanshan District Zoning Plan 2002-2010. 
Are these plans still in the implementation phase in Shenzhen? 
A: Yes. Zoning planning was cancelled in 2008, since it is a medium-level of macro planning. It plays a 
guiding role rather than one of technical support in implementation. On a practical level, more useful planning 
tools are the regulatory plan (Kong Zhi Xing Xiang Xi Gui Hua) and the Statutory Plans (Fa Ding Tu Ze). 
 

Step 4-Statutory Plan (Fa Ding Tu Ze) 
 
6. Q: In the Statutory Plan there are four types of residential land uses:177 Residential Land Use Class I(RLUC-

I), Residential Land Use Class II (RLUC-II), Residential Land Use Class III(RLUC-III), and Residential Land 
Use Class IV(RLUC-IV). RLUC-IV seems to belong to the land ownership of village communities. Are these 
land plots still under government control?  
A: All land plots are under governmental jurisdiction, and it has nothing to do with the land use types; the 
classification is due to different requirements. You can check the Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards 

                                                 
174 Land Use Planning Department (Gui Hua Guo Tu Bu Men) 
175 Social Management Departments (She Hui Guan Li Bu Men): 
176 National Urban and Rural Planning Law: http://www.gov.cn/ziliao/flfg/2007-10/28/content_788494.htm 
177 There are four types of residential land use. R1 Class I: land is equipped with complete facilities, complete 
layout, good environment and independent housing. R2 Class II: the land has supporting facilities are complete, 
the layout is relatively complete, and the construction of multi-storey, middle and high-rise and high-rise unit 
houses. R3 Class III: directly used for the construction of industrial zones, storage areas, schools and other 
functional areas, with certain supporting facilities, and for the single-seat dormitory areas where single workers 
and students live collectively. R4 Class IV: The land formed by the gathering of the original rural residential 
buildings with certain public facilities and municipal public facilities. 
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and Guidelines 2014, which provide detailed land classification descriptions. There are different 
departments in Shenzhen that work with the demographics, which include neighbourhood committees (Ju 
Wei Hui)178 or community workstations (She Qu Gong Zuo Zhan)179, and rental management office (Chu Zu 
Wu Guan Li Ban Gong Shi)180. The statutory plan focuses on land use control and public facilities 
arrangements.  
 

7. Q: There are several terminologies in the Statutory Plan, such as A {Retain the status quo}, B {According to 
the government approval document} and C {Planning}; could you please explain their meanings? 
A: A {Retain the status quo} means to retain the existing land and buildings; it keeps the existing functions, 
characteristics and development density. 
B {According to the government approval document}: This is a government approval document that generally 
refers to the land contract (Tu Di He Tong)181, real estate certificate (Fang Di Chan Zheng Shu)182, land use 
planning permits (Yong Di Gui Hua Xu Ke Zheng)183 and other government approval documents in the 
previous agreement. It has nothing to do with the governmental land use rights; the land ownership and the 
land use rights are another issue. 
C {Planning} refers to the future planning of the land in contrast to the status. It does not contain special 
significance. 
 

8. Q: The municipality has leased many land plots for the development of real estate projects. Where can I find 
the data such as land plot ratios and building density for different real estate projects. Do I need to find the 
Controlled Detailed Plan (Xiang Xi Xing Gui Hua)184 for each land plot? 
A: Category A: For land plots leased to different land use developers, you should check the Land Use 
Planning Permit (Yong Di Gui Hua Xue Ke Zheng) and Land Contracts (Tu Di He Tong). You could also 
check with the Shenzhen City Planning and Land Resources Committee (Shenzhen Gui Hua Guo Tu Wei 
Yuan Hui) to see whether they have released the approval content for a specific land plot. Category B: land 
plots not leased to the developers – you could check the Statutory Plan (Fang Ding Tu Ze) of each district; 
they have the detailed information. Regarding the requirement of building density, you could check the 
Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines 2014. 
 

9. Q: In the statutory plan, many land plots are defined as residential areas. In reality, each land plot consists of 
several real estate projects; however, some of them do not have a land plot ratio in the statutory plan. How 
could each developer finalise his or her land plot ratio? Would that be the result of negotiations between the 
government and the individual real estate developer? 
A: You are right; the subdivision of the land parcels exists. In general, the land plot ratio of each subdivision 
should not exceed the volume requirement from the statutory plan. As stipulated in the statutory plan, there is 
no need for negotiation or the so-called consultation process to change the requirement of the statutory plan. 
The approval documents for commercial real estate projects should be accessible to the public, but they 
might not be through external channels. You can try the Shenzhen City Planning and Land Resources 
Committee (Shenzhen Gui Hua Guo Tu Wei) and Shenzhen real estate information websites (Shenzhen 
Fang Chan Wang). 

 
Guangming New Town Planning 
1. Q: Could you explain the application of the Statutory Plan in Guangming New District planning? It seems the 

planning aims to increase land intensity, reduce traffic and promote slow mobility mode planning.  
A: We have formulated the "Guangming Central District Guidance Plan"; however, since it is not the official 
statutory plan, it has not been implemented. The Statutory Plan for Guangming New Town was formulated by 
the China Urban Planning & Design Institute (CUPDI)185. The key idea is to divide the land plots into smaller 
pieces, which could enhance the road network density and connectivity; however, there are many challenges 
in reality. First, smaller pieces of land are difficult to lease to private developers. Second, is the management 
issue for road segments. Because smaller land plots create certain amounts of road segments, many real 
estate projects might occupy those road segments illegally. For example, real estate projects of Taoyuanju 

                                                 
178 Neighborhood committee 
179 Community workplace: 
180 Rental management office: 
181 Land contract: 
182 Real estate certificate: 
183 Land planning permits 
184 Detailed Plan (Xiang Xi Xing Gui Hua) 
185 China Urban Planning & Design Institute (CUPDI) 
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have taken over the municipal roads into the communities, but there are no departments responsible for 
management of these illegal occupations.  

 
2. Q: Where can I obtain the administrative divisional map of Nanshan districts and their respective population? 

A: There are several types of data you can investigate: 1) planning land plot information and 2) leasing land 
plots information. Newly planned real estate projects usually follow the requirements of the statutory plan. If 
the land plot ratio in the statutory plan is 3.5, then it is 3.5. However, that is not the case for the housing units 
in the old districts. Districts built before the legalisation of the Statutory Plan, therefore have no data record in 
the Statutory Plan; rather it is shown as {Retain the status quo}, which maintains the land areas and the 
land plot ratio. You can compare the actual land plot density with the land plot density from the Shenzhen 
Statutory Plan. However, if you require the land plot density of each individual real estate project, you need 
the data of total building areas, which include the residential total building areas and the commercial total 
building areas. The Shenzhen planning bureau might have the relevant data.   
 

3. Q: Where can the following information of the real estate projects in Nanshan District be found: floor area 
ratio (FAR), building density, parking ratio, construction year, the total number of households and land use 
indicators? 
A: You have to look at the ‘Land Contract’. However, it is not accessible externally. Another source would 
be the Construction Land Planning Permit, which should be available on the Shenzhen Planning Bureau 
website. It might only contain data for the past 10 years, and not all the historical data. "Two certificates and 
one submission"186 (Liang Zheng Yi Shu) contain the following land plot information: land plot sizes and the 
total construction land areas. The Planning Bureau also has information on the newly built real estate 
projects; however, if you what the information for every single building, you’ll have to collect it manually from 
the website. 
 

4. Q:  In the Shenzhen urban renewal process, are there any indicators regarding the land use intensity to guide 
the urban renewal process? 
A: There are many updates to the urban renewable planning, which covers ten action programs. 

 
Road Planning and Public Transport 
 
1. Q: Is Shenzhen using the national road planning code GB 50220-95? 

A: Basically, the Shenzhen road network follows this requirement. Recently, the national standards issued a 
new regulation, which is undergoing the drafting phase. You can find this document on the transportation-
planning website. There are several required indicators; one is the road network density. However, this 
indicator is not a mandatory indicator; for example, Shenzhen has many areas where the road network 
density does not fulfil the requirements, which might be due to the different spatial layouts of each district. In 
reality, no department is in charge of this issue.  

 
2. Q: Are there any connections between the road network standards and the parking ratio in residential area 

planning? 
A: Well, we could take the car restriction policy as an example: Shenzhen has no such restrictions on car 
purchases several years ago; now Shenzhen applies its car restriction policy in terms of purchasing. 
However, car purchase behaviour within specific real estate projects is difficult to control. The road network 
design and relevant policies provide no clue as to whether they should support car mobility or limit it. I think it 
is difficult to manage this issue.  
 
Parking spaces in residential areas is even more complex to manage. For example, there might be 200 
parking spaces in the original residential area plan, but in reality 500. They occupy spaces like fire exits, 
greenery and pedestrian walking areas. However, there is no policy to manage the illegal occupation of 
public space for parking purposes. Especially parking behaviour within each real estate project. If illegal 
parking occurs on municipal roads, the public planning authorities can do something like tow away the 
offending cars. However, parking behaviour within the real estate projects is a management task of the real 
estate property office. However, it seems they don’t really take care of this.  

                                                 
186 According the China Urban and Rural Planning Law: it includes three important documents for the land use 
projects, which are Construction Project Site Selection Submission (Jian She Xiang Mu Xuan Zhi Yi Jian Shu), 
Construction Land Planning Permit (Jian She Yong Di Xu Ke Zheng ) and Construction Project Planning Permit 
(Jian She Gong Cheng Gui Hua Xu Ke Zheng) 
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Shenzhen parking spaces are not private property for purchase; they serves as public space resources and 
follow the principle of ‘first come, first serve’. There are growing trends of privatising parking spaces of 
property rights. Many city's parking spaces are legitimised for trade, but this is not the case in Shenzhen. It 
also depends on the types of parking spaces; some buildings have setback areas from the red line, which 
people could use for parking. Some areas have planned the public parking space when they apply for land 
use approval, in which case parking is legal. Of course, there are also a great deal of illegal parking, such as 
occupation of pedestrian paths and so on. Many parking lots were not originally designed for parking. 

 
3. Q: Are there internal connections between the bus line network and population density of residential areas? 

(the public transportation company's bus network/ guidance from the municipal government) 
A: Theoretically, these two issues should connect. However, in the reality there are several challenges for 
their implementation.  
Factor A: for the bus company (Transportation Committee), the bus service or routes depend on the 
availability of bus depots. Without sufficient depots, it is hard to insert the bus lines or terminal stations.  
Factor B: the Shenzhen City Planning and Land Resources Committee should add the space allocation of 
the bus station planning to its agenda. However, due to historical development reasons, the supply of bus 
depots does not fulfil the demand. There is an insufficient supply of urban space for bus depots. Most bus 
companies have to organise the depots themselves; first the bus depots, then the bus services. Some areas 
where bus companies cannot find urban space for a bus depot, subsequently lack bus services and routes, 
even though they might have high-density residential areas.  

 
4. Q: What is the cooperation mode between Shenzhen City Planning and Land Resources Committee and 

the bus companies? 
A: Shenzhen bus services are franchised (three major bus companies, the Western Bus Company, the 
Eastern Bus Company and Bus Groups), the bus station arrangements have the following models. 
A: Government-funded construction, for which the representative department is Transportation Committee 
Station Centre (Jiao Tong Yun Shu Wei Chang Zhan Zhong Xin). This company owns the rights to the 
stations and distributes them to various bus companies through sub-contracts for utilisation. The share of this 
model may be less than 20% of the total bus depot supply.  
B: The government sells the land to the bus company, and then the bus company uses the land areas; 
however, the share of this model is also very small. 
C: Model C is the most popular approach; the bus company rents a certain amount of public space and turns 
it into bus depots. Within this framework, the land use types are very diverse; some are state-owned reserved 
land, some are un-developed land from the village community, or some other abandoned pieces of land. 
 
Therefore, many bus depot stations are temporary. The urban planning department does plan a certain 
number of bus stations, especially as part of Shenzhen's urban renewal process. Some newly planned 
residential areas have integration with bus stations. If this model works, then in the coming few years many 
residential areas will have bus services. If the residential areas reserve certain amounts of urban space for 
bus depots, then the Transportation Committee it is flexible in terms of organising the bus network.  
 
Besides the planning issue of reserving spaces for bus stations, we also face problems in the construction 
phases. I personally think that the layout of the stations, and the bus network are appropriate and adequate. 
The "Shenzhen Planning Standards and Guidelines 2014" clearly provide technical standards for the bus 
layout. If the construction area reaches a certain scale, it should provide the bus depot areas, regardless of 
whether it is for residential or commercial buildings. 

 
5. Q: The "Shenzhen City Planning Standards and Guidelines 2014" set out the relationship between the 

bus network supply and population density. Does this rule apply only to new building areas? 
A: Yes, there is this problem. There are two ways to apply this document: One is through a newly built 
project; the other one is through an urban renewal project. There are many urban renewal projects in 
Shenzhen. Without the urban renewal process, the upgrade of the bus services and other public facilities 
remains limited. Of course, the upgrade process needs time.  

 
6. Q: Are there any strategic adjustments between bus companies and metro companies?  

A: This is also a planning task for the government. The operation of new metro lines also involves adjusting 
bus lines. You might able to get detailed information from the Transport Committee website.  
For the management department, the bus service should be the supplementary tool to support the metro 
service, and should not be a competitor. However, bus companies and metro companies belong to different 
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interest groups, which leads to competitive situations between bus services and metro services. For example, 
bus line K105 goes along the coastal road. In some periods, the bus service offers a better service in terms 
of ‘door to door’ mobility; it performs better than the metro. At the same time, the bus service is more 
attractive due to its lower cost. In the morning and evening peak hours, the bus services are overloaded. The 
transport capacity of the entire bus network is still inadequate. There are also large groups of low-income 
residents who prefer bus services even though the differences between the bus and metro might only be a 
few dollars.  

 
7. Q: The bus network could only use branch roads (Zhi Lu); however, some residential areas might be 

surrounded by branch roads (lack of bus services), but have a high population. Are there any solutions for 
dealing with this situation? 
A: Yes. There are some solutions, for example, the metro company provides some bus services to connect 
large residential units with metro stations. Since this service does not bring real profits, it is just an 
improvement to the metro service; therefore, the metro company takes over this service although it is not 
profitable.   
The bus service has three categories: express lines (Kuai Xian), main line (Gan Xian), branch line187 (Zhi 
Xian). The bus service offered by the metro company is now the fourth category. The management 
department is the Shenzhen Transport Committee – Public Bus Department188. The Shenzhen Urban 
Transport Research Institute (SUTRI)189 is responsible for bus service technical issues.  

 
8. Q: What is the relationship between the bus company and the government, for example regarding the 

subsidy policy? 
A: The government gives a fixed subsidy to the bus companies. It amounts to tens of millions each year. 
Personally, I think the subsidies given out this way, but in many Chinese cities, the bus subsidy policies for 
bus companies are similar. The problem you mentioned is actually the relationship between government and 
enterprises. One is the fare subsidy, and the other seems to have other types of subsidy each year that 
maybe depend on the performance of the bus service and so on, but I am not sure of the details.  

 
9. Q: Regarding the accessing distance to the nearest bus station, two planning systems influence the real 

paths: residential form (gated community) and municipal road system. Do you think the 300m catchment 
measurement is suitable for that? 
A: Well, I understand what you mean. In some bus stations, pedestrians might have to walk a lot, especially 
when the bus station is located on the other side of the street. I think Bao’an District has performed better 
than Nanshan due to the smaller scales of neighbourhood divisions.   

 
 

10. Q: There is a document that has been released by the national government, which says in the future we 
should no longer construct gated communities; rather we should construct open communities? What do you 
think about this issue? 
A: I’m not sure. 

 

  

                                                 
187 Three categories of bus line in Shenzhen: https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Wahsaw/Shenzhen_Bus 
188 jtys.sz.gov.cn 
189 http://www.dcutp.com/ 
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Appendix 6 
 

Interview Time：18.08.2016 

Interviewee Name：Lizao, Liu 

Interviewee’s organisation：Architecture Company (Hong Kong / Shenzhen) 

Interview keywords: Building planning regulations (Hong Kong /Shenzhen), setback distance of residential 
buildings, road network regulations  

 
1. Q: Could you please explain the Building Setback Restriction190 (Hong Kong / Shenzhen)? Are there 

fundamental differences between Hong Kong and Shenzhen? 
A: Yes, there are rules for the setback distance of buildings from the red line; however, the requirements are 
complex and split into categories according to building type. Therefore, I cannot give you an exact figure for 
setback distance in meters. 

 
2. Q: Do you think there are other reasons that led to the differences in setback distance between Hong 

Kong and Shenzhen besides the ventilation requirement?  
A: In fact, there are many reasons that led to the results of setback distance from the red line of the land plot, 
such as 1) ventilation and lighting 2) Service lane – this also creates the setback distance between the 
construction baseline and the land lots. The rear of the buildings needs a certain amount of space for 
maintenance and operation. 3. Traffic regulations – if you leave certain space on the ground floor, you get 
additional construction area191 as a reward. 

 
3. Q: It seems the urban block scale in Hong Kong's is more suitable for walking than in Shenzhen. Do 

you think the setback distance192 in the building regulations plays a role in that? 
A: We can take the requirements for a building’s ventilation and lighting as an example. There is an algorithm 
for its calculation, which in Hong Kong is not the same as on the mainland. However, the main purpose for 
setting these regulations is to guarantee a healthy living environment for the people who live there. 
Additionally, setting up the space between buildings is also to prevent uncontrollable situations such as fires 
(the surrounding buildings would not be affected). Of course, in addition to ventilation and lighting, many 
other factors determine setback distance such as site coverage193, gross floor area194, and traffic and service 
lanes195. If there are no roads within the plot, you might have to open up a road for circulation. I think most of 
the spatial forms and patterns are the result of different planning regulations. In Hong Kong, the main 
purpose is to increase land use density where there are limited land resources. There is another regulation 
that led to the high-density road network in Hong Kong. There is a type of composite building196 (containing 
residential and commercial), within these types of building, 15m above ground requires 100% site coverage, 
and you have to fulfil this requirement. This requirement must be stated in the planning document for the land 
plot; if not, then you are not allowed to do it. 

 

                                                 
190 Setback distance:  this is the building restriction imposed on property owners. Local governments create 
setbacks through ordinances and building codes, usually for reasons of public policy such as safety, privacy and 
environmental protection. (http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Setback) 
191 Construction areas:  a building normally has a fixed construction volume; however, this ratio is different from 
site to site. 
192 Setback distance (Hong Kong & Shenzhen): this means the distance between the side of the buildings and 
land plots.   
193 Site coverage: check 
194 GFA (Gross Floor Area): The gross floor area is the total floor area (measured in square feet or meters) of all 
floors in the building that you would like considered in your valuation. This would include stairwells and 
elevator shafts, but not areas such as basements and mezzanines.  A one-storey building with exterior wall 
dimensions of 100' x 100' would have a gross floor area of 10,000 square feet. If that same building has three 
stories, the gross floor area would be 30,000 square feet. If the first two storeys are 10,000 square feet each and 
the third floor 5,000 square feet, then the gross floor area would be 25,000 square feet. 
(https://bvslight.msbexpress.net/ins/help/Suite/Fields/Gross_Floor_Area.htm) 
195 Service lane: 
http://www.legislation.gov.hk/blis_ind.nsf/curallengdoc/68CD4D959347E3EC482579C9003017A0?OpenDocu
ment 
196 Composite building: a building containing both residential and commercial units.  
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4. Q: Although Hong Kong and Shenzhen have different building-sector regulations leading to different 
spatial scales of building typology, do you think the road network planning regulations also play a 
role in shaping the urban landscape differences between the two cities? 
A: This is an issue for the Hong Kong Highway Department, which is a government department. Since the 
government has defined the land plots by controlling the road hierarchy and they do not construct the land 
plots themselves, they lease different land plots to different developers for the construction activities. To 
control the physical outcome of the built-up environment (done by different land use developers), the 
government has implemented very detailed building code regulations to guide the land use developers in 
construction. The reason for Hong Kong's compact urban form is the systematic control of its building 
regulations. Since building regulations are extremely detailed, every single empty land plot has a specific 
planning regulation. As I mentioned before, there are three main categories of building planning regulation: 1) 
ventilation and lighting, 2) service lane requirement, and 3) policy for additional floor area allowance.  

 
5. Q: Do you think Shenzhen's road network is more of a car-oriented spatial structure, whereas Hong 

Kong’s is a pedestrian-oriented spatial structure? 
A: I do not know much about the criteria for road classification in Hong Kong and the road standards for the 
governmental planning. Many planning projects in mainland China are less complex than in Hong Kong, for 
example, the building setback distances are usually defined by the planning institute with fixed numbers, and 
there are no special requirements for that. The building regulations are floor area ratios and sunlight 
requirements197 and that is all. 

 
6. Q: What is your personal opinion of Shenzhen’s road scale in comparison to Hong Kong? 

A: I think mainland China performs better in road hierarchy classification. I think the wider road network offers 
more space for ventilation and lighting. Besides, it provides a much better view for people. In Hong Kong, you 
have to walk up and down different bridges; this setting does not bring a pleasant feeling from a 
psychological point of view. From the user’s perspective, wider roads have many advantages, for example, 
sidewalks in Shenzhen are wider and you go jogging along the sidewalk. Hong Kong does not have these 
kind of environmental facilities. Although in terms of land use efficiency, Hong Kong might perform better than 
Shenzhen. I think there are also other problems in Hong Kong’s land use regulations, for example, 80% of 
land in Hong Kong is defined as green land upon which or housing construction is not allowed. This is the 
requirement set up by the British Government a long time ago when the urban population was only about two 
to three million. However, the population of Hong Kong has reached 7 million, and yet the regulation is still 
valid. I think the Hong Kong Government, environmental protection organisations and real estate developers 
have together pushed up the high prices of the housing sector in Hong Kong. 

 

  

                                                 
197 Shenzhen Building Planning Regulations: regulations for floor area ratio (FAR) and sunlight. 
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Appendix 7 
 
Interview Time：16.07.2016 

Interviewee Name：Yuxi, Wang 

Interviewee’s organisation：Shenzhen Machinery Institute Architecture Design 

Interview keywords: Architecture planning codes; real estate projects;  
 
1. Q: What are the main indicators in the ‘Architecture Design Requirements’ (Jian Zhu She Ji Ren Wu 

Shu)? 
A: I think you mean the "Design Conditions Notice" (She Ji Tiao Jian Tong Zhi Shu)198. It includes the floor 
area ratio, building density, green area rate, height limits, and total land area; sometimes it also contains a 
certain amount of commercial area. Real estate developers usually offer "design condition notices" to 
architects. The architects themselves have little impact on the contents of the design condition notices. 
 

2. Q: Which department is responsible for approving building construction permits (Jian Zhu Shi Gong 
Xu Ke Zheng)199? Do you know the general principles for obtaining them? 
A: The architectural design require approval in two phases: design (Fang An Jie Duan) and construction 
(Shi Gong Tu Jie Duan).  
Design Phase: the architectural companies have to deliver the planning proposal to the planning bureau for 
approval. The planning bureau will check whether the design plan has followed the main planning 
regulations. The main indicators in this phase include setback distance of the red line (about 3m to 5m); and 
distance between buildings, which is highlighted in the Architecture Design Code (Jian Zhu She Ji Gui 
Fan). There are two types of building setback distance from the red line: multi-story and high rise.  
Construction Phase: the construction technical requirements. 
  
 

3. Q: Are there any negotiation possibilities between the government and real estate developers in 
terms of residential land use density? Are there fixed rules based on the Shenzhen Statutory Plan (Fa 
Ding Tu Ze) and Controlled Detailed Plan (Kong Zhi Xing Xiang Xi Gui Hua)? 
A: The Controlled Detailed Plan listed the detail requirements of some indicators. Most real estate companies 
they have their own public relations department responsible for the communication with the government. 
There are many urban renewal processes and construction activities happening in Shenzhen, which include 
the transformation of villages (Jiu Cun Gai Zao)200  and the transformation of the old district (Jiu Xiao Qu Gai 
Zao)201. The main purpose of transformation is to increase land use intensity.  
 

4. Q: Where can I get detailed information for each real estate project, such as floor area ratio and 
building density? Which departments can provide these data? 
A:  1) SouFun.com, and 2) Controlled Detailed Plan (Kong Zhi Xing Xiang Xi Gui Hua) 
 

5. Q: Where can I download the Controlled Detailed Plan (Kong Zhi Xing Xiang Xi Gui Hua)? 
A: I am not sure. We obtain them from land use developers; b. maybe you can check the Planning Bureau 
website. 
 

6. Q: It seems that most of the new real estate projects provide underground parking spaces. What is 
the parking ratio for residential areas? Does it relate to building density or number of households?  
A: There are detail regulations for parking ratio in the Architecture Design Code (Jian Zhu She Ji Gui Fan). 
Shenzhen’s parking ratio is lower than for mainland cities, for example, in Chengdu the parking ratio is 1.2 
parking spaces / households, or 1 parking space/ 100m2. 

                                                 
198 "Design Conditions Notice" (She Ji Tiao Jian Tong Zhi Shu): the architectural design requirements from the 
real estate project developers.  
199 Building Construction Permit (Jian Zhu Shi Gong Xu Ke Zheng): the real estate developers need to obtain a 
building construction permit before they can begin construction; otherwise, construction is illegal.  
200 Transformation of old villages (Jiu Cun Gai Zao): the land ownership of the urban villages is called collective 
land ownership, whereby the community rather than individual land use developers are the owners.  
201 Transformation of old districts (Jiu Cheng Gai Zao): The old districts refer to those formerly welfare-housing 
units; however, these housing units are now private property. The transformation of these old districts is more 
complex than the transformation of the old villages because property ownership of the housing belongs to 
different households rather than just the collective communities as in the old villages.  
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7. Q: Do you know who is responsible for managing the gates of the real estate projects in Shenzhen? 

A: Landscape design or property management offices.  
 

8. Q: The central government issued a document <Opinions of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of China and the State Council on Further Strengthening the Urban Planning and 
Development>202, which states that there will be no gated communities in future residential planning, 
and formerly gated communities will be gradually opened up. What is your opinions about these 
rules? 
A: I think it is unrealistic from the property owners’ point of view: 
1) Community spaces within residential units are considered private resources rather than public resources. 
Opening the gates of the communities means opening the private space resources to the public, which 
means ‘homebuyers’ losing their space resources.  
2) Security issues – in most residential units’ gates and fences are set up to prevent theft. The main reason is 
to distinguish residents from outsiders. 
3) Most homebuyers own their car parking areas. The inner community spaces create a walking environment 
for pedestrians and, therefore, all the vehicle circular paths are along the edges of the residential 
communities and end in underground parking lots.  
4) There are many residential areas located in remote areas where public transport is not available; 
therefore, these property buyers must rely on private cars. 
 
 

9. Q: Which mobility mode do you use from home to work? What is the most inconvenient aspect of 
choosing public transport to go to work? 
A:  I seldom take public transport to work. I usually take a taxi in the morning, but it is difficult to get one 
during peak hours.  
 

10. Q: Do you think there are changes that could be made to the current residential planning process that 
would prioritise public transport utilisation over private cars?  

A:  I think there could be some changes in both management and design. Regarding management, in Japan, for 
example, most gated communities comprise apartments for rent and not for sale, so you rather select the resident 
types within the community. Those apartments are normally very small and fit to the single household. Villas and 
houses are normally for sale. Regarding design, many Chinese residential areas have separate paths for 
pedestrians and vehicles. As I said before, the inner space of the real estate projects are pedestrian friendly and 
only used by community residents. We have designed many architectural projects and do not need to consider 
the connection with the public transport network. 
 

  

                                                 
202 http://www.mohurd.gov.cn/zxydt/201602/t20160222_226694.html 
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Appendix 8 
 

Interview Time：23.08.2016 

Interviewee Name： 

Interviewee’s organisation：Shenzhen Eastern Bus Co., Ltd. - Operation Department  

Interview keywords: bus network planning; operation of the bus network; road infrastructure planning;  
6. Q: What are the main principles of the Shenzhen bus network layout? 

A: Travel demand and bus depot construction203.  
There are three bus line categories: express (Kuai Xian), main (Gan Xian) and branch (Xiao Zhi Xian). Fast 
lines (Kuai Xian) operate between urban districts and agglomerations. Main lines (Gan Xian) operate within 
districts. The branch lines (Xiao Zhi Xian) operate between neighbourhoods. Well, actually, the entire bus 
network can be found on the e511204 website, but unfortunately, it does not show the different bus line 
ownerships of different bus companies205.  

 
7. Q: What is the organisational structure of bus depots between the municipality and the bus 

companies? 
A: Although the Shenzhen government has offered to provide a certain number of bus depots, the bus 
companies still have to organise most of the depots themselves; sometimes they rent temporary locations for 
bus depots. For example, in Hua Qiang Bei areas206, the pedestrian flow is high, but there are no bus depots, 
so there are mainly temporary bus depots. In general, the city of Shenzhen is still lacking in bus depots.  

 
8. Q: You mentioned that bus depot supply plays a key role in determining the bus operation network. 

What is the management structure of the Shenzhen bus depots? 
A: There are three ways to organise bus depots: 1) bus depots rented by bus companies, 2) government-
owned bus depots, and 3) passenger and freight centres. 

 
9. Q: Shenzhen’s bus network is operating on municipality road classes above branch207; however, 

some residential units and block are surrounded by different ‘branches’ and have very high 
population densities. They seem to have a lack of bus services. What is the bus company’s strategy 
for tackling this problem? 
A: Some residential areas have a closed management system (gated community); this is not good for the 
company because it blocks the bus routes. We can only operate our service lines around the boundaries of 
these areas. In general, the Shenzhen Transportation Committee (SZTC) determines the bus network and 
routes208. We follow the requirements of the SZTC and provide bus services under their guidelines. Since bus 
routes heavily depend on the availability of bus depots, if we realise the desired bus routes assigned by the 
SZTC do not have suitably located bus depots, we would inform the SZTC about possible solutions. The 
government provides annual subsidies to the three main bus companies in Shenzhen.  

 
10. Q: Which type of subsidy do the bus companies receive from Shenzhen municipality? Are the 

subsidies linked to the total mileage, service time or other performance measurements? 
A: It is a fixed subsidy; the baseline is based on the subsidy amount in 2012. The main criteria include 
mileage, service quality, and passenger numbers provided by the Shenzhen Transportation Electronic Card 
(Shenzhen Tong)209. There are also subsidy policies for the application of renewable energy in the 
transportation sector. The current subsidy policies for bus companies from 2013 to 2017 are according to a 

                                                 
203 Bus depot: places where all buses can be parked and maintained when out of service. In the city of Shenzhen, 
the bus network layout depends heavily on the spatial location of all the bus depots. However, since there is no 
complete legal space allocation to bus depot planning, bus companies have to organise bus depots for their own 
bus network layout.  
204 http://www.e511.com/ 
205 Bus companies in Shenzhen: there are three main bus companies in Shenzhen; they are the Shenzhen Eastern 
Bus Co. Ltd. (http://www.szebus.net/), Shenzhen Western Bus Co. Ltd. (http://www.szxbbus.com/), and 
Shenzhen Bus Group Company Limited (www. Szbus.com.cn/).  
206 Hua Qiang Bei Area: commercial centres in Shenzhen  
207 Branch (Zhi Lu): the main categories of road hierarchy in China are main, secondary and branch.  
208 Shenzhen Transportation Committee (Shenzhen Jiao Tong Wei Yuan Hui): http://www.sztb.gov.cn/ 
209 Shenzhen Transportation Electronic Card (Shenzhen Tong) is an electronic card which can be used for many 
public transport services in Shenzhen including the metro, bus and some bikes and taxis.  
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subsidy model that offers a fixed subsidy package. Bus route planning is organised by the Shenzhen 
Transportation Committee.  
 

11. Q: Do different bus lines receive different subsidies since some bus networks have higher passenger 
flows than others?  
A: No, that does not influence the subsidy plan. This is the business of the bus company. 
 

12. Q: Can your company balance expenditure and profits? 
A: Yes. 
 

13. Q: What are the current road planning regulations in Shenzhen?  (Do you have an electronic version 
of those documents)? 
A: Well, these are the planning tasks for the Shenzhen Transportation Committee (SZTC); they are also in 
charge of road infrastructure management issues such as pedestrian facilities. 

 
14. Q: What kind of planning standards are in place for pedestrian crossing facilities on municipal roads, 

for example the average distances between pedestrian crossing facilities? Does the planning 
authority aim to have the footbridge crossings for pedestrians? 
A: I’m not sure. 

 
15. Q: What are the main problems in linking bus and metro services? 

A: I’m not sure. 
 

 
16. Q: The bus station catchment area is usually 300m for public transport planning; does Shenzhen use 

the same standard? 
A: For bus station catchment areas, I think the Shenzhen standard is 500m, but there are some enclosed 
communities and we could only drive around the outskirts of those residential areas.  
 

17. Q: Many residential areas are gated communities and municipality roads have many fences 
preventing pedestrian street crossings. These two factors have actually led to the actual accessing 
distance to public transport nodes being much longer than 300m. Are there any improvement 
schemes to change the situation? 
A: I’m not sure. 
 

18. Q: Are there any requirements from the Shenzhen municipality regarding bus service quality? 
A: The bus companies have in fact been required to fulfil certain levels of service quality such as service 
frequency. However, if a road is congested there is nothing we can do. We can only guarantee the departure 
frequency of the buses from the depots. We cannot guarantee the bus service frequency on every bus station 
since there is always unexpected traffic congestion. I think Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is a very good idea; however, 
in reality more management support is needed since the BRT network is fragmented and could not generate a 
sufficient network, and in most of the cases private vehicles occupy the BRT lanes and there are no responsible 
departments to manage such issues. 
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Appendix 9 
 

Interview Time：20.02.2017 

Interviewee Name：Yingtao Liang 

Interviewee’s organisation： Shenzhen Metro Ltd. / Shenzhen Municipal Infrastructure Design Company, 

Department of Metro Institute 
Interview keywords:  
 
1. Q: Could you roughly explain the planning procedures for the Shenzhen Metro? 

A: It usually contains five steps:  
First, the National Development and Reform Commission entrusts the local transportation institute to conduct 
the network planning. Second, after preliminary network planning, the local subway company entrusts the 
design institute to carry out an "Engineering Feasibility Study" (EFS). The general cycle of EFS is about two 
years. During this period, the design institute conducts a preliminary review of EFS. We call this a pre-
assessment, which includes modification and application for approval through NDRC. Third, is the strategic 
planning. Fourth, is preliminary design of the metro network. Fifth is the construction drawing design. My 
main work now is preliminary design 
 

2. Q: What does step three mainly consist of – Strategic Planning? 
A: The main tasks are to control the direction of the metro lines and highlight special planning points of the 
new line, such as complex building units, transportation hubs, land plot development strategies and so on. 
We control the general layout of each station and the relationship with surrounding plots, individual buildings 
or connection possibilities. 
 

3. Q: Are there any relationships between land plot density and metro line layout? 
A: The selection criteria for the metro station depend on passenger flow volumes around the station. When 
the flow is too low, it is impossible to plan the metro line. The passenger flow connected with population 
density. The population density covers three aspects: first, the existing permanent population. Second, the 
proportion of the employed population. We call them the peak-hour passenger flows. Generally, we call them 
the morning peak and evening peak. Third, the ‘planned population’; we have planned many metro stations, 
which now have land functions like factory, open space, green space. However, many of these areas are the 
future centres for employment, such as business districts. It depends on the changing land functions and the 
future population growth. If the stations have high volumes of passengers, we will also consider the locations 
for metro stations, even though the technical engineering requirements are complex. Technical solutions 
usually involve high investment.  
 

4. Q: Which department is in charge of the statistical population data? 
A: You can obtain the population statistics through the Neighbourhood Management Offices. Each 
neighbourhood has its sub-districts, within which are community workstations. The statistical population data 
are their responsibility. Planning is the responsibility of the Planning Bureau. 
 
 

5. Q: What is the main role of NDRC during the metro implementation process? 
A: The National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) provides the final approval of metro 
construction. The Shenzhen Development and Reform Commission is responsible for the general 
management of metro network planning.  
 

6. Q: What factors other than population density influence a metro station’s location? 
A: There are generally three factors influencing metro stations: (1) Urban development strategies and axis; 
(2) line coverage, in addition to the highly valued employment population and the balance between districts 
and city layout. The coverage radius of a subway station is 500m. In Shenzhen, this indicator has been 
extended to 1000m. (3) Population density as mentioned before. 
 

7. Q: Are there any differences in metro service zones among different districts in Shenzhen? 
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A: The proportion of stations is higher in Shenzhen special economic zones (SSEZs)210 than in other 
territories of Shenzhen. Luohu, Nanshan and Futian have the majority of stations. The division is due to the 
spatial structures of the city. For example, areas like CBD, administrative districts, commercial districts are 
the focus areas. The SSEZs take priority. The building density in many built-up areas is not very high, but the 
urban renewal process will increase it in the future. Therefore, metro network planning also considers future 
population growth in these areas. For districts outside of SSEZs, from the economic point of view, the 
construction costs for metro lines will be lower than in SSEZs. The difference in the general urban 
development status of SSEZs and non-SSEZs is huge. Therefore, the metro network concentrates on 
SSEZs.  
 

8. Q: Could you please further explain the relationship between the urban renewal process in Shenzhen 
and the metro network planning? 
A: The urban renewal process in Shenzhen includes two areas: the renewal process of urban villages and 
the renovation of old housing districts. Of course, it is relatively easy to renovate old villages, because 
negotiations with village leaders are less complicated than with different homeowners in the old districts. 
There are many stakeholders in the old districts, which makes the negotiation process complex.  
 

9. Q: Are there clear differences in metro service between peak and non-peak hours? 
A: Yes, the most frequent metro services are concentrated in the morning and evening peak hours. It is 
necessary to calculate the initial, recent, and long-term passenger flows. These figures will be used to 
arrange the timetable according to passenger flow, origin and destination (OD). The long-term system 
calculations are 30, which means 30 departures an hour. A metro train every 2 minutes. 
 

10. Q: Would you explain the spatial connection between the metro and other mobility services, such as 
connections with the bus and pedestrian systems?  

A: We must aim for a seamless connection between the entrance to the metro station and the bus system. If there 
is no bus system, we recommend that the Shenzhen Transportation Committee to review bus routes or modify the 
location of bus stops. Generally, the bus stop should not be more than 100m from the metro station. The metro 
planning itself has little connection with the Shenzhen Transportation Committee. The Metro Group is a state-
owned enterprises, which belongs to the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the 
State Council. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
210 Shenzhen Special Economic Zones (SSEZ) include four districts, which are Nanshan, Futian, Luohu and 
Yantian.  




